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CHAPTER

ENGINE

TYPES

: - AND THEIR
“*- OPERATION

‘-('-'-,-.-:.‘~’u.:.—:u.-:-v-'-IUF.‘—.a.'-g¢-:A-:41....5,73,“:47,J“mean.“21%,"..‘
:r?‘%-w;‘=n-.-.-=--

1.1 INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL

PERSPECTIVE

The purpose of internal combustion engines is the production of mechanical
power from the chemical energy contained in the fuel. In internal combustion
engines, as distinct from external combustion engines, this energy is released by
"burning or oxidizing the fuel inside the engine. The fuel-air mixture before com-
bustion and the burned products after combustion are the actual working fluids.
The work transfers which provide the desired power output occur directly

between these working fluids and the mechanical components of the engine. The

internal combustion engines which are the subject of this book are spark—ignition

engines (sometimes called Otto engines, or gasoline or petrol engines, though
Other fuels can be used) and compression-ignition or diesel engines? Because of

their simplicity, ruggedness and high powerfweight ratio, these two types of
engine have found wide application in transportation (land, sea, and air) and

power generation. It is the fact that combustion takes place inside the work»

,1”:..;.V‘A-.—_T_.‘_I,J,‘A__,=_.4.7,";
'.'I>“-‘B.A.:v.--,.-.
-.'-raura.;L:A
i;‘."-"“*5":

TThe gas turbine is also, by this definition, an “internal combustion engine.“ Conventionally,
hewaver, the term is used for spark—ignition and compression-ignition engines. The operating prin-
ciples of gas turbines are fundamentally different, and they are not discussed as separate engines in
this book.

*1);W—M‘fi'”*1?“Ew'i‘m's'{FVHH‘I’V-v:H"wakr-(I;
l
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2 INTERNAL consumers enema FUNDAMENTALS

producing part of these engines that makes their design and operating character-

istics fundamentally different from those of other types of engine.

Practical heat engines have served mankind for over two and a half cen-

turies. For the first 150 years, water, raised to steam, was interposed between the

combustion gases produced by burning the fuel and the work-producing piston-

in-cylinder expander. It was not until the 1860s that the internal combustion

engine became a practical reality.1' 2 The early engines developed for commercial

use burned coal-gas air mixtures at atmospheric pressure—there was no com-
pression before combustion. J. J. F...Lenoir (1822—1900) developed the first mar-

. ketable engine of this type. Gas and air were drawn into the cylinder during the

1 first half of the piston stroke. The charge was then ignited with a spark, the
pressure increased, and the burned gases then delivered power to the piston for

[i the second half of the stroke. The cycle was completed with an exhaust stroke.

: Some 5000 of these engines were built between 1860 and 1865 in sizes up to six

horsepower. Efficiency was at best about 5 percent.

A more successful development—an atmospheric engine introduced in 186';r

i by Nicolaus A. Otto (1832—1891) and Eugen Langen (1833—1895}~used the pres-
sure rise resulting from combustion of the fuel—air charge early in the outward
stroke to accelerate a free piston and rack assembly so its momentum would

generate a vacuum in the cylinder. AtmOSpheric pressure then pushed the piston

inward, with the rack engaged through a roller clutch to the output shaft. Pro-

1 duction engines, of which about 5000 were built, obtained thermal efficiencies ofup to 11 percent. A slide valve controlled intake, ignition by a gas flame, and
exhaust.

I To overcome this engine‘s shortcomings of low thermal efficiency and

' excessive weight, Otto, proposed an engine cycle with four piston strokes: an
H intake stroke, then a compression stroke before ignition, an expansion or power
I] stroke where work was delivered to the crankshaft, and finally an exhaust stroke.

. He also proposed incorporating a stratified-charge induction system, though this
was not achieved in practice. His prototype four-stroke engine first ran in 1876. A

comparison between the Otto engine and its atmospheric-type predecessor indi-
cates the reason for its success (see Table 1.1): the enormous reduction in engine

weight and volume. This was the breakthrough that effectively founded the inter-
nal combustion engine industry. By 1890, almost 50,000 of these engines had

been sold in Europe and the United States.

In 1884, an unpublished French patent issued in 1862 to Alphonse Beau de
Rochas (1815—1893) was found which described the principles of the four-stroke

cycle. This chance discovery cast doubt on the validity of Otto’s own patent for
this concept, and in Germany it was declared invalid. Beau de Rochas also out-
lined the conditions under which maximum efficiency in an internal combustion

engine could be achieved. These were:

I. The largest possible cylinder volume with the minimum boundary surface

2. The greatest possible working speed
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a ENGINE TYPES AND THEIR OPERATION 3
acter- TABLE 1.!

3 Comparison of lOtto four-stroke cycle and Otto—Longer:
f cen- E engines“lI #

“3:” the S Otto and Langen Otto four-stroke
tlSan- 3" ___’__————————~—

ustion 3% Brake horsepower 2 p55
- l Weight. lb. approx- 4000 ~

tercral .2 Fusion displaccmflnl. in3 4900 310
com— i Power strokes per min 28 30

; mar- Shaft speed. rev/min 90 160

1g the -;i Mechanical efficiency, % ss 34
k, the ? Overall efficiency, “/0 l1 l4

troke. ’

to six

I 1867 3. The greatest possible expansion ratio
, pres~ 4. The greatest possible pressure at the beginning of expansion
.tward :i

would I; The first two conditions hold heat losses from the charge to a minimum. The
piston third condition recognizes that the greater the expansion of the postcombustion
. Pro- t, gases, the greater the work extracted. The fourth condition recognizes that higher
cies of initial pressures make greater expansion possible, and give higher pressures

e, and I throughout the process, both resulting in greater work transfer. Although Beau
de Roehas’ unpublished writings predate Otto’s developments, he never reduced

3; and these ideas to practice. Thus Otto, in the broader sense, was the inventor of the
es: an modern internal combustion engine as we know it today.

power i= Further deVelopments followed fast once the full impact of what Otto had
:troke. . achieved became apparent. By the [8805 several engineers (e.g., Dugald Clerk,

gh this 1854—1913, and James Robson, 1833—1913, in England and Karl Benz, 1844-—
876. A 1929, in Germany) had successfully developed two-stroke internal combustion

r indie ._ engines where the exhaust and intake processes occur during the end of the

engine power stroke and the beginning of the compression stroke. James Atkinson
inter- : (1346—1914] in England made an engine with a longer expansion than compres-

:3 had ' sion stroke, which had a high efficiency for the times but mechanical weaknesses.

_ It was recognized that efficiency was a direct function of expansion ratio, yet
can do compression ratios were limited to less than four if serious knock problems were

stroke I. to be avoided with the available fuels. Substantial carburetor and ignition system

:nt for f; developments were required, and occurred, before high-speed gasoline engines

0 out— :' suitable for automobiles became available in the late 18305. Stationary engine
ustion progress also continued. By the late 1890s, large single-cylinder engines of 1.3-rn

‘ bore fueled by low~energy blast furnace gas produced 600 bhp at 90 rev/min. In

I! Britain, legal restrictions on volatile fuels turned their engine builders toward
" kerosene. Low compression ratio “ oil ” engines with heated external fuel vapor-

e izers and electric ignition were developed with efficiencies comparable to those ofl
t gas engines (14 to 18 percent). The Hornsby-Aekroyd engine became the most
a;I.

l
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popular oil engine in Britain, and was also built in large numbers in the United
States.2

In 1892, the German engineer Rudolf Diesel (1858-4913) outlined in his
patent a new form of internal combustion engine. His concept of initiating com-

bustion by injecting a liquid fuel into air heated solely by compression permitted

a doubling of efficiency over other internal combustion engines. Much greater

expansion ratios, without detonation or knock, were now possible. However,

even with the efforts of Diesel and the resources of MAN. in Ausburg combined,

‘ it took fiv: years to develop a practical engine.
Engine developments, perhaps less fundamental but nonetheless important

to the steadily widening internal combustion engine markets, have continued ever

since?"4 One more recent major development has been the rotary internal com-

bustion engine. Although a wide variety of experimental rotary engines have been

proposed over the years,5 the first practical rotary internal combustion engine,
the Wankel, was not successfully tested until 1957. That engine, which evolved

through many years of research and development, was based on the designs of
the German inventor Felix Wankel." 7

Fuels have also had a major impact on engine development. The earliest

engines used for generating mechanical power burned gas. Gasoline, and lighter
fractions of crude oil, became available in the late 18005 and various types of

carburetors were developed to vaporize the fuel and mix it with air. Before 1905

there were few problems with gasoline; though compression ratios were low (4 or

less) to avoid knock, the highly volatile fuel made starting easy and gave good

cold weather performance. However, a serious crude oil shortage developed, and

to meet the fivefold increase in gasoline demand between 1907 and 1915, the yield
from crude had to be raised. Through the work of William Burton (1865—1954)

and his associates of Standard Oil of Indiana, a thermal cracking process was

developed whereby heavier oils were heated under pressure and decomposed into

less complex more volatile compounds. These thermally cracked gasolines satis-

fied demand, but their higher boiling point range created cold weather starting

problems. Fortunately, electrically driven starters, introduced in 1912, came

along just in time.

On the farm, kerosene was the logical fuel for internal combustion engines

since it was used for heat and light. Many early farm engines had heated carbu-

retors or vaporizers to enable them to operate with such a fuel.

The period following World War 1 saw a tremendous advance in our
understanding of how fuels affect combustion, and especially the problem of
knock. The antiknock effect of tetraethyl lead Was discovered at General

Motors,4 and it became commercially available as a gasoline additive in the

United States in 1923. In the late 19305, Eugene Houdry found that vaporized

oils passed over an activated catalyst at 450 to 480°C were converted to high—
quality gasoline in much higher yields than was possible with thermal cracking.

These advances, and others, permitted fuels with better and better antiknoclc

properties to be produced in large quantities; thus engine compression ratios

steadily increased, improving power and efficiency.
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Jnited During the past three decades, new factors for change have become impor-

tant and now significantly afl‘ect engine design and operation. These factors are,
in his . first, the need to control the automotive contribution to urban air pollution and,
:com- second, the need to achieve significant improvements in automotive fuel con-
mitted gumption.

;reater The automotive air-pollution problem became apparent in the 19405 in the
wever, Los Angeles basin. In 1952, it was demonstrated by Prof. A. J. Haagen-‘lmit that
bined, the smog problem there resulted from reactions between oxides of nitrogen and

hydrocarbon compounds in the presence of sunlight.8 In due course it became
ortant clear that the automobile was a major contributor to hydrocarbon and oxides of

d ever ' nitrogen emissions, as well as the prime cause of high carbon monoxide leVels in

l com- ; urban areas. Diesel engines are a significant source of small soot or smoke par-
e been -: tides, as well as hydrocarbons and oxides of nitrogen. Table 1.2 outlines the
ingine, i dimensions of the problem. As a result of these developments, emission standards
wolved i for automobiles were introduced first in California, then nationwide in the

gns of United States, starting in the early 1960s. Emislion standards in Japan and

Europe, and for other engine applications, have followed. Substantial reductions
arliest in emissions from spark-ignition and diesel engines have been achieved. Both the

lighter use of catalysts in spark-ignition engine exhaust systems for emissions control
pes oi ' and concern over the toxicity of lead antiltnoclt additives have resulted in the
31905 reappearance of unleaded gasoline as a major part of the automotive fuels

1(4 or , market. Also, the maximum lead content in leaded gasoline has been substan-
good tialiy reduced. The emission-control requirements and these fuel developments

:1, and e have produced significant changes in the way internal combustion engines are
3 yield i designed and operated.
4954) i Internal combustion engines are also an important source of noise. There
is was t are several sources of engine noise: the exhaust system, the intake system, the fan

d into 1: used for cooling, and the engine block surface, The noise may be generated by
SENS“ Q”- aerodynamic effects, may be due to forces that result from the combustion

:arting 3 process, or may result from mechanical excitation by rotating or reciprocating
came it engine components. Vehicle noise legislation to reduce emissions to the

environment was first introduced in the early 19705.

ngines ii During the 19705 the price of crude petroleum rose rapidly to several times
:arbu- its cost (in real terms) in 1970, and concern built up regarding the longer—term

availability of petroleum. Pressures fer substantial improvements in internal

it our '. combustion engine efficiency (in all its many applications} have become very Sub-
em of stantial indeed. Yet emission-control requirements have made improving engine

eneral fuel consumption more difficult, and the removal and reduction of lead in gas-

in the oline has forced spark-ignition engine compression ratios to be reduced. Much

orized work is being done on the use of alternative fuels to gasoline and diesel. Of the

high- nonwpetroleum—based fuels, natural gas, and methanol and ethanol (methyl and

.cking. _ ethyl alcohols) are receiving the greatest attention, while synthetic gasoline and
knock % diesel made from shale oil or coal, and hydrogen could be longer-term pos-

ratios E sibilitics.’ It might be thought that after over a century of development, the internal
i
i
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TABLE 1.2

The automotive urban air-pollution problem 

Automobile emissions Truclt emissions“

 

Mobile

source Reduction

emissions Uncontrolled in new 51

as % of vehicles, vehicles, engines, Diesel,

Pollutant Impact totalT giltrni ”A: T gfkm giltm

Oxides of Reactant in 40—60 2.5 75 7 12

nitrogen photochemical

(NO and N01) smog; N02 is
toxic

Carhon Toxic 90 6 5 95 150 I?

monoxide

(CO) -
Unburncd Reaetant in 30—50 10 90 1711 3

hydrocarbons photochemical

(HC, many smog

hydrocarbon

compounds)

Particulates Reduces 50 0.5§ 40§ n 0.5

(5001 and visibility;
absorbed some of HC

hydrocarbon compounds

compounds) mutagem’e 

f Depends on type ofurbnn area and room: mitt.

1 Average values for pre-I‘JGB automobiles which had no emission controls, determined by US. test procedure
which simulates typical urban and highway driving. Exhaust emissions. except t‘or HC where 55 percent an: exhaust

missions, 20 percent nre evaporative emissions from fuel tank and carburetor. and 25 percent are crankme
blowby gases.

5; Diesel engine automobiles only. Parliculatc emissions from spark-ignition engines are negligible.

1| Compares emissions from new spark-ignition engine automobiles with uncontrolled automobile levels in prcVious
column. Varies from country to counlry. The United States,-Canada, Western Europe, and Japan have standards

with dil’t'erent degrees of severity. The United States. Europe, and Japan have difierent test procedures. Standards
are strictest in the United States and Japan.

11' Represcntativa. average emission levels for trucks.

11 With 95 percent exhaust emissions and 5 percent evaporatiye emissions.

n = negligible.

combustion engine has reached its peak and little potential for further improve-
ment remains. Such is not the case. Conventional spark-ignition and diesel

engines continue to show substantial improvements in efficiency, power, and
degree of emission control. New materials now becoming available offer the pos-

sibilities of reduced engine weight, cost, and heat lossw, and of different and more

efficient internal combustion engine systems. Alternative types of internal com-

bostion engines, such as the stratified—charge (which combines characteristics nor-

mally associated with either the spark-ignition or diesel) with its wider fuel

tolerance, may become sufficiently attractive to reach large~scale production. The

engine development opportunities of the future are substantial. While they

FORD 1109
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present a formidable challenge to automotive engineers, they will be made pos-
sible in large part by the enormous expansion of our knowledge of engine pro-
cesses which the last twenty years has witnessed.

 

 lonst’r

Mel, 1.2 ENGINE CLASSIFICATIONS
’1‘” There are many different types of internal combustion engines. They can be clas-

1?. sified by:

1. Application. Automobile. truck, locomotive, light aircraft, marine, portable

power system, power generation
17

2. Basic engine design. Reciprocating engines (in turn subdivided by arrange-

ment of cylinders: e.g., in—line, V, radial, opposed), rotary engines (Wankel

3 and other geometries)

3. Working cycle. Four-stroke cycle: naturally aspirated (admitting atmospheric

air}, supercharged (admitting precompressed fresh mixture), and turbo-
charged (admitting fresh mixture compressed in a compressor driven by an
exhaust turbine), two-stroke cycle: crankcase scavenged, supercharged, and

turbocharged

. Valve or part design and location. Overhead (or I-head) valVCs, underhead (or

L-head) valves, rotary valves, cross-Scavengcd porting (inlet and exhaust

ports on opposite sides of cylinder at one end), loop-scavenged porting (inlet
and exhaust ports on same side of cylinder at one end), through- or unifiow-

scavenged (inlet and exhaust ports or valves at difierent ends of cylinder)

5. Fuel. Gasoline (or petrol), fuel oil (or diesel fuel), natural gas, liquid pet-

roleum gas, alcohols (methanol, ethanol), hydrogen, dual fuel

_ 6. Method of mixture preparation. Carburetion, fuel injeCtion into the intakeWBVIOUS . . . . . a . .

Wards ports or intake manifold, fuel injection Into the engine cylinder

lndardg *1 7. Method of ignition. Spark ignition (in conventional engines where the mixture

is uniform and in stratifiedweharge engines where the mixture is non-uniform),

compression ignition (in conventional dieseis, as well as ignition in gas

engines by pilot injection of fuel oil)

8. Combustion chamber design. Open chamber (many designs: e.g., disc, wedge,

hemisphere, bowl-in-piston), divided chamber (small and large auxiliary

0.5

need urn
exhaust
ankcase *trlN‘rwfilrfl-‘Im!—'\:w'wwam3mmamm.

J:-

4Wow-TMs-Wfit \Q

Egg; chambers; many designs: e.g., swirl chambers, prechambers)
, and . Method of load control. Throttling of fuel and air flow together so mixture
:pos- composition is essentially unchanged, control of fuel flow alone, a com-
more bination of these
com— 10. Method ofcooling. Water cooled, air cooled, uncooled (other than by natural

; nor- convection and radiation)

r fuel '

I. The All these distinctions are important and they illustrate the breadth of engine

they designs available. Because this book approaches the operating and emiSSions
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31 = spark-ignition; D = diesel; A = air cooled; W = water cooled.

Source: Adapted from Taylor?

TABLE 1.3

Classification of reciprocating engines by application

‘ Approximate Predominant type

i i engine power
i Class Service range. “V D or 8] Cycle Cooling
I

5 Road vehicles Motorcycles, scooters 0.75--70 SI 2, 4 A
Small passenger cars 15—75 SI 4 A, W

I Large passenger cars 75—200 51 4 W
i Light commercial 35-150 51, D 4 W

Heavy (“long-distance} 120—400 D 4 W
commercial

Oil-road vehicles Light vehicles (factory. 1.5—L5 SI 2. 4 A, W

airport, etc.)

Agricullural 3—150 SI, D 2, 4 A, W

Earth moving 40—750 D 2, 4 ‘W

Military 40—2000 D 2, 4 A, W
Railroad Rail cars 150—400 D 2, 4 W

Locomotives 4-00—3000 D 2. 4 W
Marine Outboard 0.4—75 SI 2 W

Inboard motorcrafis 4-750 S], D 4 W

Light naval erafl 30—2200 D 2, 4 W

Ships ism-12,000 D 2. 4 w

Ships' auxiliaries 75—750 D 4 W
Airborne Airplanes 45-2700 SI 4 A

Whicics Helicopters 45—1 500 Si 4 A
Home use Lawn mowers 03—3 51 2. 4 A

Snow blowers 2—5 SI 2, 4 A

Light tractors 2—8 SI 4 A

Stationary Building service i400 D 2. 4 W

Electric power 3542.000 D 2, 4 W

Gas pipeline 750—5000 SI 2. 4 W

characteristics of internal combustion engines from a fundamental point of view,

the method of ignition has been selected as the primary classifying feature. From

the method of ignition—spark-ignition or compression-ignitionT—follow the

important characteristics of the fuel used, method of mixture preparation, com-

bustion chamber design, method of load control, details of the combustion

process, engine emissions, and operating characteristics. Some of the other classi-

fications are used as subcategories within this basic classification. The engine
operating cycle—four-stroke or two—stroke—is next in importance; the principles

of these two cycles are described in the following section.

Table 1.3 shows the most common applications of internal combustiOn

1' In the remainder of the back, these terms will often be abbreviated by 51 and Cl, respectively.
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engines, the predominant type of engine used in each classification listed, and the
approximate engine power range in each type of service.

nag 1,3 ENGINE OPERATING CYCLESE Most of this book is about reciprocating engines, where the piston moves back
v i and forth in a cylinder and transmits power through a connecting rod and crank

mechanism to the drive shaft as shown in Fig. 1-1. The steady rotation of the
i crank produces a cyclical piston motion. The piston comes to rest at the top-
t center (TC) crank position and bottom-center (BC) crank position when the

i cylinder volume is a minimum or maximum, respectivelyl' The minimum cylin-
E der volume is called the clearance volume P2. The volume swept out by the

l
r

i

l

 
___M__,_

TThese crank positions are also referred to as top-dead-center ITDC} and bolton3~dead-eenter
lBDC).

 

.-yguru-e.ran-“p.14:—
View,

From

v the

com-

istion

:lassi-

ngine

eiples

istion

FIGURE l-l

Basic geometry of the reciprocating internal com—

bustion. engine. V“ V, and V, indicate clearance.

displaced, and total cylinder volumes.

 -.-vbli‘k-Pmflu'fivvunv-W-s-ntmn4-:”rinkr-faW‘i—mwfiflflfmzvflhfiF'i‘:i'b
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FIGURE 1-2

The four-stroke operating cycle.”

piston the difl'erence between the maximum or total volumeVHand the clearance

volume, is called the displaced or swept volume V. The ratio of maximum
volume to minimum volume is the compression ratio rc. Typical values of r, are

8 to 12 for SI engines and 12 to 24 for CI engines.

The majority of reciprocating engines operate on what is known as the
four-stroke cycle. Each cylinder requires four strokes of its piston—two revol-
utions of the crankshaft—to complete the sequence of events which produces one

power stroke. Both SI and CI engines use this cycle which comprises (see Fig.
1-2):

1. An intake stroke, which starts with the piston at TC and ends with the piston

at BC, which draws fresh mixture into the cylinder. To increase the mass
inducted, the inlet valve opens shortly before the stroke starts and closes after
it ends.

2. A Compression stroke, when both valves are closed and the mixture inside the
cylinder is compressed to a small fraction of its initial volume. Toward the end
of the compression stroke, combustion is initiated and the cylinder pressure

rises more rapidly.

3. A power stroke. or expansion stroke, which starts with the piston at TC and
ends at BC as the high-temperature, high—pressure, gases push the piston down
and force the crank to rotate. About five times as much work is done on the

piston during the power stroke as the piston had to do during compression.

FORD 1109
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the first engine operating on these principles in 1876, the more descriptive four—
stroke nomenclature is preferred.

The four-stroke cycle requires, for each engine cylinder, two crankshaft rev-

olutions for each power stroke. To obtain a higher power output from a given

engine size, and a simpler valve design, the two-stroke cycle was developed. The
two-stroke cycle is applicable to both 51 and CI engines. _

Figure 1-3 shows one of the simplest types of two-stroke engine designs.
Ports in the cylinder liner, opened and closed by the piston motion, control the
exhaust and inlet flows while the piston is close to BC. The two strokes are:

 
st

1. A compression stroke, which starts by closing the inlet and exhaust ports, and
then compresses the cylinder contents and draws fresh charge into the crank-

case. As the piston approaches TC, combustion is initiated.

ranee

mum

-, are

s the

evol-

5 one

: Fig.

 

 
 

 Exhausts , f Deflectnr Transfer
pods / DOHS

iston

mass

alter Reed spring . y ......... ' 5
Inlet valve a. '

e the

:end

ssure

and

iown

n the

:Si on.

Exhaust blowdown Scavenging

EfiGINE rvpss AND THEIR OPERATIUN ll

thaust - . . .

As the piston approaches BC the exhaust valve opens to Initiate the exhaust
‘ process and drop the cylinder pressure to close to the exhaust pressure.

4. An exhaust stroke, where the remaining burned gases exit the cylinder: first,
- because the cylinder pressure may be substantially higher than the exhaust

'” 7 pressure; then as they are swept out by the piston as it moves toward TC. As
the piston approaches TC the inlet valve Opens. Just after TC the exhaust
valve closes and the cycle starts again.

' Though often called the Otto cycle after its inventor, Nicolaus Otto, who built

FIGURE 1-3

The two-stroke operating cycle. A crankcase-scavenged engine is shown.“J

A
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2. A power or expansion stroke, similar to that in the four-stroke cycle until the

piston approaches BC, when first the exhaust ports and then the intake ports
are uncovered (Fig. 1-3). Most of the burnt gases exit the cylinder in an

exhaust blowdown process. When the inlet ports are uncovered, the fresh

charge which has been compressed in the crankcase flows into the cylinder.

The piston and the ports are generally shaped to deflect the incoming charge

from flowing directly into the exhaust ports and to achieve effective scavenging

of the residual gases.

Each engine cycle with one power stroke is completed in one crankshaft

' revolution. However, it is dilficult to fill completely the displaced volume with

fresh charge, and some of the fresh mixture flows directly out of the cylinder

during the scavenging processsl The example shown is a cross—scavenged design;

other approaches use loop-scavenging or uniflow systems (see Sec. 6.6).

1.4 ENGINE COMPONENTS

Labeled cutaway drawings of a four-stroke SI engine and a two-stroke CI engine

are shown in Figs. 1-4 and 1-5, respectively. The spark-ignition engine is a four-

cylinder in-line automobile engine. The diesel is a large V eight-cylinder design

with a uniflow scavenging process. The function of the major components of

these engines and their construction materials will now be reviewed.

. l . The engine cylinders are contained in the engine block. The block has tradi-
-' ! tionally been made of gray cast iron because of its good wear resistance and low

: cost. Passages f0r the cooling water are cast into the block. Heavy-duty and
truck engines often use removable cylinder sleeves pressed into the block that can

be replaced when warn. These are called wet liners or dry liners depending on

whether the sleeve is in direct contact with the cooling water. Aluminum is being

used increasingly in smaller SI engine blocks to reduce engine weight. Iron cylin-

der liners may be inserted at the casting stage, or later on in the machining and

assembly process. The crankcase is often integral with the cylinder block.

The crankshaft has traditionally been a steel forging; nodular cast iron

crankshafts are also accepted normal practice in automotive engines. The crank-

shaft is supported in main bearings. The maximum number of main bearings is

one more. than the number of cylinders; there may be less. The crank has eccen-

tric portions (crank throws); the connecting rod big-end hearings attach to the

crank pin on each throw. Both main and connecting rod bearings use steel-

backed precision inserts with bronze, babbit, or aluminum as the bearing

materials. The crankcase is sealed at the bottom with a pressed-steel or cast

aluminum oil pan which acts as an oil reservoir for the lubricating system.

1 It is primarily for this reason that two-stroke SI engines are at a disadvantage because the lost fresh
charge contains fuel and air.
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Stock Cutaway drawing of Chrysler 2.2-1iter displacement four-cylinder spark-ignition engine.“ Bore 87.5
, mm. stroke 92 mm, compression ratio 3.9. maximum power 65 kW at 5000 rerrnin.

aring

cast .

Pistons are made of aluminum in small engines or cast iron in larger

SIOWer-specd engines. The piston both seals the cylinder and. transmits the

combustion-generated gas pressure to the crank pin via the connecting rod. The

.. connecting rod, usually a steel or ailoy forging (though sometimes aluminum in

:1 fresh small engines), is fastened to the piston by means of a steel piston pin through the

rod upper end. The piston pin is usually hollow to reduce its weight.

yd.
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FIGURE 1—5

Cross-section drawing of an Electra-Motive two-stroke cycle diesel engine. This engine uses a unifiow

scavenging process with inlet ports in the cylinder liner and four exhaust valves in the cylinder head.
Bore 230.2 mm, stroke 254 mm, displaced volume per cylinder 10.57 liters, rated speed 750-900

rewmin. (Courtesy Electra-Motive Division, General' Motors Corporation.)

The oscillating motion of the connecting rod exerts an oscillating force on

' the cylinder walls via the piston skirt (the region below the piston rings]. The
' piston skirt is usually shaped to provide appropriate thrust surfaces. The piston

I is fitted with rings which ride in grooves cut in the piston head to seal against gas
leakage and control oil flow. The upper rings are compression rings which are
forced outward against the cylinder wall and downward onto the groove face.
The lower rings scrape the surplus oil from the cylinder wall and return it to the
crankcase. The crankcase must be ventilated to remove gases which blow by the

piston rings, to prevent pressure buildup.
The cylinder head (or heads in V engines) seals off the cylinders and is made

of cast iron or aluminum. It must be strong and rigid to distribute the gas forces

acting on the head as uniformly as possible through the engine block. The cylin-
der head contains the spark plug (for an SI engine] or fuel injector [for a CI
engine), and, in overhead valve engines, parts of the valve mechanism.
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The valves shown in Fig. 1-4 are poppet valves, the valve type normally used

in four-stroke engines. Valves are made from forged alloy steel; the cooling of the
exhaust valve which operates at about 700%) may be enhanced by using a hollow
stem partially filled with sodium which through evaporation and condensation
carriCS heat from the hot valve head to the cooler stem. Most modern spark-

ignition engines have overhead valve locations (sometimes called valve-inwhead or
I-head configurations) as shown in Fig. 1-4. This geometry leads to a compact
combustion chamber with minimum heat losses and flame travel time, and

improves the breathing capacity. Previous geometries such as the L head where
valves are to one side of the cylinder are now only used in small engines.

The valve stem moves in a valve guide, which can be an integral part of the

cylinder head (or engine block for L—head engines), or may be a separate unit
pressed into the head (or block). The valve seats may be cut in the head or block
metal {if cast iron) or hard steel inserts may be pressed into the head or block. A

valve spring, attached to the valve stem with a spring washer and Split keeper,
holds the valve closed. A valve rotator turns the valves a few degrees on Opening

to wipe the valve seat, avoid local hot Spots, and prevent deposits building up in
the valve guide.

A camshaft made of cast iron or forged steel with one cam per valve is used to

open and close the valves. The cam surfaces are hardened to obtain adequate life.
In four-stroke cycle engines, camshafts turn at one—half the crankshaft speed.

Mechanical or hydraulic lifters or tappets slide in the block and ride on the cam.

Depending on valve and camshaft location, additional members are required to

i transmit the tappet motion to the valve stem; cg, in in-head valve engines with
7 the camshaft at the side, a push rod and rocker arm are used. A recent trend in

automotive engines is to mount the camshaft over the head with the cams acting

either directly or through a pivoted follower on the valve. Camshafts are gear,

belt, or chain driven from the crankshaft.

An intake manifold (aluminum or cast iron) and an exhaust manifold

- [generally of east irou} complete the 5] engine assembly. Other engine com-

' ponents Specific to spark-ignition. engines—carburetor, fuel injectors, ignition

systems--—are described more fully in the remaining sections in this chapter.

:e on 5 The two-stroke cycle CI engine shown in Fig. 1-5 is of the unillovv scav-

Bfidgo
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ins Hod
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mifiow

1' head.

50-900

The enged design, The burned gases exhaust through four valves in the cylinder head.

iston These valves are controlled through cam-driven rocker arms. Fresh air is corn—

:1 gas pressed and fed to the air box by a Roots blower. The air inlet ports at the
h are bottom of each cylinder liner are uncovered by the descending piston, and the

face. scavenging air flows upward along the cylinder axis. The fuel injectors are

0 the mounted in the cylinder head and are driven by the camshaft through rocker

y the arms. Diesel fuel-injection systems are discussed in more detail in Sec. 1.7.

made

orces

:ylin-

a CI

1.5 SPARK-IGNITION ENGINE OPERATION

In SI engines the air and fuel are usually mixed together in the intake system

prior to entry to the engine cylinder, using a carburetor (Fig. 1-6} or fuel—injection

SYStcm (Fig. 1-7). In automobile applications, the temperature of the air entering
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FIGURE 1-6 .

Cross section of single-barrel downdraft carburetor.” (Courtesy Robert Bosch GmbH and SA E.)

the intake system is controlled by mixing ambient air with air heated by contact
with the exhaust manifold. The ratio of mass flow of air to mass flow of fuel must

be held approximately constant at about 15 to ensure reliable combustion. The

Fuel-pressure regulator
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FIGURE [-7

Schematic drawing of L-Ietronic port electronic fuel-injection system.” (Courtesy Robert Bosch
GmbH and SAE.)
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carburetor meters an appropriate fuel flow for the engine air flow in the following
manner. The air flow through the venturi (a converging-diverging nozzle) sets up

a pressure difference between the venturi inlet and throat. which is used to motor
an appropriate amount of fuel from the float chamber, through a series of ori-
fices into the air flow at the venturi throat. Just detvnstream of the venturi is a

throttle valve or plate which controls the combined air and fuel flow, and thus
the engine output. The intake flow is throttled to below atmospheric pressure by
reducing the flow area when the power required (at any engine speed) is below
the maximum which is obtained when the throttle is wide open. The intake mani-
fold is usually heated to promote faster evaporation of the liquid fuel and obtain

more uniform fuel distribution between cylinders.

Fuel injection into the intake manifold or inlet port is an increasingly

common alternative to a carburetor, With port injection, fuel is injected through

. individual injectors from a low-pressure fuel supply system into each intake port.

There are several different: types of systems: mechanical injection using an injec-

, tion pump driven by the engine; mechanical, driveless, continuous injection; elec-

l Ironically controlled, driveless, injection. Figure 1-7 shows an example of an
i electronically controlled system. In this system, the air flow rate is measured

directly; the injection valves are actuated twice per cam shaft revolution by injec»

tion pulses whose duration is determined by the electronic control unit to

" provide the desired amount of fuel per cylinder per cycle12 An alternative
approach is to use a single fuel injector located above the throttle plate in the

position normally occupied by the carburetor. This approach permits electronic
control of the fuel flow at reduced cost.

The sequence of events which take place inside the engine cylinder is illus

trated in Fig. 1-8. Several variables are plotted against crank angle through the

entire four-stroke cycle. Crank angle is a useful independent variable because

engine processes occupy almost constant Crank angle intervals over a wide range

it of engine speeds. The figure shows the valve timing and volume relationship for a

typical automotive spark-ignition engine. To maintain high mixture flows at high

i engine speeds {and hence high power outputs) the inlet valve, which opens before

Vii-.43““elm-UhlJflLfiI—M9.1-.1rwtmmm
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TC, closes substantially after BC. During intake, the inducted fuel and air mix in

the cylinder with the residual burned gases remaining from the previous cycle.

After the intake valve closes, the cylinder contents are compressed to above

atmospheric pressure and temperature as the cylinder volume is reduced. Some

heat transfer to the piston, cylinder head, and cylinder walls occurs but the effect

on unburned gas properties is modest.

Between 10 and 40 crank angle degrees before TC an electrical discharge

across the Spark plug starts the combustion process. A distributor. a rotating

Bosch

switch driven oil" the camshaft, interrupts the current from the battery through

the primary circuit of the ignition coil. The secondary winding of the ignition

coil, connected to the spark plug, produces a high voltage across the plug elec-

trodes as the magnetic field collapses. Traditionally, cam-operated breaker points

have been used; in most automotive engines, the switching is now done elec-

tronically. A turbulent flame develops from the spark discharge, propagates

l
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3m Combustion

psi:

200 Compression

100

H]

0.5
 

0
TC BC TC BC TC

—360° —180° 0" 180° 360°

Crank position and angle

FIGURE 1-8

Sequence of events in four-stroke spark-ignition engine operating cycle. Cylinder pressure p (solid

line, firing cycle; dashed line, motored cycle), cylinder volume Flynn, and mass fraction burned at,

are plotted against crank angle.

across the mixture of air, fuel, and residual gas in the cylinder, and extinguishes

at the combustion chamber wall. The duration of this burning process varies with

engine design and operation, but is typically 40 to 60 crank angle degrees, as

shown in Fig. 1-8. As fuel-air mixture burns in the flame, the cylinder pressure in

Fig. 1-8 (solid line} rises above the level due to compression alone (dashed line).
This latter curVHalled the motored cylinder pressure-His the pressure trace

obtained from a motored or nonfiring engine.1' Note that due to differences in the

flow pattern and mixture composition between cylinders, and within each cylin-

der cycle-by-cycle, the development of each combustion process differs somewhat.
As a result, the shape of the pressure versus crank angle curve in each cylinder,

and cycle—by—cycle, is not exactly the same.

There is an optimum spark timing which, for a given mass of fuel and air

inside the cylinder, gives maximum torque. More advanced (earlier) timing or
retarded (later) timing than this optimum gives lower output. Called maximum

T In practice. the intake and compression processes of a firing engine and a motored engine are not
exactly the same due to the presence of burned gases irom the previous cycle under firing conditions,
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brakevtorque (MET) timingfi this optimum timing is an empirical compromise
between starting combustion too early in the compression stroke (when the work
transfer is to the cylinder gases) and completing combustion too late in the

expansion stroke (and so lowering peak expansion stroke pressures).
About two-thirds of the way through the expansion stroke, the exhaust

valve starts to open. The cylinder pressure is greater than the exhaust manifold

pressure and a biowdown process occurs. The burned gases flow through the
valve into the exhaust port and manifold until the cylinder pressure and exhaust

pressure equilibrate. The duration of this process depends on the pressure level in
the cylinder. The piston then displaces the burned gases from the cylinder into the
manifold during the exhaust stroke. The exhaust valve opens before the end of

the expansion stroke to ensure that the blowdown process does not last too far
into the exhaust stroke. The actual timing is a compromise which balances

reduced work transfer to the piston before BC against reduced work transfer to

the cylinder contents after BC.
The exhaust valve remains open until just after TC; the intake opens just

before TC. The valves are opened and closed slowly to avoid noise and excessive

cam wear. To ensure the valves are fully open when piston velocities are at their

highest, the valve open periods often overlap. If the intake flow is throttled to
below exhaust manifold pressure, then backflow of burned gases into the intake

9 [solid manifold occurs when the intake valve is first opened.
med x,

1.6 EXAMPLES OF SPARK-IGNITION

ENGINES

fishes This section presents examples of production Spark-ignition engines to illustrate

; with the different types of engines in common use.

es, as Small SI engines are used in many applications: in the home (cg, lawn
um: in mowers, chain saws), in portable power generation, as outboard motorboat

line). engines, and in motorcycles. These are often single-cylinder engines. In the above
trace - applicatioos, light weight, small bulk, and low cost in relation to the power gen-

in the crated are the most important characteristics; fuel consumption, engine vibration,

cylin- and engine durability are less important. A singlc~cy1inder engine gives only one
what. power stroke per revolution (two-stroke cycle) or two revolutions (four~stroke

inder. cycle). Hence, the torque pulses are widely spaced, and engine vibration and
' smoothness are significant problems.

1d air Multicylindcr engines are invariably used in automotive practice. As rated

mg or power increases, the advantages of smaller cylinders in regard to size, weight, and
:imum improved engine balance and smoothness point toward increasing the number of

1' MET timing has traditionally been defined as the minimum spark advance for best torque. Since

are not lhc torque first increases and then decreases as spark tithing is advanced, the definition used here is
lions. more precise.
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cylinders per engine. An upper limit on cylinder size is dictated by dynamic con-

siderations: the inertial forces that are created by accelerating and decelerating
the reciprocating masses of the piston and connecting rod would quickly limit the

maximum speed of the engine. Thus, the displaced volume is spread out amongst

several smaller cylinders. The increased frequency of power strokes with a multi-

cylinder engine produces much smoother torque characteristics. Multicylinder

engines can also achieve a much better state of balance than single—cylinder

engines. A force must be applied to the piston to accelerate it during the first half

of its travel from bottom-center or top-center. The piston then exerts a force as it

decelerates during the second part of the stroke. It is desirable to cancel these

inertia forces through the choice of number and arrangement of cylinders to

achieve a primary balance. Note, however, that the motion of the piston is more

rapid during the upper half of its stroke than during the lower half (a conse-

quence of the connecting rod and crank mechanism evident from Fig. l-l; see

also Sec. 2.2). The resulting inequality in piston acceleration and deceleration

produces corresponding differences in inertia forces generated. Certain com-

binations of cylinder number and arrangement will balance out these secondary .
inertia force effects. ,

Four-cylinder in-line engines are the most common arrangements for auto-
mobile engines up to about 2. 5-liter displacement. An example of this in-linei
arrangement was shown in Fig. 1-4. It is compact—an important consideration;
for small passenger cars. It provides two torque pulses per revolution of the-i
crankshaft and primary inertia forces (though not secondary forces) are balanced. ‘

V engines and opposed-piston engines are occasionally used with this number of

cylinders.

The V arrangement, with two banks of cylinders set at 90° or a more acute ,

angle to each other, provides a compact block and is used extensively for larger

displacement engines. Figure 1-9 shows a V-6 engine, the six cylinders being

arranged in two banks of three with a 60° angle between their axis. Six cylinders I

are usually used in the 2.5- to 4.5-liter displacement range. Six-cylinder engines

provide smoother operation with three torque pulses per revolution. The in-linc
arrangement results in a long engine, however, giving rise to crankshaft torsional
vibration and making even distribution of air and fuel to each cylinder more

difficult. The V-6 arrangement is much more compact, and the example shown J
provides primary balance of the reciprocating components. With the V engine,
however, a rocking moment is imposed on the crankshaft due to the secondary ,-._
inertia forces, which results in the engine being less well balanced than the in-line .
version. The V-B and V-12 arrangements are also commonly used to provide 3

compact, smooth, low-vibration, larger-displacement, spark-ignition engines.
Turbochargers are used to increase the maximum power that can b: ji-

obtained from a given displacement engine. The work transfer to the piston per ?

cycle, in each cylinder, which controls the power the engine can deliver, depends ,
on the amount of fuel burned per cylinder per cycle. This depends on the amount _5

of fresh air that is inducted each cycle Increasing the air density prior to entrll

into the engine thusincreases the maximum power that an engine of given disd-
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FIGURE1-9

Cross-sectiondrawingsofGeneralMeters60degreeV—Espark-ignitionengine.”Displacement2.8liter,bore35'mm,stroke?6mm,compressionratio8.5.
maximumpowerEfikW:114800revfmin.
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placement can deliver. Figure 1-10 shows an example of a turbocharged four-
cylinder spark-ignition engine. The turbocharger, a compressor-turbine
combination, uses the energy available in the engine exhaust stream to achieve

compression of the intake flow. The air flow passes through the compressor (2),

intereooler (3], carburetor (4), manifold (5), and inlet valve (6} as shown. Engine
inlet pressures (or boost) of up to about 100 kPa above atmospheric pressure are
typical. The exhaust flow through the valve (7) and manifold (8) drives the
turbine (9) which powers the compressor. A wastegate (valve) just upstream of the
turbine bypasses some of the exhaust gas flow when necessary to prevent the
boost pressure becoming too high. The wastegate linkage (11) is controlled by a
boost pressure regulator. While this turbocharged engine configuration has the
carburetor downstream of the compressor, some turbocharged spark-ignition

engines have the carburetor upstream of the compressor so that it operates at or
below atmospheric pressure. Figure 1-11 shows a cutaway drawing of a small
automotive turbocharger. The arrangements of the compressor and turbine

 
FIGURE [-10

i Turbocharged four—cylinder automolive spark-ignition engine. [Courtesy Regie Nationals des Usings.)

 
':
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FIGURE l-ll

rotors connected via the central shaft and of the turbine and compressor flow

passages are evident.

Figure 1-12 shows a two-stroke cycle spark-ignition engine. The twoastroke

cycle spark-ignition engine is used for small-engine applications where low cost

and weight/power ratio are important and when the use factor is low. Examples:

of such applications are outboard motorboat engines, motorcycles, and chain

saws. All such engines are of the carburetor crankcase-compression type which is

One of the simplest prime movers available. It has three moving parts per cylin-

der: the piston, connecting rod, and the crank. The prime advantage of the two-

stroke cycle spark-ignition engine relative to the four-stroke cycle engine is its

higher power per unit displaced volume due to twice the number of power

strokes per crank revolution. This is offset by the lower fresh charge density
achieved by the two—stroke Cycle gas~cxchange process and the 1033 of fresh

mixture which goes straight through the engine during scavenging. Also, oil con-

sumption is higher in two-stroke cycle engines due to the need to add oil to the

fuel to lubricate the pistou ring and piston surfaces

The Wankel rotary engine is an alternative to the reciprocating engine

geometryr of the engines illustrated above. It is used when its compactness and

higher engine speed (which result in high power/weight and power/volume
ratios), and inherent balance and smoothness. offset its higher heat transfer, and
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\ Ext-twat

 
fZfl'T-K

 

‘ ' f FIGURE [—12

Cutaway drawing of two—cylinder two—stroke cycle loop-scavenged marine spark-ignition engine. Dis-

3, placed volume 737 cm’, maximum power 41 kW at 5500 rev/min. {Courtesy Outboard Marine Corpo-
i i , ration.)

its sealing and leakage problems. Figure 1—13 shows the major mechanical parts

of a simple single-rotor Wankel engine and illustrates its geometry. There are two

rotating parts: the triangular-shaped rot0r and the output shaft with its integral

eccentric. The rotor revolves directly on the eccentric. The rotor has an internal

timing gear which meshes with the fixed timing gear on one side housing to

maintain the correct phase relationship between the rotor and eccentric shaft

rotations. Thus the rotor rotates and orbits around the shaft axis. Breathing is

through ports in the center housing [and sometimes the side housings). The comv

bustion chamber lies between the center lionsing and rotor surface and is sealed

by seals at the apex of the rotor and around the perimeters of the rotor sides.

Figure 1-13 also shows how the Wankel rotary geometry operates with the four-

stroke cycle. The figure shows the induction, compression, power, and exhaust

processes of the four-stroke cycle for the chamber defined by rotor surface AB.

The remaining two chambers defined by the other rotor surfaces undergo exactly

the same sequence. As the rotor makes one complete rotation, during which the

eccentric shaft rotates through three revolutions, each chamber produces one

power “stroke.” Three power pulses occur, therefore, f0r each rotor revolution;
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Induction Comprcsston Ignition Power Exhaust

FIGURE 1-13

(a) Major components of the Wankel rotary engine; (b) induction, compression, power, and exhaust

processes of the {our-stroke cycle for the chamber defined by rotor surface AB. {From Mobil Technical

Bulletin, Rotary Engines, (C) Mobil Oil Corporation, 197].)

thus for each eccentric (output) shaft revolution there is one poorer pulse. Figure

1-14 shows a cutaway drawing of a two-rotor automobile Wankel engine. The

two rotors are out of phase to provide a greater number of torque pulses per

shaft revolution. Note the combustion chamber cut out in each rotor face, the

rotor apex, and side seals. Two spark plugs per firing chamber are often used to

obtain a faster combustion process.

1.7 COMPRESSION—IGNITION ENGINE

OPERATION

In compression-ignition engines, air alone is inducted into the cylinder. The fuel

(in most applications a light fuel oil, though heated residual fuel is used in marine

and power-generation applications) is injected directly into the engine cylinder
just before the combustion process is required to start. Load central is achieved

by varying the amount of fuel injected each cycle; the air flow at a given engine
speed is essentially unchanged. There are a great variety of CI engine designsin
use in a wide range of applicationshautomobile, truck, locmnotive, marine,

power generation. Naturally aspirated engines where atmospheric air is inducted,
turbocharged engines where the inlet air is compressed by an exhaust-driven
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turbine—compressor combination, and supercharged engines where the air is com-

pressed by a mechanically driven pump or blower are common. Turbocharging
and supercharging increase engine output by increasing the air mass flow per unit
displaced volume, thereby allowing an increase in fuel flow. These methods are
used, usually in larger engines, to reduce engine size and weight for a given power

output. Except in smaller engine sizes, the two-stroke cycle is competitive with
the four-stroke cycle, in large part because, with the diesel cycle, only air is lost in

f the cylinder scavenging process.
The operation of a typical four-stroke naturally aspirated Cl engine is illus-

trated in Fig. l-lS. The compression ratio of diesels is much higher than typicali 81 engine values, and is in the range 12 to 24, depending on the type of dieselengine and whether the engine is naturally aspirated or turbocharged. The valve

timings used are similar to those of SI engines. Air at close~touatmospheric pres-
sure is inducted during the intake stroke and then compressed to a pressure of

about 4 MPa (600 bin“) and temperature of about 800 K (IOOO‘T) during the

compression stroke. At about 20" before TC, fuel injection into the engine cylin-
der commences; a typical rate of injection profile is shown in Fig. 1-15b. The

liquid fuel jet atomizes into drops and entrains air. The liquid fuel evaporates;

fuel vapor, then mixes with air to within combustible proportions. The air tem-
perature and pressure are above the fuel’s ignition point. Therefore after a short

delay period, spontaneous ignition (autoignition) of parts of the nonuniform fuel-

air mixture initiates the combustion process, and the cylinder pressure [solid line

in Fig. lulfic) rises above the nonfiring engine level. The flame spreads rapidly

through that portion of the injected fuel which has already mixed with sufficient

air to burn. As the expansion process proceeds, mixing between fuel. air, and

burning gases continues, accompanied by further combustion (see Fig. l-lSd). At

full load, the mass of fuel injected is about 5 percent of the mass of air in the

cylinder. increasing levels of black smoke in the exhaust limit the amount of fuel

that can be burned efficiently. The exhaust promise is similar to that of the four-

stroke SI engine. At the end of the exhaust stroke, the cycle starts again.

In the two-stroke CI engine cycle, compression, fuel injection, combustion,

and expansion processes are similar to the equivalent four-stroke cycle processes:

it is the intake and exhaust pressure which are different. The sequence of events

in a loop-scavenged two-stroke engine is illustrated in Fig. l-16. In loop—
scavenged engines both exhaust and inlet ports are at the same end of the cylin-

der and are uncovered as the piston approaches BC (see Fig. 1-16a). After the

exhaust ports open, the cylinder pressure falls rapidly in a blowdown process

(Fig. l—ltSb). The inlet ports then open, and once the cylinder pressure {2 falls

below the inlet pressure pi, air flows into the cylinder. The burned gases, dis«

placed by this fresh air, continue to flow out of the exhaust port {along with some
(if the fresh air). Once the ports close as the piston starts the compression stroke,

compression, fuel-injection, fuel-air mixing, combustion and expansion processes

proceed as in the four-stroke CI engine cycle.

The diesel fuel-injection system consists of an injection pump, delivery
Pipes, and fuel injector nozzles. Several different types of injection pumps and

Displacementof93:31workingclzsmbcr573cm},conspressfonratio9.5,,mixjmkum
  

__Cusaway.drawing0!_1“'Clv-VO§DrWankzlSparkvl-m‘lltiflnengine.
FIGURE1-14
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FIGURE [-15

Sequence of events during compression, combustion, and expansion processes of a naturally aspirated

compression-ignition engine operating cycle. Cylinder volume/clearance volume WV“ rate of fuel

injection H1!“ cylinder pressure p (solid line, firing cycle; dashed line, motored cycle), and rate of fuel

burning (or fuel chemical energy release rate) vi:1,, are plotted against crank angle

nozzles are used. In one common fuel pump (an in-line pump design shown in

Fig. l-l7) a set of cam-driven plungers (one for each cylinder} operate in closely

fitting barrels. Earl],I in the stroke of the plunger, the inlet port is closed and the

fuel trapped above the plunger is forced through a check valve into the injection
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FIGURE l-lfi

Sequence of events during expansion, gas exchange, and compression processes in a loop-scavenged

two-stroke cycle compression-ignition engine. Cylinder volume/clearance volume WK. cylinder pres-

sure p, exhaust port open area A, , and intake port open area A,arc plotted against crank angle.

line. The injection nozzle (Fig. 148) has one or more holes through which the

fuel sprays into the cylinder. A spring-loaded valve closes these holes until the

pressure in the injection line, acting on part of the valve surface, overcomes the

spring force and opens the valve. Injection starts shortly after the line pressure
begins to rise. Thus, the phase of the pump camshaft relative to the engine crank-
shaft controls the start of injection. Injecticm is stopped when the inlet port of the
pump is uncovered by a helical groove in the pump plunger, because the high
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FIGURE 1-l7

Diesel fuel system with in-line fuel-injection pump (type Pm.” {Courtesy Robert Bosch GmbH.)

pressure above the plunger is then released (Fig. 1-18). The amount of fuel
injected (which controls the load) is determined by the injection pump cam design
and the position of the helical groove. Thus for a. given cam design, rotating the
plunger and its helical groove varies the load.

Distributor-type pumps have only one pump plunger and barrel, which
meters and distributes the fuel to all the injection nozzles. A schematic of a

distributor-type pump is shown in Fig. 1—19. The unit contains a low-pressure

fuel pump (on left), a high-pressure injection pump (on right), an overspeed gov—
ernor. and an injection timer. High pressure is generated by the plunger which is
made to describe a combined rotary and stroke movement by the rotating ecccn-

tric disc or cam plate; the rotary motion distributes the fuel to the individual

injection nozzles.
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Details of fuel-injection nozzles. nozzle holder assembly and fuel-delivery control.” (Courtesy Robert
Bosch Gth.)

Distributor pumps can operate at higher speed and take up less space than

in-linc pumps. They are normally used on smaller diesel engines. In-line pumps

are. used in the mid—engine-size range. In the larger diesels, individual single-

barrel injection pumps, close mounted to each cylinder with an external drive as

shown in Fig. 1-5‘ are normally used.

1.8 EXAMPLES OF DIESEL ENGINES

A large number of diesel engine configurations and designs are in common use.

The very large marine and statioriary power-generating diesels are two-stroke
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FIGURE 1-19

Diesel fuel system with distributor-type fuel-injection pump with mechanical governor.” (Courtesy
Robert Bosch GmbH.)

cycle engines. Small- and medium-size engines use the four-stroke cycle. Because

air capacity is an important constraint on the amount of fuel that can be burned
in the diesel engine, and therefore on the engine’s power, turbocharging is used

extensively. All large engines are turbocharged. The majority of smaller diesels
are not turbocharged, though they can be turbocharged and many are. The

. details of the engine design also vary significantly over the diesel size range. In

‘ } particular, different combustion chamber geometries and fuel-injection character-
‘ istics are required to deal effectively with a major diesel engine design problem—

‘ achieving sufficiently rapid fuel-air mixing rates to complete the fuel~burning
_3 process in the time available. A wide variety of inlet port geometries, cylinder

head and piston shapes, and fueldinjection patterns are used to accomplish this
over the diesel size range.

Figure 1-20 shows a diesel engine typical of the medium-duty truck applica-

tion. The design shown is a six-cylinder in-line engine. The drawing indicates that

diesel engines are generally substantially heavier than spark-ignition engines

because stress levels are higher due to the significantly higher pressure levels of

the diesel cycle. The engine shown has a displacement of 10 liters, a compression
ratio of 16.3, and is usually turbocharged. The engine has pressed-in cylinder

liners to achieve better cylinder wear characteristics. This type of diesel is called a

direct-injection diesel. The fuel is injected into a combustion chamber directly

above the piston crown. The combustion chamber shown is a " bowl-in-piston"

design, which puts most of the clearance volume into a compact shape. With this
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size of diesel engine, it is often necessary to use a swirling air flow rotating about
the cylinder axis, which is created by suitable design of the inlet port and valve,
to achieve adequate fuel-air mixing and fuel burning rates. The fuel injector,
shown left-of-ccnter in the drawing, has a multihole nozzle, typically with three to

five holes. The fuel jets move out radially from the center of the piston bowl into

the (swirling) air flow. The in~line fuel-injection pump is normally used with this

type ofdiesel engine.
Figure 1-21 shows a four—cylinder in-line overhead-valve-cam design auto-

mobile diesel engine. The smallest diesels such as this operate at higher engine

speed than larger engines; hence the time available for burning the fuel is less and
[he fuel—injection and combustion system must achieve faster fuel-air mixing

rates. This is accomplished by using an indeed-injection type of diesel. Fuel is

injected into an auxiliary combustion chamber which is separated from the main
combustion chamber above the piston by a flow restriction or nozzle. During the

latter stages of the compression process, air is forced through this nozzle from the
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FIGURE [-20

Direct-injection four-stroke cycle six—cylinder turbocharged Cummins diesel engine. Displaced volume

ill liters, bore 125 mm. stroke 136 mm, compression ratio 16.3. maximum powar 168 to 246 few at

rated speed of2100 rev/min. [Courtesy Cummins Engine Company, Inc.)
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FIGU RE 1-21

Four—cylinder naturally aspirated indirect-injectiOn automobile Volkswagen diesel engine.“ Dis~
placed volume 1.4? liters, bore 76.5 mm, stroke 80 mm, maximum power 37 kW at 5000 revfmin.

cylinder into the prechambcr at high velocity. Fuel is injected into this highly
turbulent and often rapidly swirling flow in this auxiliary or prechambcr, and

very high mixing rates are achieved. Combustion starts in the prechamber, and

the resulting pressure rise in the preehamber forces burning gases, er1, and air
into the main chamber. Since this outflow is also extremely vigorous, rapid

mixing then occurs in the main chamber as the burning jet mixes with the
remaining air and combustion is completed. A distributor-type fuel pump, which
is normally used in this engine size range, driven off the camshaft at half the

crankshaft speed by a toothed belt, is shown on the right of the figure. It sup-plies

high-pressure fuel pulses to the pintle—type injector nozzles in turn. A glow plug is

also shown in the auxiliary chamber; this plug is electrically heated prior to and

during cold engine start-up to raise the temperature of the air charge and the fuel

sufficiently to achieve nutoignition. The compression ratio of this engine is 23.

Indirect-injection diesel engines require higher compression ratios than direct-

injection engines to start adequately when cold.
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Diesel engines are turbocharged to achieve higher power/weight ratios. By

increasing the density of the inlet air, a given displaced volume can induct more
air. Hence more fuel can be injected and burned, and more power delivered, while
avoiding excessive black smoke in the exhaust. All the larger diesels are turbo-
charged; smaller diesels can be and often are. Figure 1-22 shows how a turbo-
charger connects to a direct-injection diesel.

All the above diesels are water cooled; some production diesels are air

cooled. Figure 1-23 shows a V-8 air-cooled direct-injection naturally aspirated
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FIGURE 1-22

Tllrbbcllargcd aftercooled direct-injection {on r-strolre cycle Caterpillar six—cylinder in-line heavy—duty

truck diesel engine. Bore 137.2 mm, stroke 165.1 mm, rated power 200—300 kW and rated speed of

1600-2100 rcvjmin depending on application. (Courtesy Caterpillar Tractor Company)
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FIGURE [-23

V-8 air-cooled direct-injection naturally aspirated diesel engine. Displacement {3.4 liter, bore I28 mm,

slroke 130 mm, compression ratio 17, maximum rated power [38 kW at rated speed of 2300 rev/min.
[Cmtrtesy Kiiicker—Humhoidtebeulz AG”)

diesel. The primary advantage compared to the water-cooled engines is lower

engine weight. The fins on the cylinder block and head are necessary to increase
the external heat-transfer surface area to achiCVC the required heat rejection. An

air blower, shown on the right of the cutaway drawing, provides forced air con-

vection over the block. The blower is driven off the injection pump shaft, which

in turn is driven off the camshaft. The in-line injection pump is placed between

the two banks of cylinders. The injection nozzles are located at an angle to the

cylinder axis. The combustion chamber and fuel-injection characteristics are
sirnilar to those of the engine in Fig. L22. The nozzle shOWn injects four fuel

sprays into a reentrant bowl-in-piston combustion chamber.

Diesels are also made in very large engine sizes. These large engines are

used for marine propulsion and electrical power generation and operate on the
two-stroke cycle in contrast to the small- and mediumwsizc diesels illustrated

above. Figure 1-24 shows such a two-stroke cycle marine engine, available with
from 4 to 12 cylinders, with a maximum bore of 0.6—0.9 m and stroke of 2—3 m,

which operates at speeds of about 100 rev/min. These engines are normally of the
crosshead type to reduce side forces on the cylinder. The gas exchange between

cycles is controlled by first opening the exhaust valves, and then the piston
uncovering inlet ports in the cylinder liner. Expanding exhaust gases leave the
cylinder via the exhaust valves and manifold and pass through the turbocharger

FORD 1109
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 FIGURE 1-2.4

Large Sulzer two—stroke turbocharged marine

125 mm, diesel engine. Bore 840 mm. stroke 2900 mm,
rev/min. rated punter 1.9 MW per cylinder at 73 rev/mm, 4

to [2 cylinders. (Courtesy Sutzer Brethers Ltd.)

turbine. Cornpressecl air enters via the inlet ports and induces: forced scavenging;

1:3: air is supplied from the turbocharger and cooler. At part load electrically driven
blowers cut in to compress the scavenge air. Because these large engines operate

on. An at low speed, the motion induced by the centrally injected fuel jets is sufficient to
1r ‘3‘?” mix the fuel with air and burn it in the time available. A simple open combustion
meh chamber shape can be used, therefore, which achieves etiicient combustion even

etwecn with the low-quality heavy fuels used with these types of engines. The pistons are
.to the water cooled in these very large engines. The splash oil piston cooling used in
ms are medium- and small—sizo diesols is not adequate.
or fuel

1:; 211:: L9 STRATIFIED-CHARGE ENGINES
strated Since the 19205, attempts have been made to develop a hybrid internal com«

le with bustion engine that combines the best features of the spark-ignition engine and

2v3 m, the diesel. The goals have been to operate such an engine at close to the optimum

'of the compression ratio for efficienCy (in the [2 to 15 range) by: (1) injecting the fuel

etween directly into the combustion chamber during the compression process (and

piston thereby avoid the knock or spontaneous ignition problem that limits convention—

we the al spark-ignition engines with their premixed charge); (27') igniting the fuel as it
:harger mixes with air with a spark plug to provide direct control of the ignition process
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(and thereby avoid the fuel ignition—quality requirement of the diesel); (3) control-

ling the engine power level by varying the amount of fuel injected per cycle (with
the air flow unthrottled to minimize work done pumping the fresh charge into

the cylinder). Such engines are often called stratified-charge engines from the need
to produce in the mixing process between the fuel jet and the air in the cylinder a
“stratified” fuel-air mixture, with an easily ignitable composition at the spark

plug at the time of ignition. Because such engines avoid the spark-ignition engine

requirement for fuels with a high antiknock quality and the diesel requirement
for fuels with high ignition quality, they are usually fuel-tolerant and will operate

with a wide range of liquid fuels.

Many different types of stratified-charge engine have been proposed, and
some have been partially or fully developed. A few have even been used in prac-
lice in automotive applications. The operating principles of those that are truly
fuel-tolerant or multifuel engines are illustrated in Fig. 1-25. The combustion

chamber is usually a bowl-in-piston design, and a high degree of air swirl is

created during intake and enhanced in the piston bowl during compression to

achieve rapid fuel-air mixing. Fuel is injected into the cylinder, tangentially into
the bowl, during the latter stages of compression. A long-duration spark dis-
charge ignites the develthing fuel—air jet as it passes the spark plug. The flame

spreads downstream, and envelopes and consumes the fuelhair mixture. Mixing
continues, and the final stages of combustion are completed during expansion.

Most successful designs of this type of engine have used the four-stroke cycle.
This concept is usually called a direct-injection stratified-charge engine. The

engine can be turbocharged to increase its power density.

'Ilexaco MAN.

  
| Spark-. . S urlt lu -

lrucewr \ P P S [nJector ' plug

Late

injection  
FIGURE 1-15

Two multiluel stratified-charge engines which have been used in commercial practice: the Terrace

Controlled Combustion System (TCCSJ1L6 and the M.A.N.-FM System.”
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FIGURE 1-26

Sectional drawing of M.A.N. high-speed multifuei four—cylinder direct-injection stratified-charge

engine. Bore 94.5 mm, stroke 100 mm, displacement 2.65 liters, compression ratio l6.5, rated power

52 kW at JSOOIeV/min.”

A commercial multifuel engine is shown in Fig. 1-26. In this particular

design, the fuel injector comes diagonally through the cylinder head from the
upper left and injects the fuel onto the hot wall of the deep spherical piston bowl.
The fuel is carried around the wall of the bowl by the swirling flow. evaporated

oil the wall, mixed with air, and then, ignited by the discharge at the spark plug

which enters the chamber vertically on the right. This particular engine is air

cooled, so the cylinder block and head are finned to increase surface area.

An alternative stratified-charge engine concept, which has also been mass

produced, uses a small prechamber fed during intake with an auxiliary fuel system

to obtain an easily ignitable mixture around the spark plug. This concept, first

Preposed by Ricardo in the 1920s and extensively developed in the Soviet Union

Texaco and Japan, is often called ajet~ignition or torch~ignition stratified-charge engine.

Its Operating principles are illustrated in Fig. 1-27 which shows a three-vaIVe
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INTAKE COMPRESSION COMBUSTION

FIGURE I-27

Schematic of three-valve torch-ignition stratified-charge sparloigniticn engine.

carbureted version of the concept.” A separate carburetor and intake manifold

feeds a fuelrrich mixture (which contains fuel beyond the amount that can be

burned with the available air) through a separate small intake valve into the

prechamber which contains the spark plug. At the same time, a very lean mixture

(which contains excess air beyond that required to burn the fuel completely) is fed

to the main combustion chamber through the main carburetor and intake mani-

fold. During intake the rich prechamber flow fully purges the prechamber
volume. After intake valve closing, lean mixture from the main chamber is com-

pressed into the prcchamber bringing the mixture at the spark plug to an easily

ignitable, slightly rich, composition. After combustion starts in the prechamber,

rich burning mixture issues as a jet through the orifice into the main chamber,

entraining and igniting the lean main chamber charge. Though called a stratified-

charge engine, this engine is really a jet-ignition concept whose primary function

is to extend the operating limit of conventionally ignited spark—ignition engines

to mixtures leaner than could normally be burned.

PROBLEMS

1.1. Describe the major functions of the following reciprocating engine componentsz

piston, connecting rod. crankshaft, cams and camshaft, valves. intake and exhaust
manifolds.

1.2. indicate on an appropriate sketch the difi'erent forces that act on the piston, and the

direction of these forces, during the engine's expansion stroke with the piston, cen-

necting rod, and crank in the positions shown in Fig. Isl.

1.3. List five important differences between the design and operating characteristics of

spark-ignition and compression-ignition (diesel) engines.

1.4. Indicate the approximate crank angle at which the following events in the four—stroke
and two-stroke internal combustion engine cycles occur on a line representing the full

cycle (720° for the four—stroke cycle; 360° for the two-stroke cycle): bottom— and top-
ccnter crank positions, inlet and exhaust valve or port opening and closing, start of

combustion prOcess, end of combustion process, maximum cylinder pressure.
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1.5- Th6 two-stroke cycle has twice as many power strokes per crank revolution as the
[Gupstmke cycle. However, two-stroke cycle engine power outputs per unit displaced
volume are less than twice the power output of an equivalent. four-stroke Cycle engine
at the same engine speed. Suggest reasons why this potential advantage of the two-
stroke cycle is offset in practice.

1 6 Suggfi-‘it reasons why multicylinder engines prove more attractive than single-cylinder
. engines once the total engine displaced volume exceeds a few hundred eubic centi-

meters.

1,7. The Wankel rotary spark-ignition engine, while lighter and mere compact than a
reciprocating spark-ignition engine of equal maximum power, typically has worse effi-
cleric]! due to significantly higher gas leakage from the combustion chamber and

higher total heat loss from the hot combustion gases to the chamber walls. Based on
the design details in Figs. L4, 1-13, and 1-14 suggest reasons for these higher losses.
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CHAPTER

3

THERMOCHEMISTRY

OF FUEL-AIR

MIXTURES

3.1 CHARACTERIZATION OF FLAMES

Combustion of the fuel—air mixture inside the engine cylinder is one of the pro-

cesses that controls engine power, efficiency, and emissions. Some background in

relevant combustion phenomena is therefore a necessary preliminary to under-
standing engine Operation. These combustion phenomena are different for the
two main types of engines—sparkuignition and diesel—which are the subject of
this book. In spark-ignition engines, the fuel is normally mind with air in the
engine intake system. Following the compression of this fuel-air mixture, an elec-
trical discharge initiates the combustion process; a flame develops from the
“kernal” created by the spark discharge and propagates across the cylinder to
the combustion chamber walls. At the walls, the flame is “quenched" or extin-

guished as heat transfer and destruction of active species at the wall become the
dominant processes. An undesirable combustion phenomenon—the
“spontaneous” ignition of a substantial mass of fuel-air mixture ahead of the
flame, before the flame can propagate through this mixture (which is called the

end-gas)—can also occur. This autoignition or self-explosion combustion
phenomenon is the cause of spark-ignition engine knock which, due to the high
pressures generated, can lead to engine damage.

In the diesel engine, the fuel is injected into the cylinder into air already at
high pressure and temperature, near the end of the compression stroke. The
autoignition, or self-ignition, of portions of the developing mixture of already
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injected and vaporized fuel with this hot air starts the combustion process, which
spreads rapidly. Burning then proceeds as fuel and. air mix to the appropriate
composition for combustion to take place. Thus, fuel-air mixing plays a control-
ling role in the diesel combustion process.

Chapters 3 and 4 focus on the thermochemistry of combustion: i.e., the

composition and thermodynamic properties of the pre- and postcombustion
working fluids in engines and the energy changes associated with the combustion

processes that take place inside the engine cylinder. Later chapters (9 and 10) deal
with the phcnomenological aspects of engine combustion: i.e., the details of the

physical and chemical processes by which the fuel-air mixture is converted to
burned products. At this point it is useful to review briefly the key combustion

phenomena which occur in engines to provide an appropriate background for the
material which follows. More detailed information on these combustion pheno-

mena can be found in texts 0n combustion such as those of Fristrom and

‘fia’esteubergJ and Glassman.2

The combustion process is a fast exothermic gas-phase reaction [where

oxygen is usually one of the reactants). A flame is a c0mbustion reactiOn which
can propagate subsonically through space; motion of the flame relative to the

unburned gas is the important feature. Flame structure does not depend on

whether the flame moves relative to the observer or remains stationary as the gas

moves through it. The existence of flame motion implies that the reaction is con-

fined to a zone which is small in thickness compared to the dimensions of the

apparatus—in our case the engine combustion chamber. The reaction zone is
usually called the flame front. This flame characteristic of spatial propagation is

the result of the strong coupling between chemical reaction, the transport pro-

cesses of mass diffusion and heat conduction, and fluid flow. The generation of

‘RY

MR

{ES

Eng?“ heat and active species accelerate the chemical reaction; the supply of fresh reac-
undcp tants, governed by the convection velocity, limits the reaction. When these pro-

['01. the cesscs are in balance, a steady-state flame results.1

)ject of Flames are usually classified according to the following overall character-
in the istics. The first of these has to do with the composition of the reactants as they

.n elec- enter the reaction zone. If the fuel and oxidizer are essentially uniformly mixed
im the together, the flame is designated as premixed. If the reactants are not premixed
ider to and must mix together in the same region where rcacrion takes place, the flame is
. extin- called a dtfi‘usion flame because the mixing must be accomplished by a diffusion
me the PFOCcss. The second means of classification relates to the basic character of the
n—the gas flow through the reaction zone: whether it is latriinar or turbulent. In laminar
of the (01' Streamlined) flow, mixing and transport are done by molecular processes.

led the Laminar flows only occur at low Reynolds number. The Reynolds number
austion idcnsnty x velocity :4 lengthscalefviscosity) is the ratio of inertial to viscous
ie high forces. In turbulent flows, muting and transport are enhanced [usually by a who

stantral factor) by the macroscopic relative motion of eddies 0r lumps of fluid

:ady at WhiCh are the characteristic feature of a turbulent (high Reynolds number) flow.
e. The A. third'area of classification is whether the flame is steady or unsteady. The
llrgady d‘StmEUIShing feature here is whether the flame structure and motion change with
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time. The final characterizing feature is the initial phase of the reactants—gas,

liquid, or solid. '

Flames in engines are unsteady, an obvious consequence of the internal

combustion engine‘s operating cycle. Engine flames are turbulent. Only with sub-

stantial augmentation of laminar transport processes by the turbulent convection

processes can mixing and burning rates and flame-propagation rates be made fast

enough to complete the engine combustion process within the time available.

The conventional spark-ignition flame is thus a premixed unsteady turbu-

lent flame, and the fuel-air mixture through which the flame propagates is in the

gaseous state. The diesel engine combustion process is predominantly an

unsteady turbulent diffusion flame, and the fuel is initially in the liquid phase.

Both these flames are extremely complicated because they involve the coupling of

the complex chemical mechanism, by which fuel and oxidizer react to form pro-

ducts, with the turbulent convective transport process. The diesel combustion

process is even more complicated than the spark-ignition combustion process,

because vaporization of liquid fuel and fuel—air mixing processes are involved too.

Chapters 9 and 10 contain a more detailed discussion of the spark-ignition

engine and diesel combustion processes, reSpectively. This chapter reviews the

basic thermodynamic and chemical composition aspects of engine combustion.

3.2 IDEAL GAS MODEL

The gas species that make up the working fluids in internal combustion engines

(e.g., oxygen, nitrogen, fuel vapor, carbon dioxide, water vapor, etc.) can usually

be treated as ideal gases. The relationships betWeen the thermodynamic proper-

ties of an ideal gas and of ideal gas mixtures are reviewed in App, B. There can be

found the various forms of the ideal gas law:

1?

pVemRT=mET=nRT (3.1)

where p is the pressure, V the volume, m the mass of gas, R the gas constant for

the gas, T the temperature, K the universal gas constant, M the molecular weight,
and n the number of moles. Relations for evaluating the specific internal energy a,

enthalpy h, and entropy 5, specific heats at constant volume e, and constant

pressure c,” on a per unit mass basis and on a per mole basis (where the notation
it, h, s, E”, and 31,, is used) of an ideal gas, are developed. Also given are equations
for calculating the thermodynamic properties of mixtures of ideal gases.

3.3 COMPOSITION OF AIR AND FUELS

Normally in engines, fuels are burned with air. Dry air is a mixture of gases that

has a representative composition by volume of 20.95 percent oxygen, 78.09

percent nitrogen, 0.93 percent argon, and trace amounts of carbon dioxide, neon,

helium, methane, and other gases. Table 3.1 shows the relative proportions of the

major constituents of dry air.3
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TABLE 3.1

Principle constituents of dry air
W

 

Molecular Moll: Molar

(:35 ppm by volume weight fraction ratio_______

02 309,500 31.998 0.2095 I
N1 730,900 28.0l2 0.7905 3.773
Ar 9,300 39.943

C02 300 44.009 j
Air 1,000,000 28.962 1.0000 4.773

F___.———-—-————-——————————

In combustion, oxygen is the reactive component of air. It is usually suffi—

ciently accurate to regard air as consisting of 21 percent oxygen and 79 percent

inert gases taken as nitrogen (often called atmosPheric or apparent nitrogen). For

each mole of oxygen in air there are

1 — 0.2095

0.2095
= 3.773

moles of atmospheric nitrogen. The molecular weight of air is obtained from

Table 3.1 with Eq. (13.17) as 28.962, usually approximated by 29. Because atmo-

spheric nitrogen contains traces of other species, its molecular weight is slightly

different from that of pure molecular nitrogen, i.e.,

_ 23.962 — 0.2095 x 31.998
' 1 ... 0.2095

In the following sections, nitrogen will refer to atmospheric nitrogen and a

molecular weight of 28.16 will be used. An air composition of 3.773 moles of

nitrogen per mole of oxygen will be assumed.

The density of dry air can be obtained from Eq. (3.1) with R = 8314.3 17
kmol - K and M = 28.962:

Ma": = 28.16

3.483 x IU"3p(Pa)3 _

ptks/m )— TtK) [3.2a]

3 _ 2.599p(1br/in2)
or p(lbm/ft ) — ——w—T(°R) (325’)

Thus, the value for the density of dry air at 1 atmosphere (1.0133 x 105 Pa,

14.696 let/in?) and 25%: (77hr) is 1.184 kg/m3 (0.0739 lbmffti’).

Actual air normally contains water vapor, the amount depending on tem-

perature and degree of saturation. Typically the proportion by mass is about 1

porcent, though it can rise to about 4 percent under extreme conditions. The

relative humidity compares the water vapor content of air with that required to
saturate. It is defined as:

The ratio of the partial pressure of water vapor actually present to the saturation

pressure at the same temperature.
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Water vapor content is measured with a wet- and dry-bulb psychrorneter.

This consists of two thermometers exposed to a stream of moist air. The dry-bulb

temperature is the temperature of the air. The bulb of the other thermometer is

wetted by a wick in contact with a water reservoir. The wet—bulb temperature is

lower than the dry-bulb temperature due to evaporation of water from the wick.

It is a good approximation to assume that the wet-bulb temperature is the adia-

batic saturation temperature. Water vapor pressure can be obtained from

observed wet— and dry—bulb temperatures and a psychrometric chart such as Fig.

3-].4 The effect of humidity 0n the properties of air is given in Fig. 3-2.5

The fuels most commonly used in internal combustion engines (gasoline or

petrol, and diesel fuels) are blends of many different hydrocarbon compounds

obtained by refining petroleum or crude oil. These fuels are predominantly

carbon and hydrogen (typically about 86 percent carbon and 14 percent hydro-

gen by weight) though diesel fuels can contain up to about 1 percent sulfur. Other

fuels of interest are alcohols (which contain oxygen), gaseous fuels (natural gas

and liquid petroleum gas], and single hydrocarbon compounds (e.g.. methane,

propane. isooctane) which are often used in engine research. Properties of the

more common internal combustion engine fuels are summarized in App. D.

Some knowledge of the different classes of organic compounds and their
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kgwamr’rkglir

Effect of humidity on properties of air: R is the gas constant: c” and c, are specific heats at constant

volume and pressure, respectively; 1.! = tip/Cu; k is the thermal conductivity. (From Taylor-.5)

molecular structure is necessary in order to understand combustion mecha-

nisms.‘5 The different classes are as follows:

Alkyl Compounds

Paraffin:

(alkanes)

i ‘i
H- (E—$_H

H H

CnH2n-r2

Cyrlopnraflins

or napthenes

(cycianes)

Page 57 of 237
:3

Single—bonded open-chain saturated hydrocarbon mol-

ecules: i.c., no more hydrogen can be added. For the larger

molecules straight-chain and branched-chain configu-

rations exist. These are called normal (m) and iso com-

pounds, respeetively. Examples: CH4, methane; CZHG,

ethane: CJHB, propane; Cal-I15, n-octane and isooctane.

There are several “isooctanes,” depending on the relative

position of the branches. By isooctane is usually meant

2,2,4-trimethylpentane, indicating five carbon atoms in the

straight chain (pentane) with three methyl (CH 3) branches

located respectively at C—atorns 2, 2, and 4. Radicals defi~

cient in one hydrogen take the name methyl, ethyl, propyl,
etc.

Single bond (no double bond) ring hydrocarbons. Unsatu-

rated, since ring can be broken and additional hydrogen

added. Examples: C3H6, cycloprOpane (three C-atom

ring); C4Hg, cyclobutane (four C-atom ring); CsHm,

cyclopentane {five C-atom ring).
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Olefins

(alkenes)

Acetylenes

[alkynes)

H—CEC—H

C,,H 2,..- 2

Aromatics

H

!C\

H? CHIf

HC /CH

H

Cal-{2a - 6

Alcohols

Msuchydric

alcohols

‘t‘
H—(Ij—{IiH

H

CRH2”+ IOH

Open-chain hydrocarbons containing a double bond;
hence they are unsaturated. Examples are: CIH‘, ethene

(or ethylene); Cal-16, propene (or propylene); C4HB ,

butene (or butylene); . . .. From butene upwards several

structural isomers are possible depending on the location

of the double bond in the basic carbon chain. Straight-

and brancheduchain structures exist. Diolefins contain IWO

double bonds.

Open-chain unsaturated hydrocarbons containing one
carbon-carbon triple bond. First member is acetylene,

H—CEC—H. Additional members of the alkync series

comprise open-chain molecules, similar to higher alkenes

but with each double bond replaced by a triple bond.

Building block for aromatic hydrocarbons is the benzene

(Cfil-Ifi) ring structure shown. This ring structure is very
stable and accommodates additional "—CH, groups in side

chains and not by ring expansion. Examples: C7Hs,

toluene; CsHm a xylene (several structural

arrangements); .. . More complex aromatic hydrocar»

bons incorporate ethyl, prepyl, and heavier alkyl side

chains in a variety of structural arrangements.

In these organic compounds, one hydroxyl (—OH) group

is substituted for one hydrogen atom. Thus methane

becomes methyl alcohol, CH30H (also called methanol);

ethane becomes ethyl alcohol, C1H50H (ethanol); etc.

3.4 COMBUSTION STOICHIOMETRY

This section develops relations between the composition of the reactants (fuel and

air) of a combustible mixture and the composition of the products. Since these
relations depend only on the conservation of mass of each chemical element in
the reactants, only the relative elementai composition of the fuel and the relative

proportions of fuel and air are needed.
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bond; If sufficient oxygen is available, a hydrocarbon fuel can be completely oxi-

ethene dizedt The carbon in the fuel is then converted to carbon dioxide C02 and the

Cal-IB . hydrogen to water H20. For example, consider the overall chemical equation for
several the complete combustion of one mole of propane C3H3:

$23: C3113 + .202 = 11002 + cH10 (3.3)
tin two A carbon balance between the reactants and products gives b m 3. A hydrogen

balance gives 2:: = 3, or c = 4. An oxygen balance gives 2b + c : 10 = 20, or

a i 5. Thus Eq. {3.3} becomes
1g one

:tylene, C3H3 + 502 = 300; + 41-120 [3.4)

: series Note that Eq. (3.4) only relates the elemental composition of the reactant and
alkenes product species; it does not indicate the process by which combustion proceeds,
L which is much more complex.

Air contains nitrogen. but. when the products are at low temperatures the

nitrogen is not significantly affected by the reaction. Consider the complete com-

bustion of a general hydrocarbon fuel of average molecular composition CaHb
.enzene With air. The overall complete combustion equation is

is very b b b
in side Cal-1b + (a + Z)(O2 + 3.773142) = aCO2 + 3 H20 + 3.773(a + 4—1)N2 [3.5)
CTHS 1

normal Note that only the ratios of the numbers in front of the symbol for each chemical
iroear- species are defined by Eq. (3.5); i.e., only the relative proportions on a molar basis

Fl side are obtained. Thus the fuel composition could have been written CH), where
y = b/a.

Equation (3.5] defines the stoichlometrt'e (or chemically correct or

theoretical} proportions of fuel and air; i.e., there is just enough oxygen for con-

version of all the fuel into completely oxidized products. The stoichiometric airf

group fuel or fuel/air ratios (see Sec. 2.9) depend on fuel composition. From Eq. (3.5):

ethane A F -' (1 + y/4)[32 + 3.773 x 28.16)

limo”; (I?) = (I), = 12.011 + 1.003):
= 34.56(4 + y) (3.6)

12.011 + 1.008y

The molecular weights of oxygen, atmospheric nitrogen, atomic carbon, and

atomic hydrogen are, respectively, 32, 23.16, 12.011, and 1.008. (rt/F), depends

only on y; Fig. 3-3 shows the variation in (A/F), as y varies from 1 (e.g.. benzene]
to 4 (methane).

tel and Example 3.1. A hydrocarbon fuel of composition 34.1 percent by mass C and 15.9
3 these percent by mass H has a molecular weight of 114.15. Determine the number of
tent in - moles of air required for stoichiometric combustion and the number of moles of

elative ' products produced per mole of fuel. CaICulate (xi/F)“ (tr/A)“ and the molecular
weights of the reactants and the products.
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_J. _..._.1. ._..J—J.__-_|_J__ FIGURE 3—3

_‘ 1' h 2 3 4 Sloichiometfic airffuel ratio for air—hydrocarbon
Fuel mular HIC ratio fuel mixtures as a function of fuel molar H,’C ratio.

Assume a fuel composition C. H3, . The molecular weight relatiOn gives

114.15 =12.011a + 1.0086

The gravimetric analysis of the fuel gives

1: 1.91.
_ 5[008_225

a _W_ ‘

Thus

a = 8 b = 181

The fuel is octane CBHl 5. Equation (3.5} then becomes

Fuel Alf Pruducls

cut-l“. + 12.5(02 + 3.773.142]: taco2 + 9H,0 + 47.16%

In males:

1 + 12.5(1 + 3.773) = 8 + 9 + 47.16

1 -+ 59.66 = 64.16

Relative mass:

114.15 + 59.66 x 28.96 = 8 x 44.01 + 9 x 18.02 + 47.16 x 28.16

114.5 + 1727.8 = 1342.3

 

1' Note that for fuels which are mixtures of hydroearbomz, a and 15 need not be integers.
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Per unit mass fuel:

I + 15.14 = 16.14

Thus for stoichiometric combustion. 1 mole of fuel requires 59.66 moles of air

and produces 64.16 moles of products. The stoichiometric [it/F); is 15.14 and (FM)5
is 0.0661.

The molecular weights of the reactants MR and products M, are

1 1

Mn _. a 2 "5M; _ ma X11415 + 59.66 x 28.96}

I l
____ aw 9 . . . 'M, "2711M. 64”(s x 4401+, x1802+4716 x2816)

or _ MR = 30.36 Mr = 23.71 Fuel-air mixtures with more than or less than the stoichiometric air require-

ment can be burned. With excess air or fuel-lean combustion, the extra air

appears in the products in unchanged form. For example, the combustion of

isooctane with 25 percent excess air, or 1.25 times the stoichiometric air require

ment, gives

nearbott

C ratio.

can“, + 1.25 x 12.5(02 + 3.773N2) = 3002 + 91120 + 3.1302 + 58.95142

(3-?)

With less than the stoichiomctric air requirement, 1.0., with fuel-rich com-

bustion, there is insufficient oxygen to oxidize fully the fuel C and H to CO2 and

H20. The products are a mixture of C02 and H20 with carbon monoxide CO

and hydrogen H2 {as well as N1). The product composition cannot be determined

from an element balance alone and an additional assumption about the chemical

composition of the product Species must be made (see Secs. 4.2 and 4.9.2).

Because the composition of the combustion products is significantiy differ“

em for fuel-lean and fuel-rich mixtures, and because the stoichiometric fuel/air

ratio depends on fuel composition, the ratio of the actual fuel/air ratio to the

stoichjornetric ratio (or its inverse) is a more informative parameter for defining

mixture composition. Thefuei/air equivaience ratio 15,

_ (F/A)aetunl
15 W (M). (3‘8)

will be used throughout this text for this purpose. The inverse of 9b, the relative

airfiuei ratio 41,

16

(Affhctunl

’1: 45-1: (M), (3-9)

is also sometimes used.
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For fuel-lean mixtures: d5 < 1, J. > 1

For stoichiometric mixtures: d; = A = 1

For fuel-rich mixtures: q} > 1, .1 < 1

When the fuel contains oxygen (cg, with alcohols), the procedure for deter—

mining the overall combustion equation is the same except that fuel oxygen is

included in the oxygen balance between reactants and products. For methyl

alcohol (methanol), CH30H. the stoichiometric combustion equation is

CH3OH + 1.5{03 + 3.77m.) = Ct)2 + 2H10 + 5.5451»:2 (3.10)

and (xi/F), = 6.47. For ethyl alcohol (ethanol), C1H50H, the stoichiometric com-
bustion equation is

C2H50H + 3(02 + 3.773112): zoo; + 31120 + 11.32N1 (3.11)

and (A/F), = 9.00.

If there are significant amounts of sulfur in the fuel, the appropriate oxida-

tion product for determining the stoichiometric air and fuel proportions is sulfur

dioxide, 50; .

For hydrogen fuel, the stoichiometric equation is

H2 + a0; + 3.77319 = H10 + 1.33m, (3.12)

and the stoichiometric (A/F) ratio is 34.3.

Note that the composition of the products of combustion in Eqs. (3.7] and

(3.10) to (3.12) may not occur in practice. At normal combustion temperatures

significant dissociation of CO2 and of H20 occurs (see Sec. 3.7.1). Whether. at

low temperatures, recombination brings the product composition to that indi-
cated by these overall chemical equations depends on the rate of cooling of the

product gases. More general relationships for the composition of unburned and

burned gas mixtures are developed in Chap. 4.
The stoichiometric (A/F) and (FM) ratios of common fuels and representa—

tive single hydrocarbon and other compounds are given in App. D along with
other fuel data.

3.5 THE FIRST LAW OF
THERMODYNAMICS AND COMBUSTION)-

3.S.l Energy and Enthalpy Balances

In a combustion process, fuel and oxidizer react to produce products of different

composition. The actual path by which this transformation takes place is under-

stood only for simple fuels such as hydrogen and methane. For fuels with more

complicated structure, the details are not well defined. Nonetheless, the first law

 

1' The approach used here follows that developed by Spalding and Cole-fJ
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of thermodynamics can be used to relate the end states of mixtures undergoing a

combustion process; its application does not require that the details of the

procch be known.
The first law of thermodynamics relates changes in internal energy (or

 

deter- enthalpy) to heat and work transfer interactions. In applying the first law to a
gen '3 system whose chemical composition changes, care must be exercised in relating
aethyl the reference statesaat which zero internal energy or enthalpy for each species or

groups of species are assigned. We are not free, when chemical reactions occur, to

(310) choose independently the zero internal energy or enthalpy reference states of
Chemical substances transformed into each other by reaction.

com- Consider a system of mass m which changes its composition from reactants

to products by Chemical reaction as indicated in Fig. 3-4. Applying the first law

(3 11] to the system between its initial and final states gives

QR--P — WR r = Ur —‘ UR l3-l3)

:32; Heat transfer QR- ,. and work transfer WR_p due to normal force displacements
may occur across the system boundary. The standard thermodynamic Sign con~

vention for each energy transfer interaction—positive for heat transfer to the

system and positive for work transfer from the system—is used.

(3.12) We will consider a series of Special processes: first, a constant volume

process where the initial and final temperatures are the same, T’. Then Eq. (3.13}

I) d becomesan _

itures QR”. = U}, — U’ : (Army. T. (3.14)
131’, at .

indi- The internal energy of the system has changed by an amount (AUJVI r- which can
of the be measured or calculated. Combustion processes are exothermic [i.e., QLP and

d and (At/n.3,. are negative]; therefore the system‘s internal energy decreases. If hq.
(3.14) [5 expressed per mole 01 fuel, then (AU)pv_]-- is known as the increase in

tenta-

. with

System

:"erent

rider—

more

I law Initial stale Combustion process Final Stale.
Reaetants Heat and work transfer Products

TR. pg, PR, UR interactions Tr. pp, Vii, UP

FIGURE 3-4

3Fstem changing from reactants to produms for first law analysis.
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_{AU)V,T' Dl' *‘ (Afilp'fl

U: or H}; —--

—(AU)y,]; or — (what.

I

i FIGURE 3-5
| Schematic plot of internal energy (U)

i _ ______ ,_ or enthalpy (H) o! reactants and pro-
15 T’ 1' ducts as a function of temperature.

internal energy at constant volume, and —{AU)V. r- is known as the heat of reac-
than at constant volume at temperature 7".

Next, consider a constant pressure process where the initial and final tem-

peratures are the same, 7". For a constant pressure process
P

wit-P =J‘ P ‘3”; = £7in — a} (3-15)It

so Eq. (3.13) becomes

Qn—P — 170/}. — Viz} '—' U3, — Us

or (23—9 3 [Ui' + PVi’) -' (Ulla ‘i' PV’R)

= H; — t= mm” [3.15)

The enthalpy of the system has changed by an amount (AHJP, p, which can be
measured or calculated. Again for combustion reactions, ME)”, I' is a negative
quantity. If Eq. (3.16) is written per mole of fuel, (AI-I)“ r' is called the increase in
enthalpy at constant pressure and *lAHlpJ' is called the heat of reaction at
constant pressure at T’._

These processes can be displayed, respectively, on the internal energy or
enthalpy versus temperature plot shovm schematically in Fig, 3-5. If U (or H) for
the reactants is arbitrarily assigned a value U; (or H1) at some reference tem-

perature 75, then the value of {AULr‘TDEOf (AH),'T°] fixes the relationship
between UtT] or H”). respectively, for the products and the reactants. Note that
the slope of those lines (the specific heat at constant volume or pressure if the
diagram is expressed per unit mass or per mole) increases with increasing tem-
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perature; also, the magnitude of (AL-Up, r" [or (AH); r'] decreases with increasing
temperature because cl, [or CD) for the products is greater than for the reactants.

The difference between PAH)“ T. and (amp. r' is

(Amp. 1" — [Milne r' = 17th - Va) (3-17)

Only if the volumes of the products and reactants in the constant pressure
process are the same are (AH)p,T' and (AUlnr. equal. If all the reactant and
product species are ideal gases, then the ideal gas law Eq. (3.1) gives

(AH)... T: — (A Ulv. r- = an; — no?" (3.18)

Note that any inert gases do not contribute to (a;D — n’R).

With a hydrocarbon fuel, one of the products, H205 can he in the gaseous

or liquid phase. The internal energy (or enthalpy) of the products in the constant
volume (or constant pressure) processes described above in Fig. 3-5 will depend

on the relative proportions of the water in the gaseous and liquid phases. The   rgy' (U) . . . .

nd pro- limiting cases of all vapor and all ltqurd are shown in Fig. 3-60 for a U-T plot.
”“7- The internal energy differences between the curves is

“A Uh”. J". H30 ltql _' “AIDE 1'". H20 vapll = mHaO u}gll20 (319)

meme where mHzo is the mass of water in the products and uh ago is the internal energy
of vaporization of Water at the temperature and pressure of the products. Similar

l tem-

[i U

(3 15) Reaclanrs Roactants
.. Products

(3.16)

an be

gative

ase in "showtime

ion at

SF Dr

H) for
: tem-

+nship (a) (h)

e that FIGURE 3.5

if the Suhematic plots of internal energy of reactants and products as a function of temperature. (0) Effect of

. tem— water in products as either vapor or liquid. (b) Effect of fuel in reactants as either vapor or liquid.
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curves and relationships apply for enthalpy:

mm... 1". [(101in - l (AHL. T’,H;Ovapl 2 mngo h}gH30 (320)

For some fuels, the reactants may contain the fuel as either liquid or vapor.

The U—T (or H-T) line for the reactants with the fuel as liquid or as vapor will be

different, as indicated in Fig. 3-6b. The vertical distance between the two reactant

curves is m, ufflf (or m,- hf”) where the subscriptfdenotes fuel.

3.5.2 Enthalpies of Formation

For fuels which are single hydrocarbon compounds, or where the precise fuel

composition is known, the internal energies or enthalpies of the reactants and the

products can be related through the enthalpies of formation of the reactants and

products.

The enthalpy of formation Ali} of a chemical compound is the enthalpy
increase associated with the reaction of forming one mole of the given compound

from its elements, with each substance in its thermodynamic standard state at the

given temperature.

The standard state is the state at one atmosphere pressure and the tem-

perature under consideration. We will denote the standard state by the super-

script °.

Since thermodynamic calculations are made as a difference between an

initial and a final state, it is necessary to select a datum state to which all other

thermodynamic states can be referred. While a number of datum states have been
used in the literature, the most common datum is 298.15 K (25°C) and l atmo—

sphere. We will use this datum throughout this text. Elements at their reference

state are arbitrarily assigned zero enthalpy at the datum temperature. The refer-

ence state of each element is its stable standard state; e.g., for oxygen at 298.15 K,

the reference State is 0; gas.

Enthalpies of formation are tabulated as a function of temperature far all

commonly occurring species. For inorganic compounds, the JANAF Thermoche-

mica! Tables are the primary reference source.8 These tables include values of the
molar specific heat at constant pressure, standard entropy, standard Gibbs free

energy (called free energy in the tables), ‘standard enthalpy, enthalpy of formation
and Gibbs free energy of formation, and log“, equilibrium constant for the for

mation of each species from its elements. Some primary references for thermody-

namic data on fuel compounds are Miniature“,9 Rossini er at,” and Stall et at.“
Enthalpies of formation of species relevant to hydrocarbon fuel combustion are
tabulated in Table 3.2. Selected values of thermodynamic properties of relevant

species are tabulated in App. D.

For a given combustion reaction, the enthalpy of the products at the stan-
dard state relative to the enthalpy datum is then given by

He: )3 mail", (3.2m)
products
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Standard enthalpies of formation
H

All}, MJlkm-ul

GGQQ
—393.52

7241.83

—235.84

— 110.54

u'ltHI?

— 103.85

— 201.17

«438.53

—208.45

spew; i‘itnte‘lL______,_____.._.__...._._____._.._..._.__

02 Gas
N2 Gas
H2 Gas
(3 Gas

(:02 Gas

H20 Gas

H20 Liquid
(:0 Gas

(3H4 Gas

CJHH Gas
CH JOH Gas

CH 30H Liquid

CBH 1 a Gas

Cantu Liquid
— 249.35
 

,tAt 298.15 K (25°C) and 1 atm.

and the enthalpy of the reactants is given by

Hg: 2 well},renclnnls (3.2112)

The enthalpy increase, [13:9]pr is then obtained from the difference (Hf. ~— Hfl).
The internal energy increase can he obtained with Eq. (31?).

Example 3.2. Calculate the enthalpy of the products and reactants, and the enthalpy
increase and internal energy inCrease of the reaction, of a stoichiometric mixture of

methane and oxygen at 298.15 K.
The stoichiometric reaction is

Thus, for H20 gas, from Table 3.2 and Eq. (3.21:1, b):

Hi, : 493.52 + 2(-24L33) : —877.18 MJ/kmol CH,

For H10 liquid:

3 a —393.52 + 2(— 285.84) = — 965.20 MJfkmol CH4

H; =

Hence I'm H20 gas:

(AH); = —377.18 + 74.37 -——- —302.31 MI/kmol CH,1

and for H20 liquid:

(All); = —965.20 + 74.87 a ~~890.33 le‘kmol CH4

CH4 + 202 = C02 + 2H20

-?4.87 Mijmol CH4
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Use Eq. (3.18} to find (AU); With H20 gas, the number of moles of reactants and

products are equal, so

(AU); -- (AH): -—- ”802.3 MJ/ltrnol CH4

For 1120 liquid:

(AU); = —890.33 — 8.3143 x 10“ 3‘(1 - 3)298.15 MJ/kmol CH‘

(AU); = —885.4 MI/‘kmol CH4

Note that the presence of nitrogen in the mixture or oxygen in excess of the stoi-

chiometric amount would not change any of these calculations,

i
i

lIi

i|
lI

3.5.3 Heating Values

For fuels where the precise fuel composition is not known, the enthalpy of the

reactants cannot be determined from the enthalpies of formation of the reactant

species. The heating value of the fuel is then measured directly.

The heating value Q,”r or calorific value of a fuel is the magnitude of the

heat of reaction at constant pressure or at constant volume at a standard tem-

perature [usually 25°C (77°F)] for the complete combustion of unit mass of fuel.
Thus

qu, = —(AH),. n, (3-2241)

and Qaw = —(AU}p-. To (3.2%)

Complete combustion means that all carbon is converted to C02, all

hydrogen is converted to H20, and any sulfur present is converted to 30; . The

heating value is usually expressed in joules per kilogram or joules per kilomole of

fuel (British thermal units per pound-mass or British thermal units per pound-

inole). It is therefore unnecessary to specify how much Oxidant was mixed with

the fuel, though this must exceed the stoichiometric requirement. It is immaterial

whether the oxidant is air or oxygen.

For fuels containing hydrogen, we have shown that whether the H20 in the

products is in the liquid or gaseous phase affects the value of the heat of reaction.

The term higher heating value QHHV [or gross heating value) is used when the

H20 formed is all condensed to the liquid phase; the term lower heating value

QM“, (or net heating value} is used when the H20 formed is all in the vapor

phase. The two heating values at constant pressure are related by

Quav, = Qtnvp + ("1???th 1120 (3-23)
where (mam/m!) is the ratio of mass of H30 produced to mass of fuel burned. A

similar expression with til-9,120 replacing it“, H10 applies for the higher and lower
heating value at constant volume.

The heating value at constant pressure is the more commonly used; often

the qualification “at constant pressure " is omitted. The difference between the

heating values at constant pressure and constant volume is small.
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“3 and Heating values’r of fuels are measured in calorimeters. For gaseous fuels, it

is most convenient and accurate to use a continuous-flow atmosphere pressure
calorimeter. The entering fuel is saturated with water vapor and mixed with sulfi-

cient saturated air for complete combustion at the reference temperature. The
mixture is burned in a burner and the combustion products cooled with water-

cooled metal tube coils to close to the inlet temperature. The heat transferred to
the cooling water is calculated from the measured water flow rate and water

temperature rise. The heating value determined by this process is the higher
is stole heating value at constant pressure.

For liquid and solid fuels, it is more satisfactory to burn the fuel with

oxygen under pressure at constant volume in a bomb calorimeter. A sample of
mg fuel is placed in the bomb calorimeter, which is a stainless-steel container

of the immersed in cooling water at the standard temperature. Sufficient water is placed
actant in the bomb to ensure that the water produced in the combustion process will

condense. Oxygen at 30 atmospheres is admitted to the bomb. A length of firing

of“ the cotton is suspended into the sample from an electrically heated wire filament to
1 tem‘ act as a source of ignition. When combustion is complete the temperature rise of

)f fuel. the bomb and cooling water is measured. The heating value determined by this
process is the higher heating value at constant volume.

The heating values of common fuels are tabulated with other fuel data in

1332“) App. D- The following example illustrates how the enthalpy of a reactant mixture

3.221,) relative to the enthalpy datum we have defined can be determined from the mea-
‘ sured heating value of the fuel.
2, all

:- The Example 3.3. Liquid kerosene fuel of the lower heating value (determined in a bomb
tole of calorimeter) of 43.2 MJ/kg and average molar H/C ratio of 2 is mixed with the
OUfld- stoichiometrie air requirement at 298.15 K. Calculate the enthalpy of the reactant

l with mixture relative to the datum of zero enthalpy for C, 02, N3 , and H2 at 298.l5 K.

itfifial The combustion equation per mole of C can be written

in the CH1 + %{02 + 3.773141) 2 C0; + H20 + 5.66mi2

1:“ny m 14 kg fucl + :3: 1:301} air —> 2265:1101} products
‘23:: where M ~—- 28.962 for atmospheric air. . . .

The heating value given is at constant volume, —(AU)§. [AI-I); is obtained
from Eq. (3.13), noting that the fuel is in the liquid phase:

(323) (am; = 43.2 + 8.3143 x 10-3 (7.66 -_ 7.160) x 291:”
lfid- A = 43.2 + 0.09 = “43.1 lekg fuel
lower

often _ ___

n the T Standard methods for measuring heating value are defined by the American Society for Testing
Materials.
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The enthalpy of the products per kilogram of mixture is found from the

enthalpies of formation (with H10 vapor): '

h 1(—393.52) + 1(—241.s3)
" 221.4

= 2.87 MJ/kg

The enthalpy of the reactants per kilogram of mixture is then

43.1 x 14

i... = a, — (M); = 2.87 + a 5.59 MJfltg221.4

3.5.4 Adiabatie Combustion Processes

We now use the relationships developed above to examine two other special

processes important in engine analysis: constant-volume and constant-pressure
adiabatic combustion. For an adiabatic constant-volume process, Eq. (3.13).

becomes

UP — Us = 0 (3.24)

when UP and U R are evaluated relative to the same datum (e.g., the enthalpies of

C, 02, N2, and H2 are zero at 298.15 K, the datum used throughout this text].

Frequently, however, the tables 0r graphs of internal energy or enthalpy for

species and reactant or product mixtures which are available give internal ener-
gies or enthalpies relative to the species or mixture value at some reference tem-
perature TI, , i.e., U[T) — U(T5)or H(T) — H(TD) are tabulated. Since

UpiTo) ’ Uriah) = (AUN. 19

it follows from Eq. (3.24) that

[Ur-(Tl “ [Jr-(Ton “’ [UaiTl * UsiToli = *(Aulv. To (3-25)

relates the product and reactant states. Figure 3-? illustrates the adiabatic

constant-volume combustion process on a U-T diagram. Given the initial state of

the reactants (7]., V) we can determine the final state of the products (T... V).

For an adiabatic constant-pressure combustion process, Eq. (3.13] gives

HP — HR = O

which combines with Eq. (3.16) to give

[Hi-(T) — Hamil] — [Ham — HsiTol] = —iAHlp. rs (3-26)

Figure 3-7 illustrates this process also. Given the initial reactant state (TR, p) we

can determine the final product state (1]., p).

Note that while in Figs. 3-5, 3-6, and 3-7 we have shown U and H for the

reactants and products to be functions of T only, in practice for the products at

high temperature U and H will be functions of p and T. The analysis presented

here is general; however. to determine the final state of the products in an adia-
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0111 the ' rh' Reactents

Producls

human

or 415”», 1;,
I
l
l
1
i

l l

l l
i 1 I l

| | l FIGURE 3-7

l : I : Adiabalic constant-volume combustion process on U-T
l_ | diagram or adiabatic constant-pressure combustion

special '15 7h 7;, T process on H-T diagram.
ressure .

(3.13) batic combustion process. the constant-volume or constant-pressure constraint
must also be used explicitly.

The final temperature of the products in an adiabatic combustion process is

(3'24) called the adiabatic flame temperature. Examples of typical adiabatic flame tem-

Pics of peraturcs are shovm later in Fig. 3-11.
in).

[93’ for 3.5.5 Combustion Efficiency of an Internal
I we“ Combustion Engine
e tem- _ . _ _ _ _

In practice, the exhaust gas of an internal combustion engine contains incomplete

combustion products (e.g., CO, H2, unburned hydrocarbons, soot) as well as

complete combustion products (C02 and H20} (see Sec. 4.9). Under leanoper-

sting conditions the amounts of incomplete combustion products are small.

Under fuel—rich operating conditions these amounts become more Substantial

(3-25) since there is insufficient oxygen to complete combustion. Because a fraction of
iabatic the fuel‘s chemical energy is not fully released inside the engine during the com-

tate of bustion process, it is useful to define a combustion efficiency. The engine can be

)- analyzed as an open system which exchanges heat and work with its surrounding
:3 environment [the atmosphere). Reactants (fuel and air) flow into the system; pro-

ducts (exhaust gases) flow out. Consider a mass m which passes through the

control volume surrounding the engine shown in Fig. 3-8; the net chemical energy

release due to combustion within the engine is given by

z . 1 ~

(“26' [Hum - Hum] = m( 2 mm — 2 nine.)
P) we i, reactants i, products

Enthalpy is the appropriate property since pR : pP = palm. n! is the number of

'01- the moles of Species i in the reactants or products per unit mass of working fluid and
m5 at Ah°_,- is the standard enthalpy of formation ofspecies int ambient temperature TA.

sented The amount of fuel energy supplied to the control volume around the

1 adja- engine which can be released by combustion is m; QHV. Hence, the combustion
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Control volume

|

i
I FIGURE 3-8

L___________.J Control volume surrounding engine.

 
efficiency—the fraction of the fuel energy supplied which is released in the com-
bustion process—is given by”

= Han) - Han)
m1” Qflv

Note that m and ”'3 could be replaced by the average mass flow rates fir and flux.
Figure 3-9 shows how combustion efficiency varies with the fuel/air equiva-

lence ratio [or internal combustion engines. For spark-ignition engines, for lean

equivalence ratios, the combustion efi'iciency is usually in the range 95 to 98

percent. For mixtures richer than stoichiornetric, lack of oxygen prevents com-
plete combustion of the fuel carbon and hydrogen, and the combustion efficiency
steadily decreases as the mixture becomes richer. Combustion eiliciency is little
affected by other engine operating and design variables, provided the engine com—

(3.27)C

 5.EUsGOE:IEc
U

x Diesels

o Spark-ignition

SD
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.3 1.0 ' 1.2 1.4 1.6

Exhaust equivalence ratio

FIGURE 3-9

Variation of engine combustion efficiency with fuel/air equivalence ralio.
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bustion process remains stable. For diesel engines, which always operate lean, the
combustion efliciency is normally higher—about 98 percent. Details of exhaust

gas composition, on which these combustion efficiencies are based, can be found
in SEC. 4.9

 
3.6 THE SECOND LAW OF

THERMODYNAMICS APPLIED TO

COMBUSTION

3.6.1 Entropy

[6 com-

111 App. B, it is shovm how the entropy of a mixture of idea] gases of known

composition can be calculated. The discussion earlier relating enthalpies (or inter-

nal energies) of reactant and product mixtures applies to entropy also. The stan-

dard state entropies of chemical species are tabulated in the JANAF tables

relative to zero entropy at O K. It the entropies of the elements at a datum

temperature are arbitrarily set equal to zero, then the values of the entropy of a

reactant mixture of given composition and of the resolting product mixture of

given composition are both determined.

(3.27)

d of.
equiva-

'or lean

i to 98

'5 80111-

iciency

is little

as com- 3.6.2 Maximum Work from an Internal

Combustion Engine and Efficiency

An internal combustion engine can be analyzed as an open system which

exchanges heat and work with its surrounding environment (the atmosphere).

Reactants (fuel and air) flow into the system; products [exhaust gases) flow out.

By applying the second law of thermodynamics to a centrol volume surrounding

the engine, as illustrated in Fig. $8, we can derive an expressioa for the

maximum useful work that the engine can deliver.

Consider a mass m of fluid as it passes through the control volume sur—

rounding the engine. The first law gives

AQ — awn = AH

where AWU is the useful work transfer (i.e., non-p dV work) to the environment

and AH 2 HP - H3. Since the heat transfer AQ occurs only with the atmosphere

at temperature TA, from the second law

5Q
— as
r, 5

These equations combine to give

AWU 5 #(AH _. T,AS} = —AB

where B is the steady-flow availability function, H 7 TA S.” Usually pk —_- pA and

TR = T4. The maximum work will be obtained when pp = pA and T9 = TA.
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TABLE 3.3

Enthalpies and free energies of combustion reactions__,_.._.____——————A

  sentient aria.” Mthmot egg”, MJllrmol

c + 02 —. coz 49352 F 394.40
H, + to, _. H20 —24c.91 —232.7s

carom + 2.01 —. co1 + 2H,o 433.59 — 685.35
Cal-13w) + 50: —|‘ 3001 + 4H10 _2[H4'0 —2074.1

cat-1.0) + 1,10,, -+ sco, + 311,0 ”3135.2 4125.1
Cut-11.0) + 31-10; - soc2 + 9H10 — 5074.5 _ 52199W

1' H20 [gas] in products.

Under these conditions,

AWE S “[(H — TS)P1'4. H— (H '— TS)RL.»,] = —(AG)TAMP‘

or AWUW = —(AG)h_ml (3.28)

Cr is the Gibbs free energy, H — TS, and (50)“. M is the Gibbs free energy
increase in the reaction of the fuel-air mixture to products at atmospheric tem-

perature and pressure. 436)“. M will be a maximum when combustion is com-
pletc.

A fundamental measure of the effectiveness of any practical internal com-

bustion engine is the ratio of the actual work delivered compared with this
maximum work. This ratio will be called the availability conversion efficient:y m:

_ aw _fl AW
’fd A"ll! max (AG)T‘M In

The property availability is the maximum useful work transfer that can be
obtained from a system atmosphere (or control—volume atmosphere) combination
at a given state. This efficiency therefore defines the fraction of the availability of
the unburned fuel and air which, passing through the engine and interacting only

with the atmosphere, is actually converted to useful work. Availability analysis of
engine operation is proving valuable in identifying where the significant irrevers~
ibilitics or losses in availability occur. This topic is discussed more fully in Sec.
5.7.

(3.29)
 

(A6)“. m, or (39)“ M, is not an easy quantity to evaluate for practical
fuels; it is the heating value, —(Ah)n, which is usually measured. Values of
(1557);” and (Ah);gu for selected fuel combustion reactions are given in Table 3.3.
For the pure hydrocarbons they are closely comparable because at 298 K, dis” (<1
Nib/T. For hydrogen and methanol the differences are larger, however. Because
for practical fuels —(Ah)§99 is measured directly as the heating value of the fuel, it
is standard practice to use the following definition of efficiency:

w” (3.30)
m! QHV

 

"I:
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which Was defined as the fuel conversion efficiency in Sec. 2.8. Note that some-
times the higher heating value is used in Eq. [3.30) and sometimes the lower
heating value. Whichever value is used should be explicitly stated. The normal

practice in internal combustion engine analysis is to use the lower heating value
at constant pressure, since the engine overall is a steady flow device and the water

in the exhaust is always in vapor form. We will use vap in Eq. [3.30) through-
out this text. The fuel conversion efficiency is the most commonly used definition

of engine efficiency because it uses an easily measured quantity, the heating value,
to define the usable fuel energy supplied to the engine. For hydrocarbon fuels,

since All” z dig”, the fuel conversion efficiency and the availability conversion

efficiency are closely comparable in value.

In practice, not all the fuel energy supplied to the engine is released by the

combustion process since combustion is incomplete: the combustion efficiency

[Eq. (3.27)] is less than unity. It is sometimes useful to separate out the effects of
incomplete combustion by defining an efficiency which relates the actual work

per cycle to the amount of fuel chemical energy released in the combustion o . .

(1‘8) process. We Wlll call this the thermal conversion eflicfcncy or:
energy

if: tem~ m = WEE— : ._ 3.5.... = __w’°___ [3.31)
is corn~ HanAl — HPlTa) (AHln ll: "1; gm

:1 com- Obviously the fuel conversion, thermal conversion, and combustion efficiencies
tth this are related by

3y as: to = m n. [3-32)

[3729) It is important to understand that there is a fundamental difference between
availability conversion efficiency as defined by Eq. (3.29) [and the fuel conversion

can be efficiency for internal combustion engines, Eq. (3.30), which closely approximates
ination it] and the efficiency of a thermodynamic heat engine. The second law limit to

311in of the availability conversion efficiency is unity. For a thermodynamic heat engine
ng only (which experiences heat-transfer interactions with at least two heat reservoirs) the
ilysis of efficiency is limited to a value substantially less than unity by the temperatures of
”every the heat reservoirs available.13
in Sec.

tactical 3.7 CHEMICALLY REACTING GAS

dues of MIXTURES

.ble 3.3. _ , ’ _ .
Ago 4 The working fluids in engines are mixtures of gases. Dependlng on the problem

3ecause under consideration and the portion of the engine cycle in which it occurs chemi-

: fuel, it cal reactions may: (1) be so slow that they have a negligible effect on mixture
composition (the mixtUre composition is essentially “frozen "); (2) be so rapid

that the mixture state changes and the composition remains in chemical equi-

(3‘30) librium; (3) be one of the rate-controlling processes that determine how the com-
position of the mixture changes with time.
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3.7.] Chemical Equilibrium

It is a good approximation for performance estimates in engines to regard the
burned gases produced by the combustion of fuel and air as in chemical equi-

libriumsl' By this we mean that the chemical reactions, by which individual
species in the burned gases react together, produce and remove each species at
equal rates. No net change in species composition results.

For example, if the temperature of a mass of carbon dioxide gas in a vessel

is increased sufficiently, some of the C02 molecules dissociate into C0 and 02

molecules. If the mixture of C02, CO, and 02 is in equilibrium, then C02 mol-

ecules are dissociating into CO and 02 at the same rate as CO and 02 molecules

are recombining in the proportions required to satisfy the equation

(:0 + so, = co,

In combustion products of hydrocarbon fuels, the major species present at

low temperatures are N2, H20, (302, and O; or C0 and H2. At higher tem-

peratures (greater than about 2200 K), these major species dissociate and react to
form additional species in significant amounts. For example, the adiabatic com-
bustion of a stoichiometric mixture of a typical hydrocarbon fuel with air pro-

duces products with species mole fractions of: N2 ~ 0.7; H20, CD; ~ 0.1; CO,

OH, 02 , NO, H2 ~ 0.01; H, 0 ~ 0.001; and other species in lesser amounts.
The second law of thermodynamics defines the criterion for chemical equi-

librium as follows. Consider a system of chemically reacting substances under-

going a constant-pressure, constant-temperature process. In the absence of shear
work (and electrical work, gravity, motion, capillarity), the first law gives

6Q : dH

The second law gives

6Q 33 T .43

Combining these gives

dH — T d8 5 0

Since we are considering constant-temperature processes, this equation holds for

finite changes:

AH—TAS=AG$0

Thus, reactions can only occur (at constant pressure and temperature) if G

(= H — TS) for the products is less than G for the reactants. Hence at equilibrium

(156),. 1" = 0 (3.33)

1' This assumption is not valid late in the expansion stroke and during the exhaust process (see: Sec.
4.9). Nor does it take account of pollutant formation processes [see Chap. 1]).
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Consider a reactive mixture of ideal gases. The reactant Species Ma, Mb,

etc, and product species Ml, Mm, etc, are related by the general reaction whose

 

 
d th . .

faircqu: stoichiomflr? is given by
tdividual Va Ma + ”a Mr + = VIM: + ”mMm + ‘ " (3340)

pecres at This can be written as

, a vessel 2 v,- Mi 2 0 (3.34s)

and Oz . . I .
:02 mol- where the v,- are the stoichlometric coeffiments and by convention are positive for
Jolccules the product Species and negative for the reactant species.

Let an amount ring of Mn react with dub of Mb, etc., and produce 6n, of Mh

on”. of Mm , etc. These amounts are in proportion:

[571‘ = VII (5?! {3.35)
resent at . . . .

her teni- The change In Gibbs free energy of a mixture of ideal gases, at constant
1 react to pressure and temperature, as the composition changes is given by

.tic com— (A6)“ 1" = 2 f1: 6m- (3.36)
air pro— “

0.1; CO, where snl. is the change in number of moles of species i and I: is the chemical

nts. potential. The chemical potential, an intensive property, is defined as
cal equi-

3 under- fll- = (29-) [3.37)of shear , 671‘- p. new!)

It is equal in magnitude to the specific Gibbs free energy at a given temperature

and pressure. For an ideal gas. it follows from Eqs. (153.13), (13.15) and (3.37) that

a = anti") + RT 11] fl (3.38)
Po

where it? equals pf, the standard specific Gibbs free energy of formation. The

standard state pressure p0 is Usually one atmosphere.

Substitution in Eq. {3.36) gives, at equilibrium,

holds for 2 (£1? + RT In Bjorn = 0P0

or 2 (fr? + ET in flyifin = O. Po
Ire] if G . ‘ ‘ _
tilibrium We can dmde by an and rearrange, to obtain

W '3' - AG”

(333} 1 fl) =—0:l"‘”)=—.—:i K 3.3E “ :30 RT RT “ P ( 9)

KP is the equilibrium constant at constant pressure:

55 (see Sec. K, : n (E) {3.40)i Po
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It is obtained from the Gibbs free energy of the reaction which can be calculated

from the Gibbs free energy of formation of each species in the reaction, as indi-

cated in Eq. (3.39) above. It is a function of temperature only.

In the IANAF tables,fl to simplify the calculation of equilibrium constants,

values of logm (EFL, the equilibrium constants of formation of one mole of each
species from their elements in their standard states, are tabulated against tem-

perature. The equilibrium constant for a specific reaction is then obtained via the
relation

10310 (Kp)reaclian = El: vi 10310 “(pk (3-41)

With the JANAF table values of (Kph, the pressures in Eqs. {3.40) and (3.41) must
be in atmospheres.

The effect of pressure on the equilibrium composition can be deduced from

Eq. {3.40). Substitution of the mole fractions 5?,- and mixture pressure p gives

u<::>"=n<s.><>
If E, v, = 0, changes in pressure have no efl'ect on the composition. HZ,- v, > 0
(dissociation reactions), then the mole fractions of the dissociation products

decrease as pressure increases. If E, v, < O {recombination reactions), the con-
verse is true.

An equilibrium constant, Kc , based 0n concentrations (usually expressed in

gram moles per cubic centimeter) is also used:

K. = I] ma" (3.42)

Equation {3.40) can be used to relate It:p and K,:

K, = KART)?“ "i (3.43)

for p0 = 1 atmosphere. For 2, v, = O, K, and K, are equal.

Example 3.4. A stoichiometric mixture of C0 and O2 in a closed vessel, initially at

1 atm and 300 K, is exploded. Calculate the composition or the products of com-

bustion at 2500 K and the gas pressure.

The combustion equation is

C0 + *0: = C0:

The JANAF tables give log“, K, [equilibrium constants of formation from the ele-
ments in their standard state) at 2.500 K of C0,, C0, and 01 as 3.280, 6.840, and 0,

respectively. Thus, the equilibrium constant for the CO combustion reaction above

is, from Eq. (3.41),

103.0 KP = 8.280 — 6.840 = 1.440

which gives K, = 27.5.
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Iculated If the degree of dissociation in the products is at {i.e., a fraction at of the CO2
as indin fomlrtd by complete combustion is dissociated), the product composition is

:1

C0 1 — ; , : 0 ,-instants, 1’ ( a) CO at z 2
of each , . . 3_

For this mtxture, the number of moles of reactants in! is I, the number of moles of
131 tem- . I 2_ products it, is( + at/ l. _
I V13 the The ideal gas law gives

PRV ="RRTH PP V=ne§7i2
3.4f 1} Thus

1 2500
I] must E = — = 5.555 ti ”in 1.5 x 300 a rnfmol

ed from The equilibrium relation [EC]. (3.40)] gives
36 1:21 —— n

:2 l) a 27.5aim/2) ‘ Pr

which can be solved to give or = 0.074.

. 0 The composition of the products in mole fractions is, therefore,
_.r V: 3'

iroducts xm1 = 1 _ a = 0.393
he con~ ":1

essed in xw = — = 0.071
”1°

:1/2
x = — = 0.037

(3.42) 02 "P

The pressure of the product mixture is

p = 5.55511? = 5.76 atm
[3.43)

Example 3.5. In fuel-rich combustion product mixtures, equilibrium between the

species C02. H20, CO, and H2 is often assumed to determine the burned gas com-

position. For 41: = 1.2, for CRleair combustion products, determine the mo1e frac-

titially at titms of the product species at 1200 K.
01" com- The reaction relating these species (often called the water gas reaction) is

C0; + H2 = (:0 + H20

From the JANAF tables, log10 KP of formation for these species at 1700 K are:
C03, 12180; Hz. 0; CO, 3.011; H20(g), 4.699. The equilibrium constant for the

above reaction is, from Eq. (3.41),
l the ele-

0, and g, logm K, = 8.0.11 + 4.699 — 12.180 = 0,530

m above from which Kp = 3.333.
The combustion reaction for CsHla—air with d: = 1.2 can be written

12.5

CSHIE + E" {02 + 3-773N2) —’ “C0: + thO + CCO + de + 39.30N2
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A carbon balance gives: a +c = 8

A hydrogen balance gives: 2!: + 2d = 13

An oxygen balance gives: 20 + b + c = 20.83

The equilibrium relation gives (lid/(ad) = 3.388 (since the equilibrated reac-
tion has the same number of moles as there are reactants or products, the moles of

each species can be substituted for the partial pressures).

These four equations can be solved to obtain

c1 — 19.3c + 47.3 = 0

which gives 5 = 2.89, a = 5.12, b = 7.72. and d = 1.29. The total number of moles of

products is

a+b+c+d+39.3=56.3

and the mole fractions of the species in the burned gas mixture are

CO, , 0.0903; H10, 0.137; CO, 0051; H;, 0.023; N: , 0.698

Our development of the equilibrium relationship for one reaction has

placed no restrictions on the occurrence of simultaneous equilibria. Consider a
mixture of N reacting gases in equilibrium. If there are C chemical elements,

conservation of elements will provide C equations which relate the concentra-

tions of these N species. Any set of (N — C) chemical reactions, each in equi-
librium, which includes each species at least once will then provide the additional

equations required to determine the concentration of each species in the mixture.
Unfortunately, this complete set of equations is a coupled set of C linear and

(N — C] nonlinear equations which is difficult to solve for cases where

(N - C) > 2. For complex systems such as this, the following approach to equi-
librium composition calculations is now more widely used.

Standardized computer methods for the calculation of complex chemical

equilibrium compositions have been developed. A generally available and well-
documented example is the NASA program of this type.“ The approach taken is
to minimize explicitly the Gibbs free energy of the reacting mixture (at constant
temperature and pressure) subject to the constraints of element mass conserva-
tion. The basic equations for the NASA program are the following.

If the stoichiometric coefficients a” are the number of kilomoles of element 1'
per kilomole of species j, b,‘ is the number of kilomoles of element l per kilogram

of mixture, and n1 is the number of kilomoles of species j per kilogram of mixture,
element mass balance constraints are

Zfluflj—brzo [Uri-1,2,...,I (3.44)
J=1

The Gibbs free energy per kilogram of mixture is

92 2 Erin} _ (3.45)
1= 1
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For gases, the chemical potential 111 is

 
j}: fij+RTln(:)+ RT In p (3.46)

18d reae- when“ fij.’ is the chemical potential in the standard state and p is the mixture
moles of Pressure in atmospheres. Using the method of lagrangian multipliers, the term

6: 9+ 2 3-! Z (“uni—bi.)
i=1j—-1

“moles of is defined. The condition for equilibrium then becomes

so: 2(a, + =2fi,a,,)6ny + Z Z (aw — max, : 0 (3.47)i i=1 j— 1

Treating the variations 6n, and (it, as independent gives

3.693 ~ 1
pj+ z liau=0 forj: l,...,n (3.48)i=1

.ion has . . . . . .

nsider a and the original mass balance equahon (3.44). Equations (3.44) and (3.48) permit
:lements the determination of equilibrium compositions for thermodynamic states speci-
ncentra: lied by a temperature T and pressure p.
in equi— In the NASA program, the thermodynamic state may be specified by other
I d itional pairs of state variables: enthalpy and pressure (useful for constant--pressure corn~
mixture bustion processes), temperature and volume. internal energy and volume (useful
[ear and for constant—Volume cembustion processes); entropy and pressure, and entropy
; where and volume (useful for isentmpie compressions and expansions). The equations

to equi- required to obtain mixture composition are not all linear in the composition
variables and an iteration procedure is generally required to obtain their solu-

:hemica] tion. Once the composition is determined, additional relations, such as those in
nd well- App B which define the thermodynamic properties of gas mixtures, must then be

taken is ”sad . , -0 _ _ _
:onstant For each spec1es standard state enthalpies h are obtained by combining
enserva— standard enthalpies of formation at the datum temperature (298.15 K) Ahfzgs

wrth sensible enthalpies (h° — h”2'93),1..e.,

:lernent 1' h” : Alijlgs + (5" - £393] (3.49)
:ilogram . A -D . .
mixture for the elements in their reference state, AhJ-zgfl is zero [the elements Important

’ m cembustion are C (solid, graphite), H2(g), 02(9), N2(g)].

For each species, the thermodynamic quantities specific heat, enthalpy, and

(3 44] entropy as functions of temperature are given in the form:
an

—R“§=al+azT+alT2+sprint-r15?"4 (3.50151)

. h“ a a
3.45) A T 7 T2 4+7“ 5 T4 fig ‘l RT =u1+2 +23 +a—4 5 +7“ (35011)
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=a1lnT+a2T+§23T2+£§T3+EfT4+a7 (3.5m)

The coellicients are obtained by least-squares matching with thermodynamic

property data from the JANAF tables. Usually tWo sets of coefficients are
included for two adjacent temperature intervals (in the NASA program these are
300 to 1000 K and 1000 to 5000 K) (see Sec. 4.7).

In some equilibrium program, the species to be included in the mixture
must be specified as an input to the calculation. In the NASA program, all allow-
able species are included in the calculation, though Species may be specifiCally
omitted from consideration.

For each reactant composition and pair of thermodynamic state variables,

the program calculates and prints out the following:

kill“’5

l. Thermodynamic mixture properties (obtained from the equilibrium composi-
tion and the appropriate gas mixture rule; see App. B). p, T, p, h, s, M,
(a in V/é‘ ln p)T,(aln V/B in T)!” up, y,,and a (sound speed)

2. Equilibrium composition. Mole fractions of each species (which are present in
significant amounts), in

Figure 3-10 shows how the equilibrium composition of the products of
combustion of isooctane-air mixtures at selected temperatures and 30 atm pres-

sure varics with the equivalence ratio. At low temperatures, the products are N2,
C02, H20, and 02 for lean mixtures and N2, C02, H20, CO, and Hz for rich
mixtures. As temperature increases, the burned-gas mixture composition becomes
much more complex with dissociation products such as OH, O, and H becoming
significant.

Figure 3—11 shows adiabatic flame temperatures for typical engine condi-
tions as a function of the equivalence ratio, obtained with the NASA program

using the methodology of Sec. 3.5.4. The isooctane-air unburned mixture state
was 700 K and 10 atm. Flame temperatures for adiabatic combustion at constant

pressure (where P: and HR are specified) and at constant volume (where VH and
Us are specified) are shown. Flame temperatures at constant volume are higher,
because the final pressure is higher and dissociation is less. Maximum flame tem-

peratures occur slightly rich of stoichiometric.

3.7.2 Chemical Reaction Rates

Whether a system is in chemical equilibrium depends on whether the time con-
stants of the controlling chemical reactions are short compared with time scales
over which the system conditions [temperature and pressure) change. Chemical
processes in engines are often not in equilibrium. Important examples of non-
equilibrium phenomena are the flame reaction zone where the fuel is oxidized,
and the air—pollutant formation mechanisms. Such nonequilibrium processes are
controlled by the rates at which the actual chemical reactions which convert
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FIGURE 3-11

Equilibrium product temperatures for constant-volume [TM] and constant-pressure {'1}. ,) adiabatic
combustion of isooctanc-eir mixture initially at 7C0 K and 10 atm. as a function of l'uelfair equiva-

lence ratio. Pressure (pt I,) is equilibrium pressure for adiabatic constant-volume combustion.

reactants to products occur. The rates at which chemical reactions proceed

depend on the concentration of the reactants, temperature, and whether any cata-

lyst is present. This field is called chemical kinetics and some of its basic relations
will now be reviewed.2

Most of the chemical reactions of interest in combustion are binary reac

tions, where two reactant molecules, M. and Mb, with the capability of reacting

together collide and form two product molecules, M: and Md; i.e.,

Ma + Mb = Mt: + Md (3.51)

An important example of such a reaction is the rate-controlling step in the

process by which the pollutant nitric oxide, NO, forms:

This is a second-order reaction since the stoichiometric coefficients of the reac-

tants v“ and vb are each unity and sum to 2. [The only first-order reactions are

dccompositiOn processes.) Third-order reactions are important in combustion,
also. Examples are the recombination reactions by which radical species such as
H, 0, and OH combine during the final stage of the fuel oxidation process: e.g.,

H+H+M=H2+M* (3.52)
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M is any molecule [such as N2) which takes part in the collision and carries away
the excess energy

The law of mass action states that the rate at which product species are

produced and the rate at which reactant species are removed is proportional to
the product of the concentrations of reactant species, with the concentration of
each species raised to the power of its stoichiometric coeilicient v,. Thus, for
reaction (3.51) above, the reaction rate R+ in the fur-ward ('H direction, reactants
to products, is given by

_ dorm dtM.]+
dr dc

 

R+ = = k‘EMaHMr} (3.53)
 

It the reaction can also proceed in the reverse (—) direction, then the backward

rate R" is given by

_ drMn— dEMJ‘
dc d:

  

R ’ = = k" [MJEMr] (3-54}

F and k‘ are the rate constants in the forward and reverse directions for this

reaction. The net rate of production of products or rcmOva] of reactants is, there-

    

fore,

. ) adiabatic + _ d M t d M, ‘ d[M,,]* d[M,]':lfair equiva- R _ R = [d:] + [dz] 2 — dr _ dt
.0“.

= k+[M..][Mr] - k‘EMJEMr] (3-55)

5 proceed These results can be stated more generally as follows. Any reaction can be

any cata- written as

3 relations n m

Z val MRI = Z v-Pi' MPI (3‘56)
nary reac- i=1 i=1

if reactin . . . . . . .
g where v, as the storchlometrrc coefficrent of Specres Mi, subscripts R and P denote

reactants and products, respectively, and there are n reactant species and m (3.51) product species. The forward reaction rate R+ and the reverse reaction rate R—

. are given by
ep 1n the

R+ = kl” H [MR,]'“

1 (3.57)
'thc reac- _ _ ”' .

= M \Pl
ctions are R k [.131 E 'P‘]
mbustion, _ .
as such as The net rate of removal of reactant specres MR, 15

25s: e.g.,
dEM J .

(3.52) - ' m.“ 3 var? m R ) (3.530)
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and the net rate of production of product species My... is

_- — (R+—R‘) (3.5%)

k = A exp (— RT) (3.59)
where A is called the frequency or preexponential factor and may be a (moderate)

function of temperature; EA is the activation energy. The Boltzmann factor

exp (—EA/RT) defines the fraction of all collisions that have an energy greater
than EA—i.e., sufficient energy to make the reaction take place. The functional

dependence of k on T and the constants in the Arrhenius form, Eq. (3.59), if that

is appropriate, are determined experimentally.

At equilibrium, the forward and reverse reaction rates are equal. Then, from

Eq. (3.55), with 12+ _ R- = o:

H [1%.]th m K
k‘ "" [Marne] “ ‘

where K is the equilibrium constant based on concentrations defined by Eq.

(3.42). It can be related to KP, the equilibrium constant based on partial pres-
sures, by Eq. {3.43).

The chemical reaction mechanisms of importance in combustion are much

more complex than the above illustrations of rate-controlled processes. Such

mechanisms usually involve both parallel and sequential interdependent reac-
tions. The methodology reviewed above still holds; however, one must sum alge-

braically the forward and reverse rates of all the reactions which produce (or

remove) a species of interest. In such complex mechanisms it is often useful to

assume that (some of) the reactive intermediate species or radicals are in steady
state. That is, these radicals react so quickly once they are formed that their

concentrations do not rise but are maintained in steady state with the species

with which they react. The net rate at which their concentration changes with

time is set equal to zero.

PROBLEMS

3.]. Isooctane is supplied to a four-cylinder spark-ignition engine at 2 g/s. Calculate the
air flow rate for stoichiometric combustion. If the engine is operating at 1500 revf

min, estimate the mass of fuel and air entering each cylinder per cycle. The engine

displaced volume is 2.4 liters. What is the volumetric efficiency?

3.2. Calculate the exhaust gas composition of a butane—fueled spark-ignition engine oper-

ating with equivalence ratio of 0.9. Assmne the fuel is fully burned within the cylin-

der. Butane is CJ-Im.
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(b) Calculate the fuel/air equivalence ratio at which this engine is operating.

(c) Is the internal combUslion engine a conventional spark-ignition ‘or a diesel

engine? Explain.

(d) The engine has a displaced volume of 2 liters. Estimate approximately the per—

centage by which the fuel flow rate Would be increased if this engine were open

nice] at its maximum load at this same speed (2000 rev/min). Explain briefly what

limits the equivalence ratio at maximum load.

3.11. The following are approximate values of the relative molecular mass (molecular

weights): oxygen 02 , 32; nitrogen N; , 28; hydrogen l-Iz , 2; carbon C, 12. Determine
the stoichiometric fuel/air and air/fuel ratios on a mass basis. and the lower heating

value per unit mass of stoichiometric mixture for the following fuels:

Methane (CH4), isooctane (CsHIa). benzene (C5H5l, hydrogen (“3): methyl

alcohol ((311,011)

Heating values for these fuels are given in App. D.

3.12. Liquid petroleum gas (LPG) is used to fuel spark~ignition engines. A typical sample
of the fuel consists of

70 percent by volume propane Cal-1.,

5 percent by volume butane (12,}!10

25 percent by volume propane C3H6

The higher heating values of the fuels are: propane, 50.38 MJ/kg; butane, 49.56

MJfltg; propylene (prepare), 48.95 MJ/ltg.

(a) Work out the overall combustion reaction for stoichiometric combustion of 1
mole of LPG with air, and the stoichiometric FM and A/F.

(b) What are the higher and lower heating values for combustion of this fuel with

excess air, per unit mass of LPG?

3.13. A spark—ignition engine is Operated on isooctane fuel (Cal-I”). The exhaust gases are

cooled, dried to remove water, and then analyzed for C01. CO, Hz, 02. Using the

Overall combustion reaction for a range of equivalence ratios from 0.5 to 1.5, calen—

late the mole fractions of CO2 , CO, H 2 , and O, in the dry exhaust gas, and plot the

results as a function of equivalence ratio. Assume:

(a) that all the fuel is burnt inside the engine (almOst true) and that the ratio of

moles CO to moles H2 in the exhaust is 3 :1, and

(b) that there is no hydrogen in the exhaust for lean mixtures.

For high-power engine operation the air/fuel ratio is 14 : 1. What is the exhaust gas

composition, in mole fractions, before the water is removed?
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7.1 SPARK-IGNITION ENGINE MIXTURE

REQUIREMENTS

The task of the engine induction and fuel systems is to prepare from ambient air

and fuel in the tank an air-fuel mixture that satisfies the requirements of the

engine (War its entire operating regime. In principle, the Optimum air/fuel ratio

for a spark-ignition engine is that which gives the required power output with the

lowest fuel consumption, censistent with smooth and reiiable operation. In prac-

tice, the constraints of emissions control may dictate a different air/fuel ratio, and

may also require the recycling of a fraction of the exhaust gases (EGR) into the

intake system. The relative proportions of fuel and air that provide the lowest

fuel consumption, smooth reliable operation, and satisfy the emissions require—

ments, at the required power level, depend on engine speed and load. Mixture

requirements and preparation are usually discussed in terms of the air/fuel ratio

or fuel/air ratio (see Sec. 2.9) and percent EGR [see Eq. [4.2)]. While the fuel

metering system is designed to provide the appropriate fuel flow for the actual air

flow at each speed and load, the relative proportions of fuel and air can be stated

more generally in terms of the fuel/air equivalence ratio gt). which is the actual

fuel/air ratio normalized by dividing by the stoichiometric fuel/’air ratio [Eq.

 
‘4'!“
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,’ *3; 'i (3.8)]. The combustion characteristics of fuel~air mixtures and the properties of
l combustion products, which govern engine performance, efficiency, and emis-

sions, correlate best for a wide range of fuels relative to the stoichiometrie

mixture proportions. Where appropriate, therefore, the equivalence ratio will he

used as the defining parameter. A typical value for the stoichiometric airffuel

;: ratio ofgasoline is 14.6.1“ Thus, for gasoline,

" z:- 13—6 (7.1)
A/F

The effects of equivalence ratio variations on engine combustion, emissions,

and performance are discussed more fully in Chaps. 9, 11, and 15. A brief

summary is sufficient here. Mixture requirements are different for full-load (wide-

Opcn throttle) and for part-load operation. At the former operating condition,

complete utilization of the inducted air to obtain maximum power for a given

displaced volume is the critical issue. Where less than the maximum power at a

given speed is required, efficient utilization of the first is the critical issue. At

wide-open throttle, maximum power for a given volumetric efficiency is obtained

with rich-ofwstoichiometric mixtures, 4.: $1.] (see the discussion of the fuel-air

cycle results in Sec. 5.5.3). Mixtures that are richer still are sometimes used to

increase volumetric efficiency by increasing the amount of charge cooling that

accompanies fuel vaporization [see Eq. (6.5)], thereby increasing the inducted air

. _ density.
5 % At part-load (or part-throttle) operating conditions, it is advantageous to

' t ' dilute the fuel-air mixture, either with excess air or with recycled exhaust gas.
5 This dilution improves the fuel conversion efficiency for three reasons:1 (1) the

.2 i expansion stroke work for a given expansion ratio is increased as a result of the
"Li- change in thermodynamic properties of the burned gases~see Secs. 5.5.3 and

i"

i
1‘

 
‘-

s.“'1".

}—~——''“Huh-3‘5“age-res:
AA.-
-'...m-j «5.3%"'1'Ikm,nz-ifm'xtg;%_ugryg;1v92,-“;'

5.7.4; (2) for a given mean effective pressure, the intake pressure increases with

increasing dilution, so pumping work decreases—see Fig. 5-10; (3) the heat losses

to the walls are reduced because the burned gas temperatures are lower. In the

absence District engine NOx emission requirements, excess air is the Obvious

diluent, and at part throttle engines have traditionally operated lean. When tight

control of NO,“ HC, and CO emissions is required, operation of the engine with

a stoichiometric mixture is advantageous so that a three-way catalysti can be

used to clean up the exhaust. The appropriate diluent is then recycled exhaust

gases which significantly reduces NO, emissions from the engine itself. The

amount of diluent that the engine will tolerate at any given speed and load

depends on the details of the engine’s combustion process. increasing excess air

 
.'Hdir-'1....

{dvj-s‘rt‘x-yf-jnatuu~_\:h"_""u_.'.l. _v_
.Laa.,.‘\._,____‘__‘.

r~.

 

 1‘ Typical value only. Most gasolines have HIP}, in the range 14.4 to 14.7. (xi/F), could lie between
14.] and 15.2.

1 A three-way catalyst system, when operated with a elose-to-stoichiometric mixture. achieves sub-

stantial reductions in NO: , CO. and HC emissions simultaneously; see See. 11.6.2.
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if _- or the amount of recycled exhaust slows down the combustion process and

in i increases its variability fmm cycle to cycle. A certain minimum combustion

lC g repeatability or stability level is required to maintain smooth engine operation.

to ; Deterioration in combustion stability therefore limits the amount of dilution an
e 3' engine can tolerate. As load decreases, less dilution of the fresh mixture can be

2‘ tolerated because the internal dilution of the mixture with residual gas increases

i (see Sec. 6.4). At idle conditions, the fresh mixture will not usually tolerate any
1] EGR and may need to be stoichiornetric or fuel-rich to obtain adequate com-

! bustion stability. :
s, t Mixture composition requirements over the engine load and speed range

1’

 

 
  

5f are illustrated schematically for the [WO approaches outlined above in Fig. “Lt. If

3_ : stoiehiometrie operation and EGR are not required for emissions control, as load

n, l increases the mixture is leaned out from a fuel-rich or close-to-stoichiometric
:n 3 composition at very light load. As wide-open throttle Operation is approached at
a .3 each engine SpCCd. the mixture is steadily enriched to rich-of-stoichiometric at the

u 1’ maximum bmep point. With the stoichiometric operating conditions required for
:d i three-way-catalyst—equipped engines, when EGR is used, the percentage of re-
.jr i cycled exhaust increases from zero at light load to a maximum at mid-load, and
to t then decreases to zero as wide-open throttle conditions are approached so

at j maximum bmep can be obtained. Combinations of these strategies are possible.

._j1- 3 For example, lean operation at light load can be used for best efficiency, and
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FIGURE 7—!

3e" Typical mixture requirements for two common operating strategies. Top diagram shows equivalence

ratio variation with intake mass flow rate (percent of maximum flow at rated speed) at constant low,

:ub- mid, and high engine speeds. Bottom diagram shows recycled exhaust {EGRJ schedule as a function of

intake flow rate, for low. mid, and high speeds for stoichiometrie operation.
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stoichiometric mixtures (with a three-way catalyst) andr'or EGR can be used at

mid loads to control NO: emissions.

In practical spark-ignition engine induction Systems, the fuel and air dis-

tribution between engine cylinders is not uniform {and also varies in each individ-
ual cylinder on a cycle«by-cycle basis). A spread of one or more air/fuel ratios
between the leanest and richest cylinders over the engine’s load and speed range

is not uncommon in engines with conventional carburetors. The average mixture

composition must be chosen to avoid BXCESSiVC combustion variability in the

lcancst operating cylinder. Thus, as the spread in mixture nonuniformity
increases, the mean equivalence ratio must be moved toward stoichiometric and

away from the equivalence ratio which gives minimum fuel consumption.

7.2 CARBURETORS

7.2.1 Carburetor Fundamentals

A carburetor has been the most common device used to control the fuel flow into

the intake manifold and distribute the fuel across the air stream. In a carburetor,

the air flows through a converging-diverging nozzle called a venturi. The pressure

difference set up between the carburetor inlet and the throat of the nonle (which

depends on the air flow rate) is used to meter the appropriate fuel flow for that
air flow. The fuel enters the air stream through the fuel discharge tube or ports in

the carburetor body and is atomized and convected by the air stream past the

throttle plate and into the intake manifold. Fuel evaporation starts within the
carburetor and continues in the manifold as fuel droplets move with the air flow

and as liquid fuel flows over the throttle and along the manifold walls. A modern
carburetor which meters the appropriate fuel flow into the air stream over the

complete engine operating range is a highly developed and complex device. There
are many types of carburetors; they share the same basic concepts which we will
now or amine.

Figure 7-2 shows the essential components of an elementary carburetor.
The air enters the intake section of the carburetor (1) from the air cleaner which

removes suspended dust particles. The air then flows into the carburetor venturi

(a converging-diverging nozzle) (2) where the air velocity increases and the pres-
sure decreases. The fuel level is maintained at a constant height in the float

chamber (3) which is connected via an air duct (4) to the carburetor intake

section (I). The fuel flows through the main jet (a calibrated orifice) (5) as a result

of the pressure difference between the float chamber and the venturi throat and

through the fuel discharge nozzle [6) into the venturi throat where the air stream

atomizes the liquid fuel. The fuel-air mixture flows through the diverging section
of the venturi where the flow deceleratcs and some pressure recovery occurs. The

flow then passes the throttle valve (7) and enters the intake manifold.

Note that the flow may be unsteady even when engine load and speed are

constant, due to the periodic filling of each of the engine cylinders which draws
air through the carburetor venturi. The induction time, l/(2N't (20 ms at 1500
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be I A Schematic of elementary carburetor.
It? 1 Intersection

nd 2 Venturi throat

- 3 Float chamber

4 Pressure equalizing passage
5 Calibrated orifice

6 Fuel discharge tube

7 Throttle plate

'to revfinjn), is the characteristic time of this periodic cylinder filling process. Gener-
or, ally, the characteristic times of changes in throttle setting are longer; it takes

"‘3 several engine operating cycles to reestablish steady-state engine operation after a
Ch sudden change in throttle position.2 It is usually assumed that the flow processes
'f” in the carburetor can be modeled as quasi steady.
in

he FLOW THROUGH THE VEN'I‘URI. Equation (C3) in App. C relates the mass
.he flow rate ofa gas through a flow restriction to the upstream stagnatiOn pressure
3w and temperature, and the pressure at the throat. For the carburetor venturi:
:rn

_ C .A Ur 2. tr-IJH Ill

if; . JRTO Po ’1’ fl 1 Pov1

where CDT and A,- are the discharge coefficient and area of the venturi throat,

or. respectively. If we assume the velocity at the carburetor inlet can be neglected.

ich Eq. (7.2) can be rearranged in terms of the pressure drop from upstream condi-
uri tions to the venturi throat for the air stream, Apa : p0 — pr, as

65— ’hu : CDrAthpun Apa)ll'2¢ (7‘3)
sat

tire where

at q, _ r (papers — (pt/MW? ”2
.nd .. I 1 [7-4)'1’ — _ (Pr/Pol
am \I . o p -
ion and accounts for the efiects of compressrbtlity. Figure (3-3 shows the value of (11 as

‘he a function of pressure drop. For the normal carburetor operating range, where

Apafpo :2 0.1, the effects of compressibility which reduce (1) below 1.0 are small.

are

1W5 FLOW THROUGH THE FUEL ORIFICE. SinCe the fuel is a liquid and therefore

500 essentially incompressible, the fuel flow rate through the main fuel jet is given by
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Eq. (C2) in App. C as

where CD, and A, are the discharge coefficient and area of the orifice, respec-
tively, Apf is the pressure difl‘erence across the Orifice, and the orifice area is
assumed much less than the passage area. Usually, the fuel level in the float

chamber is held below the fuel discharge nozzle, as shown in Fig. 7-2, to prevent

fuel spillage when the engine is inclined to the horizontal (cg, in a vehicle on a

ij slope). Thus,

Ar; = An. — with

where his typically of order 10 mm.

The discharge coefficient Cno in Eq. (7.5) represents the effect of all devi—
ations from the ideal one-dimensional isentropie flow. It is influenced by many

factors of which the most important are the following: (1) fluid mass flow rate; (2)

orifice length/diameter ratio; (3) orifice/approach-area ratio: (4) orifice surface

area; (5) orifice surface roughness; (6) orifice inlet and exit chamf'ers; (7) fluid

specific gravity; ('8) fluid viscosity; and (9) fluid surface tension. The use of the

orifice Reynolds number, Re, a: pVDa/a. as a correlating parameter for the dis-

charge coefficient accounts for effects of mass flow rate, fluid density and vis-

cosity, and length scale to a good first approximation. The discharge coefficient

of a typical carburetor main fuel-metering system orifice increases smoothly with
increasing Re, .3
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CARBURETOR PERFORMANCE. The air/fuel ratio delivered by this carburetor

is given by

- 1:1 1;:

(i) =(C”’)(i‘1)("-“B) (i) e (7-6]F ”1; Co. A0 [’1' Ap,—pfgh

and the equivalence ratio d: [:(A/FMM/Ffl by

a = filA/F)’ (CD-)(fl)(fl)m(1 _ M)“: (7.7)(D CDT Ar pile Apn

where (A/F)‘, is the stoichiometric air/fuel ratio. The terms A”, AT, pf, and PM

are all constant for a given carburetor, fuel, and ambient conditions. Also, except

for very low flows, ,9,- gh «s Apr The discharge coefficients, CD“ and CDr, and (D
vary with flow rates, however. Hence, the equivalence ratio of the mixture

delivered by an elementary carburetor is not constant.

Figure 13 illustrates the performance of the elementary carburetor. The top

set of curves shows how (I), Cor, and CDB typically vary with the venturi pressure

drop.4 Note that for tip, 5 pr 9!: there is no fuel flow. Once fuel starts to flow, as
a consequence of these variations the fuel flow rate increases more rapidly than

the air flow rate. The carburetor delivers a mixture of increasing fuelfair equiva-

lenec ratio as the flow rate increases. Suppose the venturi and orifice are sized to

 '.hawtmwmmyW‘wfifilfA-HM'T‘ ‘_ __._..
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FIGURE 7—3

Performance of elementary carburetor: varia-

tion of Cow Cm o, a, (again it: and Equiva-
lence ratio d: with venturi pressme drop.

 
give a stoichiometric mixture at an air flow rate corresponding to ler/mit

venturi pressure drop (middle graph in Fig. 7-3). At higher air flow rates, the

carburetor will deliver a fuel-rich mixture; at very high flow rates it will even-

tually deliver an essentially constant equivalence ratio. At lower air flow rates,

the mixture delivered leans out rapidly. Thus, the elementary carburetor cannot

provide the variation in mixture ratio which the engine requires over the com-

plete load range at any given speed (see Fig. 7-1).

The deficiencies of the elementary carburetor can be summarized as
follows:

I. At low loads the mixture becomes leaner; the engine requires the mixture to
be enriched at low loads.

2. At intermediate loads, the mixture equivalence ratio increases slightly as the

air flow increases. The engine requires an almost constant equivalence ratio.

3. As the air flow approaches the maximum wide-open throttle value. the equiva~

lence ratio remains essentially constant. However, the mixture equivalence

ratio should increase to 1.1 or greater to provide maximum engine power.

4. The elementary carburetor cannot compensate for transient phenomena in the

intake manifold. Nor can it enrich the mixture during engine starting and

warm-up.

5. The elementary carburetor cannot adjust to changes in ambient air density

(due primarily to changes in altitude).

7.2.2 Modern Carburetor Design

The changes required in the elementary carburetor so that it provides the equiva-

lcnce ratio versus air flow distribution shown in Fig. 7-1 are:
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l. The main metering system must be compensated to provide essentially constant

lean or stoiehiometric mixtures over the 20 to 80 percent air flow range.

2. An idle system must be added to meter the fuel flow at idle and light loads.

3. An enrichment system must be added so the engine can provide its maximum

power as wide-open throttle is approached.

. An acceleromr pump which injects additional fuel when the throttle is opened

' rapidly is required to maintain constant the equivalence ratio delivered to the

engine cylinder.

 
Him-.1-“.“'L",‘ .' xwwh...iA3“:__“F;W'.1} a.

turn-1‘‘L‘
if? 5. A choice must be added to enrich the mixture during engine starting and
3;? f: warm-up to ensure a combustible mixture within each cylinder at the time of

g ignition.
gr" 6. Altitude compensation is required to adjust the fuel flow to changes in air
I density.

+u
In addition, it is necessary to increase the magnitude of the pressure dmp

available for controlling the fuel flow. Two common methods used to achieve this

are the following.

BOOST VENTURIS. The carburetor venturi should give as large a vacuum at the

throat as possible at maximum air flow, within the constraints of a low pressure

loss across the complete venturi and diffuser. In a single venturi, as the diameter

of the threat is decreased at a given air flow to increase the flow velocity and

hence the metering signal at the threat, the pressure loss increases. A higher

vacuum signal at the venturi throat and higher velocities for improved atom-

ization can he obtained without increasing the overall pressure loss through the

use of multiple venturis. Figure ?-4 shows the gCOmetry and the pressure distribu-

tion in a typical double-venturi system. A bOOSl venturi is positioned upstream of

the throat of the larger main venturi, with its discharge at the location of

maximum velocity in the main venturi. Only a fraction of the air flows through

the boost venturi. Since the pressure at the boost venturi exit equals the pressure

..-'-".- ,.... .at.m..1L1‘-".‘ .1rafts-meted:WW-mthwanam-hem-3.
‘:.--_{aw-bet::ili-Z'T'.-_.:‘ir':t.“Ail-rim__..3" 
 

 
FIGURE 74

Schematic of carburetor double-venturi system.
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at the main venturi throat, a higher vacuum Ap, : pmgh, is obtained at the boost

 
at

venturi throat which can be used to obtain more precise metering of the fuel (p,1

is the manometer fluid density). Best results are obtained with the boost venturi

exit slightly upstream (:eS mm) of the main venturi throat. Because only a frac-
m tion of the total air flow goes through the boost venturi, the use of multiple

venturis makes it possible to obtain a high velocity air stream (up to 200 mfs)
3 where the fuel is introduced at the boost venturi throat, and adequate vacuum,

1‘: and to reduce the pressure loss across the total venturi system, without increasing
the height of the carburetor- The fuel is better atomized in the smaller boost

1d venturi with its higher air velocity, and since this air and fuel mixture is dis-

Of charged centrally into the surrounding venturi, a more homOgeneous mixture
results. The vacuum developed at the venturi throat of a typicai double-venturi

Iir system is about twice the theoretical vacuum of a single venturi of the same flow

area.5 A triple—venturi system can be used to give further increases in metering
signal. The overall discharge coeflicient 01' a multiple—venturi carburetor is lotver

up than a single-venturi carburetor of equal cross-sectional area. The throat area of
liS the main venturi in a multiplevventuri system is usually increased, therefore,

above the single-venturi size to compensate for this. Some decrease in air stream

velocity is tolerated to maintain a high discharge coelficient (and hence a high

he volumetric ell—lettittcyl'S
.re

[er MULTIPLE-BARREL CARBURETORS. Use of carburetors with Venturi systems in

nd parallel is a common way of maintaining an adequate part-load metering signal,

not high volumetric efficiency at wide-open throttle, and minimum carburetor height

01- as engine size and maximum air flow increases. As venturi size in a single-barrel

he carburetor is increased to provide a higher engine air flow at maximum power,

311- the venturi length increases and the metering signal generated at low flows

of decreases. Maximum wide—open throttle air flow is some 30 to 70 times the idle

usually consist of two single-barrel carburetors mounted in parallel. Four-barrel

carburetors consist of a pair of two-barrel carburetors in parallel, with throttle

plates compounded On two shafts. Air flows through the primary barrel(s) at low

and intermediate engine loads. At higher loads, the throttle platels) on the sec-

ondary barrel(s) [usually of larger cross~scctional area) start to Open when the air

flow exceeds about 50 percent of the maximum engine air flow.

There are many different designs of complete carburetors. The Operating

principles of the methods most commonly used to achieve the above listed modi-

fications will now be reviewed. Figure 7-5 shows a schematic of a conventional

modern carburetor and the names of the various components and fuel passages.

11'6

COMPENSATION OF MAIN METERING SYSTEM. Figure 7-6 shows a main fuel—

metering system with air—bleed cempensation. As the pressure at the venturi

throat decreases, air is bled through an orifice (or series of orifices) into the main

fuel well. This flow reduces the pressure difference across the main fuel-metering

orifice which no longer experiences the full venturi vacuum. The mixing of bleed

of air flow (the value depending on engine displacement). Two-barrel carburetors
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Fuel Air

  
“CURE 17-5

Schematic of modern carburetor.

1 Main venturi 3 Throttle plate

2 Boost ventun' 9 idle air-bleed orifice

3 Main metering spray tube or nozzle 10 [dle fuel orifice
4 Air-bleed orifice ll Idle mixture orifice

5 Emulsion tube or Well 12 'l'ransitiort orifice

6 Main fuel-metering orifice l3 idle mixture adjusting screw
7 Float chamber 14 Idle throttle Setting adjusting screw

Fuel enters the air stream from the main metering system through (3). At idle, fuel enters air at (11).
During transition. fuel enters at {I 1}. (12), and (3). (Courtesy S.p.A.E. Weber.)

air with the fuel forms an emulsion which ato-mizes more uniformly to smaller

drop sizes on injection at the venturi throat. The schematic in Fig. 7-6 illustrates .
the Operating principle. When the engine is not running, the fuel is at the same
level in the float bowl and in the main well. With the engine running. as the t

throttle plate is opened, the air flow and the vacuum in the venturl throat i
increase. For 31514:“J - p”) < pf ghl, there is no fuel flow from the main meter—
ing system. For pf gilt1 < Apv < P; glh2 , only fuel flows through the main well and
mule, and the system operates just like an elementary carburewr. For Apt. >
p, ghz , air enters the main well together with fuel. The amount of air entering the
Well is controlled by the size of the main air-bleed orifice. The. amount of air is

FIGURE 7-6

Schematic of main metering system with ainbleed

compensation.

  
1 _

l
t l,.
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small and does not significantly affect the composition of the mixture. The air-

bleed mass flow rate is given by

mm, = C0,. Aanlpo — P3)Pa] “2 (7-8)

where CD, and A, are the discharge coefficient and the area of the air»bleed

orifice. The fuel mass flow rate through the fuel orifice is given by

mi = CDqu[2(P1 * Pall-”Hm (7.9)

where

p1 = p0 + flight! and P2 = P3 + flfglha — he)

The density of the emulsion pm in the main well and nozzle is usually

approximated by

=M {7'10}
masfpa + "if/p!

Since typical values are ,0; = 730 lung/”m3 and p, m 1.14 kg/me', usually pJ- >-
pm a pa. Thus, as the air—bleed flow rate increases, the height of the column of

emulsion becomes less significant. However, the decrease in emulsion density due

to increasing air bleed increases the flow velocity, which results in a significant

pressure drop across the main nozzle. This pressure drop depends on nozzle

length and diameter, fuel flow rate, bleed air flow rate, relative velocity between

fuel and bleed air, and fuel properties. It is determined empirically, and has been

found to correlate with pm [as defined by Eq. (7210)].2'6 The pressure loss at the

main discharge nozzle with two~phase flow can be several times the pressure loss

with single-phase flow.

Figure 7-7 illustrates the behavior of the system shown in Fig. 7-6: in“, of,
and the fuel/air equivalence ratio (1) are plotted against App. Once the bleed

system is operating (Ape > ,aJr ghg) the fuel flow rate is reduced below its equiva-
lent elementary carburetor value (the AI, = 0 line}. As the bleed orifice area is

increased, in the limit of large Ab and neglecting the pressure losses in the main

nozzle, the fuel flow rate remains constant (Ah —r 00). An appropriate choice of

bleed orifice area Ab will provide the desired equivalence ratio versus pressure

drop or air flow characteristic.

Additional control flexibility is obtained in practice through use of a second

orifice, or of a series of holes in the main well or emulsion tube as shoWn in Fig.

7~5. Main metering systems with centrolled air bleed provide reliable and stable

control of mixture composition at part throttle engine operation. They are

simple, have considerable design flexibility, and atomize the fuel effectively. In

some carburetor designs, an additiOnal compensation system consisting of a

tapered rod or needle in the main metering orifice is used. The efl'eetive open area

of the main metering orifice, and hence the fuel flow rate, can thus be directly

related to throttle position (and manifold vacuum).

A wide range of two-phase flow patterns can be generated by bleeding an

air flow into a liquid flow. Fundamental studies of the generation and flow of

pern

t1).

iced
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FIGURE 7~7

Metering characteristics of system with air-bleed
compensation: mass flow rate of air Fill, mass

flow rate of fuel tn}, and equivalence ratio at as
functions of venturi pressure drop for differenttom—4 air-bleed orifice areas Ab.

 
 

two—phase mixtures in small diameter tubes with bleed holes similar to those used
in carburetors have been carried out.7 For a given pipe and bleed hole size, the

type of flow pattern set up depends on the flow rates of the two phases.

IDLE SYSTEM. The idle system is required because at low air flows through the
carburetor insufficient vacuum is created at the venturi throat to draw fuel into

the air stream. However, at idle and light loads, the manifold vacuum is high,

with the pressure drop occurring across the almost-closed throttle plate. This low
manifold pressure at idle is exploited for the idle fuel system. by connecting the
main fuel well to an orifice in the throttle body downstream of the throttle plate.

Figure 7-5 shows the essential features of an idle system. The main well (5) is
connected through one or more orifices (.10), past one or more idle air-bleed
orifices (or holes) (9), past an idle mixture adjusting screw (13), to the idle dis—
charge port (11) in the throttle body. Emulsifying air is admitted into the idle
system [at (9) and (12)] to reduce the pressure drOp across the idle port and
permit larger»sized ports [which are easier to manufacture) to be UScd. Satisfac-
tory engine operation at idle is obtained empirically by means of the idle throttle
position stop adjustment ([4) and the idle mixture adjustment (13). As the throttle
is opened from its idle position, the idle metering system performs a transitional
function. One or more holes (12) located above the idle discharge port (1 l) assist
as air bleeds when the throttle is at or near its idle position. As the throttle plate

opens and the air flow increases, these additional discharge holes are exposed to
the manifold vacuum. Additional fuel is forced out of these holes into the air

stream to provide the appmpriate mixture ratio. As the throttle plate is opened
further, the main fuel metering system starts to supply fuel also. Because the We
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systems are coupled, they interact and the main system behavior in this transition

region is modified by the fuel flow through the idle system. The total combined

fuel flow provides a rich (or close-toestoichiometric] mixture at idle, a progressive

leaning of the mixture as air flow increases, and eventually (as the main system

takes over full control of the fuel flow rate) an approximately constant mixture

compasition.

 
1 POWER ENRICHMENT SYSTEM. This system delivers additional fuel to enrich

the mixture as Wide—Open throttle is approached so the engine can deliver its

maximum power. The additional fuel is normally introduced via a Submerged

valve which communicates directly with the main discharge nozzle, bypassing the

metering orifice. The valve, which is spring loaded, is operated either mechani-

cally through a linkage with the throttle plate (opening as the throttle approaches

its wide-open position) or pneumatically (using manifold vacuum).

 
zed

ass ACCELERATOR PUMP. When the throttle plate is opened rapidly, the fuel-air

as mixture flowing into the engine cylinder leans out temporarily. The primary

“7'“ reason for this is the time lag between fuel flow into the air stream at the carbu-

retor and the fuel flow past the inlet valve (see Sec. 7.6.3). While much of the fuel

flow into the cylinder is fuel vapor or Small fuel droplets carried by the air

ed stream, a fraction of the fuel flows onto the manifold. and port walls and forms a

he liquid film. The fuel which impacts on the walls evaporates more slowly than fuel

carried by the air stream and introduces a lag between the air/fuel ratio produced

at the carburetor and the air/fuel ratio delivered to the cylinder. An aCCelerator

he pump is used as the throttle plate is Opened rapidly to supply additional fuel into

”0 the air stream at the carburetor to compensate for this leaning effect. Typically.
3"“ fuel is supplied to the accelerator pump chamber from the float chamber via 3
3w small hole in the bottom of the fuel howl, past a check valve. A pump diaphragm
[he and stem is actuated by a rod attached to the throttle plate lever. When the
l“?- throttle is opened to increase air flow, the rod—driven diaphragm will increase the
' ‘5 fuel pressure which shuts the valve and discharges fuel past a discharge check

33d valve or weight in the discharge passage, through the accelerator pump discharge
“5' nozzlcfs], and into the air stream. A calibrated orifice centrols the fuel flow. A
(113 spring connects the rod and diaphragm to extend the fuel discharge over the
.nd appropriate time period and to reduce the mechanical strain on the linkage.
ac-

ltle CHOKE. When a cold engine is started, especially at low ambient temperatures,
ttle the following factors introduce additional special requirements for the complete
“.31 carburetor:
5131 ..

ate 5' . . .

l to 1. Because the starter-cranked engine turns slowly (70 to 150 rev/min) the intake
air manifold vacuum developed during engine start-up is low.

ned 2. This low manifold vacuum draws a lower-than-normal fuel flow from the car-

;wo 1: buretor idle system.
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3. Because of the low manifold temperature and vacuum, fuel evaporation in the

carburetor, manifold, and inlet port is much reduced.

Thus, during cranking, the mixture which reaches the engine cylinder would be

too [can to ignite. Until normal manifold conditions are established, fuel distribu-

tion is also impaired. To overcome these deficiencies and ensure prompt starts

and smooth operation during engine warrruup, the carburetor must supply a
fuel-rich mixture. This is obtained with a choke. Once normal manifold condi-

tions are established, the choke must be excluded. The primary element of a

typical choke system is a plate, upstream of the carburetor, which can close off
the intake system. At engine start-up, the choke plate is closed to restrict the air
flow into the carburetor barrel. This causes almost full manifold vacuum within

the venturi which draws a large fuel flow through the main orifice. When the

engine starts, the choke is partly opened to admit the necessary air flow and
reduce the vacuum in the venturi to avoid flooding the intake with fuel. As the

engine warms up, the choke is opened either manually or automatically with a
thermostatic control. For normal engine Operation the choke plate is fully open

and does not influence carburetor performance. A manifold vacuum control is

often used to close the choke plate partially if the engine is accelerated during

warm»up. During engine warmLup the idle Speed is increased to prcvcnt engine

stalling. A. fast idle cam is rotated into position by the automatic choke lever.

ALTITUDE COWENSA’I‘IONI An inherent characteristic of the conventional

that type carburetor is that it meters fuel flow in proportion to the air volume
flow rate. Air density changes with ambient pressure and temperature, with
changes due to changes in pressure with altitude being most significant. For

example, at 1500 m above sea level. mean atmospheric pressure is 634 mmHg or

83.4 percent of the mean sea-level value. While ambient temperature variations,

winter to summer, can produce changes of comparable magnitude, the tem-

perature of the air entering the carburetor for warmed-tip engine operation is
controlled to within much closer tolerances by drawing an appropriate fraction

of the air from around the exhaust manifold.

Equation (7.6) shows how the air/fuel ratio delivered by the main metering

system will vary with inlet air conditions. The primary dependence is through the

.../f; term; depending on what is held constant (e.g., throttle setting or air mass
flow rate) there may be an additional, much smaller dependence through (I? and
Alp,l (see Ref. 5]. To a good approximation, the enrichment E with increasing

altitude z is gchn by

_ (PM), _ fl “'2
1+ E —— (F/Alo — P... (7.11)

For a = 1500 m, E = 9.5 percent; thus, a cruise equivalence ratio of 0.9 or

[at/F) = 16.2 would be enriched to close to stoichiomctric.
The effects of increase in attitude on the carburetor flow curve shown in

Fig. 7-1 are: (1) to enrich the entire part-throttle portion of the curve and (2] to
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bring in the power-enrichment system at a lower air flow rate due to decreased e

manifold vacuum. To reduce the impact to changes in altitude on engine emis-

sions of CO and HC, modern carburetors are altitude compensated. A number of

.3 methods can be used to compensate for changes in ambient pressure with
1- altitude:

is

a _ l. Venturi bypass method. To keep the air volurne flow rate through the venturi

i- equal to what it was at sea-level atmospheric pressure (calibration condition),

a A a bypass circuit around the venturi for the additional volume flow is provided.

.5 . 2. Auxiliary jet method. An auxiliary fuel metering orifice with a pressure-
" l controlled tapered metering rod connects the fuel bowl to the main well in
n i parallel with the main metering orifice.
‘3 1 3. Fyet how! buck-suction method. As altitude increases, an aneroid bellows moves
'd i a tapered rod from an orifice near the venturi throat, admitting to the bowl an
1‘: i increasing amount of the vacuum signal developed at the throat.

:: i 4. Compensated air-bleed method. The orifices in the bleed circuits to each carbu»
is i retor system are fitted with tapered metering pins actuated by a single aneroid

1g bellows.B
'18

TRANSIENT EFFECTS. The pulsating and transient nature of the flow through a

carburetor during actual engine operation is illustrated by the data shown in

a] Fig. 7-8.2 The changes in pressure with time in the intake manifold and at the

rte boost venturi throat of a standard two-barrel carburetor installed on a pro-

th duction V-8 engine are shown as the throttle is opened from light load (22") to

or wide-open throttle at 1000 rev/min. Note the rapid increase in boost venturi

or suction as the throttle is suddenly,r Opened. This results item the sudden large

is, increase in the air flow rate and corresponding increase in air velocity within the

n- boost venturi. Note also that the pressure fluctuations decay rapidly, and within

is a few engine revolutioos have stabilized at the periodic values associated with the

an new throttle angle. At wide—open throttle, the pulsating nature of the flow as each

ng ‘ ._
he 22°

{SS - 50¢ Throttle angle
nd wor

“B

or o

11) 33
I. 0 _ Boost venom suction FIGURE 7-8 ‘ p

or . so “"3““ "m“ mill:“faifitfiii‘fiiil‘fiu” tum-"m ““1 ”"9"“11 With time as throttle

_ 40 is opened from light load (22") to wide-open
1n _ throttle at 1000 revfmin. Standard two-barrel

to Time carburetor and production V—8 engine" 
'i
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cylinder draws in its charge is evident. The pressure drop across the main meter-

ingjet also fluctuates. The pulsations in the venturi air flow (and hence fuel flow]
due to the filling of each cylinder in turn are negligibly small at small throttle

angles and increase to a maximum at wide-open throttle. At small throttle open-

ings, the choked flow at the throttle plate prevents the manifold pressure fluctua-

tions from propagating upstream into the venturi. The effective time-averaged
boost venturi suction is greater for the pulsating flow case than for the steady

flow case. If the ratio of the effective metering signal for a pulse cycle to that for

steady air flow at the same average mass flow is denoted as l + .0, where Q is the
pulsation factor, then Q is related to the amplitude and frequency of pressure
Waves within the intake manifold as well as the damping effect of the throttle

plate. An empirical equation for Q is

_ constant :4 (1 — M)p,,. nflfl .— 7.12
Nam, ( )

where M is the throttle plate Mach number. pm the manifold pressure, iiR the

number of revolutions per power stroke, N the crank speed, and nm the number

of cylinders per barrel. The value of the constant depends on carburetor and

engine geometry. For p," in kilonewtons per square meter and N in revolutions

per minute a typical value for the constant is '13.2 Thus, at wide-open throttle at

1500 rev/min, Q has a value of about 0.2. The transient behavior of the air and
fuel flows in the manifold are discussed more fully in Sec. 7.6.

7.3 FUEL-lNJECTION SYSTEMS

7.3.1 Multipoint Port Injection

The fuel—injection systems for conventional spark-ignition engines inject the fuel

into the engine intake system. This section revieWs systems where the fuel is

injected into the intake port of each engine cylinder. Thus these Systems require

one injector per cylinder (plus, in some systems, one or more injectors to supple-

ment the fuel flow during starting and warm-up). There are both mechanical

injection systems and electronically controlled injection systems. The advantages

of port fuel injection are increased power and torque through improved volu-

metric efficiency and more uniform fuel distribution, more rapid engine response

to changes in throttle position, and more precise control of the equivalence ratio

during cold-start and engine warm-up. FUel injection allows the amount of fuel

injected per cycle, for each cylinder, to be varied in response to inputs derived

from sensors which define actual engine operating conditions. Two basic

approaches have been developed; the major difference between the two is the
method used to determine the air flow rate.

Figure 7-9 shows a schematic of a speed-density system, where engine Speed
and manifold pressure and air temperature are used to calculate the engine air

flow. The electrically driven fuel pump delivers the fuel through a filter to the fuel

line. A pressure regulator maintains the pressure in the line at a fixed value (cg,
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Speed-density electronic multipoint port fuel—injection system: Bosch D-Jetronit‘ System? (Courtesy

d l Robert Bosch GmbH mid SAE.)
5 l

d 270 kamz, 39 lb/tnz, usually relative to manifold pressure to maintain a con—
stant fuel pressure drop across the injectors). Branch lines lead to each injector;
the excess fuel returns to the tank via a second line. The inducted air flows

through the air filter, past the throttle plate to the intake manifold. Separate

runners and branches lead to each inlet port and engine cylinder. An electromag—

netieally actuated fuel-injection valve (see Fig. 7-10) is located either in the intake

manifold tube or the intake port of each cylinder. The major components of the

3] injector are the valve housing, the injector Spindle. the magnetic plunger to which

is the spindle is connected, the helical spring, and the solenoid coil. When the sole-

re noid is not excited, the solenoid plunger of the magnetic circuit is forced, with its

3- seal, against the valve seat by the helical spring and closes the fuel passage. When

al the solenoid coil is excited, the plunger is attracted and lifts the spindle about
35

u-

se Pintle

i0 , '- .. . . .11: . .

‘3' i " . -_f -.'. =
3d ' ‘ “few“ ' ‘~"“""

'18 4_=_l fli‘lnilm War!. .Ji
’1

ed

tlr . Valve needle Return spring

16] ‘ FIGURE 7-10
g” -‘ Cross section of fuel injector.10
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0.15 mm so that fuel can flow through the calibrated annular passage around the

valve stem. The front end of the injector spindle is shaped as an atomizing pintle

with a ground top to atomim the injected fuel. The relatively narrow spray cone

of the injector, shown in the photo in Fig. 7-11, minimizes the intake manifold
wall wetting with liquid fuel. The mass of fuel injected per injection is controlled

by varying the duration of the current pulse that excites the solenoid coil. Typical

injection times for automobile applications range from about 1.5 to 10 ms.“
The appropriate coil excitation pulse duration or width is set by the elec-

tronie control unit (ECU). In the speed-density system, the primary inputs to the

ECU are the outputs from the manifold pressure sensor, the engine speed sensor

(usually integral with the distributor), and the temperature sensors installed in the
intake manifold to monitor air temperature and engine block to monitor the

water-jacket temperature—the latter being used to indicate fuel—enrichment

requirements during cold~start and warm—up. For warm—engine operation, the

mass of air per cylinder per cycle m,I is given by

.V ,
ma = WU(N)pu[Tir FIJI/If = flLR-% (7'13)

where m, is the volumetric efficiency, N is engine speed, pa is the inlet air density,

and Va is the displaced volume per cylinder. The electronic control unit forms the

pulse which excites the injector solenoids. The pulse width depends primarily on

the manifold pressure; it also depends on the variation in volumetric efficiency :1,

with speed N and variations in air density due to variations in air temperature.
The control unit also initiates mixture enrichment during cold-engine operation

and during accelerations that are detected by the throttle sensor.

 
FIGURE 7-1!

Short time—exposure photograph of liquid fuel spray from Boschvtype injector. (Courtesy Robert
l Bosch GmbH.)
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Fuel-pressure regulator

.leu.ronic :m':.ont.roll {©-u all

E 
 

Temperature '
sensor

FIGURE 7-12

Electronic multipoint port fuelinjection system with air- flow meter: Bosch L-Jetronic systems'
(Courtesy Robert Bosch GmbH and 5.45.)

Figure 7-12 shows an alternative EFI system (the Bosch L—Jetronic) which

uses an air-flow meter to measure air flow directly. The air-flow meter is placed

upstream of the throttle. The meter shown measures the force exerted on a plate
as it is displaced by the flowing air stream; it provides a voltage proportional to
the air flow rate. An alternative air-flow measuring approach is to Use a hot-wire

air mass flow meter.” The advantages of direct air-flow measurement are?“ (1)

automatic compensation for tolerances, combustion chamber deposit buildup,
wear and changes in valve adjustments; (2) the dependence of volumetric ell"-

ciency on speed and exhaust backpressure is automatically accounted for; (3} less

acceleration enrichment is required because the air—flow signal precedes the filling
of the cylinders; (4] improved idling stability; and (5) lack of sensitivity of the
system to EGR since only the fresh air flow is measured.

The mass of air inducted per cycle to each cylinder, ma , varies as

m6

mm or: N (7.14)

Thus the primary signals for the electronic control unit are air flow and engine

speed. The pulse width is inversely proportional to speed and directly pro-
portional to air flow. The engine block temperature sensor, starter switch, and

throttle valve switch provide input signals for the necessary adjustments for cold-

start, warm~up, idling. and wide-open throttle enrichment.

For cold-start enrichment. One (or more] coldwstart injector valve is used to

inject additional fuel into the intake manifold (see Figs. 7,9 and 7-12). Since short
opening and closing times are not important, this valve can be designed to
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provide extremely fine atomization of the fuel to minimiZe the enrichment

required.

Mechanical, air—flow-based metering, continuous injection systems are also

used. Figure 7—13 shows a schematic of the Bosch K-Jetronic systemg’ ‘0 Air is

drawn through the air filter, flows past. the air-flow sensor, past the throttle valve,
into the intake manifold, and into the individual cylinders. The fuel is sucked out

of the tank by a roller-cell pump and fed through the fuel accumulator and filter

to the fuel distributor. A primary pressure regulator in the fuel distributor main-

tains the fuel pressure constant. Excess fuel not required by the engine flows back
to the tank. The mixture-control unit consists of the air—flow sensor and fuel

distributor. It is the most important part of the system, and provides the desired

metering of fuel to the individual cylinders by controlling the cross section of the

metering slits in the fuel distributor. Downstream of each of these metering slits is
a differential pressure valve which for dificrent flow rates maintains the pressure

drop at the slits constant.

Fuel-injection systems offer several options regarding the timing and locan

tion of each injection relative to the intake event.10 The K-Jetronic mechanical

injection system injects fuel continuously in front of the intake valves with the

spray directed toward the valves. Thus about three-quarters of the fuel required

for any engine cycle is stored temporarily in front of the intake valve, and one-

quarter enters the cylinder directly during the intake process.
With elecuonically controlled injection systems, the fuel is injected inter-

mittently toward the intake valves. The fuel-injection pulse width to provide the

appropriate mass of fuel for each cylinder air charge varies from about 1.5 to

10 ms over the engine load and speed range. In crank angle degrees this varies

Inlecnon ::;-._ _ [theorized
r'?

J;.——_—-:-—'-— -—_

" adjusting screw l

  

 
 
 

 

 

 

  
Fuel distributor

f; Primary
/ pressure

 

 

 
FIGURE 7‘13

Mechanical multipoint port fuel-injection system: Bosch K-Jetronic system.“ (Courtesy Robert Bosch
GmbH and SA a.)
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__ __, ..... -..—.. l' l — mu -. m
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j Injection group 2 Injection group I
‘t

l .5
I ' EL Injection duration an. Inlet valve l, Ignition,3l

3

FIGURE 7-14

Injection pulse diagram for D—Jetronic system in six-cylinder engine.”

from about 10" at light load and low speed to about 300“ at maximum speed and

load. Thus the pulse width varies from being much less than to greater than the

duration of the intake stroke. To reduce the complexity of the electronic control

unit, groups of injectors are often operated simultaneously. In the Bosch Ln

Jetronic system, all injectors are operated simultaneously. To achieve adequate

mixture uniformity, given the short pulse width relative to the intake process over

moch of the engine loadaspeed range, fuel is injected twice per cyclc; each injec-

tion contributes half the fuel quantity required by each cylinder per cycle. (This

approach is called simultaneous double—firing.) In the speed-density system, the

injectors are usually divided into groups, each group being pulsed simulta-

neously. For example, for a six-cylinder engine, two groups of three injectors may

be used. Injection for each group is timed to occur while the inlet valves are

closed or just starting to open, as shown in Fig. 7-14. The other group of injec-

tors inject one crank revolution later. Sequential injection timing, where the

phasing of each injection pulse relative to its intake valve lift profile is the same,

is another option. Engine performance and emissions do change as the timing of

the start of injection relative to inlet valve opening is varied. Injection with valve

lift at its maximum, or decreasing, is least desirablem

1.4.“;th

E600

7.3.2 Single-Point Throttle-Body Injection

Singlenpoint fuel-injection systems, where one or two electronically controlled

injectors meter the fuel into the air flow directly above the throttle body, are also

used. They provide straightforward electronic control of fuel metering at louver

cost than multipoint port injection systems. However, as with carburetor systems,

the problems associated with slower transport of fuel than the air from upstream

of the throttle plate to the cylinder must now be overcome (see Sec. 7.6). Figure

7—15 shows a cutaway of one such system.13 Two injectors, each in a separate

air—flow passage with its own throttle plate, meter the fuel in response to cali-

brations of air flow based on intake manifold pressure, air temperature, and

mi:
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5 ‘ ' Cutaway drawing of a two-

injector throttle-body electronic

fuel-injection system.”

engine speed using the speedndensity EFI logic described in the previous section.
Injectors are fired alternatively or simultaneously, depending on load and speed
and control logic used. Under alternatiVe firing, each injection pulse corresponds
to one cylinder filling. Smoothing of the fuel-injection pulses over time is
achieved by proper placement of the Fuel injector assembly abcwe the throttle
bore and plate. The walls and plate accumulate liquid fuel which flows in a sheet
toward the annular throttle opening (see Sec. 7.6.3). The high air velocity created

TB! injectors (four cylinders each)
9 ‘9 9 9

Injector Am"... fill-'1?” 1mm Wan-writ
Q 93 ‘59 9

Injmm B i 8 4 3 6 't 1‘ 2A A. A A A . ..A -_r\

90-1 I Firing order130

Crank angle, deg

Idle 600 rct'r'rnin

50 ms
l"'2 “‘3 _i FIGURE 7-16

Injecror fuel delivery schedule for two-

injeetor throttle-body injection system
for eight-cylinder engine with dual plane

 

 

 

 

 

WOT 44m revimin . . . . .

l 6 67 may Intake manifold. Each injection nozzle
IfljEC-IDI' A l) Wiraifinunrrn 'IIJIIIIIII/JIIIJIJ- vullurtnnw'nn a feeds one plane of [he manifold and its
Injector B four cylinders.” 
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by the pressure drop across the throttle shears and atomizes the liquid sheet.

Vigorous mixing of fuel and air then occurs. especially at part throttle, and pro-

vides good mixture uniformity and distribution between cylinders. Injector fuel

delivery scheduling is illustrated in Fig. 7-16 for an eight-cylinder engine for a

throttle-body fuel-injection system.14

 
7.4 FEEDBACK SYSTEMS

It is possible to reduce engine emissicms of the three pollutants—unburned

hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and oxides of nitrogen—with a single catalyst

in the exhaust system if the engine is operated very close to the stoichiometric

air/fuel ratio. Such systems (called three-way catalyst systems) are described in

more detail in Sec. 1.1.6.2. The engine operating air/fuel ratio is maintained close

to stoichiometric through the use of a sensor in the exhaust system, which pro-

vides a voltage signal dependent on the oxygen concentration in the exhaust gas

1‘. stream. This signal is the input to a feedback system which controls the fuel feed
to the intake.

3" The sensor [called an oxygen sensor or lambda sensor—ii being the symbol

_-3 used for the relative air/fuel ratio, Eq. (3.9)] is an oxygen concentration cell with

' a solid electrolyte through which the current is carried by oxygen ions. The elec-

trolyte is yttria {hog-stabilized zirc0nia (ZrOz) ceramic which separates two

gas chambers (the exhaust manifold and the atmosphere) which have different

    

n.

:d oxygen partial pressures. The cell can be represented as a series of interfaces as
15 follows:

:5 Exhaust Metal Ceramic Meta! Air. e

El: Pi]; Me ZIOE? Yzos Me pr):
:d . . .

p31 is the oxygen partial pressure of the 311' ($20 kN/mz) and p111 IS the equi-
librium oxygen partial pressure in the exhaust gases. An electrochemical reaction

takes place at the metal electrodes:

02 + 4M9 : 202"

and the oxygen ions transport'the current across the cell. The open-circuit output
voltage of the cell if, can be related to the oxygen partial pressures p2,: and p32

through the Nernst equation:

RT at)V = — In ——’ 7.15(1 4F (pi): ( )
"0' where F is the Faraday constant. Equilibrium is established in the exhaust gases

:1: by the catalytic activity of the platinum metal electrodes. The oxygen partial
21¢ pressure in equilibrated exhaust gases decreases by many orders of magnitude as

the equivalence ratio changes from 0.99 to 1.01, as shown in Fig. 7-17a. Thus the

sensor output voltage increases rapidly in this transition from a lean to a rich

its
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FIGURE 7-17

Oxygen-sensor characteristics. Variation as a lonelier: or relative airffuet ratio and temperature of: to)

oxygen partial pressure in equilibrated combustion products; (bl sensor output voltage.”

mixture at the stoichiometric point, as shown in Fig. 7-17b. Since this transition

is not temperature dependent, it is well suited as a sensor signal for a feedback

system.”

Figure 7-18 shows a cross-section drawing ofa lambda sensor, screwed into

the wall of the exhaust manifold. This location provides rapid warm-up of the

sensor following engine start-up. It also gives the shortest flow time from the fuel

injector or carburetor location to the sensor—a delay time which is important in

the operation of the feedback system. The sensor bod)I is made of Zr02 ceramic

stabilized with 1’an to give adequate low-temperature electrical conductivity.

The inner and outer electrodes are 10-pin thick porous platinum layers to

provide the required catalytic equilibration. The outer electrode which is exposed

to the extranst gases is protected against corrosion and erosion by a loo-urn

spinal coat and a slotted shield. Air passes to the inner electrode through holes in

the protective sleeve. The shield, protective steeve. and housing are made from

heat— and corrosion-resistant steel alloys. Such sensors were first developed for

air/fuel ratio control at close to the stoichiomctric value. Use of a similar sensor

to control air/fuel ratios at lean-of-stoichiometrie values during part-throttle

engine operation is also feasible.

Fer closed-loop feedback control at close-to-stoichiometric, use is made of

the sensor‘s low—voltage output for lean mixtures and a high-voltage output for

rich mixtures. A control voltage reference level is chosen at about the mid-point

of the steep transition in Fig. 7-171). In the electronic control unit the sensor

signal is compared to the reference voltage in the comparator as shown in Fig.

7-1961. The comparator output is then integrated in the integral controller whose
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Crossvsection drawing of exhaust

oxygen sensor.”

“Hem“ Exhaust gases ‘
\

output varies the fuel quantity linearly in the opposite direction to the sign of the

a) '3 Exhaust manifold

n-.-..-....._-

'k comparator signal. There is a time lag rL in the loop composed of the transport
to time of fuel-air mixture from the point of fuel admission in the intake system to
m the sensor location H1 the exhaust, and the sensor and control system time delay.
e1 Because of this time lag. the controller contmues to influence the fuel flow rate in
in the same direction, although the reference point q5:1.0 has been passed. as
tic shown in Fig. 7-191). Thus, oscillations in the equivalence ratio delivered to the
_ engine exist even under steady-state conditions of closed-loop control. This

iii behavior of the control system is called the limit. cycle. The frequency f of this
ad limit cycle is given by
m 1

in ch = 4—114 (7-15)
-m

'or

0?

the Rich ‘

(fl) WRHEI‘EHN level
or Lean

bf 17’: nouns 7-19
int l-l Rich Operation of electronic control unit for
.01. (b) "WSIoichiomeeric closed~loop feedback: (a) sensor signal com-i. | pared with reference level; {bl controller
is Loan output voltagenthe integrated comparator
me Time —. output.”
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and the change in equivalence ratio pcak-to-peak is '

Ad = my, {7-17)

where K is the integrator gain (in equivalence ratio units per unit time).

Depending on the details of the three-way catalyst Used for cleanup of all

three pollutants (CO. HC, and NOJ in the exhaust, the optimum average equiva-

lence ratio may not be precisely the stoichiornetric value. Furthermore, the refer-

ence voltage for maximum sensor durability may not correspond exactly to the

stoichiometric point or the desired catalyst mean operating point. While a small

shift (~ it percent) in operating point from the stoichiometric can be obtained

by varying the reference voltage level, larger shifts are obtained by modifying the

control loop to provide a steady-state bias. One method of providing a bias—

asymmetrical gain rate biasingU—uses two separate integrator circuits with dif-

ferent gain rates K+ and K‘ to integrate the comparator output, depending on

whether the comparator output is positive (rich) or negative {lean}. An alternative

biasing technique incorporates an additional delay time rD so that the controller

output continues decreasing (or increasing) even though the sensor signal has

switched from the high to the low level (or vice versa). By introducing this addi~

tional delay only on the negative slepc of the sensor signal, a net lean bias is

produced. Introducing the additional delay on the positive slope of the sensor

signal produces a not rich bias.12

Note that the sensor only operates at elevated temperatures. During engine

start-up and warm-up, the feedback system does not operate and conventional

controls are required to obtain the appropriate fuel-air mixture for satisfactory

engine Operation.

7.5 FLOW PAST THROTTLE PLATE

Except at or close to wide-open throttle, the throttle provides the minimum flow

area in the entire intake system. Under typical road-load conditions, more than

90 percent of the total pressure loss occurs across the throttle plate. The

minimum-to~maximum flow area ratio is large—typically of order 100. Throttle

 

—

1' cos Iii

D5570
]\

D

Closed Open to angle u'r

ix
5” | d

’ r -- — FIGURE 7-20

‘- Throttle plate geometry.2

1
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(a) 45° throttle plate angle (ct) 50° Khmfllfi plate antt'fi

FIGURE 7-21

Photographs of flow in two-dimensional hydraulic analog of carburetor venturi, throttle plate, and

manifold plenum floor at different thrultlu plate angles.”

plate geometry and parameters are illustrated in Fig. 7-20. A throttle plate of

conventional design such as Fig. 7-20 creates a three—dimensional flow field. At

part-throttle operating conditions the throttle plate angle is in the ‘20 to 45“ range

and jets issue from the “ crescent moon”-shaped open areas on either side of the

throttle plate. The jets are primarily two dimensional. Figure 7-21 shows pho—

tographs taken of a two-dimensional hydraulic analog of a typical carburetor
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venturi and throttle plate in steady flow at different throttle angles. The path

lines traced by the particles in the flow indicate the relative magnitude of the flow

velocity.18 The flow accelerates through. the carburetor venturi (separation occurs
at the corners of the entrance section); it then divides on either side of the throttle

plate. There is a stagnation point on the upstream side of the throttle plate. The

wake of the throttle plate contains two vortiees which rotate in opposite direc~

tions. The jets on either side of the wake (at part throttle) are at or near sonic

velocity. There is little or no mixing between the two jets. Thus, if maldistribution

of the fuel-air mixture occurs above the throttle plate, it is not corrected imme-

diately below the throttle plate.

In analyzing the flow through the throttle plate, the following factors
should be considered:2.19.2o

 
1. The throttle plate shaft is usually of Sufficient size to affect the throttle open

area.

2. To prevent binding in the throttle bore, the throttle plate is usually completely

closed at some nonzero angle (5, 10, or 15°).

3. The discharge coefficient of the throttle plate is less than that of a smooth

converging-diverging nozzle, and varies with throttle angle, pressure ratio, and

. 1,:- - * throttle plate Reynolds number.

" 4. Due to the manufacturing tolerances involved, there is usually some minimum
leakage area even when the throttle plate is closed against the throttle bore.

This leakage area can be significant at small throttle openings.

5. The measured pressure drop across the throttle depends (i 10 percent) on the

circumferential location of the downstream pressure Lap.

6. The pressure loss across the throttle plate under the actual flow conditions

(which are unsteady even when the engine speed and load are constant, see

Fig. 7-8) may be less than under steady flow conditions.

The throttle plate open area Am, as a function of angle lit for the geometry

in Fig. 7-20, is given by2

2    

 

irD2 cos do it cos up

-5015): (—3) _ all _ aw + ] (7.13)
where a = d,’D, d is the throttle shaft diameter, D is the throttle bore diameter,

and #10 is the throttle plate angle when tightly closed against the throttle bore.

When lb = cos‘1 (n cos Illa), the throttle open area reaches its maximum value

(mnsztl — dB). The throttle plate discharge eoefi‘icient (which varies with A,,,),
and minimum leakage area, must be determined experimentally.

The mass flow rate through the throttle valve can be calculated from stan-

dard orifice equations for compressible fluid flow [see App. C, Eqs. (CT—8) and
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h (09)]. For pressure ratios across the throttle less than the critical value (pr/g:0 =

v .i 0.528), the mass flow rate is given by
's _I u r —m l 2

.1 C A i 2 r 3' I

. s rte—we) {-L He ]}
‘e , RTO P0 1’ _ 1 . Po

_3' I where A", is the throttle plate open area [Eq. (7.18)], pa and 7;, are the upstream
1° I pressure and temperature, M is the pressure downstream of the throttle plateIi

(assumed equal to the pressure at the minimum area: i-e., no pressure recovery

occurs), and CD is the discharge cocil'icient {determined experimentally). For pres-

sure ratios greater than the critical ratio, when the flow at the throttle plate is

{5 If choked,

II'
I

 and“;"w"‘1- CnAmPO'yilz( 2 )Wm‘“

 

tit”, = (7.20]
:1] H27}, 1: + 1

l The relation between air flow rate, throttle angle, intake manifold pressure,
y , and engine speed for a two-barrel carburetor and a 4.7-dm3 [288-in3) displace-

? ment eight—cylinder production engine is shown in Fig. 7-22. While the lines are

m predictions from a quasi-steady computer simulation, the agreement with data is
"1 excellent. The figure shows that for an intake manifold pressure below the critical

m

re.

he

as

bee

:ry QM

E
a

4—3

l8)

.er,

ire.

Int: FIGURE 7-22

_ I Variation in air flow rate past a
m ’ throttle, with inlet manifold pres-

sure, throttle angle, and engine

311* speed. 4.7-dm3 displacement
md intake manifold pressure, cmHg eight-cylinder engine:
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value {0.528 3-: pm, 2 53.5 lthl/m2 = 40.1 cmHg] the air flow rate at a given

throttle position is independent of manifold pressure and engine speed. because

the flow at the throttle plate is choked.2

7.6 FLOW IN INTAKE MANIFOLDS

7.6.1 Design Requirements

The details of the air and fuel flow in intake manifolds are extremely complex.

The combination of pulsating flow into each cylinder. different geometry flow

paths from the plenum beneath the throttle through each runner and branch of

the manifold to each inlet port, liquid fuel atomization, vaporization and trans-

port phenomena, and the mixing of EGR with the fresh mixture under steady-

state engine operating conditions are difficult enough areas to untangle. During

engine transients, when the throttle position is changed, the fact that the pro-

cesses which govern the air and the fuel flow to the cylinder are substantially

different introduces additional problems. This section reviews our current under-

standing of these phenomena.

Intake manifolds consist typically of a plenum, to the inlet of which bolts

the throttle body, with individual runners feeding branches which lead to each

cylinder (or the plenum can feed the branches directly). Important design criteria

are: low air flow resistance; good distribution of air and fuel between cylinders;

runner and branch lengths that take advantage of ram and tuning effects; suffi-

cient (but not excessive) heating to ensure adequate fuel vaporization with carbu-

retcd or throttle—body injected engines. Some compromises are necessary; e.g.,

runner and branch sizes must be large enough to permit adequate flow without

allowing the air velocity to become too low to transport the fuel droplets. Some

of these design choices are illustrated in Fig. 7-23 which shows an inlet manifold

and carburetor arrangement for a modern four-cylinder 13-de engine. In this

design the four branches that link the plenum beneath the carburetor and throt«

tle with the inlet ports are similar in length and geometry, to provide closely

comparable flow paths. This manifold is heated by engine coolant as shown and

uses an electrically heated grid beneath the carburetor to promote rapid fuel

evaporation.“ Exhaust gas heated stoves at the floor of the plenum are also used

in some intake manifolds to achieve adequate fuel vaporization and distribution.

Note that with EGR, the intake manifold may contain passages to bring the

exhaust gas to the plenum or throttle body.

With port fuel-injection systems, the task of the inlet manifold is to control

the air (and EGR) flow. Fuel does not have to be transported from the throttle

body through the entire manifold. Larger and longer runners and branches, with

larger angle bends, can be uSed to provide equal runner lengths and take greater

advantage of ram and tuning effects. With port fuel injection it is not normally

necessary to heat the manifold.

A large number of different manifold arrangements are used in practice.

Different cylinder arrangements (e.g., four, V-six, in-linc-six, etc.) provide quite

different air and fuel distribution problems. Air-flow phenomena in manifolds can
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Lin” FIGURE 7-23 
  

5 Distribumr/ , Inlet manifold for Four-cylinder 1.8-er3 displace“

3 'I'hrottlc linkage ’( “ ment spark-ignition engine}1
1

; be considered as unaffected by the fuel flow. The reverse is definitely not the case:

.- the fuel flow—liquid and vapor --—depends strongly on the air flow. These two

.- topics will therefore be reviewed in sequence.

1: 7.6.2 Air—Flow Phenomena
d The air flow out of the manifold occurs in a series of pulses, one going to each

is Cylinder. Each pulse is approximately sinusoidal in shape. For four- and eight-

t- cylinder engines, these flow pulses sequence such that the outflow is essentially

ly zero between pulses. For six-cylinder arrangements the pulses will overlap. When
d the engine is throttled, backfiow from the cylinder into the intake manifold

e1 occurs during the early part of the intake process until the cylinder pressure falls
:d below the manifold pressure. Backfiow can also occur early in the compression

(1. stroke before the inlet valve closes, due to rising cylinder pressure. The flow at

me the throttle will fluctuate as a consequence of the pulsed flow out of the manifold

into the cylinders. At high intake vacuum, the flow will be continuously inward at

01 the throttle and flow pulsations will be small. When the outflow to the cylinder

le which is undergoing its intake stroke is greater than the flow through the throt—

th tle, the cylinder will draw mixture from the rest of the intake manifold. During

er the portion of the intake stroke when the flow into the cylinder is lower than the

ly flow through the throttle, mixture will flow back into the rest of the manifold. At

wide-open throttle when. the flow restriction at the throttle is a minimmn, flow

:e. pulsations at the throttle location will be much more pronounced.l 9

its The air flows to each cylinder of a multicyliuder engine, even under steady

an operating conditions, are not identical. This is due to differences in runner and
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‘ ;' branch length and other geometric details of the flow path to each cylinder. Also,
as each cylindcr’s intake flow commences, air is drawn from the branch’and
runner leading to the cylinder, the plenum, and the other runners and branches

feeding the plenum, as well as past the throttle. This “drawing down" of other

parts of the intake manifold depends on the arrangement of the plenum, runners,

and branches, and the firing order of the cylinders. Thus the air flow to each

individual cylinder is affected by the details of its own branch, how that branch

connects to the rest of the intake manifold, and the cylinder firing order.“ The

differences between the air flows to individual cylinders have been measured.

Variations in the average air mass flow rate to each individual cylinder of up to

about 5 percent above and below the average are quite common. Larger peak-to-

peak variations (3|; 15 percent) have been measured. The extent of each cylinder's

difference from the average flow varied significantly as engine speed and load

were variedn' 24

Typical quantities that characterize manifold air flow are given in Table 7.1

for a four- and an eight-cylinder spark-ignition engine. The volume of mixture

pulled into each cylinder per cycle is about the same as the volume of one direct

flow path between the throttle plate and inlet valvc. Thus, one stroke loads the

manifold, the next one pulls the charge into the cylinder. '
An additional phenomenon becomes important when engine load is

changed by opening or closing the throttle: the mass of air in the induction

system volume takes a finite time to adjust to the new engine operating condi-

tions. For example, as the throttle is opened the air flow into the manifold

increases as the throttle open area increases. However, due to the finite volume of

 

TABLE 7.1

Parameters that characterize manifold air flow 

Engine geometry [4]” V-fl‘;

 
 

Typical flow-path distance between

 

 

—’m'j'z‘fi‘ur'f-TF‘1Tfiwnffi‘75-.)- .
 

throttle bore and intake valve, cm 33 30

Average intake-passage flow area, cm2 9.4 16

Volume of one direct flow path from t

throttle bore to intake valve, cm3 300 500 i

Range of speeds, etc. Maximun Minimum

Crankshaft. rev/min 5000 650

Peak air velocity in

manifold branch, this 1301, 1001 15

Peak Reynolds number

-. in manifold branch 4 x [05 5 x 10"
i Duration of individual

" cylinder intake process. ms 6 46 

t 13-de four-cylinder in-line SI engine}1
! ' I 5.64m" V eight-cylinder SI engine,”
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FIGURE 7-24

Throttle tingle, intake manifold pressure, and air flow rate past the throttle versus time for 10" part‘
load throttle opening. 5-de V-3 engine.25

the manifold, the pressure level in the manifold increases more slowly than would

be the ease if steady-state conditions prevailed at each throttle position. Thus, the

pressure difference across the throttle is larger than it would be under steady flow

conditions and the throttle air flow overshoots its steady-state value. The air flow

into each cylinder depends on the pressure in the manifold, so this lags the throt-

tle air flow. This transient air-flow phenomenon affects fuel metering. For

throttle-body injection or a carburetor, fuel flow should be related to throttle air

flow. For port fuel injection, fuel flow should be related to cylinder air flow.

Actual results for the air flow rate and manifold pressure in response to an.

opening of the throttle (increase in throttle angle) are shown in Fig. 7-24. The

overshoot in throttle air flow and lag in manifold pressure as the throttle angle is

increased are evident. OppOSite effects will occur for a decrease in throttle angle.

AIR-FLOW MODELS. Several models of the flow in an intake manifold have been

proposed.“'37 One simple manifold model that describes many of the above

phenomena is the plenum or filling and emptying model. It is based on the

assumption that at any given time the manifold pressure is uniform. The continv

uity equation for air flow into and out of the intake manifold is

dm,_ m
alt = rital 1h ~H E rite. m (7.21)

where m”, is the mass of air in the manifold, and rh,_,., and mm“, are the air,
mass flow rates past the throttle and into each cylinder, respectively. The flow

rate past the throttle is given by Eq. (7.19) or (7.20). For manifold pressures

sufficiently low to choke the flow past the throttle plate, the flow rate is indepen-

dent of manifold pressure. The mass flow rate to the engine cylinders can be

modeled at several levels of accuracy. The air flow through the valve to each

cylinder can be computed from the valve area, discharge coefficient, and pressure
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difference across the valve; or a sine wave function can be assumed. In. the '

general case, Eq. (7.21} must be combined with the first law for an open system

(see Sec. 14.2.2). For calculating the manifold response to a change in load or

throttle setting, simplifying assumptions can be made. A quasi-steady approx-
imation for the cylinder air flow:

VN

2 mac“ = '19an d
 

 
is usually adequate, and the air temperature can be assumed ccnistant.M Then,

using the ideal gas law for the manifold, pm V,n = mmmR‘, Tm, Eq. (7.21) can be
written as

I: ' dpm ’1» Val N . RT!!-

- 7; + 2V” Pin a, 111 7"

Both nu and mg, u, have some dependence on p,“ [e.g., see Eq. (6.2)]. In the absence
of this weak dependence, Eq. (7.22) would be a first‘order equation for p. with a

time constant r = IVm/(m, ngi z Vm/th which is 2 to 4 times the intake stroke
duration. The smooth curves in Fig. 7-24 are predictions made with Eq. (7.22)

and show good agreement with the data. The plenum model is useful for investi-

gating manifold pressure variations that result from load changes. It provides no

information concerning pressure variations associated with momentum effects.

Helmholtz resonator modeis for the intake system have been proposed. This

type of model can predict the resonant frequencies of the combined intake and

engine cylinder system, and hence the engine speeds at which increases in air flow

due to intake tuning occur. It does not predict the magnitude of the increase in

volumetric efficiency. The Helmholtz resonator theory analyzes what happens

during one inlet stroke, as the air in the manifold pipe is acted on by a forcing

function produced by the piston motion. As the piston moves downward during

the intake stroke, a reduced pressure occurs at the inlet valve relative to the

pressure at the open end of the inlet pipe. A rarefraction wave travels down the

intake pipe to the open end and is reflected as a compression wave. A positive

tuning effect occurs when the compression wave arrives at the inlet valve as the

valve is closing.27 A single-cylinder engine modeled as a Helmholtz resonator is

shown in Fig. 7—25a. The effective resonator volume Vm is chosen to be one-half

of the displaced volume plus the clearance volume; the piston velocity is then

close to its maximum and the pressure in the inlet system close to its minimum.

The tuning peak occurs when the natural frequency of the cylinder volume

coupled to the pipe is about twice the piston frequency. For a single-cylinder, fed

by a single pipe open to the atmosphere, the resonant tuning speed N, is given by

 

(7.22)

 . 955 A “2

N,(rev/m1n) = }? a(Wm) (7.23)
where a is the sound speed (m/s}, A the effective cross-sectional area of the inlet

system (emit), I the effective length of the inlet system (cm), Ka constant equal to
about 2 for most engines, and Veff = V0.0“. + 1}/[2(r( — 1)] @1113)?”
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l, '5 FIGURE “#25
E r, Helmholtz resonator models for La) single-cylinder engine and (b) mullicylinder engine.“

i

2) l The Helmholtz theory for multicylinder engines treats the pipes of cylinders

5 not undergoing induction as an additional volume. The two pipes, (l1, A1) and
:e '_ (l2 , A2], and two volumes, V1 and V2 , in Fig. 7-2515 form a vibrating system with
a ' two degrees of freedom and two resonant frequencies. The following equation,
;e ' l based on an electrical analog (in which capacitors represent volumes and induc-
z) ‘ tors pipes), gives the two frequencies at which the manifold shown in Fig. 7-25!)
i- i would be tuned?“

i
o o'

“ f _L («13+a+1)$[(a5+a+1)1—4ufi]”1”2 124)
is ' ' ¥ '— 27! 20tfiL1C1 [ '
1d '1

w . thre a = Lz/Lla l3 = CZ/Clv C1 = V1: C2 2 V2: L1 = (“Alta L2 = (I/Alzs and

«m 1 Veff = V1. The Helmholtz theory predicts the engine speeds at which positive
is :' tuning resonances occur with reasonable accuracy.“

,g The dynamics of the flow in multicylinder intake (and exhaust) systems can
1g be modeled most completely using one-dimensional unsteady compressible flow
he equations. The standard method of solution of the governing equations has been

he the method of characteristics (see Benson”). Recently, finite ditterence techniques
ve which are more efficient have been used.30 The assumptions usually made in this
be type of analysis are:

is

all 1. The intake (or exhaust) system can be modeled as a combination of pipes,

en junctions, and plenums.

m. 2. Flow in the pipes is one dimensional and no axial heat conduction occurs.

ne 3. States in the engine cylinders and plenums are uniform in Space.

3d 4. Boundary conditions are considered quasi steady.
I - - l1
y 5. Coefficients of discharge, heat transfer, pipe friction, and bend losses for steady

,3} flow are valid for unsteady flow.
6. The gases can be modeled as ideal gases.

let

to This approach to intake and exhaust flow analysis is discussed more fully in

 
Sec. 14.3.4.
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7.6.3 Fuel-Flow Phenomena-'.;.':".t~‘z-:-‘-V-_‘.Ir-

."a”..._
E
: a”,.n-_.,... .1 TRANSPORT PROCESSES. With conventional spark-ignition engine liquid-fuel

;. metering systems, the fuel enters the air stream as a liquid jet. The liquid jet
f atomizes into droplets. These mix with the air and also deposit on the walls of

i the intake system components. The droplets vaporize; vaporization of the liquid

fuel on the walls occurs. The flow of liquid fuel along the walls can be significant.

The transport of fuel as vapor, droplets, and liquid streams or films can all be

important. The fuel transport processes in the intake system are obviously

extremely complex.

The details of the fuel transport process are different for multipoint fuel-

_ injection systems than for carburetor and throttle~body injection systems. For the

‘ _ latter systems, fuel must be transported past the throttle plate and through the

complete intake manifold. For the former systems, the liquid fuel is injected in the

inlet port, toward the back of the intake valve. For all these practical fuel meter~

ing systems, the quality of the mixture entering the engine is imperfect. The fuel,

air, recycled exhaust, mixture is not homogeneous; the fuel may not be fully

vaporized as it enters the engine. The charge going to each cylinder is not usually

uniform in fuel/air ratio throughout its volume, and the distribution of fuel

between the different engine cylinders is not exacrly equal. During engine tran-

sients, when engine fuel and air requirements and manifold conditions change, it

is obvious that the above fuel transport processes will not all vary with time in

the same way. Thus, in addition to the transient non-quasi—steady air-flow phes

nemena described above, there are transient fuel—flow phenomena. These have to

be compensated for in the fuel metering strategy.

Since gasoline, the standard spark-ignition engine fuel, is a mixture of a

large number of individual hydrocarbons it has a boiling temperature range

rather than a single boiling point. TypiCaII'y, this range is 30 to 200°C. Individual

hydrocarbons have the saturation pressure-temperature relationships of a pure

substance. The lower the molecular weight, the higher will be the saturated vapor

pressure at a given temperature. The boiling point of hydrocarbons depends pri-

marily on their molecular weight: the vapor pressure also depends on molecular

structure. The equilibrium state of a hydrocarbon-air mixture depends therefore

on the vapor pressure of the hydrocarbon at the given temperature. the relative

amounts of the hydrocarbon and air, and the total pressure of the mixture. The

equilibrium fraction of fuel evaporated at a given temperature and pressure can

be calculated from Bridgernan chartsi'1 and the distillation characteristics of the

fuel (defined by the ASTM distillation curve“). Figure 7-26u shows the effect of

mixture temperature 011 percent of indolene fuel (a specific gasoline) evaporated

at equilibrium at atmospheric pressure. Figure 7-26!) shows the effect of reduced

manifold pressure on the amount evaporated.18 While insufficient time is usually

available in the manifold to establish equilibrium, the trends shown are indicative

of what happens in practice: lower pressures increase the relative amount of fuel

vaporized and charge heating is usually required to vaporize a substantial frac—
tion of the fuel.

''M*Lw‘taazea'm'"g"-‘.“‘rnnr‘u-l"*r'“'-F¥P:i!-:Lnir-—.— 
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FIGURE 7-26

In) Percentage of indolent: fuel evaporated at equilibrium at 1 atmosphere pressure. (bl Bfl’ect of

pressure on amount of indolent: l'uel evaporated.”

For carburcted and throttle—body injection systems, the fuel path is the fol-

lowing. Until the throttle plate is close to fully opened. most of the fuel metered

into the air stream impacts on the throttle plate and throttle-body walls. Only a

modest fraction of the fuel vaporizes upstream of the throttle. The liquid is re-

entrained as the air flows at high velocity past the throttle plate. The fuel does

not usually divide equally on either side of the throttle plate axis. The air under-

goes a 90" bend in the plenum beneath the throttle; much of the fuel which has

not evaporated is impacted on the manifold floor. Observations of fuel behavior

in intake manifolds with viewing ports or transparent sections Show that there is

substantial liquid fuel on the walls with carburetor fuel metering systems. Figure

7-2? shows the engine conditions under which liquid fuel was observed on the

floor of the manifold plenum beneath the throttle plate and in the manifold

runners, in a standard four-cylinder production engine.23 This manifold was

heated by engine coolant at 90°C. The greatest amount of liquid was present at

high engine loads and low speeds. Heating the manifold to a higher temperature

with steam at 115°C resulted in a substantial reduction in the amount of liquid:

there was no extensive puddling on the plenum floor, liquid films or rivulets were

observed in a zone bounded by 120 mmHg vacuum and 2500 rev/min, and there

were no films or rivulets in the manifold runner. Depending on engine operating

conditions, transport of fuel as a liquid film or rivulet in the manifold and vapor-

ization from these liquid fuel films and rivulets and subsequent transport as

vapor may occur.

Vaporized fuel and liquid droplets which remain suspended in the air
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 Intakemanifoldvacuum.iang N8  
0 1000 i 2000 ' 3000 4000 5000

Engine speed, rev/min Engine speed, revlmin

s' ' (a) (b)

FIGURE 7227

Regions of engine load and speed range where extensive pools or puddles, liquid films, or rivulets

were observed: (a) on manifold plenum floor and (b) in manifold runner. Four-cylinder automobile

engine. Manifold heated by coolant at: 90""(3.23

stream will be transported with the air stream. However, droplet deposition on

the manifold walls may occur due to gravitational settling and to inertial effects

as the How goes round bends in the manifold.

The fuel transport processes for port fuel-injection systems are different and

will depend significantly on the timing and duration of the injection pulse. Fuel is

injected onto the back of the inlet valve (and surrounding port wall), usually

while the valve is closed or only partly open. Vaporization of liquid fuel off the

valve and walls occurs, enhanced by the backflow of hot residual gases from the

cylinder (especially at part load). There is evidence that, even under fully warmed.»

up engine conditions, some fuel is carried as liquid drops into the cylinder.“

FUEL DROPLE‘T BEHAVIOR. With carburetor and throttle-body injection

systems, the liquid fuel atomizes as it enters the air stream. In the carburetor

venturi this occurs as the fuel~air emulsion from the fuel jet(s) enters the high-

velocity (> 100 m/s) air stream. With an injector, the velocity of the liquid jet as it

exits the nozzle is high enough to shatter the flowing liquid, and its interaction

with the coaxial air flow further atomizes the fuel. Typical drOplet-size distribu-

tions are not well defined; size would vary over the load and speed range.

Droplet diameters in the 25 to 100 um range are usually assumed to be represen—

tative: larger drops are also produced. The liquid fuel drops are accelerated by

the surrounding air stream and start to vaporize. Vaporization rates have been

calculated using established formulas [or heat and mass transfer between a

droplet and a surrounding flowing gas stream (see Ref. 34 for a review of methods

of calculating droplet vaporization rates]. Calculations of fuel vaporization in a

carburetor venturi and upstream of the throttle plate show that the temperature
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of the liquid fuel droplets decreases rapidly [by up to about 30°C“), and the

fraction of the fuel vaporized is small (in the 2 to 15 percent range” E'6).

Liquid fuel'drops, due to their density being many times that of the air, will

not exactly follow the air flow. Droplet impaction on the walls may occur as the

flow changes direction, and the greater inertia of the droplets causes them to

move across the streamlines to the outer wall. DepositiOn on the manifold floor

due to gravity may also occur. The equation of motion for an individual droplet

in a flowing gas stream is

 
. rtD2

(swarms = m g — itvi — o | vi — vgrp, CD 7'1 (7.25)

where D, is the drOplet diameter, pI and p, are liquid and gas densities, v, and v,
are the droplet and gas velocities, a is the droplet acceleration, g accoleration due

to gravity, and CD is the drag coefficient. For 6 < Re < 500 the drag coefficient of

an evaporating droplet is a strong function of the Reynolds number, Re: e.g.,

CD = 27 Re‘D'B“ (7.26)

.

”haw...“._.__,_....__.'.3..q—......;,..,'~‘-''.~.
where Re : (pnglvd —- vgl/iigj.

Studies of droplet impaction and evaporation using the above equations

and typical manifold conditions and geometries indicate the following.16'35'“

For 90“ bends, drops of less than 10 um diameter are essentially carried by the

gas stream (<10 percent impaction); almost all droplets larger than 25 pm

impact on the walls. Droplet sizes produced first in the carburetor venturi or fuel

injector spray and then by secondary atomization as liquid fuel is entrained from

the throttle plate and throttle-body walls depend on the local gas velocity: higher

local relative velocities between the gas and liquid produce smaller drop sizes.

Approximate estimates which combine the two phenomena outlined above Show

that at low engine air flow rates, almost all of the fuel will impact first on the
throttle plate and then on the manifold floor as the flow turns 90° into the mani-

fold runners. At high air flows, because the drops are smaller, a substantial frac-

tion of the drops may stay entrained in the air flow. Secondary atomization at

the throttle at part-load operating conditions is important to the fuel transport

process: the very high air velocities at the edge of the throttle plate produce

droplets of Order or less than 10 nm diameter. However, coalescence and deposi-

tion on the walls and subsequent reentrainment probably increase the mean

droplet size. In the manifold, gravitational settling of large (>100 am) droplets

would occur at low air flow rates,38 but these drops are also likely to impact the
walls due to their inertia as the flow is turned.

Estimates of droplet evaporation rates in the manifold indicate the follow

ing. With a representative residence time in the manifold of about one crank

rcvolutiou (10 ms at 6000 rev/min, 100 ms at 600 rev/min), only drops of size less

than about 10 pm will evaporate at the maximum speed; 100 pm droplets will

not vaporize fully at any speed. Most of these large droplets impact on the walls,

anyway. Drops small enough to be carried by the air stream are likely to vapor-
ize in the manifold.“
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FUEL-FILM BEHAVIOR. The fuel which impacts on the wall will also vaporize

and, depending on where in the manifold deposition occurs and the local mani-

fold geometry, may be transported along the manifold as a liquid film or rivulet,

If the vaporization rate olf the wall is sufficiently high, then a liquid film will not

build up. Any liquid film or pool on the manifold floor or walls is important

because it introduces additional fuel transport processesaieposition, liquid

tranSport, and evaporation—which together have a much longer time constant

than the air transport process. Thus changes in the air and the fuel flow into each

engine cylinder, during a change in engine load, will not occur in phase with each

other unless compensation is made for the slower fuel transport.

Several models of the behavior of liquid-fuel wall-films have been devel—

oped. One approach analyzes a liquid puddle on the flow of the manifold

'- ' plenum.” Metered fuel enters the puddle; fuel leaves primarily through vapor-

ization. The equation for rate of change of mass of fuel in the puddle is

 
9—4 (7.27)mfg: :mffln '_ thout = III-1f,” _" T

where m,' p is the mass of fuel in the puddle, inf,” is the metered fuel flow rate,
and x is the fraction of the metered flow that enters the puddle. It is assumed that

the rcentrainment/evaporafion rate is proportional to the mass of fuel in the

puddle divided by the characteristic time i: of the reentrainment/ovaporation

process. The puddle behavior predicted by this model in response to a step

increase in engine load is shown in Fig. 7—2843. Because only part (I — x) of the

fuel flows directly with the air, as the throttle is opened rapidly a lean air/fuel

ratio excursion is predicted. Figure 7-28b shews that this behavior (without any

metering compensation] is observed in practice. Estimates of the volume of fuel in

the puddle (for a S-liter V-8 engine) are of order 1000 mmE‘, and increase with

i -‘ if}: ”I + A ML M

”5 "' Metered fuel flow

Tick}; ,n ‘+ A ”II III)

mtg m l Film mass

l ‘50
R ieher Lia

Time 4

(a)

Airrftielratio 
FIGURE 7-28

(at) Predicted behavior al‘ the fuel film for an uncompensated step change in engine operating condi-

tions. (6)) Observed variation in airffuel ratio for uncompensated throttle Opening at 1600 revlmin

which increased manifold pressure from 48 to 61 cmHg.”
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Manifold FIGURE 7'29
: Schematic of fuel flow paths in the manifold when

liquid film flows along the manifold runner floor.

Ftd+v} _ ““9 Ftd+vl a Air
9’ 7 F Fuel

.. _. f Liquid fuel film

Fifi d Liquid fuel droplets
Liquid film u Fuel vapor

 

increasing load and speed. The time constant is of order 2 seconds for a fully

warmed-up engine; it varies with engine operating conditions and is especially

sensitive to intake manifold temperature. Such models have been used primarily

to develop fuel metering strategies which compensate for the fuel transport lag,“

An alternative model, for liquid film flow in the manifold runner and

branch, has been developed.37 Fuel is deposited on the manifold walls and forms

a film which flows toward the cylinder due to the shear force at the gas/liquid

interface as shown in Fig. 7-29. Vaporization from the film also occurs. An

analysis of the dynamics of the fuel film leads to expressions for steady-state film

velocity and thickness. As air and metered fuel flows change due to a throttle

position change, the characteristic time for reestablishing steady state is l/(2uf),

where l is the manifold length and of the average film velocity. This characteristic
response time is of order 1 second for typical manifold conditions, in approx-

imate agreement with values obtained from transient engine experiments.

A more extensive analysis of both fuel droplet and film evaporation in a

complete carburetor, throttle, manifold system,35 with a inulticomponent model

for gasoline based on its distillation. curve, indicates the following phenomena are

important. Secondary atomization of the liquid fuel at the throttle, which pro-

duces the smallest droplet sizes when the throttle open angle is small. signifi-

cantly increases the fraction of fuel evaporation in the manifold. Increasing inlet

air temperature increases the fraction of fuel vaporized; this effect is larger at

lower. loads since secondary atomization under these conditions increases the

liquid fuel surface area significantly. Healing the wall, which heats the liquid film

on the wall directly, provides a greater increase in fraction evaporated than does

equivalent heating of the air flow upstream of the carburetor. Due to the multi-

component nature of the fuel, the residual liquid fuel composition changes signifi—

cantly as fuel is transported from the carburetor to the manifold exit. Of the full

boiling range liquid composition at entry, all the light ends, most of the mid-

runge components, but only a modest amount of the high boiling point fraction

have evaporated at the manifold exit. The predicted fuel fraction evaporated

ranged from 40 to 60 percent for the conditions examined. One set of measure-

ments of the fraction of fuel vaporized in the manifold of a warmed~up four~

cylinder engine showed that 70 to 80 pchent of the fuel had vaporized,

confirming that under these operating conditions “most” but not necessarily

“ all ” the fuel enters the cylinder in vapor form.39

The engine operating range where fuel puddling, fuel films, and rivulets are

observed (see Fig. 7-27) can now be explained. At light load, secondary atom-
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ization at the throttle and the lower manifold pressure would reduce the amount

of liquid fuel impinging on the manifold plenum floor. Also, typical manifold

heating at light load substantially exceeds the heat required to vaptirize the fuel

completely,” and manifold floor temperatures are of order 15°C higher than at

full load, All the above is consistent with less liquid on the floor and none in the

runners at light load, compared to what occurs at. full load. At high speed, drop

sizes produced in the carburetor are much smaller, so impingement on the walls
is much reduced.

The fuel flow to each cylinder per cycle is not exactly the same. There is a

geometric variation where fuel is not divided equally among individual cylinders.

There is also a time variation under steady-state engine conditions where the

air/fuel ratio in a given cylinder varies cycle-by~cycle.‘“L Data on time-averaged

‘- air/fuel ratios in each cylinder of multicylinder engines show that the extent of

‘ the maldistribution varies from engine to engine, and for a particular engine

varies over the load and speed range. Spreads in the equivalence ratio (maximum

to minimum} of about 5 percent of the mean value are typical at light load for

carbureted engines. Largest variations between cylinders usually occur at wide-

open throttle. WOT spreads in the equivalence ratio of about 15 percent of the

mean appear to be typical, again for carbureted engines, while spreads as high as

20 to 30 percent are not uncommon at particular speeds for some enginesn'w

Time variations are less well defined; the limited data available suggest they

could be of comparable magnitude“l

With multipoint port fuel-injection systems, the fuel transport processes are

substantially different and are not well understood. Airflow phenomena are com-

parable to those with carbureted or throttle-body injection systems. However,

manifold design can be optimized for air flow alone since fuel transport from the

throttle through the manifold is no longer a design constraint. Because the manna

facture and operation of individual fuel injectors are not identical, there is still

some variation in fuel mass injected cylinder-to-cylinder and cycle-to-cycle. Since

individual cylinder air flows depend on the design of the manifold, whereas the

amount of fuel injected does not, uniform air distribution is especially important

with port injection systems. The fuel vaporization and transport processes will

depend on the duration of injection and the timing of injection pulse(s) relative

to the intake valve-lift profile. Some of the injected fuel will impinge on the port

walls, valve stem, and backside of the valve, especially when injection toward a

closed valve occurs. Backfiow of hot residual gascs at part-load operation will

have a substantial effect on fuel vaporization. Compensation for fuel lag during

transient engine operation is still required; sudden throttle openings are accom—

panied by a “lean spike ” in the mixture delivered to the engine, comparable to

though smaller than that shown in Fig. 7-28 for a throttle-body fuel-injection

system. Thus wall wetting, evaporation oh" the wall, and liquid flow along the

wall are all likely to be important with port fuel~injcction systems also. .
With pOrt fuel-injection systems, liquid fuel enters the cylinder and droplets

are present during intake and compression. Limited measurements have been

made of the distribution, size, and number density of these fuel droplets. During

___.____‘_‘_._.i_:-_:z. 
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t intake, the droplet number density in the clearance volume increased to a

l maximum at the end of injection (the injection lasted from 45 to 153° ATC) and

I then decreased due to evaporation during compression to a very small value at

t the time of ignition. Average droplet size during intake was 10 to 20 nm in diam-

: eter; it increased during compression as the smaller drops in the distribution

) evaporated. At the conditions tested, some 10 to 20 percent of the fuel was in

s droplet form at the end of injection. At ignition, the surviving droplets contained

a negligible fraction of the fuel. During injection, the distribution of droplets
{1 across the clearance volume was nonuniform. It became much more uniform with

s. time, after injection ended.”
e

d

if PROBLEMS

'1: 7.1. The equivalence ratio in a conventional sparkrignition engine varies from no load
_ (idle) to full load, at a fixed engine speed, as shown at the top of Fig. P7-1. (By load

'1 is meant the perCentage of the maximum brake torque at that speed.) Also shown is
3' the variation in total friction (pumping plus mechanical rubbing plus accessory
‘5 friction}. Using formats similar to those shown, draw carefully proportioned qualitat-

ifi ivc graphs of the following parameters versus load (0 to 100 percent):
. Combustion efficiency, q,

'3' Gross indicated fuel conversion efficiency, 17“:
Gross indicated mean effective pressure, imep,

re Brake mean effective pressure, bmep
"1‘ Mechanical efficiency, 11,,

1: Indicate clearly where the maximum occurs if there is one, and where the value is
u- zero or unity or some other obvious value, if appropriate. Provide a bricfjustificatt'on
ill for the shape of the curves you draw.
no

he

[it

ill

ve

II‘t

El FIGURE [’74

ii]

”g 7.2. The four-cylinder spark-ignition engine shown in the figure uses an oxygen sensor in
n- the exhaust system to determine whether the exhaust gas composition is learn or rich

to of the stoichiometric point, and a throttle-body injection system with feedback to
on maintain engine operation close to stoichiometric. However, since there is a time

delay between a change in the fuel/air ratio at the injector location and the detection

he of that change by the sensor (corresponding to the flow time between the injector
and the sensor}, the control system shown results in oscillations in fuel/air ratio

fits if about the stoichiometric point.
361‘ to) Estimate the average flow time between the injector and the sensor at an engine

on .L . speed of 2000 rev/min.
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' lb) The sensor and control unit provide a voltage V of + V: volts when the fuclfair

" equivalence ratio d) is less than one and a voltage of —I{, volts when it: is greater
than one. The feedback injection system provides a fuel/air ratio (Ff/t) given by

F F

(More!)
where t is the time (in seconds) after the voltage signal last changed sign,

(FMJPO is the fuel/”air ratio at the injector at t = O, and C is a constant. Develop
carefully proportioned quantitative sketches of the variation in the fuelfair ratio

at the injector and at the exhaust sensor, with time, showing the phase relation
between the two curves. Explain briefly how you developed these graphs.

(c) Find the value of the constant C, in volts"‘-seeomds‘l (the feedback system
gain), such that (Ff/l) variations about the stoichiometric value do not exceed

i 10 percent for V; = l V.

 
 
 

Signal

 

  

 
l Exhaust manifold.

Va E 500 cmg, 3 cm diam
per cylinder

 

 
Intake manifold,

7“” Fuel 3 cm diam

Feedback

injector FIGURE PT-Z

7.3. In many spark-ignition engines, liquid fuel is added to the inlet air upstream of the
inlet manifold abOVe the throttle. The inlet manifold is heated to ensure that under

steady-state conditions the fuel is vaporized before the mixture enters the cylinder.
[:1] At normal wide-open throttle operating conditions, in a four—stroke cycle

1.6—dm3 displacement four-cylinder engine, at 2500 rev/min. the temperature of

the air entering the carburetor is 40°C. The heat of vaporimtion of the fuel is

350 lid/kg and the rate of heat transfer to the intake mixture is 1.4 kW. Estimate

the temperature of the inlet mixture as it passes thrtJugh the inlet valve, assuming
that the fuel is fully vaporized. The volumetric efficiency is 0.85. The air density is

1.06 kg/m3 and C? for air is 1 kl/kg- K. You may neglect the effects of the heat
capacity of the liquid and vapor fuel.

(b) With port electronic fuelvinjcction systems, the fuel is injected directly into the
intake port. The intake manifold is no longer heated. However, the fuel is only

partly vaporized prior to entering the cylinder. Estimate the mixture temperature

as it passes through the inlet valve with the EFI system, assuming that the air
temperature entering the intake manifold is still 40°C and 50 percent of the fuel is
vaporized.

. to) Estimate the ratio of the maximum indicated power obtained at these conditions
with this engine with a carburetor, to the maximum power obtained with port

fuel injection. Assume that the inlet valve is the dominant restriction in the flow

into the engine and that the pressure ratio across the inlet valve is the same for
both carbureted and portinjection fueled engines. The intake mixture pressure

and equivalence ratio remain the same in both these cases. 7

‘g .L- .‘

l:k.I!

l
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i?
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ir
:r 7.4. Port fuel-injectiou systems are replacing carburetors in automobile spark-ignition

engines List the major advantages and any disadvantages of fuel metering with port
fuel injection relative to carburetion

7.5. With multipoint port fuel injection and single-point injection systems, the fuel flow

rate is controlled by the injection pulse duration. if each injector operates contin-

uously at the maximum rated power point (wide-open throttle, A/F= 12, 5500 n, rev/min} of an automobile spark-ignition engine, estimate approximately the injec-

Ip {ion pulse duration (in crank angle degrees) for the same engine at idle. Idle condi-

io tions are: 700 rev/ruin, 0.3 aim inlet manifold pressure, stoichiometric mixture.

m 7.6. The fuel-air cycle results indicate that the maximum imep is obtained with gasoline-
air mixtures at equivalence ratios of about 1.0. In practice, the maximum widenopen

m throttle power of a sparkaignition engine at a given speed is obtained with an air/fuel
3d ratio of about 12. The vaporization of the additional gasoline lowers the temperature

of the inlet air and the richer mixture has a lower ratio of specific heats 1:“ during

compression. Estimate approximately the change in mixture temperature due to

vaporization of the additional fuel used to decrease A/F from 14.6 (an equivalence

ratio of 1.0) to 12.2 in the intake system, and the combined effect of vaporization and

lower 1:" on the unburned mixture temperature at WOT when the cylinder pressure

is at its peak of 40 atom (The principal effect of the richer mixture is its impact on

knock.)

7.7. (a) Plot dimensionless throttle plate open area tram/(no!) as a function of throttle

plate angle Ill. Assume giro = 10°, 0 (throttle bore diameter) = 57 mm, d (throttle

shaft diameter) a 10.4 mm. What is the throttle plate area?

(1;) Estimate the average velocity of the air flowing through the throttle plate open

area for it) = 3:16" at 3000 revfmin and ii: = 36‘" at 2000 rev/min. Use the relation-

he ship between ill, engine speed, and inlet manifold pressure given in Fig. 7-22.
er Assume a discharge coefficient CD = 0.8.

(c) For the throttle of part (a), estimate and plot the total force on the throttle plate

'11: and shaft, and the force parallel and perpendicular to the throttle bore axis (i.e.,
'01. in the mean flow direction and normal to that direction} as a function of throttle
is angle at 2000 rev/min. Again use Fig. 7-22 for the relationship between ill and

rte inlet manifold pressure.
ng 7.8. For the engine and intake manifold shown in Fig. 7-23, estimate the ratio of the
is intake manifold runner cross—sectioual area to (EBB/4), the ratio of the length of the

:at flow path from the intake manifold entrance to the inlet valve seat to the bore, the
ratio of the volume of each inlet port to each cylinder’s displaced volume. and the

he ratio of the volume of each intake manifold runner to each cylinder’s displaced

ily volume. The cylinder here is 89 mm.
no

air
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j i CONTROL

11.1 NATURE AND EXTENT OF

PROBLEM

Spark-ignition and diesel engines are a major source of urban air pollution. The

Spark~ignition engine exhaust gases contain oxides of nitrogen (nitric oxide, NO,

and small amounts of nitrogen dioxide, NO2~ collectively known as N01),

carbon monoxide (CO), and organic compounds which are unburned or partially

burned hydrocarbons (BC). The relative ammmts depend on engine design and

operating conditions but are of order: N01, 500 to 1000 ppm or 20 gjkg fuel;

CO, 1 to 2 percent or 200 g/kg fuel; and HC, 3000 ppm (as C.) or 25 g/kg fuel.

Pistoa blowby gases, and fuel evaporation and release to the atmosphere through

vents in the fuel tank and carburetor after engine shut-down, are also sources of

unburned hydrocarbons. However, in most modern engines these nonexhaust

sources are effectively controlled by returning the blowby gases from the crank-

case to the engine intake system and by venting the fuel tank and carburetor float

bowl through a vapor-absorbing carbon cannister which is purged by some of

the engine intake air during normal engine operation. In diesel engine exhaust,

concentrations of NO: are comparable to those from SI engines. Diesel hydro-

carbon emissions are significant though exhaust concentrations are lower by

about a factor of 5 than typical SI engine levels. The hydrocarbons in the exhaust

may also condense to form white smoke during engine starting and warm—up.
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Specific hydrocarbon compounds in the exhaust gases are the source of diesel

odor. Diesel engines are an important source of particulate emissions; between

about 0.2 and 0.5 percent of the fuel mass is emitted as small (~01 ,um diameter)

particles which consist primarily of soot with some additional absorbed hydro-

carbon material. Diesel engines are not a significant source of carbon monoxide.

Use of alcohol fuels in either of these engines substantially increases alde‘

hydc emissions. While these are not yet subject to regulation, aldehydes would be

a significant pollutant if these fuels were to be used in quantities comparable to

gasoline and diesel. Currently used fuels, gasoline and diesel, contain sulfur: gas-

oline in small amounts (1:600 ppm by weight S), diesel fuel in larger amounts

(50.5 percent). The sulphur is oxidized (or burned) to produce sulfur dioxide,

SO2 , of which a fraction can be oxidized to sulfur trioxide, SO3 , which combines
with water to form a sulfuric acid aerosol.

in general, the concentrations of these pollutants in internal combustion
engine exhaust difier from values calculated assuming chemical equilibrium. Thus

the detailed chemical mechanisms by which these pollutants form and the

kinetics of these processes are important in determining emission levels. For some

pollutant species, e.g., carbon monoxide, organic compounds, and particulates,

the formation and destruction reactions are intimately coupled with the primary

fuel combustion process. Thus an understanding of the formation. of these species

requires knowledge of the combustion chemistry. For nitrogen oxides and sulfur

oxides, the formation and destruction processes are not part of the fuel com-

bustion process. However, the reactions which produce these species take place in

an environment created by the combustion reactions, so the two processes are

still intimately linked. A summary of the mechanisms by which these pollutants

form in internal combustion engines provides an introduction to this chapter. In

subsequent sections, the details of the basic formation mechanisms of each pol-

lutant and the application of these mechanisms to the combustion-process in

both spark-ignition and compression—ignition engines will be developed.

The processes by which pollutants form within the cylinder of a convention-

al spark—ignition engine are illustrated qualitatively in Fig. 11-1. The schematic

shows the combustion chamber during four different phases of the engine oper-

ating cycle: compression, combustion, expansion, and exhaust. Nitric oxide (NO)

forms throughout the high-temperature burned gases behind the flame through

chemical reactions involving nitrogen and oxygen atoms and molecules, which do

not attain chemical equilibrium. The higher the burned gas temperature, the

higher the rate of formation of N0. As the burned gases cool during the expan-

sion stroke the reactions involving NO freeze, and leave NO concentrations far

in excess of levels corresponding to equilibrium at exhaust conditions. Carbon

monoxide also forms during the combustion process. With rich fuel—air mixtures,

there is insufficient oxygen to burn fully all the carbon in the fuel to C03; also, in

the high-temperature products, even with lean mixtures, dissociation ensures

there are significant CO levels. Later. in the expansion stroke, the CO oxidation

process also freezes as the burned gas temperature falls.

The unburned hydrocarbon emissions have several different sources.
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FIGURE "-1 .
Summary of HC, CO, and NO pollutant formation mechanisms in a spark-ignition engine.

During compression and combustion, the increasing cylinder pressure forces

same of the gas in the cylinder into crevices, or narrow volumes, connected to the

combustion chamber: the volumes between the piston, rings, and cyiinder wall

are the largest of these. Most of this gas is unburned fuel-air mixture; much of it
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escapes the primary combustion process because the entrance to these crevices is

too narrow for the flame to enter. This gas, which leaves these crevices later in

the expansion and exhaust processes, is one source of unburned hydrocarbon

emissions. Another possible source is the combustion chamber walls. A quench

layer containing Unburned and partially burned fuel—air mixture is left at the Wall

when the flame is extinguished as it approaches the wall. While it has been shown

that the unburned HC in these thin (5-0.1 mm) layers burn up rapidly when the

combustion chamber walls are clean, it has also been shown that the porous

deposits on the walls of engines in actual operation do increase engine HC emis.

sions. A third source of unburned hydrocarbons is believed to be any engine oil

left in a thin film on the cylinder wall, piston and perhaps on the cylinder head.

These oil layers can absorb and desorb fuel hydrocarbon components, before and

after combustion, respectively, thus permitting a fraction of the fuel to escape the

primary combustion process unburned. A final source of EC in engines is incom-

plete combustion due to bulk quenching of the flame in that fraction of the
engine cycles where combustion is especially slow (see Sec. 9.4.3). Such conditions

are most likely to occur during transient engine operation when the airffuel ratio,

spark timing, and the fraction of the exhaust recycled for emission control may

not be properly matched.

The unburned hydrocarbons exit the cylinder by being entrained in the

bulk—gas flow during blowdown and at the end of the exhaust stroke as the

piston pushes gas scraped oh“ the wall out of the exhaust valve. Substantial oxida-

tion of the hydrocarbons which escape the primary combustion process by any of

the above processes can occur during expansion and exhaust. The amount of

oxidation depends on the temperature and oxygen concentration time histories of

these HC as they mix with the bulk gases.

One of the roost important variables in determining spark-ignition engine

emissions is the fuel/air equivalence ratio, 4!). Figure 112 shows qualitatively how

NO, CD, and HC exhaust emissions vary with this parameter. The sparkvignition

engine has normally been operated close to stoichiometric, or slightly fuel-rich, to

ensere smooth and reliable operation. Figure 11-2 shows that leaner mixtures

give lower emissions until the combustion quality becomes poor (and eventually

misfire occurs), when HC emissions rise sharply and engine operation becomes

erratic. The shapes of these curves indicate the complexities of emission control. '
[n a cold engine, when fuel vaporization is slow, the fuel flow is increased to

provide an easily combustible fuelrrich mixture in the cylinder. Thus, until the

engine warms up and this enrichment is removed, C0 and HC emissions are

high. At part-load conditions, lean mititures could be used which would produce

lower HC and CO emissions (at least until the combustion quality deteriorates)

and moderate NO emissions. Use of recycled exhaust to dilute the engine intake

mixture lowers the NO levels, but also deteriorates combustion quality. Exhaust

gas recirculation (EGR) is used with stoichiometric mixtures in many engine

control systems. Note that the highest power levels are obtained from the engine

with slightly rich-of—stoichiometric mixtures and no recycled exhaust to dilute the

incoming charge. As we will see, several emission control techniques are required
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to reduce emissions of all three pollutants1 over all engine operating modes, and

achieve acceptable average levels.

In the diesel engine, the fuel is injected into the cylinder just before com~

bustion starts, so throughout most of the critical parts of the cycle the fuel dis-
tribution is nonuniform. The pollutant formation processes are strongly

dependent on the fuel distribution and how that distribution changes with time
due to mixing. Figure 11—3 illustrates how various parts of the fuel jet and the
flame affect the formation of NO, unburned HC, and soot [or particulates) during

the “premixed " and “ mixing-controlled ” phases of diesel combustion in a direct~
injection engine with swirl. Nitric oxide forms in the high-temperature burned
gas regions as before, but temperature and fuelfair ratio distributions within the

burned gases are now nonuniform and formation rates are highest in the close-
to-stoichiometric regions. Soot forms in the rich unburned-fuel-containing core of
the fuel sprays, within the flame region, where the fuel vapor is heated by mixing
with hot burned gases. Soot then oxidizes in the flame zone when it contacts

unburned oxygen, giving rise to the yellow luminous character of the flame.

Hydrocarbons and aldehydcs originate in regions where the flame quenches both
on the walls and where excessive dilution with air prevents the combustion

process from either starting or going to completion. Fuel that vaporizes from the

nozzle sac volume during the later stages of combustion is also a source of HC.
Combustion generated noise is controlled by the early part of the combustion

process, the initial rapid heat release immediately following the ignition-delay

period.
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11.2 NITROGEN OXIDES

11.2.] Kinetics of NO Formation

While nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide [NOfl are usually grouped together

as N03: emissions, nitric oxide is the predominant oxide of nitrogen produced

inside the engine cylinder. The principal source of NO is the oxidation of atmov

spheric (molecular) nitrogen. However, if the fuel contains significant nitrogen,

the oxidation of the fuel nitrogen-containing compounds is an additional source
of NO. Gasolines contain negligible amounts of nitrogen; although diesel fuels

contain more nitrogen, current levels are not significant
The mechanism of NO formation from atmospheric nitrogen has been

studied extensively.‘ It is generally accepted that in combustion of near-

stoichjometrie fuel-air mixtures the principal reactions governing the formation

of NO from molecular nitrogen (and its destruction) are'l

O+N2=NO+N (11.1)

N+02:N0+0 (11.2)

N+0H:NO+H (11.3)

1' This is often called the extended Zeldovich mechanism. Zeldovichl was the first to suggest the

importance of reactions (11.1) and (11.2). Lavoie et al.‘ added reaction (1113) to the mechanism: it

does contribute significantly.
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TABLE 11.1

Rate constants for NO formation mechanism1 

Rate constant. Temperature Uncertainty.

Reaction cmflmolvs range, It. factor of or ”/0 

(1) 0 + Nl—rNO + N 7.6 x lfll’exp [738,000,17‘] 2000-5000 2
(—1)N+N0—uN1+O 1.6x 1013 somsom flown 5113001:

2 at zoosooo K

(2) N + 02 —+ NO + O 6.4 x 10" T exp [—3150/T] 300-3000 isn't/r. 300L1500 K
2 a13000 K

(”2) 0 + N0 -+ o, + N 1.5 x 109 T exp [—1- 19,500/1'] two—3000 $30111. at 1000 K
2 at 3000K

(3) N + OH —» NO + H 4.1 x 10‘3 300—2500 isms

(—3) H + NO —v OH + N 2.0 x 10” exp [n23.650fT] 2200—4500 2 

The forward and reverse rate constants (it.+ and k)", respectively) for these reac-

 

 

 :32: tions have been measured in numerous experimental studies. Recommended
ngine values for these rate constants taken from a critical review of this published data

Xins- are given in Table 11.1. Note that the equilibrium constant for each reaction, K“-

m‘ (see Sec. 3.7.2), is related to the forward and reverse rate constants by K“, =

kf/ki'. The rate of formation of NO via reactions [11.1) to (11.3) is given by [see

Eqs. (3.55) and [3.58)]

d 1 O

[1 J = krtonNa + krrNiroa + kitNJEOH]
ther

”Ed — ki [NOINJ — k5 [N010] - kiENOJEH] (ll-4)

2:- where [] denote species concentrations in moles per cubic centimeter when ki
g ’ have the values given in Table 11.1. The forward rate constant for reaction (11.1)urce . . .

1 and the reverse rate constants for reactions (11.2) and [11.3) have large activationfuels . . ‘. .
energies which results m a strong temperature dependence of NO formatmn
rates.

3:: A similiar relation to (11.4) can be written for ammo:
tion d[N] , +

T = {[01th — k3 [Niton — k3 [NJEOH]

11.1) — k. [NOJEN] + 1. ENOJEOJ + kifNOJEH] (11.51

”-2) Since [N] is much less than the concentrations of other species of interest

It 3) (~10‘8 mole fraction), the steady-state approximation is appropriate: dENJ/dt is
' set equal to zero and Eq. (11.5) used to eliminate [N]. The NO formation rate

then becomes

d O 1 — NO 2 K O N

't ”it ‘13 1 ‘5‘ k1 [NOJ/(kz [02] + 1‘: [OHD
.111; ll.

where K = (hf/kkaI/kz').
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TABLE 11.2

Typical values of R,, Ill/R; , and 121/0?2 + R3)t  i Equivalence

ratio RII HIM?3 Rtflflz + R3)

0.8 5.8 x 10’5 12 0.33

[.0 2.8 x 10" 2.5 0.26

1.2 7.6 x10” 9.1 D.I4 

1' pit to aim pressure and 2600 K.

I Units gmoh’cm’ - 5.

N0 forms in both the flame front and the postfiame gases. In engines,

however, combustion occurs at high pressure so the flame reaction zone is

extremely thin (~01 mm) and residence time within this zone is short. Also. the

cylinder pressure rises during most of the combustion process, so burned gases

produced early in the combustion process are compressed to a higher tem-

perature than they reached immediately after combustion. Thus, NO formation

in the postflame gases almost always dominates any flame-fronteproduced NO. [t

is, therefore, appropriate to assume that the combustion and NO formation pro—

cesses are decoupled and to approximate the concentrations of O, 02, OH, H.

and N2 by their equilibrium values at the local pressure and equilibrium tem-

perature.

To introduce this equilibrium assumption it is convenient to use the nota—

tion R1 = RHOJPENZ], = kf[NO],[N],, where [L denotes equilibrium con-

centration, for the one—wayr equilibrium rate for reaction (11.1), with similiar

definitions for R2 = k; [N],[02], = k; [N0],[0], and R3 = k; [N],[OH],

= k;[NO],.[H],,. Substituting [0],, [02],, [OI-1],, [H],, and [N2], for [O],

[02], [OH], [H], and [N3] in Eq. (1 [.6] yields

dEN01= 2M1 #- (trim/[Now
d: 1 +£[NOJJ’CNOJJR1/(Rz + R3)

Typical values of R1, Rl/Rz and Rl/(Rz + R3] are given in Table 11.2. The differ—

ence between RI/R2 and til/(R: + R3) indicates the relative importance of

adding reaction (11.3) to the mechanism.

The strong temperature dependence of the NO formation rate can be

demonstrated by considering the initial value of d[NO]/dt when [NO];’[NO],, <§

1. Then, frorn Eq. (11.7),

di0]

dt

 

(11.7)

 

= 2R] = 2k: [Oje‘L—NJ]¢2 (11-8)

The equilibrium oxygen atom concentration is given by

K [0 Jill___ £0! 2 E
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ation

0. It

pro- . . . . .

i. H, where Km, 13 the equilibrium constant for the reaction

tem- %01 = 0

iota- and is given by
con-

iiliar szm == 3.6 x 103 exp (—31.4092) aim”2 (11.10)
)Hje .

[0], The initial NO formation rate may then be written [combining Eqs. (11.8), (11.9),
and (11.10) with kf from Table 11.1] as

16

ill-7) ”:01 = 9% exp (wyoggflmfl, mol/cm’ -5 (11.11)
iffflf' The strong dependence of d[NO]/dt en temperature in the exponential term is
:3 0f evident. High temperatures and high oxygen concentrations result in high NO

formation rates. Figure 11-4 shows the NO formation rate as a function of gas

it be temperature and fuel/air equivalence ratio in postflame gasos. Also shown is the
L (4’ adiabatic flame temperature attained by a fuel—air mixture initially at 700 K at a

constant pressure of 15 atm. For adiabatic constant-pressure combustion (an

appmpriate model for each element of fuel that burns in an engine), this initial

11.8) NO formation rate peaks at the stoichiometric composition, and decreases

rapidly as the mixture becomes leaner or richer.

A characteristic: time for the NO formation process, tnoe can be defined by

11.9) 1,3 = r1. dENO] (11.12)
[IMO].a dr
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[NOL can be obtained from the equilibrium constant

Km = 20.3 x exp (—21,65[}/T)

for the reaction

02 + N2 = 2N0

as [NOL = (K~0[01],[N2]el“z. Equations (171.11) and (11.12) can be combined
to give

 
8 X 10‘1'57‘ exp (58.300/T)

TNo : ——'U2—__ (11.13)
P

where INC. is in seconds. T in keivins, and p in atmospheres. Use has been made

of the fact that SEN] m 0.71. For engine combustion conditions, Tm is usually com-
parable to or longer than the limes characteristic of changes in engine conditions

so the formation process is kinetically controlled. However, for close-to—

stoichiomctrie conditions at the maximum pressures and burned gas ternw

peratures, “5:40 is of the same order as typical combustion times (1 ms) and

equilibrium NO concentrations may be attained.

Evidence that this formation model is valid under conditions typical of

those found in engines is provided by high~pressure combustion bomb studies,

Newhall and Shahed‘ have measured the NO production, using the q-band

absorption technique, behind hydrogen-air and propane-air planar flames props»

gating axially in a cylindrical bomb. Some results are compared with predictions

made with this kinetic scheme [coupled with an “unmixed” combustiOn calcu—

lation to determine local pressure and temperature; see Sec. 9.2.1) in Fig. 11-5.

The agreement is excellent. Note that the NO concentration rises smoothly from

 N0concentration,rnolesa'cn'i3
FIGURE ll~5

Measured and calculated rate-limited NO concen-

trations behind finme in high—pressure cylindricalI71“ 1,. l,,;..,i,_.;_;l_nmoi_i_nm. _ _ . _

5 10 15 bomb experiments wuh Hz-air mixture.

Time. ms (b = equivalence ratio.‘
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TABLE “.3

Typical nitrogen content of distillate FuelsI

 

 
are vn'despread.5

Fraction Average nitrogen, wt % Range, wt %

Crude 0.65 —

Heavy distillatcs 1.46 060—2. 1 5

' Light distillates 0.07 0—0.60
med

l 13) close to zero, indicating that at these high pressures there is negligible NO pro-
' duction within the flame front itself.

Fuel nitrogen is also a source of NO via a difl‘erent and yet to be fullyJade . . . .
explained mechanism. Table 11.3 shows the typical nitrogen content ofcm- . . . . . . . .

ions petroleum-derived fuels. During distillation, the fuel nitrogen is concentrated in
-to- the higher boiling fractions. In distillate fuels, the nitrogen can exist as amines

rem- and ring compounds (6.3., pyridine, quinoline, and carbazoles). During com-
and bastion these compounds are likely to undergo some thermal decomposition

prior to entering the combustion zone. The precursors to NO formation will

I] of therefore be low molecular weight nitrogen—containing compounds such as NHs,
:l' HCN, and CN. The detailed information on the kinetics of NO formation from165, . . . . . . . .

and these compounds is limited. Oxrdatton to NO ts usually rapid, occurring on a
3 5“ time scale comparable to that of the combustion reactions. The NO yield
igm (amount of fuel nitrogen converted to N0) is sensitive to the fueljair equivalence
dc“: ratio. Relatively high NO yields (approaching 100 percent) are obtained for lean
L1-5 and stoichiometric mixtures; relatively low yields are found for rich mixtures. NO
. ' yields are only weakly dependent on temperature, in contrast to the stroug tem-
rom . . 1

perature dependence of NO formed from atmospheric nitrogen.

11.2.2 Formation of N02

Chemical equilibrium considerations indicate that for burned gases at typical

flame temperatures, NOJNO ratios should be negligibly small. While experimen—

tal data show this is true for spark-ignition engines, in diesels N01 can be 10 to

30 percent of the total exhaust oxides of nitrogen emissions}i A plausible mecha-

-. nism for the persistence of N01 is the following.“ NO formed in the flame zone

i- . can be rapidly converted to NC}2 via reactions such as

NO + HO2 —> N02 + OH (11.14)

Subsequently, conversion of this N01 to NO occurs via

NO: + 0 a NO + 02 (11.15)

.' unless the N02 formed in the flame is quenched by mixing with cooler fluid. This

'11:: explanation is consistent with the highest NOZ/NO ratio occurring at light load
mm in diesels, when cooler regions which could quench the conversion back to NO
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6000 8] engine

N02—PPm  
.La—l—cmL__.J._._...J._.__I—.l—J0

ll 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

Airffucl ratio

(a)

 
FIGURE 11-6

(a) NO and N02 concentrations in SI engine exhaust as function of airg‘l'uel ratio, 1500 rev/min,

wide—open throttle; lb) NO; as percent of total NO, in diesel exhaust as function of load and speed"

Figure “-6 shows examples of NO and N02 emissions data from a spark-

ignition and a diesel engine. The maximum value for the ratio (NOE/NO) for the

SI engine is 2 percent, at an equivalence ratio of about 0.85. For the diesel this

ratio is higher, and is highest at light load and depends on engine speed.

It is customary to measure total oxides of nitrogen emissions, NO plus

N02, with a chemiluminescence analyzer and call the combination NO, It is

always important to check carefully whether specific emissions data for NO; are

given in terms of mass of NO or mass of N02, Which have molecular weights of

30 and 46, respectively.

11.2.3 NO Formation in Spark-Ignition Engines

In conventional spark—ignition engines the fuel and air (and any recycled exhaust)

are mixed together in the engine intake system, and vigorous mixing with the

residual gas within the cylinder occurs during the intake process. Thus the fuel,’

air ratio and the amount of diluent (residual gas plus any recycled exhaust] is

approximately uniform throughout the charge within the cylinder during com»

bustion.’r Since the composition is essentially uniform, the nature of the NO for-

mation process within the cylinder Can be understood by coupling the kinetic

mechanism developed in Sec. 11.2.1 with the burned gas temperature distribution

and pressure in the cylinder during the combustion and expansion processes. The

T it is well known that the mixture composition within the cylinder is not completely uniform and

varies from one cycle to the next. Both these factors contribute to cycle—by—cycle combustion varia-

tions. For the present discussion. the assumption of mutton: uniformity is adequate.
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FIGURE 11-7

Illustration of SI engine NO formation model: (a) measured cylinder pressure p and calculated mass

fraction burned xb', (b) calculated temperature of unburned gas 1”_ and burned gas T; in early- and

late-burning elements; (c) calculated NO conwntrations in early— and latehurning elements for rate-

aust) controlled model and at equilibrium.1
1 the

fuel]

50 is temperature distribution which develops in the burned gases due to the passage
eom- of the flame aeross the combustion chamber has been discussed in Sec. 9.2.1.

lfor- Mixture which burns early is compressed to higher temperatures after corn—
nettc bastion, as the cylinder pressure continues to rise; mixture which burns later is
man compressed primarily as unburned mixture and ends up after combustion at a
' The lower burned gas temperature. Figure 11-7n and b shows measured cylinder pres-

sure data from an operating engine, with estimates of the mass fraction burned

(x5) and the temperatures of a gas element which burned just after spark dis«

n and charge and a gas element which burned at the end of the burning process. The
varia- model used to estimate these temperatures assumed no mixing between mixture

 
elements which burn at different times. This assumption is more realistic than the

n.”
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580 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

alternative idealization that the burned gases mix rapidly and are thus uniform

(see See. 9.2.1). If the NO formation kinetic model [Eq. (11.7)] is used to calculate

NO concentrations in these burned gas elements, using the equilibrium concen-

trations of the species 0, 02, N2, OH, and H. corresponding to the average

fuel/air equivalence ratio and burned gas fraction of the mixture and these pres-

sure and temperature profiles, the rate~limited concentration profiles in Fig. ll-Tr
are obtained. Also shown are the NO concentrations that would correspond to

chemical equilibrium at these conditions. The rate-controlled concentrations rise

from the residual gas NO concentration, lagging the equilibrium levels, then

cross the equilibrium levels and “freeze” well above the equilibrium values corre-
sponding to exhaust conditions. Depending on details of engine operating condi-
tions, the rate-limited concentrations may or may not come close to equilibrium

levels at peak cylinder pressure and gas temperature. Also, the amount of decom-

position from peak NO levels which occurs during expansion depends on engine
conditions as well as whether the mixture element burned early or late"

Once the NO chemistry has frozen during the early part of the expansion

stroke, integration over all elements will give the final average NO concentration

in the cylinder which equals the exhaust concentration. Thus, if {NO} is the local
mass fraction of NO, then the average exhaust NO mass fraction is given by

1

{N73} =I {N0}, 11:, (11.16)c

where {NO}I is the final frozen NO mass fraction in the element of charge which
burned when the mass fraction burned was x”. Note that {N0} = [NO]MN0/p,

where Mm, = 30, the molecular weight of NO. The average exhaust eoncentra~

tion ofNO as a mole fraction is given by

 

em... = {m} fl” (11.17)NO

and the exhaust concentration in ppm is inc“ x 10". The earlier burning frac-

tions of the charge coatribute much more to the exhausted NO than do later

burning fractions of the charge: frozen NO concentrations in these early-burning

elements can be an order of magnitude higher than concentrations in late-

burning elements. In the absence of vigorous bulk gas motion, the highest NO

concentrations occur nearest the spark plug.

Substantial experimental evidence supports this descriptiort of NO forma-

tion in spark-ignition engines. The NO concentration gradient across the burned

gas in the engine cylinder, due to the temperature gradient, has been demon-

strated using gas sampling teehniquess' 9 and using measurements of the chemilu-
minescent radiation from the reaction NO + O—t-NO: + ht: to determine the

local NO concentration. Figure ”-8 shows NO concentration data as a function

of crank angle, taken by LavoielD through two different windows in the cylinder
head of a specially constructed L-head engine where each window was a difierent

distance from the spark plug. The stars indicate the estimated initial NO concen-
tration that results from mixing of the residual gas with the fresh charge, at the
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,dj_ ' * Spectroscopically measured N0 concentrations

um :- through two windows W3 and W2 in special
L-head 51 engine (W1 is closer to spark than W3).

l-lTl- [ The asterisks mark estimated initial conditionsme " and flame arrival times. The dashed lines are cal-

It)" _L . .___J__i_l r....._|__| .. culated rate-limited concentrations for. parts .OI
ion _20 a 20 4.0 50 charge bumlng at these flame arrival times wrth

ion Crank angle, deg zero initial NO concentration.m
real

time of arrival of the flame at each window. The observed NO mole fractions rise

smoothly from these initial values and then freeze about one-third of the way
1‘5] through the expansion process. NO levels observed at window W2. closest to the

spark plug, were substantially higher than those observed at window W3. The

ich dashed lines show calculated NO concentrations obtained using the NO room-
l/ps tion kinetic model with an “ unmixed ” thermodynamic analysis for elements that
31‘3" burned at the. time of flame arrival at each window. Since the calculated values

started from zero NO concentration at the flame front (and not the diluted

residual gas NO level indicated by the star), the calculations initially fall below
17) the data. HOWever, the difference between the two measurement locations and the

frozen levels are predicted with reasonable accuracy. Thus, the rate-limited for-

HC' mation process, freezing of NO chemistry during expansion, and the existence of

1th NO concentration gradients across the combustion chamber have all been

ing observed.

“6" The most important engine variables that affect NO emissions are the fuel/

‘10 air equivalence ratio, the burned gas fraction of the iii-cylinder unburned mixture,

and spark timing. The burned gas fraction depends on the amount of diluent

na- such as recycled exhaust gas (EGR) used for NOx emissions control, as well as

“Ed the residual gas fraction. Fuel properties will affect burned gas conditions; the

911- effect of normal variations in gasoline properties is modest, however. The effect of

ilu- variations in these parameters can be eXplained with the NO formation mecha-

the nism described above: changes in the time history of temperature and oxygen

ion concentration in the burned gases during the combustion process and. early part

der of the expansion stroke are the important factors.11
cut

en- EQUIVALENCE RATIO. Figure “-9 Shows the effect of variations in the fuel/air

the equivalence ratio on NO emissions. Maximum burned gas temperatures occur at
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Fueliair equivalence ratio
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Mimi-05 l . .
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c; ,/

7‘ 1000 - /
FIGURE “-9

0 14 16 Iii—- 20 Variation of exhaust N0 concentration with HF and
A fut-Unit equivalence ratio. Spark—ignition engine, 1600
F revlmin, m, = 50 percent, MBT timing.”

9’) m 1.1; however, at this equivalence ratio oxygen concentrations are low. As the

mixture is enriched, burned gas temperatures fall. As the mixture is leaned out,

increasing oxygen concentration initially olTsets the falling gas temperatures and

NO emissions peak at a as 0.9. Detailed predictions of NO concentratiOns in the

burned gases suggest that the concentration versus time histories under fuel-lean
conditions are different in character from those for fuel-rich conditions. In lean

mixtures NO concentrations freeze early in the expansion process and little NO

decomposition occurs. In rich mixtures, substantial NO decomposition occurs

from the peak concentrations present when the cylinder pressure is a maximum.

Thus in lean mixtures, gas conditions at the time of peak pressure are especially

significant?

BURNED GAS FRACTION. The unburned mixture in the cylinder contains fuel

vapor. air. and burned gases. The burned gases are residual gas from the previous

cycle and any exhaust gas recycled to the intake for NO; emissions control. The
residual gas fraction is influenced by load, valve timing (especially the extent of

valve overlap), and, to a lesser degree, by speed, airjfuel ratio, and compression
ratio as described in Sec. 6.4. The burned gases act as a diluent in the unburned

mixture; the absolute temperature reached after combustion varies inversely with

the burned gas mass fraction. Hence increasing the burned gas fraction reduces
NO emissions levels. However, it also reduces the combustion rate and, therefore,

makes stable combustion more difficult to achieve (see Secs. 9.3 and 9.4).

Figure 11-10 shows the effect of increasing the burned gas fraction by recy-

cling exhaust gases to the intake system just below the throttle plate. Substantial
reductions in NO concentrations are achieved with 15 to 25 percent EGR, which

is about the maximum amount of EGR the engine will tolerate under normal

part-throttle conditions. 01' course, increasing the EGR at fixed engine load and

speed increases the inlet manifold pressure, while fuel flow and air flow remain

approximately constant. ‘

. The primary effect of the burned gas diluent in the unburned mixture on the
E NO formation process is that it reduces flame temperatures by increasing the

  
  

-W“~"~:—v-axe-Hg“:-

‘*-.~r.«-+-....,,_.._.1., ~.-,...
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and FIGURE “-10

1500 Variation of exhaust NO coneentratioa with per-

cent recycled exhaust gas (EGR). Spark-ignition

engine, 1600 rev/’min, 11,, = 50 percent, MBT tim-

EGR, 3, ing.”

the

wt,

and

the

can
heat capacity of the cylinder charge, per unit mass of fuel. Figure 11-11 shows the

3.3" effect of different diluent gases added to the engine intake flow, in a single-

   

NO cylinder engine operated at constant speed, fuel flow, and air flow.” The data in
mm Fig. “-1 ]a show that equal volume percentages of the different diluents produce
Jm' diflcrent reductions in N0 emissions. The same data when plotted against diluent

ally heat capacity (diluent mass flow rate x specific heat, cp) collapse to a single

Fuel

0115

The 190

t of a?
ion 6 30
ned if

tith é 6"

ices : 40
)re, ,3

W 3 to
tial + Exhaust gas

Iich o 10 . ”W20 30 U 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 to
1131 Diluent in inlaid: mixture. % vol Dituent heat capacity ”I“?! J/K - 5
1nd in} an

aim
FIGURE 11-11

(a) Percentage reduction in mass NO emissions with various diluents. ((7) Correlation of NO reduction

the with diluent heat capacity. Spark-ignition engine operated at 1600 revlmin, constant brake load

the i [intake pressure ~05 aim], with MBT spark timing.”
i
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584 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

curve't A similiar study where the burned gas fraction in the unburned charge

was varied by changing the valve overlap, compression ratio, and EGR, separ-

ately, showed that, under more realistic engine operating conditions, it is the heat

capacity' of the total diluent mass in the in-cylinder mixture that is important.
Whether the diluent mass is changed by varying the valve overlap, EGR, or even

the compression ratio is not important.”

EXCESS AIR AND EGR. Because of the above, it is possible to correlate the influ-

ence of engine operating variables (such as air/fuel ratio, engine speed, and load)
and design variables (such as valve timing and compression ratio) on NO emis-

sions with two parameters which define the in-eylinder mixture composition: the
fuelfair equivalence ratio [often the air/fuel ratio is used instead] and the gas/fuel
ratio. The gas/fuel ratio (G/F} is given by

G _ total mass in cylinder _ g (I + x5 )l i x,

  
— 11.18

F fuel mass in cylinder F ( )

where xb is the burned gas fraction [Er]. (4.3)]. These together define the relative

proportions of fuel, air, and burned gases in the iii-cylinder mixture, and hence

12.5

IndicatedspecificNO;emissions,gka-h 2‘4

.nLn __.7.__,_
FIGURE “-12

Correlation between gasffuel ratio (GI’F) and indi-

cated specific NO, emissions at various airline!

ratios (Al/F] and volumetric ellieiencies (11,). Spark-

? V l ignition engine operated at 1400 rev/min with spark
10 14 18 22 timing retarded to give 035 of maximum brake

Gaslfuel ratio lorq uc. ‘5

 
 

1' Some of the scatter in Fig. 11-11 is due to the fact that the residual gas fraction is slightly different
[or each diluent.
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will correlate NO emissions.)L Figure ”-12 shows the correlation of specific NO 
 

ar e

pagr. emissions, from a four-cylinder engine, over a wide range of engine Operating
heat conditions with the airg'fuel ratio and gasffuel ratio. Lines of constant air/fuel

ant. ratio and volumetric efficiency are shown; the direction of increasing dilution

:ven with residual gas and EGR at constant air/fuel ratio is to the right. Excessive
dilution results in poor combustion quality. partial burning, and, eventually,

misfirc (See See. 9.4.3). Lowest NO emissions consistent with good fuel consump-

ifiu- lion (avoiding the use of rich mixtures) are obtained with a stoichiometric

sad) mixture, with as much dilution as the engine will tolerate without excessive dete-
mj5_ ' '_ rioration in combustion quality. 15
the 3’3 Comparisons between predictions made with the NO formation model

{fuel (described at the beginning of this section) and experimental data show good

agreement with normal amounts of dilution.” With extreme dilution, at NO

. _ levels of about 100 ppm or less, the NO formed within the flame reaction zone
1 _13) ’ cannoti apparently, be neglected. Within the flame, the concentrations of radicals

' such as O, OH, and H can be substantially in excess of equilibrium levels,

resulting in much higher formation rates within the flame than in the postflame

gases. It is believed that the mechanism [reactions (11.1) to (11.3)] and the forma-

_ tion rate equation (11.6) are valid. However, neglecting fiarne-front-iormed NO is
'3‘ '3: . no longer an appropriate assumption.”

ItiVe

:nce

_.. SPARK TIMING. Spark timing significantly affects NO emission levels. Advanc-
{5-5 ing the timing so that combustion occurs earlier in the cycle increases the peak

cylinder pressure [because more fuel is burned before TC and the peak pressure
moves closer to TC where the cylinder volume is smaller]; retarding the timing

I decreases the peak cylinder pressure (because more of the fuel burns after TC].

Higher peak cylinder pressures result in higher peak burned gas temperatures,

and hone-e higher NO formation rates. For lower peak cylinder pressures, lower

NO formation rates result. Figure 11-13 shows typicai NO emission data for a

spark-ignition engine as a function of spark timing. NO emission levels steadily
decrease as spark timing is retarded from MBT timing and moved closer to TC.

Since exact determination of MET timing is difficult [and not critical for fuel

consumption and power where the variation with timing around MBT is

'57" modest), there is always considerable uncertainty in NO emissions at MET
., timing. Often, therefore, an alternative reference timing is used, where spark is

g retarded from MBT timing to the point where toque is decreased by 1 or 2

3:; ii}- perccnt from the maximum value. Great care with spark timing is necessary to
ark- ‘ obtain accurate N0 emissions measurements under MET-timing Operating con-

" ditions.
aark
rake

erent 1‘ Spark timing also afl'ects NO emissions, as discussed next. The above discussion relates to engines

run with timing at MBT or with torque at a fixed percentage ofland close to] the maximum.
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FIGURE 11-13

Variation of exhaust NO concentration with spark

retard. 1600 rcw’min, r7“ = 50 percent; leftihand end

Spark tinting, deg BTC ofcurve corresponds to MBT timing for each AfF.‘ 3

 
40 20 0

11.2.4 N01 Formation in Compression-Ignition
Engines

The kinetic mechanisms for NO and NO; formation described in Secs. 11.2.1 and

11.2.2 and the assumptions made regarding equilibration of species in the

C—Or—H system apply to diesels as well as to spark-ignition engines. The criti-

cal difference. of course, is that injection of fuel into the cylinder occurs jest

before combustiori starts. and that nonuniform burned gas temperature and com-

position result from this nonuniform fuel distributiOn during combustion. The

fuel-air mixing and combustion processes are extremely complex. During the

“premixed "" or uncantrolled diesel combustion phase immediately following the

ignition delay, fuel-air mixture with a spread in composition about stoichiometric

burns due to spontaneous ignition and flame propagation. During the mixing

controlled combustion phase, the burning mixture is likely to be closer to stoi-

chiometrie (the flame structure is that of a turbulent, though unsteady, diffusiOn

flame). HOWever, throughout the combustion process mixing between already

burned gases, air, and lean and rich unburned fuel vapor—air mixture occurs,

changing the composition of any gas elements that burned at a particular equiva—
lence ratio. In addition to these composition (and hence temperature) changes

due to mixing, temperature changes due to compression and expansion occur as

the cylinder pressure rises and falls.

The discussion in Sec. 11.2.1 showed that the critical equivalence ratio for

NO formation in high-temperature high-pressure burned gases typical of engines

is close to stoiehiomctric. Figure 11-4 is relevant here: it shows the initial NO

formation rate in combustion products formed by burning a mixture of a typical

hydrocarbon fuel with air (initially at 700 K, at a constant pressure of 15 atm).
NO formatiOn rates are within a factor of 2 of the maximum. value for 0.85 S

a 4) ..<, 1.1.

i The critical time period is when burned gas temperatures are at a

. maximum: i.e., between the start of combustion and shortly after the occurrence
i of peak cylinder pressure. Mixture which burns early in the combustion process
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1 . Concentrations of soot, N0, and other combustion product species measured at outer edge of bowl—
one in-pislon combustion chamber (location 3) of quiescent DI diesel with rapid sampling valve. Cylinder
““3 gas pressure [1, mean temperature T, and local equivalence ratio .1. Shown. Bare=95 mm,

:lOi- stroke -—- 110 mm, rc = £4.65. Four-hole nozzle with hole diameter = 0.2 mm.”I
non

ady . . . . . . . . .
ms 15 cspeeially important Since it at compressed to a higher temperature, mcreasmg
iva: the NO formation rate, as combustion proceeds and cylinder pressure increases.
1gcs After the time of peak pressure, burned gas temperatures decrease as the cylinder
r as gases expand. The decreasing temperature due to expansion and due to mixing of

high-temperature gas with air or cooler burned gas freezes the NO chemistry.

for This second effect (which occurs only in the diesel) means that freezing occurs
Ines more rapidly in the diesel than in the spark-ignition engine, and much less
NO decomposition of the N0 occurs.
aical The above description is supported by the NO concentration data obtained
tm) from experiments where gas was sampled from within the cylinder of normally
5 (l operating diesel engines with special gas-sampling valves and analyzed. Figure

"’ 11—14 shows time histories of major species concentrations, through the com-

t a bustion process, determined with a rapid-acting sampling valve (1 ms open time)
we in a quiescent direct-injection diesel engine. Concentrations at difierent positions
eess in the combustion chamber were obtained; the sample valve location for the Fig.
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FIGURE “-6

Ratio of cylinder-average NO concentration at

given crank angle (determined from cylinder-
 

TC
_| 1 fl; 1 dumping experiments) to exhaust ND concen~

~20 — l0 0 IO 20 30 40 tration. DI diesel, equivalence ratio = 0.6,

Crank angle, deg. injection liming at 27° ETC.”

11-14 data is shown. Local NO concentrations rise from the residual gas value

following the start of combustion, to a peak at the point where the local burned

gas equivalence ratio changes from rich to lean (where the CO2 concentration

has its maximum value). As the local burned gas equivalence ratio becomes

leaner due to mixing with excess air, N0 concentrations decrease since formation

becomes much slower as dilution occurs. At the time of peak NO concentrations

within the bowl (15° ATC), most of the bowl region was filled with flame. The

total amount of NO within the cylinder of this type of direct-injection diesel

during the NO formation process has also been measured.” At a predetermined
time in one cycle, once steady-state warmed—up engine operation had been

achieved, the contents of the cylinder were dumped into an evacuated tank by

rapidly cutting open a diaphragm which had previously sealed off the tank

system. Figure 11-15 shows how the ratio of the average cylinder NO concentra-

tion divided by the exhaust concentration varies during the combustion process.

i' NO concentrations reach a maximum shortly after the time of peak pressure.
‘ There is a modest amount of NO decomposition. Variations in engine speed have

little effect on the shape of this curve. The 20 crank angle degrees after the start of

combustion is the critical time period.

Results from similar cylinder~dumping experiments where injection timing

and load (defined by the overall equivalence ratio) were varied also showed that

I, almost all of the N0 forms within the 20‘: following the start of combustion. As
l injection timing is retarded, so the combustion process is retarded; NO forma-

i tion occurs later, and concentrations are lower since peak temperatures are
i lower. The effect of the overall equivalence ratio on NO, concentrations is shown
' in Fig. 11-16. At high load, with higher peak pressures, and hence temperatures,

if » and larger regions of close-to-stoichiometric burned gas, NO levels increase. Both
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NO and NO, concentrations were measured; N02 is 10 to 20 percent of total

NOX. Though NO levels decrease with a decreasing overall equivalence ratio,

they do so much less rapidly than do sparkaigniticn engine NO emissions (see

i Fig. 11-9) due to the nonuniform fuel distribution in the diesel. Though the~"'-".-"LII..V:’i:::i:'-- _mat-eaw.miuev
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FIGURE “-16

0 Exhaust NO: and NO concentrations as a function
3“ at 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? of overall equivalence ratio or engine load. [)1

“'1'"' Equivalence ratio diesel, 1000 rev/min, injection timing at 27° ETC.”
ICED-

.ns

amount of fuei injected decreases proportionally as the overall equivalence ratio

is decreased, much of the fuel still burns close to stoichiometric. Thus NO emis-

alue sions should be roughly proportional to the mass of foot injected (provided
and burned gas pressures and temperatures do not change greatly).
mm Similar gas-sampling studies have been done with indirect-injection diesel

mes engines. Modeling studies suggest that most of the NO forms within the pre-
tion Chamber and is then transported into the main chamber where the reactions
ions freeze as rapid mixing with air occurs. However, the prechamber, except at light
The load, operates rich overall so some additional NO can form as the rich com-
esei bustion products are diluted through the stoichiometric composition.” Figure
ned it-l? shows local NO concentrations and equivalence ratios as a function of
men crank angle determined with a rapid-acting sampling valve at different locations

: by
ank

tra-

3655. 1400 Distance of sample valve tiom wall

ure. 2mm ____ 10 mm

lave 2000 —-— 15mm —---— 18.5mm

ft of a 1600
E

ling g 1200 E
that 5

. As 800 5?
ma— .5.
are 400 E

awn Ora?! i 1

tree, -10 .. - 30 40 50 ~5l TC ll] 20 30 40
toth Ignition Clfl-flk angle. deg Ignition Crank angle. deg
otal (a) (b)
“i0 FIGURE “-17 . .

’ (a) NO concentrations measured with rapid sampling valve and {b} calculated equrvalence ratios at
($66 different distances from the wall in swirl chamber of IDI diesel engine, as function or crank angle.
the Engine speed = 1000 revfmin, injection at 13° BTC. ignition at 5" ETC.“
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within the prechamber of a Comet swirl chamber [DI engine.“ The gas mixture
rapidly becomes stoichiometric or fuel-rich. Composition nonuniformities acress
the prechamber are substantial Peak NO concentrations, as expected, cone,

i spend approximately to locally stoichiometric regions. Because the mixture
' remains fuel—rich in the prechamber as the burned gases expand (after the timc of

peak pressure which occurs between I5 and 10° ATC), substantial NO decomposii
tion within the prcchamber can occur. However, by this time much of the gas
(and N0) in the prcchamber has been transferred to the main chamber where

freezing of the NO chemistry will occur. Cylinder~gas dumping experiments,
where both main chamber and prechamber gases were dumped and quenched,

. confirm this description. Cylinder average NO concentrations. determined by
5 rapidly opening a diaphram which separated the engine cylinder from an eVac-

uated tank at predetermined points in the cycle of an otherwise normally Oper-

ated TD! engine, rise rapidly once combustion starts, until the NO chemistry is
effectively frozen at about 15° ATC. Little net N0 decomposition occuns.22 Heat-
release-rate diagrams obtained from pressure data analysis for the same ID!

engine indicate that combustion is only about one-half complete at the time the
NO formation process ceases.

Diluents added to the intake air (such as recycled exhaust) are effective at

reducing the NO formation rate, and therefore N0), exhaust emissions. As with
spark-ignition engines, the effect is primarily one of reducing the burned gas tem-
perature for a given mass of fuel and oxygen burned. Figure ll—18 shows the
effect of dilution of the intake air with N2, C02, and exhaust gas on NO,

exhaust levels.23 The heat capacity of CO2 (per mole) at the temperatures rele-

vant to diesel combustion is about twice that of N1. That of exhaust gas is

slightly higher than that of N2. Therefore these data show that the effect is pri-
marily one of reduced burned gas temperatures. Note that the composition of the
exhaust gas of a diesel varies with load. At idle, there is little CO;1 and H20, and

the composition does not differ much from that of air. At high load the heat

.--hu.»’n:agw.u‘=&.—.;oa;atagqs."",:~.;im~;...'‘-'-‘ 
lr.-:'

FIGURE “-18

Effect of reduction in oxygen concentration by (M

ferent diiuents (exhaust gas, C02, N2) on NO,
emissions in D1 diesel. Bore: 140 mm.

stroke : 152 m, r‘ = 14.3. Speed : 1300 ICVX
' 21 20 19 18 l7 l6 min, fuel rate -—- 142 mini/stroke. injection timing

Oxygen concentration, vol 95 at 4° ETC:H
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FIGURE ll—l9

V5 at Correlation of NO: emissions index Elmo. for a wide range oioperating conditions with reciprocal of
With stoiohiornetric mixture flame temperature for: (a) DI engines; (b) IDI engines. Flame temperatures

tern- varied by addition of diHerenl dliuenls and oxygen.“’” Values of Elm: normalized with value at
, standard conditions.is the

NO,

relc- _ . . ‘
:35 is capaolty increases as the concentrations of C02 and H20 are substantially

.1, p“- higher. Similar studies in an indirect-injection engine Show comparable trends.
,f the Addition of diluents [exhaust gas (EGR) and nitrogen] reduce peak flame tem-

’ and peratures and N07, emissions; also, additiou of oxygen (which corresponds to a
heat reduction in diluent fraction) increases flame temperatures and therefore increases

NOJr emissions.M

Confirmation that NO forms in the close-to-stoichiometric burned gas

regions and the magnitude of the stoichiometrie burned gas temperature controls

NOx emissions is given by the following. Plee er aim” have shown that the

effects of changes in intake gas composition (with EGR. nitrogen, argon, and

oxygen addition) and temperature on NO: emissions can be correlated by

E

EINO = constant x exp — (11.19)
. n13.

Tfflcelvin) is the stoichiometric adiabatic flame temperature (evaluated at a suit-

ji'_ able reference point: fuel-air mixture at top-center pressure and. air temperature)

Dr dif— _1j and E is an overall activation energy. Figure 11-19 shows Elm. for a range of

am]: intake air compositions and temperatures, and two D1 and two IDI engines for
I TM .5_‘ several loads and speeds, normalized by the engine NO: level obtained for stan-
:iming dard air, plotted on a log scale against the reciprocal of the stoichiometric adia—
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orders of magnitude. There is, of course, some scatter since the model used is

_ overly simple, and load, speed, and other engine design and Operating parameters
affect the process. The overriding importance of the burned gas temperature

3 of close-towstoichiometric mixture is clear, however.

11.3 CARBON MONOXIDE

Carbon monoxide (CO) emissions from internal combustiOn engines are con"

trolled primarily by the fuel/air equivalence ratio. Figure ”-20 shows C0 levels
in the exhaust of a conventional spark-ignition engine for several different Fuel

compositions.“ When the data are plotted against the relative airffuel ratio or

the equivalence ratio, they are correlated by a single curve. For fuel-rich mixtures
CO concentrations in the exhaust increase steadily with increasing equivalence

ratio, as the amount of excess fuel increases. For fuel-lean mixtures, CO concen-

trations in the exhaust vary little with equivalence ratio and are of order 10”
mole fraction.

Since spark-ignition engines often operate close to stoichiometric at part
load and fuel rich at full. load (see Sec. 7.1), CO emissions are significant and must

be controlied. Diesels, however, always operate well on the lean side of stoichio-

metric; CO emissions from diesels are low enough to be unimportant, therefore,
and will not be discussed further.
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FIGURE ”-20

Variation of ST engine CO emissions with eleven fuels of different HfC ratio: la) with air/fuel ratio; (h)

with relative airfl'uel ratio 1.”
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d is The levels of CO observed in spark~ignition engine exhaust gases are lower

:ters than the maximum values measured within the combustion chamber, but'are

ture significantly higher than equilibrium values for the exhaust conditions. Thus the

processes which govern CO exhaust levels are kinetically controlled. In premixed
hydrocarbon-air flames, the CO concentration increases rapidly in the flame zone
to a maximum value, which is larger than the equilibrium value for adiabatic

combustion of the fuel-air mixture. CG formation is one of the principal reaction

:On- steps in the hydrocarbon combustion mechanism, which may be summarized by1

if“: an a R _. so3 a RCHO —+ ECO —+ co (11.20)ue

3 or where R stands for the hydrocarbon radical. The CO formed in the combustion
ures process via this path is then Oxidized to CO; at a slower rate. The principal CO
:nee oxidation reaction in hydrocarbon-air flames is

cen- C0 + OH = C0,, + H {11.21)
-J

O The rate constant for this reaction is1

part kg}, = 6.76 x 1010 exp i cmafgmol (11.22)
nust 1102

hio- It is generally assumed that in the postflame combustion products in a spark—
ore, ignition engine, at conditions close to peak cycle temperatures (2800 K) and pres-

sums (15 to 40 atm), the carbon-oxygen-hydrogen system is equilibrated. Thus
CO concentrations in the immediate postflame burned gases are close to equi-

librium. However, as the burned gases cool during the expansion and exhaust

strokes, depending on the temperature and cooling rate, the CO oxidation

process [reaction (11.21)] may not remain locally equilibrated.
Newhall carried out a series of kinetic calculations for an engine expansion

stroke assuming the burned gas at the time of peak cylinder pressure was uniform

and in equilibrium.” Of the reactions important to CO chemistry, only three-

body radical-recombination reactions such as

H+H+M=H2+M (11.23)

H+OH+M=HEO+M (11.24)

H+OZ+M=H02+M (11.25)

were found to be rate controlling. The bimolecular exchange reactions and the

C0 oxidation reaction (11.21) were sufficiently fast to be continuously equili-

brated. Only during the later stages of the expansion stroke was the CO concen-

tration predicted to depart from equilibrium, as shown in Fig. “-21. Using this

technique to predict average CO levels at the end of expansion over a range of

equivalence ratios (rich to lean), Newhall obtained a good match to experimental
data (see Fig. 11-22). The kinetically controlled aspects of the CO emissions
mechanism have thus been confirmed.

These calculations showed that a partial equilibrium amongst the bimolecu-

s;(h) lar exchange reactions occurred a posteriori. Analyses based explicitly on this

 
partial equilibrium assumption [which are coasiderably simpler) have been
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10' 
Carbonmonoxide,moleframion

FIGURE ll~2l

Results of kinetic calculations of CO con-

centrations during expansion stroke following
TC combustion in 51 engine; stoichiometric13

 
mixture.

carried out.”'30 The appropriate three-body atom and radical recombination

reactions [e.g.. (11.23) to (11.25)] were treated as the rate-limiting constraint on

the total number of particles or moles per unit volume of burnt gases, i.e.,

‘ - 1 dn 1 ,
E — ...: Rf—R” 11.26(V) a: .335 i) t J

V is the volume of the elemental system considered, :1 is the total number of

moles. RE“ and Rf are the forward and backward rates for reaction i, and it
represents the number of three-body recombination reactions included. All other

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

'——'l

1 \ 1 Experimental
. measurements

12 5%
\t '3 #fi Calculation,

._w......_-.W.-. Withrigvuer-{t-11..aux-.15.. ...1._.

.._.,._M..._._..-A.m.-.‘-:q._.vsg..-..,—. end of expansion

 
l0 ‘-

'AWWMi-Q’wh Carbonmonoxide,mole'3:
FIGURE 11-22

Predicted CO concentration at end of expansion

stroke, compared with measured exhaust Concentra-""‘""-"kv/-‘-U‘-I-.'V-.......... 4 _ A.-_t . tions, as function of air/fuel ratio. Equilibrium levels
3 l0 l2 14 16 Is at TC combustion and exhaust conditions also

Air/fuel ratio shown.“
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reactions were assumed to be equilibrated. The studies using this simplified
kinetic model have confirmed that at peak cylinder pressures and temperatures,

equilibration times for C0 are faster than times characteristic of changes in burnt
gas conditions due to compression or expansion. Thus the CO concentration
rapidly equilibratcs in the burnt gases just downstream of the reaction zone fol—
lowing combustion of the hydrocarbon fuel. However, it has already been

pointed out in Sec. 9.2.1 that the burnt gases are not uniform in temperature.
Also, the blowdown of cylinder pressure to the exhaust manifold level during the
exhaust process and the decrease in gas temperature that accompanies it occupies
a substantial portion of the cycle—about 60 crank angle degrees. Thus, the
temperaturc- and pressure-time profiles of parts of the charge at different loca-
tions throughout the cylinder differ, depending on when these parts of the charge

 
  

  
  

 
  ET; burn and when they exit the cylinder through the exhaust valve and enter the

mic exhaust manifold. .
The results of an idealized calculation which illustrate these effects are

shown in Fig. 11-23. The CO mole fractions in different elements or parts of the
. burnt gas mixture are plotted versus crank angle; xb is the fraction of the total

Fm" charge which had burned when each element shown burned; z is the mass frac-
' on tion which had left the cylinder at the time each element left the cylinder. The

partial equilibrium calculations show the burned gases are close to equilibrium
until about 60 crank angle degrees after top-center. During the exhaust blow-

"26l down process after the exhaust valve opens, gas which leaves the cylinder early

r of 3 x I0"‘[——”r—"—r—*1—“'——r—"
d k ~———- I. = 0.01

’Ib=0,05 ———Z=n-50
ther z __ 099

CO, -------- Equilibrium CO
10‘2

E
aJ:

%
E

0' FIGURE 11-23

U a CO concentrations in selected
'0 ' elements of Si engine cylinder

charge. which burn at different

times and which exit the cylinder

at difi'erent times. it, is mass frac-
tion burned when element

3 x 10-4 burned. z is fraction of gas which

.530” has already left cylinder during
ntra- exhaust process prior to element
evels leaving cylinder. Speed 23000
also (I 5 revfmin, r0 = 7, equivalence

Time. ms ratio r Lo}CI
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(z c l) cools more rapidly than gas which leaves late— [2 re 1). In these calcu.

lations, mixing between gas elements which burn at difi'erent times was neglected

It can be seen that a C0 gradient exists across the burned gases and that the CO

concentration in the exhaust gases is unlikely to be uniform. Experiments with

single-cylinder engines support these conclusions that CO is in equilibrium

during the combustion process but deviates from equilibrium late in the espan-
sion stroke (e.g., see Refs. 10 and 31).

Conclusions from these detailed studies are as follows. The measured

average exhaust CO concentrations for fuel-rich mixtures are close to equilibrium

concentrations in the burned gases during the expansion process. For close-to-

stoichiometric mixtures, the partial equilibrium CO predictions are in agreement

with measurements and are orders of magnitude above CO equilibrium concen_

trations correSponding to exhaust conditions. For fuel-lean mixtures, measured

CO emissions are substantially higher than predictions from any of the models

based on kinetically controlled hull: gas phenomena. One possible explanation of

this lean—mixture discrepancy is that only partial oxidation to CO may occur of

some of the unburned hydrocarbons emerging during expansiOn and exhaust

from crevices in the combustion chamber and from any oil layers or deposits on
the chamber walls.

While many questions about details of the CO oxidation mechanisms

remain, as a practical matter exhaust emissions are determined by the fuel/air
equivalence ratio. The degree of control achieved within the engine to date has

come from improving mixture uniformity and leaning-out the intake mixture. In

multicylinder engines, because CO increases rapidly as the inlet mixture becomes,

richer than stoichiometrie, cylinder-to-cylinder variations in equivalence ratio

about the mean value are important; nonuniform distribution can. significantly

increase average emissions. Thus improved cylinder-to-cylinder fuel/air ratio dis-

tribution has become essential. Also, because it is necessary to enrich the fuel-air

mixture when the engine is cold, CO emissions during engine warm-up are much

higher than emissions in the fully warmed-up state. Further, in transient engine

operation during acceleration and deceleration, control of fuel metering has had

to be improved. Additional reductions in CO beyond what can be achieved in the

engine are possible with exhaust treatment devices, which are reviewed in Sec.

11.6. Oxidation of CO in the exhaust system without use of special exhaust treat-

ment devices does not oeeur to any significant degree because the exhaust gas
temperature is too low (Fig. “~23 shows that the CO oxidation reactions effec—

tively freeze as the gas passes through the exhaust valve),

11.4 UNBURNED HYDROCARBON

EMISSIONS

11.4.] Background

Hydrocarbons, or more appropriately organic emissions, are the consequence of

incomplete combustion of the hydrocarbOn fuel. The level of unburned hydrocar-

bons (HQ) in the exhaust gases is generally specified in terms of the total hydro—
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calcu- TABLE I” . . . . . .
ected Hydrocarflm composrtion of spark—ignition engine exhaust
[c CO (by class
'- With Carbon, percent of tote! HC

:32: Paraflins Olefins Acetylene Aromatics
Without catalyst 33 27 8 32

sured With catalyst 57 15 2 26

irium

se-to-

‘ment carbon concentratiori expressed in parts per million carbon atoms (C 111‘ While

“”6“” total hydrocarbon emission is a useful measure of combustion inefficiency, it is

5““:‘1 not necessarily a significant index of pollutant emissions. Engine exhaust gases
‘Odds contain a wide variety of hydrocarbon compounds. Table 11.4 shows the average
ton of breakdown by class of the hydrocarbons in spark-ignition engine exhaust gases,
:1" or both with and without a catalytic converter, with gasoline fuel. Some of these
haust hydrocarbons are nearly inert physiologically and are virtually unreactive from
“5 0“ the standpoint of photochemical smog. Others are highly reactive in the smog-

. producing chemistry. (Some hydrocarbons are known carcinogens; see Sec.

msrns 11.5.2). Based on their potential for oxidant formation in the photochemical smog
!el/arr chemistry, hydrocarbon compounds are divided into nonreactive and reactive
c has categories. Table 11.5 shows one reactivity scale which has been used to estimate
rc' 1“ the overall reactivity of exhaust gas hydrocarbon mixtures. Other scales are used
0me” for the same purpose.M Scales that assign high values for reactivity to the olefins
”“10 (like Table 11.5), which react most rapidly in the photochemical smog reaction,

:antly probably best approximate smog-formation potential near the sources of hydro-
) d“? carbon pollution. The simplest scale, which divides the HC into two classes—
Bl'a" methane and nonmethane hydrocarbonsnprobably best approximates the end
mRCh result for all HC emissions. All hydrocarbons except methane react. given enough
”gm" time. More detailed breakdowns of the Composition of spark-ignition and diesel
; had engine exhaust I-IC are available in the 1iterature.33' 3’
n the Fuel composition can significantly influence the composition and magni-
' SCC‘ tudc of the organic emissions. Fuels containing high proportions of aromatics
great- and olefins produce relatively higher concentrations of reactive hydrocarbons.

tfigas However, many of the organic compounds found in the exhaust are not presents cc-

t This is because the standard detection instrument, a flame ionization detector (FID). is effectively a

carbon atom counter: e.g., one propane molecule generates three times the response generated by one

methane molecule. Some data in the literature are presented as ppm propane (C3), or ppm hexane

((3,): to convert 10 ppm C1 multiply by 3 or by 6. respectively. Older measurements of hydrocarbon

emissions were made with nondispersivc infrared (NDIR) detectors which had difierent sensitivities

'03 or for the different hydrocarbon compounds. For gasoline-fueled engines, HC emissions determined by
ocar- FID analyzers are about twice the ]evels determined by NDIR analyzers,“ though this scaling is not

'y‘dI'O- exact.
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‘I‘ABLE 11.5

Reactivity of classes of hydrocarbons

Hydrocarbons Relative reactivity-1-

C1—C4 parall'tns

Acetylene 0
Benzene

 
C4, and higher molecular weight

9 paraflins
' Monoaikyl benzcncs 2

Ortho— and para-dialkyl benzenes

Cyclic paratlins

Ethylene

Meta—dialkyl benzencs 5

Aldehydes

1—()lcfins [except ethylene)
Diolelins 10

Tri— and tetraalkyl benzcncs

Internally bonded olcfins 30

internally bonded olcfins with
substitution at the double bond 100

Cycloolefins

1Gencral Motors Reactivity Scale (0—100). Based on the N01 for-
mation rate for the hydrocarbon relative to the NU2 formation rate

for 2,.3-dimethyl-Z-benzenc.iH

in the fuel, indicating that significant pyrolysis and synthesis occur during the

combustion process.

Oxygenatcs are present in engine exhaust, and. are kHOWH to participate in

the formation of photochemical smog. Some oxygenates are also irritants and

odorants. The oxygenates are generally categorized as carbonyls, phenols, and

other noncarbonyls. The carbonyls of interest are low molecular weight alde—

hydes and aliphatic ketones. The volatile aldehydes are eye and respiratory tract

irritants. Formaldehyde is a major component (520 percent of total carbonyls).

Carbonyls account for about 10 percent of the HC emissions from diesel pas-

senger car engines, but only a few percent of spark-ignition engine HC emissions.

Phenols are odorants and irritants: levels are much lower than aldehyde levels.

Other nonnarbonyis include methanol, ethanol, nitromethanc, methyl formate.

Whether these are significant with conventional hydrocarbon fuels is unclear?5

Use of alcohol fuels increases oxygenatc emissions. Both methanol and aldehyde

emissions increase substantially above gasoline-fueled levels with methanol-fueled

spark-ignition engines.
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11.4.2 Flame Quenching and Oxidation

Fundamentals

Flame quenching or extinction occurs at the walls of engine combustion cham-

bers. The cool walls of the chamber act as a sink for heat and the active radical

species generated within the flame. Quenching of the flame occurs under several
different geometrical configurations: the flame may be propagating normal to,

parallel to, or at an angle to the wall; the flame may quench at the entrance to a
crevicefia thin volume with a narrow entrance to the combustion chamber such

as the region between the piston crown and the cylinder wall. When the flame

quenches, it leaves a layer or volume of unharmed mixture ahead of the flame.
(Whether this results in unburned hydrocarbon emissions depends on the extent
to which these quench region hydrocarbons can subsequently be oxidized.)

Flame-quenching processes are analyzed by relating the heat release within
the flame to the heat loss to the walls under conditions where quenching just

occurs. This ratio, a Peclet number (Fe), is approximately constant for any given

chmetrical configuration. The simplest configuration for study is the two-plate
quench process, where the minimum spacing between two parallel plates through
which a flame will propagate is determined. The Peclet number for this two-plate

configuration is given by:

S — S d
Peg = Pu LCE,[(T[ 7;] : flu !.Cg,[ 32 (1127)

1947} — "We: to

which is approximately constant over a wide range of conditions. ,0, SL, en. T,
and k are the density, laminar flame speed. specific heat at constant pressure, gas

temperature, and thermal conductivity. respectively, with the subscripts u and f
referring to unburned and flame conditions. rig; is the two-plate quench distance.
The Wall temperature and unburned gas temperature are assumed to be equal;

this assumption is also appropriate in the engine centext since there is ample
time during the compression stroke for a thermal boundary layer to build up to ag the
thickness of at least. the quench distance.

m; in Lavoic“ has developed empirical correlations for two-plate quench-
and distance data for propane-air mixtures: only limited data for liquid hydrocarbon
and fuels such as isooctaue are available. The data in the pressure range 3 to 40 atm

alde- are well fitted by
tract 0.2 6 min (I. rial}

nyls). Pa: = E (3) (11.28)d) 3
pas-

ions, where p is the pressure in atmospheres and d) is the fueliair equivalence ratio. The

:vels. two-plate quench distance d‘12 is then obtained from Eq. (11.27) and Prandtl
nate. number and viscosity relations for the flame conditions (see Sec. 4.8 or Ref. 36).
ar.35 Thus the minimum size crevice region into which a flame will propagate can be

hyde determined.

teled For the process of a flame front quenching on a single wall, there are many
possible geometries- The simplest is where the flame front is parallel to the wall
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and approaches it head on. The one—wall quench distance d“, defined as the
position of closest approach of the reaction zone to the wall, scales with flame

i properties in a similar way to the two-plate qUeneh distance. Thus, a One-wan
' Peclet number relation can be formed:

Pc1 = pig—‘i—Wfl 2: (11.29)
 

where the subscript n denotes properties evaluated at unburned gas conditions.

Using the wall temperature as representative of the unburned gas tem-

perature (because the thermal boundary-layer thickness is greater than typica]
quench distances), Lavoie showed that

d ‘ =¥=02 (11.30)
42 ‘52

is a reasonable fit to the single-wall quench data. Typical two—wall quench dis-

tances for spark-ignition engine conditions are 0.2 to 1 mm; these distances rep-
resent the minimum crevice size the flame will enter. Single-wall quench distances

are, therefore, in the range 0.04 to 0.2 mm.

While a fraction of the fuel hydrocarbons can escape the primary corn-

bustion process unburned or only partially reacted, oxidation of some of these

hydrocarbons can occur during the expansion and exhaust processes. Hydrocar-

bon oxidation rates have been determined in a number of different studies and

several different empirical correlations of the data in the form of overall reaction

rate equations hav: been prOposed. A reasonable fit to the esperimental data on

unburned HC burnup is the rate expression?‘5

dL’t—IC] —13,735 , - p 2d: = —-6.7 x 10” exp (——T— “Caro: E (11.31)
where [ ] denotes concentration in moles per cubic centimeter, SEHC and 3:02 are
the mole fractions of HC and 02, respectively, t is in seconds, T in kelvins, and

the density term (prT) has units of moles per cubic centimeter. The spread in

the data about this equation is substantial, however.

Studies of combustion of premixed fuel-air mixtures at high pressure in

closed vessels or bombs have been useful in identifying the mechanisms by which

hydrocarbons escape complete combustion. The residual unburned hydrocarbons

left in the bomb following a combustion experiment have been shown to come

primarily from crevices in the bomb walls. Unburned HC levels were proportiom

al to total crevice volume, and decreased to very low values (~10 ppm C) as all

the creVices were filiCd with solid material. Thus wall quench hydrocarbons

apparently diffuse into the burned gases and oxidize following the quenching

event.“ Analytical studies of the flame quenching process, and pcstquench diffu-

sion and oxidation with kinetic models of the hydrocarbon oxidation process, are

in agreement with these bomb data.” Flame quenching can be thought of as a
tWo-stage process. The first step is the extinction of the flame at a short distance

from the cold wall, determined by a balance between thermal conduction of heat
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; the from the hot reaction zone to the wall and heat released in the reaction zone by

lame the flame reactions. The second step is the postquench diffusion and oxidation

-wa][ occurring (in a time scale of one Or a few milliseconds after quenching. The diffu-

sion and oxidation process ultimately reduces the mass of wall quench hydrocar-

bons to several orders of magnitude below its value at the time of quenching.

1.29) Closed-vessel combustion experiments have also been used to show that oil
layers on the walls of the bomb cause an increase in residual unburned HC levels

[5. after combustion is complete. The additional HC that result in experiments with .

tem- oil films present are primarily (>95 percent) fuel molecules, and are directly pro-

pica! portional to the amount of oil placed on the walls of the reactor and the solu-
bility of the specific fuel in the oil. These results show that absorption of fuel in

the oil occurs prior to ignition. This dissolved fuel is then desorbed into the

1.30) burned gases well after combustion is complete. Thus fuel absorption into and
desorption from any oil layers is a potentially important engine HC‘ mecha-

dis~ nism.”

rep-

mes 11.4.3 HC Emissions from Spark-Ignition

30m Engines
:hese Unburncd hydrocarbon levels in the exhaust of a spark-ignition engine under

)Cflr- normal operating conditions are typically in the range 1000 to 3000 ppm (3,. This

and corresponds to between about 1 and 2% percent of the fuel flow into the engine;

:tiou the engine combustion efficiency is high. As indicated in Fig. 1L2, HC emissions

a on rise rapidly as the mixture becomes substantially richer than stoichiometric.

When combustion quality deteriorates, c.g., with very lean mixtures, HC emis-

sions can rise rapidly due to incomplete combustion or mistire in a fraction of the

1.31) engine's operating cycles. As outlined in Sec. 11.1, there are several mechanisms

that contribute to total HC emissions. Also, any HC escaping the primary com-

, are bustiOn process may oxidize in the expansion and exhaust processes. While a

and complete description of the HC emissions process cannot yet be given, there are

d in sufficient fundamental data available to indicate which mechanisms are likely to

be most important, and thus how major engine variables influence HC emission
c in levels.

hich Four possible HC emissions formation mechanisms for spark-ignition

30115 engines (where the fuel-air mixture is essentially premixed) have been proposed:

omc (1) flame quenching at the combustion chamber walls, leaving a layer of

:ion- unburned fuel—air mixture adjacent to the wall; (2) the filling of crevice volumes

.3 all with unburned mixture which, since the flame quenches at the crevice entrance,

sons escapes the primary combustion process; (3] absorption of fuel vapor into oil

hing layers on the cylinder wail during intake and compression, followed by desorp-

iffu- 7 tion of fuel vapor into the cylinder during expansion and exhaust; (4) incomplete

, are R combustion in a fraction of the engine‘s Operating cycles (either partial burning

as a or complete misfire), occurring when combustion quality is poor (cg, during

ance 1'; engine transients when A/F, EGR, and spark timing may not be adequately
heat controlled]. In addition, as deposits build up on the combustion chamber walls,
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FIGURE ”-24

Variation in HC concentration and HC mass flow rate at the exhaust Valve during the exhaust

process. 31 engine operating at 1200 revfmin and s5 = 1.2. unthmuled.”

HC emissions increase. Whether the deposits constitute an additional mechanism

or merely modify one of the above mechanisms is unclear.

All these processes (except misfire) result in unburned hydrocarbonsclose

to the combustion chamber walls, and not in the bulk of the cylinder gases. Thus,

the distribution of BC in the exhaust gases would not be expected to be uniform.

Experiments have been done to determine the unburned lIC concentration dis-

tribution in the exhaust port during the exhaust process to provide insight into
the details of the formation mechanisms. Gas concentrations were measured with

a rapidwacting sampling valve placed at the exhaust port exit. Figure 11~24 shows

results from these time-resolved HC concentration measurements. HC concentra-

tions vary significantly during the exhaust process. Gas which remains in the

exhaust port between exhaust pulses has a high HC concentration, so purging

techniques where air or nitrogen was bled into the exhaust port were used to

diSplace this high HC gas while the exhaust valve was closed. The high HC

concentration in the blowdown exhaust gases is clearly discernible, as is the rapid

rise in HQ concentration toward the end of the exhaust stroke. The cylinder-exit

HC concentrations were then multiplied by the instantaneous exhaust gas mass

flow rate to obtain the instantaneous HC mass emission rate from the cylinder

throughout the exhaust process, also shown in Fig. 11-24. The unburned HC are

exhausted in two peaks of approximately equal mass: the first of these coincides

with the exhaust blowdown mass flow pulse {which removes the majority of the

mass from the cylinder); the second occurs toward the end of the exhaust stroke

where HC concentrations are very high and the mass flow rate is relatively low.”

Other experiments have confirmed these observations.“ Clearly, mixing of
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unburned BC with the bulk cylinder gases occurs during expansion andfor the

exhaust blowdown process. Then, the final stages of piston motion during the
exhaust stroke push most of the remaining fraction of the cylinder mass with its

high HC concentration into the exhaust. This would be expected to leave a high
concentration of HC in the residual gas in the cylinder, Experiments conducted

in which the valve mechanism of a single-cylinder engine was arranged to disen—

gage during operation and trap residual gases in the cylinder confirm this. For
one set of typical engine operating conditions, approximately one-third of the

hydrocarbons left unburned in an engine combustion event Was retained in the
cylinder and recycled.“

FLAME QUENCHING AT THE WALLS. The existence of quench layers on the

cold combustion chamber walls of a spark-ignition engine Was shown photo-

graphically by Daniel.“ Photographs of the flame region immediately after flame
arrival at the wall through a window in the cylinder head showed a thin non-

radiating layer adjacent to the wall. The quench layer thicknesses measured were
in the range 0.05 to 0.4 mm (thinnest at high load), in rough agreement with

predictions based on experiments in combustion bombs. However, more recent haust

work in bombs and engines indicates that diffusion of hydrocarbons from the

quench layer into the burned gases and its subsequent oxidatiOn occur on a time
scale of a few milliseconds, at least with smooth clean combustion chamber walls.

nism The constantvvolume combustion bomb data which Suggested this conclusion

and the kinetic calculations which shpport this explanation of why quench layers

:lose are not significant with smooth clean walls have already been described in Sec.
‘hus, 11.4.2. The following evidence shows these conclusions are also valid in an

Drm. engine.

dis» A special rapid-acting poppet valve was used in a single-cylinder engine to
into sample the gases from a torus-shaped region, of height of order 0.25 mm and
with diameter about 6 mm, adjacent to the wall over a l-ms period. Sampling was

lOWS repeated every cycle to provide a steady stream of sampled gases for analysis.
itra- Figure 11-25 shows the variation in concentrations of HC Species through the

the combustion, expansion, and exhaust processes. The fuel was propane {Cg-ls). The
'ging fuel concentration drops rapidly to a low value when the flame arrives at the
d to valve; at the same time, intermediate hydrocarbon product concentrations rise

HC and then fall sharply to values below 1 ppm. Beginning at 60° ATC, all HC
flPid concentrations rise and vary somewhat during the remainder of the cycle in 3

exit way that depends strongly on engine operating conditions. The observed rapid
11385 rise in partial oxidation products immediately after flame arrival is consistent
nder with the flame quenching short of the wall. The presence of CHIO and CH3CHO

fare in significant quantities indicates that low-temperature oxidation processes are

:ides occurring. However, since all ”C product concentrations fall rapidly within 2 ms
“he of flame arrival to very low values, the unburned BC in the quench layer diffuse
roke into the bulk burned gases and oxidize. The increase in HC concentrations later

Wfl0 in the cycle results from the sampling of hydrocarbons from sources other than
E or quenchlayers.44
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Though quench layers on clean smooth combustion chamber walls are not

a significaztt source of unburned hydrocarbons, it has been shown that wall

surface finish does affect exhaust HC levels. Comparisons have been made

between the standard “ rough " as-cast cylinder head surfaces and the same cylin~

der heads when smoothed. The average exhaust HC concentration decreased by

103 ppm C, or 14 percent; the smoothed surface area was 32 percent of the total

combustion chamber surface area.“5 Buildup of deposits on the combustion
chamber surfaces also affect HC emission levels. as will be discussed later.

CREVICE HC MECHANISM. The crevices in the combustion chamber walls—

small volumes with narrow entrances—into which the flame is unable to pen-

etrate have been shovvn to be a major source of unburned HC. The largest of

these crevice regions is the volumes between the piston, piston rings, and cylinder

wall. Other crevice volumes in production engines are the threads around the

spark plug, the space around the plug center electrode, crevices around the intake

and exhaust valve heads, and the head gasket crevice. Table 8.1 shows the size

and relative importance of these crevice regions in one cylinder of a production

V-6 engine determined from measurements of cold-engine components. Total

crevice volume is a few percent of the clearance volume and the piston and ring

pack crevices are the dominant contributor.

The important crevice processes occurring during the engine cycle are the

following. As the cylinder pressure rises during compression, unburned mixture is

forced into the crevice regions. Since these volumes are thin they have a large

surfacefvolume ratio; the gas flowing into each crevice cools by heat transfer to

close to the wall temperature. During combustion, while the pressure continues

to rise, unburned mixture continues to flow into the crevice Volumes. When the
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flame arrives at each crevice, it can either propagate into the crevice and fully or

partially burn the fuel and air within the crevice or it can quench at the crevice
entrance. Whether the flame quenches depends on crevice entrance geometry, the

composition of the unburned mixture, and its thermodynamic state as described
in Sec. 11.4.2. After flame arrival and quenching, burned gases will flow into each

crevice until the cylinder pressure starts to decrease. Once the crevice gas pres-

sure is higher than the cylinder pressure, gas flows back from each crevice into

the cylinder.

The most important of these crevices, the volumes between the piston, pis-

 
Elected

Ustion ton rings, and cylinder wall, is shown schematically in Fig. 8—27. This crevice

angle consists of a series of volumes, connected by Plow restrictions such as the ring side

‘31:?“ clearancc and ring gap whose geometry changes as the ring moves up and down
Wig: in the ring groove sealing either at the top or bottom ring surface. The gas flow,
Engine pressure distribution, and ring motion are therefore coupled, and their behavior
3 kPa, during the compression and expansion strokes has already been discussed in Sec.

imins. 8.6. During compression and combustion, mass flows into the volumes in this

total crevice region. Once the cylinder pressure starts to decrease (after about 15°

ATC) gas flows out of the top of these crevice regions in Fig. 8-27 into the cylin-

der at Ion.r velocity adjacent to the cylinder Wall. The important result is that the

e not fraction of the total cylinder charge {:5 to 10 percent) trapped in these regions at

wall the time of peak cylinder pressure escapes the primary combustion process. Most

made of this gas flows back into the cylinder during the expansion process. Depending

53’1“!“ on spark plug location in relatiOn to the position of the top ring gap, well above

3d by St) percent of this gas can be unburned fuel-air mixture. Its potential contribution
total to unburned HC emissions is obvious.

stion There is substantial evidence to support the above description of crevice

HC phenomena and the piston ring crevice region in particular. VisualizatiOn

studies in a special engine have identified the spark plug crevice outflow, loww
1113' "" velocity gas expansion out. of the volume above the first ring after the time of

pen- peak pressure, and the jet-like flows through the top ring gap later in the expan‘
:st of sion process when the pressure difference across the ring changes sign.“ Gas
inder sampling from the volume above the top ring, using a rapid-acting sample valve

1 the mounted in the pistOn crown, has shown that the gas composition in this region

itake corresponds to unburned fuel-air mixture until flame arrival at the crevice
t Size entrance closest to the sampling valve location. Next, product gases enter the

ction crevice as the cylinder pressure continues to rise. Then, during expansion as gas
Total flows out of this region, the composition of the gas sampled reverts back toward

ring that of the unburned mixture which enters the crevice region earlier.“

Direct evidence that the piston and ring crevice regions are a major contrib-
e the utor to exhaust HC emissions comes from caperimeuts where the volume of this

no is crevice region was substantially changed. Wentworth” almost completely elimi-

lafgfi hated this crevice by moving the top piston ring as close to the crown of the

CI to piston as possible, and] sealing this ring at top and bottom in its groove with O
.nues rings. Tests of this sealed ring-orifice design in a production engine showed
1 the reductions of between 47 and 74 percent from baseline HC levels over a range of
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FIGURE ”-26

(a) Piston toprland crevice volume. (b) Effect of increasing top—land clearance on exhaust hydrocubon

emissions. Unthrottlcd spark—ignition engine, rc = 6, 385 rev/min, MP 2 l3, MET timing.“

speeds and loads. Haskell and Legate,49 in experiments in a single-Cylinder CPR

engine, steadily increased the piston top-land clearance (see Fig. Ii—26n) and mea-

sured the effect on exhaust HC emissions. Figure 11*26b shows the results: HC

emissions increase as the top-land clearance increases until. the clearance equals

about 0.18 mm, when emissions drop to the zero clearance level. This clearance

(0.18 mm) is close to the two-plate quench distance estimated from Eq. (11.27).

For piston top-land clearances above this value, the flame can enter the creviCC

and burn up much of the crevice HQ.

The relative importance of the different crevices in the combustion chamber

walls has been examined by using the cylinder head and piston of a four-cylinder

production engine to form two constant-volume reactors or combustion

bombs.50 The cylinder head was sealed with a steel plate across the head gasket

plane to make one reactor; the piston and ring pack and cylinder wall, again

sealed with a plate at the head gasket plane, formed the second reactor. Each

reactor was filled with a propane-air mixture and. combustion initiated with a

spark discharge across a spark plug; following combustion the burned gases were

exhausted, sampled, and analyzed. The crevices were sequentially filled with

epoxy or viton rubber, and after filling each crevice, the exhaust HC emission

level determined. it was found that the ring pack crevices produced approx—

imately 80 percent of the total scaled HC emissions, the head gasket crevice

about 13 percent, and the spark plug threads 5 percent. All other HC sources in

these reactors produced less than 2 percent of the total HC. While these numbers

cannot be applied directly to an operating engine (the crevice filling and empty-

ing rates in the bomb experiments are substantially different from these rates in

an engine), they do underline the importance of the ring pack crevice region.

Blowby is the gas that flows from the combustion chamber, past the piston

and into the crankcase. It is forced through any leakage paths afforded by the
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Production pistons

10m and rings

.4m D

ExhaustHC.pprnC1 m8

250 FIGURE 11-27

Eflect of increasing crankcase blowby on exhaust

hydrocarbon emissions. Production pistons and

  00 0,05 0.1 0.15 0.2 rings. SI engine at 1200 restfmin, intake manifold
Blowby flow, dm3/s pressure 0.6 arm, MP 2 14.2.“

arbor:

piston-bore-ring assembly in response to combustion chamber pressure. Blowby
CF R of gases treat the cylinder to the crankcase removes gas from this crevice region
nea~ and thereby prevents some of the crevice gases from returning to the cylinder.

HC Crankcase blowby gases used to be vented directly to the atmosphere and consti-

luals rated a significant source of HC emissions. The crankcase is new Vented to the
ance engine intake system, the blowby gases are recycled, and this source of HC emis-

..27). sions is now fully controlled. Blowby at. a given speed and load is controlled
:vice primarily by the greatest flow resistance in the flow path between the cylinder

and the crankcase. This is the smallest of the compression ring ring-gap areas.

nber Figure 8—30 shows how blowby increases linearly with the smallest gap are-a.
nder Figure 11-2'? shows how exhaust HC levels decrease as blowby increases and
dim more crevice HC flows to the crankcase. Crankeasc blowby gases represent a

isket direct performance loss. They are a smaller efficiency loss because crankcase

.gain gases are now recycled to the engine intake system.
Each The location of the ring gap in relation to the spark plug also affects HC

th at emission levels. Experiments have shown that HC emissions are highest when the

were top ring gap is farthest from the Spark plug; the gas flowing into the crevice
with directly above the gap is then unburned mixture for the longest possible time.
:sion With the top ring gap closest to the spark plug, HC exhaust levels are lowest
so» because burned gas reaches the gap location at the earliest time in the com~

:vice bustion process. The difference, highest to lowest, was between 9 and 42 percent

as in of the average level for any set of operating conditions. and in most cases was

here above 20 percent.“

-.ptyo The fate of these crevice HC when they flow back into the cylinder during
:3 in expansion and exhaust is not well understood. Both jet-like flows (e.g., that from

the ring gap) and low-velocity creeping flows (e.g., that from the piston top-land
ston crevice) have been observed [see Fig. 8-29). While the former could mix rapidly
' the with the high-temperature bulk burned gases, the latter will enter the cool gases
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TABLE [1.6

Amount of gas flowing into and out of crevice regions‘l‘

% mass ppm C 

Total gas in all crevice regions 8.2

Total gas back to combustion chamber 7.0

Unhurned back to combustion chamber 3.7—7.0I 5000-9400

Unburned to blowby 0.5—1.2:

Total unburned escaping primary combustion 4.2—3.2:

T For V-6 engine operating at 2000 rcw‘min and wide-open throttle.
1 Depends on spark plug and ring gap location.

in the cylinder wall boundary layer and mix and (probably) burn much more

slowly. Hydrocarbon transport and oxidation processes are discussed more fully
below.

Table 11.6 presents a summary of estimates of the total mags of gas and

mass of unburned mixture in the piston, ring, and cylinder wall crevice region for

a typical spark—ignition engine.“ When compared to exhaust HC‘. levels, it is

clear that these crevices are a major source of unburned hydrocarbons.

ABSORPTION AND DESORPTION IN ENGINE OIL. The presence of Inbricatiug
oil in the fuel or on the walls of the combustion chamber is knoWn to result in an

increase in exhaust hydrocarbon levels. In experiments where exhaust HC con-

centrations rose irregularly with time, with engine operating conditions nomin-

ally eonstant. it was shown that oil was present on the piston top during these
high emission periods. When engine oil was added to the fuel, HC emissions

increased, the amount of additional HC in the exhaust increasing with the

increasing amount of oil added. The increase in exhaust HC was primarily unre-

acted fuel {isooetane} and not oil or oil-derived compounds.“ The increase in

HC can be substantial: exhaust HC levels from a clean engine can double or

triple when operated on a fuel containing 5 percent lubricating oil over a period

of order 10 minutes. (With deposits from leaded-fuel operation present on the

combustion chamber walls, however, a much smaller increase in exhaust HC was

observed.) It has been proposed that fuel vapor absorption into and desorption

from oil layers on the walls of the combustion chamber could explain these phe-
non-icon.M

The absorption and desorption mechanism would work as follows. The fuel

vapor concentration within the cylinder is close to the inlet manifold concentra-

tion during intake and compression. Thus, for about One crankshaft revolution,

any oil film on the walls will absorb fuel vapor. During the latter part of corn-

pression, the fuel vapor pressure is increasing so, by Henry‘s law, absorption will

continue even if the oil was saturated during intake. During combustion the fuel

vapor concentration in the bulk gases goes essentially to zero so the absorbed

fuel vapor will desorb from the liquid oil film into the gaseous combustion pro

ducts. Desorption could continue throughout the expansion and exhaust strokes.
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Some of the desorbed fuel vapor will mix with the high-temperature cdmbustion

products and oxidize. However, desorbed vapor that remains in the cool bound-
ary layer or mixes with the cooler bulk gases late in the cycle may escape full
oxidation and contribute to unburned HC emissions.

Experiments, where measured amounts of oil were placed on the piston

crown, confirm that oil layers on the combustion chamber surface increase

exhaust HC emiSSions. The exhaust HC levels increased in proportion to the

amount of oil added when the engine was fueled with isooctane. Addition of

0.6 cm3 of oil produced an increase of 1000 ppm C in exhaust HC concentration.

Fuel and fuel oxidation species, not oil oxidation products, Were responsible for

most of this increase. Similar experiments performed with propane fuel showed
no increase in exhaust HC emissions when oil was added to the cylinder. The

increase in exhaust HC is proportional to the solubility of the fuel in the oil. The

   more

fully exhaust HC levels decreased steadily back to the normal engine HC level before
oil addition, over a period of several minutes. At higher coolant temperatures, the

-, and increase in HC on oil addition is less, and HC concentrations decreased back to
m for the normal level more quickly. Increasing oil temperature would decrease vis-
it is cosity, inereasing the rate of drainage into the sump. It also changes the solubility

and diffusion rate of the fuel in the oil.“

At the outer surface of the oil layer, the concentratiun of fuel vapor dis-

ating solved in the oil is given by Henry’s law for dilute solutions in equilibrium:
In an

con- if z a; (ll-32)
Imin-

these where if is the mole fraction of fuel vapor in the oil, pf is the partial pressure of
signs fuel vapor in the gas, and H is Henry‘s constant, If the oil layer is sufficiently thin,
1 the and hence diffusion sufficiently rapid, Eq. [1132) can be used to estimate the mole
unre- fraction of the fuel dissolved in the oil. Since pf = nf.,§T/V (where nfic is the
se in number of moles of fuel in the cylinder, T is the temperature, and V the cylinder

13 of volume] and x, = rim/(rim + no) = nLJno for n, b n” (where n”, is the number
afield of moles of fuel dissolved in the oil and n, is the number of moles of oil)?3 then

1 the n R'T

I was :ja = j“, (ll-33)
ption ,-, '

phe- I; Diffusion is sufficiently rapid for Eq. (11.33] to be valid if the diffusion time eon-
: slant Ta is much less than characteristic engine times: i.e.,

3 fuel (51 _;
ntra- Tu W “‘5 "S N
ition, .9.

eom- if; where 6 is the oil layer thickness, D is the diffusion coefficient for fuel vapor in the
I will f- oil, and N is engine speed. I) for a hydrocarbon through a motor oil is of order
3 fuel [0‘5 cmzf’s at 300 K and of order 10—5 cmlfs at 400 K. Oil film thicknesses on
irbed I; the cylinder wall vary during the operating Cycle between about 1 and

pro- 10 um.“-“ Thus diffusion times for engine conditions are 10'1 to 10'3 s; for
okes. j}.- the thinnest oil layers approximate equilibration would be achieved. A theoretical
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Correlation between exhaust hydrocarbon emissions and oil consumption rate. Production piston

i' ' rings and sealed ringiorifice ring designs. 31 engine at 1500 revf'min, imep = 1:122 kPa, equivalenCe

ratio a 0.9, r: = 8.0. intake pressure == 54 kPa, MBT spark timing.”

study of this problem—the one-dimensional cyclic absorption and desorption of

a dilute amount of gas in a thin (constant thickness) isothermal liquid layer where

diffusion effects are important—has been carried out. It suggests that oil layers

on the cylinder wall could be a significant contributor to HC emission levels.”

Correlations between engine oil consumption and exhaust HC emissions

provide a perspective on the relative importance of oil absorption/desorption and

crevice mechanisms. Wentworth measured oil consumption and HC. emissions in

a spark-ignition engine for a range of piston ring designs.” Some of these designs

were of the scaled ring—orifice type which effectively eliminates all the crevices

between the piston, piston rings, and cylinder, and prevents any significant gas

flow into or out of the ring region. HC emissions increase with increasing oil

consumption for both production ring designs and the sealed ring-orifice designs,

as shown in Fig. ll—28. Extrapolation to zero oil consumption from normal con-

sumption levels shows a reduction in exhaust HC levels, but this decrease is

significantly less than the difference in emission levels between the production

and the sealed ringiorifice designs which effectively remove the major crevice

region. The production piston used had a chamfered top land. The HC emissions

for a normal piston tap-land design would probably be higher.

POOR COMBUSTION QUALITY. Flame extinction in the bulk gas, before all of

the flame front reaches the wall, is a source of HC emissions under certain engine
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operating conditions. As the cylinder pressure falls during the eitpansion stroke,

the temperature of the unburned mixture ahead ot‘the flame decreases. This slows

the burning rate [the laminar flame speed decreases so the burning rate in Eq.

(9.52) decreases]. [f the pressure and temperature fall too rapidly, the flame can

be extinguished. This type of bulk quench has been observed in sparkeignition

engines; it results in very high HC concentrations for that particular cycle.

Engine conditions where bulk quenching is most likely to occur are at idle and

light load where engine speed is low and the residual gas fraction is high, with

 
ring

high dilution with excessive EGR or overly lean mixtures, and with substantially

retarded combustion. Even if steady-state engine calibrations of A/F, EGR, and

span-(aiming are such that built quenching does not occur, under transient engine

is operation these variables may not be appropriately set to avoid bulk quenching

in some engine cycles due to the different dynamic characteristics of the engine

subsystems which control these variables.

On ring . The existence of zones of stable and unstable engine operation with lean or
dilute mixtures has already been discussed [see Sec. 9.4.3), Detailed engine com-

bustion studies have shown that, as mixture composition becomes more dilute

(6.13., by increasing EGR) and unburned gas temperature and pressure during

combustion become lower, combustion quality (or variability) and engine stabil-

ity deterimate. The standard deviation in a parameter such as indicated mean

piston effective pressure (which depends for its magnitude on the proper timing of the

“1°“: start of combustion and on the duration of the combustion process) increases due

first to an increase in the number of slower burning cycles, then as couditions

worsen to the occurrence of partial burning cycles, and finally to some misfiring

on of cycles. Figure 9-36 showed how unburned hydrocarbon emissions from a spark-

vhere ignition engine rise as the EGR rate is increased at constant load and Speed, and

.ayers combustion quality [defined by the ratio of standard deviation in imep to the

Tm aVerage imep) deteriorates. Initially the increase in HC is modest and is caused
:sions by changes in the other HC emission mechanisms described above. However,

n and when partial burning cycles are detected, HC emissions rise more rapidly due to

ms in incomplete combustion of the fuel in the cylinder in these cycles. When misfiring

:signs cycles—no combustion —occur the rise in HQ becomes more rapid still.

:vices The relative importance of bulk gas quenching in a fraction of the engine's

it gas operating cycles due to inadequate combustion quality as a source of HC, comv

tg oil pared with the other sources described in this section, has yet to be established.

signs, HOWever, one obvious technique for reducing its importance, burning the

.con— mixture faster so that combustion is completed before conditions conducive to

iSB is slow and partial burning exist in the cylinder, does reduce engine exhaust HC

tction emissions. Figure 11-29 shows a comparison of HC emissions from a moderate

:evicc burn rate engine with HC emissions with a faster burn rate [i.e., with improved

:sions combustion quality—lower coefficient of variation in imep, COVmP, Eq. (9.50)],
achieved by the use of two spark plugs instead of one.” The exhaust measure-

ments show lower HC? emissions when significant amounts of EGR are used for

all of NO, control for the faster, and hence less variable, combustion process. Such

ngine evidence suggests that occasional partial burning cycles may occur, even under

n
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Effect of increasing burn rate on tolerance to recycled exhaust gas tEGR} and HC and N0,r emissions

levels. COVWF defined by Eq. (9.50]. SI engine at 1400 rev/min. 324 kPa imep. equivalence
ratio = 1.0, MET liming.”

conditions where combustion appears to be “ normal,“ and that this mechanism

is important in practice.

EFFECT OF DEPOSITS. Deposit buildup on the combustion chamber walls

(which occurs in vehicles over several thousands of miles) is known to increase
unburned HC emissions. With leaded gasoline operation, the increase in HC

emissions varies between about 7 and 20 percent. The removal of the deposits

results typically in a reduction in HC emissions to close to clean engine levels.

With unleaded gasoline, while the deposit composition is completely ditferent
{carbonaceous rather than lead oxide), the increase in HC emissions with accu—

mulated mileage is comparable- Soft sooty deposits, such as those which accumu-

late after running the engine on a rich mixture, also cause an increase in HC

emissions. Again, when the deposits were removed the emission rate fell about 25

percent to the original level.” Studies with simulated deposits (pieces of metal—
foam sheet 0.6 mm thick.) attached to the cylinder head and piston also showed

increases in HE! emissions. The increase varied between about 10 and

100 ppm C/‘crri2 of simulated deposit area. The effect for a given area of deposit
varied with deposit location. Locations close to the exhaust valve, where the flow

direction during the exhaust process would be expected to be directly into the

exhaust port, showed the highest increase in emissions.45
It is believed that absorption and desorption of hydrocarbons by theSe

surface deposits is the mechanism that leads to an increase in emissions. Deposits

can also build up in the piston ring crevice regions. A reduction in volume of

these crevice regions would decrease HC emissions (and such a decrease has been

observed). However, changes in piston-cylinder wall clearance due to deposits

can affect the flame-quenching process and could increase emissions.”

HYDROCARBON TRANSPORT MECHANISMS. All of the above mechanisms

(except misfire) result in high hydrocarbon concentrations adjacent to the comp
bustion chamber walls. While any jet-type flows out of crevices during the expan—
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:cu- step and exhaust strokes can transport unburned HC into the bulk gases, most of

nu- the HC will remain near the wall. Two mechanisms by which gas near the cylin-

HC der wall exits the cylinder have been demonstrated. One is entrainment in the

i 25 vigorous gas flow out of the cylinder which occurs during the exhaust blowdown
:tal- process. The other is the vortex generated in the piston crown—cylinder wall

wed corner during the exhaust stroke.

and Figure 11-30 illustrates these fiow processes. In Fig. ll-30n the engine cylin-

osit dcr is shown as the exhaust valve opens during the blowdown process. At this

low time the unburned HC’ from the ring crevice regions, laid along the wall during

the expansion [and possibly HC from the oil film on the cylinder wall), is expanding

into the Cylinder as the cylinder pressure falls. Some of this material will be
rese entrained by the bulk gases in the rapid motion which. occurs during exhaust

)SltS blowdown {see Sec. 6.5). The rapid thinning of the thermal boundary-layer

e of regions on the combustion chamber walls during blowdowrt, which would result
teen from entrainment of the denser hydrocarbon-containing gas adjacent to the wall,
>sits has been observed in schlieren movies taken in a transparent ttngirtefl‘ii This

process, plus entrainment of any HC from the Spark plug and head gasket crev-
ices, would contribute to unburned HQ in the blowdown gases which contain

sms about half the total HC emissions {see Fig. ll—24J. During the exhaust stroke this

om- bulk gas entrainment process will continue, exhausting additional unburned HC,
tam as shown in Fig. ll-30b.

a..1;
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The second mechanism starts at the beginning of the exhaust stroke in the

piston crownwcylinder wall corner. The piston motion during the exhaust 'strolce

scrapes the boundary-layer gases oil" the cylinder wall (which contain the remain.

der of the piston and ring crevice hydrocarbons), rolls them up into a vortex, and

pushes them toward the top of the cylinder. This piston crown—cylinder wall

corner flow is discussed in Sec. 8.7, and has been observed in transparent engines.

as well as in water-flow engine analog studies. At the end of the exhaust stroke,
the height of this vortex is comparable to the engine clearance height. As shown

in Fig. 11-30c, a recirculation flow is likely to build up in the upper corner of the

cylinder away from the exhaust valve. causing the vortex to detach from the wall

and partly sweep out of the cylinder. In the corner nearest the valve, the flow is

deflected around the valve, also tending to pull part of the vortex out of the

chamber. In this way it is possible for a large part of the vortex, which now

contains a substantial fraction of the unburned HC originally located adjacent to

the cylinder wall, to leave the cylinder at the end of the exhaust stroke. This

vortex flow is thought to be the mechanism that leads to the high HC concentra-

tions measured at the end of the exhaust process. which contributes the other half

of the exhausted HC mass (see Fig. 11—24), and to be responsible for the HC

concentrations measured in the residual gases being much higher than average

exhaust HC levels."2 This study showed that at close to wide-open-throttle con-

ditions, only about two-thirds of the HC which fail to oxidize inside the cylinder

were exhausted, though 95 percent of the gas within the cylinder flows out

through the exhaust valve. The residual gas HC concentration was ahOut 11

times the average exhaust level, At part-throttle conditions, where the residual

gas fraction is higher, it has been estimated that only about half of the unreactcd

HC in the cylinder will enter the exhaust.61

 

HYDROCARBON OXIDATION. Unburned hydrocarbons which escape the

primary engine combustion process by the mechanisms described above must

then survive the expansion and exhaust process without oxidizing if they are to

appear in the exhaust. Since the formation mechanisms produce unburned HC at

temperatures close to the wall temperature, mixing with bulk burned gas must

take place first to raise the HC temperature to the point where reaction can

occur. The sequence of processes which links the source mechanisms to hydrocar-

bons at the exhaust exit is illustrated in Fig. 11-31; it involves mixing and oxida-

tion in both the cylinder and the exhaust system.
There is considerable evidence that substantial oxidation does occur. The

oxidation of unburned l-IC in the quench layers formed on the combustion

chamber walls on a time scale of order 1 ms after the flame is extinguished has

already been discussed. Because the quench layers are thin, diffusion of HC into

the bulk burned gas is rapid. Because the burned gases are still at a high tem-

perature, oxidation then occurs quickly. Measurements of in-cylinder HC con-

centrations by gas sampling prior to exhaust valve opening show levels about 1.5

to 2 times the average exhaust lev'el.““""’3 The exhaust unburned HC are a

mixture of fuel hydrocarbon compounds and pyrolysis and partial oxidation pro-
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.cted ducts. While the relative proportion of fuel compared to reaction product hydro—
carbon cijmpounds varies substantially with engine operating conditions, an

average value for passenger car vehicle exhausts is that fuel compounds comprise
the 40 percent of the total HC. Though partially reacted HC are produced in the-

flum flame-quenching process, these are closest to the high-temperature burned gases
:e to and are likely to mix and burn rapidly. That such a large fraction of the exhaust
C at HC‘ arc reaction products indicates that substantial postformation HC reactiOns
must are occurring. There is direct evidence that HC oxidation in the exhaust system
can occurs.“ Since in-cylinder gas temperatures are higher, it is likely that mixing of

)car- unburned HC with the bulk cylinder gases limits the amount of oxidation rather
“‘13" than the reaction kinetics directly.

Overall empirically based expressions for the rate of oxidation of hydrocar-
The bons of the form of Eq. (11.31) have been developed and used to examine in-

short cylinder and exhaust burnup. A characteristic time cm; for this burnup process
[has can be defined:
into

tem- _1___ .2 l d[HC] (”'34)
con— rm. [HC] dt
it 1.5

are 3 Using an expression similar to Eq. [11.31) for d[HC]/dt, Weiss and Keck"3 have

pro« shown that any HC. mixing with the burned gases in the cylinder prior to exhaust
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blowdown will oxidize. The in—cylinder gas temperature prior to blowdown gen-

crally exceeds [250 K; the characteristic reaction time rm: is then less than 1 mg
During blowdown the temperature falls rapidly to values typically less than
1000 K; Tue is then greater than about 50 ms. An experimental study of HC
exiting from a simulated crevice volume has shown that complete HC oxidation

only occurs when the cylinder gas temperature is above 1400 K.65.Thus a large
fraction of the HC leaving crevice regions or oil layers during the exhaust process

can be expected to survive with little further oxidation. Gas-sampling data show

little decrease in in-cylinder l-IC concentrations during the exhaust stroke, thus

supporting this conclusiort."“‘63 Overall, probably about half of the unburned
HC formed by the source mechanisms described above will oxidize within the-
engine cylinder (the exact amount cannot yet be predicted with any accuracy; it
is likely to depend on engine design and operating conditions“).

As shown schematically in Fig. “-31, oxidation of HC in the exhaust

system can occur. Often this is enhanced by air addition into the port region to
ensure that adequate oxygen for burnup is available. However, since the gas tem-
perature steadily decreases as the exhaust gases flow through the exhaust port
and manifold, the potential for HC burnup rapidly diminishes. To oxidize the

hydrocarbons in the gas phase, a residence time of order 50 ms or longer at
temperatures in excess of 6000C are required. To oxidize carbon monoxide tem-
peratures in excess of 700°C are required. Average exhaust gas temperatures at
the cylinder exit (at the exhaust valve plane) are about 800°C; average gas tem-

peratures at the exhaust port exit are about 600°C? Figure 6—21 shows an
example of the measured cylinder pressure, measured gas temperature at the
exhaust port exit, and estimated mass flow rate into the port and gas temperature

in the cylinder, during the exhaust process at a part-throttle operating condition.
Port residence time and gas temperatures vary significantly through the process.

Precise values of these variables obviously depend on engine operating condi-

tions. It is apparent that only in the exhaust port and upstream end of the mani-

fold can any significant gas-phase HC oxidation occur.

The importance of exhaust gas temperature to exhaust system emissions

burnup is illustrated by the results shown in Fig. 11-32.“6 The exhaust system of
a four-cylinder engine was modified by installing a section of heated and insu~

lated pipe to maintain the exhaust gas temperature constant in the absence of
any HC or CO burnup. The exhaust temperature entering this test section was
varied by adjusting the engine operating conditions. The figure shows CO and
HC concentrations as functions of residence time in the exhauat test section (or

effectively as a function of distance from the engine). '1}, is the entering gas tem-

perature. The exhaust composition was fuel lean with 3 percent 02 in the burned

 

 

TNote that there is a significant variation in the temperature of the exhaust gases throughout the
exhaust process. The gas exhausted first is about 100 K hotter than the gas exhausted at the end of
the process (see Sec. 6.5).
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aust

n to

tem- gas stream. HC oxidation starts immediately (for T 2 600°C). the rate of oxida-

port tion increasing rapidly with increasing temperature. Under fuel-lean Conditions,
; the incomplete HC oxidation can result in an increase in CO levels. CO oxidation

5 at commences later, when the gas temperature rises above the entering value due to

rem- heat released by the already occurring HC oxidation. The further heat released

:5, at by C0 oxidation accelerates the C0 burnup process. These data underline the

tem- importance of the exhaust port heat-transfer and mixing processes. Both mixing

5 an between the hotter blowdovm gases (with their lower HC concentration) and the

_- the cooler endwof—exhaust gases (with their higher HC concentration) and mixing

mm: between burned exhaust gas and secondary air are important.

tion. Engine experiments where the exhaust gas reactions were quenched by

Iccss. timed injection of cold carbon dioxide at selected locations within the exhaust

mdi- port have shown that significant reductions in RC concentration in the port can

Jani— occur. Parallel modeling studies of the HC burnup process (based on instantane-

ous mass flow rate, estimated exhaust gas temperature, and an overall hydrocar-
sions bon reaction—rate expression), which predicted closely comparable magnitudes

in of and trends, indicated that gas temperature and port residence time are the critical

insu- Variables. The percent of unburned HC exiting the cylinder which reacted in the

at of exhaust system (with most of the reaction occurring in the port) varied between a

was few and 40 percent. Engine operating conditions that gave highest exhaust tem-

and peraturcs (stoichiometric operation, higher speeds, retarded spark timing, lower

[1 (or compression ratio) and longest residence times (lighter load) gave relatively
tem— ' higher percent reductions. Air injection at the exhaust valve-stem base, phased to

wood coincide with the exhaust process, showed that for stoichiometric and slightly

rich conditions secondary air flow rates up to 30 percent of the exhaust flow

*3 substantially increased the degree of burnup. The timing of the secondary air flow

relative to the exhaust flow and the location 01 the air injection point in the port
.57- are known to be Critical.“

ut the ..' . .

end of .. Reductions in exhaust port heat losses through the use of larger port cross-
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tion of port liners to provide higher port l.vall temperatures, and attention to pol-t
design details to minimize hot exhaust gas impingement on the walls are known
to increase the degree of reaction occurring in the port. SUMMARY. It will be apparent from the above that the HC emissions formation i

g process in sparkiignition engines is extremely complex and that there are several
h paths by which a small but important amount of the fuel escapes combustion. It i

is appropriate here to summarize the overall structure of the Spark-ignition 5
engine hydrocarbon emissimi problem and identify the key factors and engine
variables that influence the different parts of that problem. Table 11.? provides

such a summary. The total process is divided into four sequential steps: [1] the 1
formation of unburned hydrocarbon emissions; (2) the oxidation of a fraction of i
these HC emissions within the cylinder, following mixing with the bulk gases; (3) i
the flow of a fraction of the unoxidizcd HC from the Cylinder into the exhaust; (4) f
the oxidation in the exhaust system ofa fraction of the HC that exit the cylinder. i

The detailed processes and the design and Operating variables that influence each i
' of these steps in a significant way are listed. .

The four separate formation mechanisms identified in step 1 have substan- '.
tial, though as yet incomplete, evidence behind them. They are listed in the most i
likely order of importance. Each has been extensively described in this section. It I
is through each of these mechanisms that fuel or fuel-air mixture escapes the I
primary combustion process. That fuel must then survive the expansion and ;

exhaust processes and pass through the exhaust system without oxidation if it is 1'

to end up in the atmosphere as HC emissions. The rate of mixing of these i
unburned BC with the hot bulk cylinder gases, the temperature and composition
of the gases with which these HC mix, and the subsequent temperature—time and i
composition—time histories of the mixture will govern the amount of in—cylinder i
oxidation that occurs. The distribution of these HC around the combustion '

chamber is nonuniform (and changes with time); they are concentrated close to
the walls of the chamber. The fraction of these HC that will exit the chamber

during the exhaust process will depend on the details of the in-cylinder flow

patterns that take them through the exhaust valve. Overall, the magnitude of the
residual fraction will be one major factor; the residual gas is known to be much

richer in HC than the average exhaust. In particular, the flow patterns in the

cylinder tOWard the end of the exhaust stroke as the gas scraped off the cylinder
wall by the piston moves toward the exhaust valve will be important. Finally, a
fraction of the unburned HC which leave the cylinder through the exhaust valve

will burn up within the exhaust system. Gas-phase oxidation in the exhaust ports

and hotter parts of the exhaust manifold is significant. The amount depends on

the gas temperature, composition, and residence time. If catalysts or a thermal
reactor are included in the exhaust system, very substantial additional reduction

in BC emission levels can occur. These devices and their operating characteristics 3

l

are described in Sec. 11.6.
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11.4.4 Hydrocarbon Emission Mechanisms in

Diesel Engines

BACKGROUND. Diesel fuel contains hydrocarbon compounds with higher

boiling points, and hence higher molecular weights, than gasoline. Also, substan~

tin] pyrolysis of fuel compounds occurs within the fuel Sprays during the diesel

combustion process. Thus, the composition of the unburned and partially oxi-

dized hydrocarbons in the diesel exhaust is much more complex than in the

_ spark-ignition engine and. extends over a larger molecular size range. Garcons

."- hydrocarbon emissions from diesels are measured using a hot particulate filter (at

190°C) and a heated flame ionization detector. Thus the HC constituents vary

from methane to the heaviest hydrocarbons which remain in the vapor phase in

the heated sampling line (which is also maintained at about 190°C). Any hydro—

carbons heavier than this are therefore condensed and, with the solid-phase soot,

are filtered from-the exhaust gas stream upstream of the detector. The particulate

emission measurement procedure measures a portion of total engine hydrocar-

bon emissions also. Particulates are collected by filtering from a diluted exhaust

gas stream at a temperature of 52°C or less. Those hydrocarbons that condenSe
at or below this temperature are absorbed onto the soot. They are the extractable

fraction of the particulate: i.e.. that fraction which can be removed by a powerful

solvent, typically between about 15 and 45 percent of the total particulate mass.

This section discusses gaseous hydrocarbon emissions; particulate emissions-—

soot and extractable material~—arc discussed in Sec. 11.5.
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FIGURE ”-33

Schematic representation of diesel hydrocarbon formation mechanisms: to) for fuel injected during

delay period; (b) for fuel injected while combustion is occurring.“
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The complex heterogeneous nature of diesel combustion, where fuel evapo~

ration, fuel—air and burnednunburned gas mixing, and combustion can occur

simultaneously, has been discussed extensively in Chap. 10. As a result of this

 

percent; see Sec. 4.9.4 and Fig. 3-9.

 
gher complexity, there are many processes that could contribute to diesel engine
tan- hydrocarbon emissions. In Chap. 10 the dicsel’s compression-ignition combustion
163?] process Was divided into four stages: (1] the ignition delay which is the time
mm between the start of injection and ignition; (2) the premixed or rapid combustion
the phase, during which the fuel that has mixed to within combustible limits during

sous the delay period burns; {3) the mixing controlled combustion phase, during which
I (at the rate of burning depends on the rate of fuel-air mixing to within the combusti’
vary ble limits; (4) the late combustion phase where heat release continues at a low
“3 m rate governed by the mixing of residual combustihlcs with excess oxygen and the
dro- kinetics of the oxidation process. There are two primary paths by which fuel can
:oot, escape this normal combustion process unburned: the fuel-air mixture can
Ilate become too lean to autoignite or to support a propagating flame at the condi—
lear— lions prevailing inside the combustion chamber, or, during the primary com-
aust bostion process, the fuel-air mixture may be too rich to ignite or support a flame.
case This fuel can then be consumed only by slower thermal oxidation reactions later
able in the expansion process after mixing with additional air. Thus, hydrocarbons
erl'ul remain unconsumed due to incomplete mixing or to quenching of the oxidation
1338‘ process.1'
”Sm Figure “-33 shows schematically how these processes can produce incom-

plete combustion products. Fuel injected during the ignition delay (Fig. 11-33n)

will mix with air to produce a wide range of equivalence ratios. Some of this fuel

will have mixed rapidly to equivalence ratios lower than the lean limit of com-

bustion [locally overlean mixture), some will be within the combustible range,

and some will have mixed more slowly and be too rich to burn (locally overrich

mixture). The overlean mixture will not autoignite or support a propagating

flame at Conditions prevailing inside the combustion chamber (though some of

this mixture may burn later if it mixes with high-temperature burned products

early in the expansion stroke}. In the “ premixed” combustible mixture, ignition

occurs where the local conditions are most favorable for autoignition. Unless

quenched by thermal boundary layers or rapid mixing with air, subsequent

n autoignition or flame fronts propagating from the ignition sites consume the
combustible mixture. Complete combustion of overrich mixture depends on

further mixing with air or lean already-burned gases within the time available

,. before rapid expansion and cooling occurs. 01' all these possible mechanisnis, the

overlean mixture path is believed to be the most important.23

'5 For the fuel injected alter the ignition delay period is over (Fig. ll-33b),

2-: rapid oxidation of fuel or the products of fuel pyrolysis, as these mix with air,

.uring Think: that under normal engine operating conditions, the combustion inefficiency is less than 2
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results in complete combustion. Slow mixing of fuel and pyrolysis products with

air, resulting in overrich mixture or quenching of the combustion reactions. can

result in incomplete combustion products, pyrolysis products. and unburned fuel

being present in the exhaust.”
Hydrocarbon emission levels from diesels vary widely with operating condi-

tions, and different HC formation mechanisms are likely to be most important at

different operating modes. Engine idling and light-load operation produce signifim

cantly higher hydrocarbon emissions than fullnload operation. However, when

the engine is overfueled, HC emissions increase very substantially. As will be

explained more fully below, overmixing (overleaning) is an important source of

HC, especially under light-load operation. Undermixing, resulting in overrich

mixture during the combustion period, is the mechanism by which some of the

fuel remaining in the injector nozzle sac volume escapes combustion, and is also

the cause of very high HC emissions during overfueling. Wall temperatures slicer

HC emissions, suggesting that wall quenching is important, and under especially

adverse conditions very high cyclic variability in the combustion process can

cause an increase in HC due to partial burning and misfiring cycles.

OVERLEANING. As soon as fuel injection into the cylinder commences, a dis—

tribution in the fuel/air equivalence ratio across the fuel sprays develops. The

amount of fuel that is mixed leaner than the lean combustion limit (city ~ 0.3)

increases rapidly with time.” Figure “-34 illustrates this equivalence ratio dis«
tribution in the fuel spray at the time of ignition. In a swirling flow, ignition

occurs in the slightly lean—of-stoichiometric region downstream of the spray core

Air swirl

 

 

./ é > 1, rich

// ¢ 3
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Ignition locallO!‘ Overmixed HC

FIGURE ”-34

Schematic of diesel engine fuel spray showing equivalence ratio ill?) contours at time of ignition.

‘i’i. = equivalence ratio at lean combustion limit ($0.3). Shaded region contains fuel mixed leaner
than 95L.“
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fleet where the fuel which has spent most time within the cornbustible limits is located.
1ally However, the fuel close to the spray boundary has already mixed beyond the lean
can limit of combustion and will not autoignite or sustain a fast reaction front. This

mixture can only oxidize by relatively slow thermal-Oxidation reactions which

_ will be incomplete. Within this region, unburned fuel, fuel decomposition pro-

dls' ducts, and partial oxidation products {aldehydes and other oxygenatcs) will exist;
The some of these will escape the cylinder without being burned. The magnitude of

l 013) the unburned HC from these overlean regions will depend on the amount of fuel
.‘EhSL injected during the ignition delay, the mixing rate with air during this period, and
mm the extent to which prevailing cylinder conditions are conducive to autoignition.
com A correlation of unburned HC emissions with the length of the ignition delay

would be expected. The data in Fig. 11-35 from a direct-injection naturally aspi-

rated engine show that a good correlation between these variables exists. As the

delay period increases beyond its minimum value [due to changes in engine oper-

ating conditions], HC emissions increase at an increasing rate.67 Thus, overlean-

ing of fuel injected during the ignition delay period is a significant source of

hydrocarbon emissions, especially under conditions where the ignition delay is

long.

UNDERMIXING. Two sources of fuel which enter the cylinder during combustion

and which result in HC emissions due to slow or under mixing with air

have been identified. One is incl that leaves the injector nozzle at low velocity,

often late in the combustion process. The most important source here is the

nozzle sac volume, though secondary injections can increase HC emissions if the

problem is severe. The second source is the excess fuel that enters the cylinder

under overfueling conditions.

At the end of the fuel-injection process, the injector sac volume (the small

volume left in the tip of the injector after the needle seats) is left filled with fuel.

mm. As the combustion and expansion processes proceed, this fuel is heated and
ham vaporizes, and enters the cylinder at low velocity through the nozzle holes. This

 
foe] vapor (and perhaps large drops of fuel also) will mix relatively slowly with air
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Standard sac, volume = 1.35 min3
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’2”Valve covers orifice
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ExhaustHC,ppmC h)3
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100 Approximate volume of nozzle holes
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FIGURE “—36

Effect of nozzle sac volume on exhaust HC‘ concentration. DI diesel engine, at minimum ignition

delay. II; = 1 dm3/cylindcr, 1700—2800 rev/min.“

and may escape the primary combustion process. Figure 11-36 shows HC‘ emis-
sions at the minimum ignition delay for a direct-injection diesel engine as a func-
tion of sac volume, along with drawings of some of the injector nozzles used. The
correlation between HC emissions [under conditions when the overleaning

mechanism is least significant) and sac Volume is striking. The extrapolation to

zero HC emissions suggests that the fuel in the nozzle holes also contributes. Not
all the fuel in the sac volume is exhausted as unburned hydrocarbons. For

example, in Fig. 11-36 a volume of 1 mm3 gives 350 ppm Cl while 1 mm3 of fuel
would give 1660 ppm C1. The sac volume may not be fully filled with fuel. Also,
the higher-boiling—point fractions of the fuel may remain in the nozzle. Significant
oxidation may also occur. In indirect~injection engines, similar trends have been
observed, but the HC emission levels at short ignition delay conditions are sub»

stantially lower. The sac volume in current production nozzles helps to equalize
the fuel pressures immediately upstream of the nozzle orifices. A small sac volume
makes this equalization less complete and exhaust smoke deteriorates. The con-
tribution of sac and hole volumes to exhaust HC can be reduced to below 0.75 g]

kW ‘ h for a 1 dm’ per cylinder displacement DI engine.“
In DI engines, exhaust smoke limits the full-load equivalence ratio to about

0.7. Under transient conditions as the engine goes through an acceleration

process, overfueling can occur. Even though the overall equivalence ratio may
remain lean, locally overrich conditions may exist through the expansion stroke
and into the exhaust process. Figure lla37 shows the effect of increasing the

amount of fuel injected at constant speed, with the injection timing adjusted to
keep the ignition delay at its minimum value {when HC emissions from overlean-
ing are lowest). HC emissions are unaffected by an increasing equivalence ratio
until a critical value of about 0.9 is reached when levels increase dramatically. A
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" l’ a
‘3’; 400

2:

ft, 200

J FIGURE 11-370.2 of 0'6 0,8 I,” ‘b Effect 01' overfueling on exhaust HC concentration.
ales Oo— 25 so 75 100 35 D1 diesel engine, speed =1700 rev/min, injection

—lt4 Load, a timing at full—load 15° ETC.G7

similar trend exists for ID] engines.“ This mechanism is not significant under

“NO“ normal operating conditions, but can contribute HC emissions under acceler-

ation conditions if overfueling occurs. However, it produces less HC than does

overleaning at light load and idle.“

:mis- QUENCHING AND MISFJRE. Hydrocarbon emissions have been shown to be
lmC' sensitive to oil and coolant temperature: when these temperatures were increased

The from 40 to 90°C in a D1 diesel, HC emissions decreased by 30 percent. Since

fling ignition delay was maintained constant. overmixing phenomena should remain

'11 30 approximately constant. Thus, wall quenching of the flame may also be a signifi—

Not cant source of HC, depending on the degree of spray impingement on the come
For bustion chamber walls.

ifuel While cycle-by-cycle variation in the combustion process in diesel engines is
M50: generally much less than in spark-ignition engines, it can becOme significant
icant under adverse conditions such as low compression temperatures and pressures

been and retarded injection timings. Substantial variations, cycle-by~cycle, in HC emis-

SUb' sions are thought to result. In the limit, if misfire (no combustion) OCCLIIS in a

.alize fractiou of the operating cycles, then engine HC emissions rise as the percentage
1111136 of misfircs increases. However, complete misfires in a well-designed and ade-

001'1- quately controlled engine are unlikely to occur other the normal Operating
75 3/ range.23

bout SUMMARY. There are two major causes of HC emissions in diesel engines under

itiofl normal operating conditions: (1) fuel mixed to leaner than the lean combustion

may limit during the delay period; (2) undermixing of fuel which leaves the fuel injec-

roke 1; tor nozzle at low velocity, late in the combustion process. At light load and idle,

; thfi overmixing is especially important, particularly in engines of relatively small

'd to 5‘ cylinder size at high speed. In IDI engines, the contribution from fuel in the

lean- j: nozzle sac volume is less important than with DI engines. However, other sources

ratio 7.3. of low velocity and late fuel injection Such as secondary injection can be signifi»
1y. A ' Cant.
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~;~_:.‘I~r:.c.2’21“;52-735 11.5 PARTICULATE EMISSIONS

11.5.1 Spark-Ignition Engine Partieulates
 

 ‘ organic particulates (including soot), and sulfates.

-_ 3; Significant sulfate emissions can occur with oxidation-catalyst equipped
t, engines. Unleaded gasoline contains 150 to 600 ppm by weight sulfur, which is

oxidized within the engine cylinder to sulfur dioxide, 30,. This SC)2 can be oxi—

dized by the exhaust catalyst to 303 which combines with water at ambient

temperatures to form a sulfuric acid aerosol. Levels of sulfate emissions depend

‘ . on the fuel sulfur content, the operating conditions of the engine, and the details
‘ ' ' of the catalyst system used. Typical average automobile sulfate emission rates are

20 rug/km or less.“

For automobile engines operated with regular and premium leaded gas-

olincs (which contain about 0.15 g Pb/liter or dm3] the particulate emission rates

are typically 100 to 150 rug/km. This particulate is dominated by lead com

pounds: 25 to 60 percent of the emitted mass is lead.‘39 The particulate emission

rates are considerably higher when the engine is cold, following start—up. The

exhaust temperature has a significant effect on emission levels. The particle size

distribution with leaded fuel is about 80 percent by mass below 2 pm diameter

and about 40 percent below 0.2 pm diameter. Most of these particles are pre-

sumed to form and grow in the exhaust system due to vapor phase condensation

enhanced by coagulation. Some of the particles are emitted directly, without set-

tling. Some of the particles either form or are deposited on the walls where

agglomeration may occur. Many of these are removed when the exhaust flow rate

is suddenly increased, and these particles together with rust and scale account for

the increase in mass and size of particles emitted during acceleration. Only a

fraction (between 10 and 50 percent} of the lead consumed in the fuel is

exhausted, the remainder being deposited within the engine and exhaust system.

Use of unleaded gasoline reduces particulate emissions to about 20 mgfltm

in automobiles without catalysts. This particulate is primarily soluble

(condensed) organic material. Soot emissions (black smoke) can result from com—

bustion of overly rich mixtures. In properly adjusted spark-ignition engines, soot

in the exhaust is not a significant problem.

ir.

i There are three classes of spark-ignition engine particulate emissions: lead,
r

I

i.

l.
lI
l'
I

11.5.2 Characteristics of Diesel Particulates

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES. Diesel particulates consist principally of com-

bustion generated carbonaceous material (soot) on which some organic com-

pounds have become absorbed. Most particulate material results from

incomplete combustion of fuel hydrocarbons; some is contributed by the lubri-

cating oil. The emission rates are typically 0.2 to 0.6 gy‘km for light-duty diesels in

an automobile. In larger direct-injection engines, particulate emission rates are

0.5 to 1.5 g/brake kW - h. The composition of the particulate material depends on

the conditions in the engine exhaust and particulate collection system. At tem-
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POLLUTANT FORMATION AND courROL 627

pcratures Elbow: 500°C, the individual particles are principally clusters of many
small spheres or spherules of carbon (with a small amount of hydrogen) With
individual spherule diameters of about 15 to 30 am. As temperatures decrease

below 500%, the particles become coated with adsorbed and cendensed high

molecular weight organic compounds which include: unburned hydrocarbons,

oxygenated hydrocarbons (ketones, esters, others, organic acids), and polynuclear

aromatic hydrocarbons. The condensed material also includes inorganic species

such as sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, and sulfuric acid (sulfates).

The objective of most particulate measurement techniques is to determine

the amount of particulate being emitted to the atmosphere. Techniques for

particulate measurement and characterization range from simple smoke meter

opacity readings to analyses using dilution tunnels. Most techniques require

lengthy sample-collection periods because the emission rate of individual species

is usually low. The physical conditions under which particulate measurements are

made are critical because the emitted species are unstable and may be altered

through loss to surfaces, change in size distribution (through collisions), and

chemical interactions among other species in the exhaust at any time during the

measurement process (including sampling, storage, or examination). The most

basic information is normally obtained on a mass basis: for example, grams per

kilometer for a vehicle, grams per kilowatt-hour for an engine, grams per kilo-

gram of fuel or milligrams per cubic meter of exhaust (at standard conditions).

Smoke meters measure the relative quantity of light that passes through the

exhaust or the relative reflectance of particulate collected on filter paper. They do

not measure mass directly. They are used to determine visible smoke emissions

and provide an approximate indication of mass emission levels. Visible smoke

from heavy-duty diesels at high load is regulated. In the standard mass emission

measurement procedure, dilution tunnels are used to simulate the physical and

chemical processes the particulate emissions undergo in the atmosphere. In the

dilution tunnel. the raw exhaust gases are diluted with ambient air to a tem-

perature of 52‘1“ or less, and a sample stream from the diluted exhaust is filtered

to remove the particulate material.

PARTICULATE COMPOSITION AND STRUCTURE. The structure of diesel

particulate material is apparent from the photomicrographs shown in Fig. 113%

of particulates collected from the exhaust of an IDI diesel engine. The samples

are seen to consist of collections of primary particles (spherules) agglomerated

into aggregates (hereafter called particles). Individual particles range in app-can

ance from clusters of spherules to chains of spherules. Closters may contain as

many as 4000 spherules. Occasional liquid hydrocarbon and sulfate draplcts have

been identified. The spherules are cenibustion generated soot particles which

vary in diameter between 10 and 80 nm, although most are in the 15 to 30 um

range. Figure 11-39 shows a typical distribution of spherule size [solid line) deter-

mined by sizing and counting images in the photomierographs. The number"

mean diameter (=2 N,d,_/N) is 28 nm. The volume contribution of these
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FIGURE "-38

l'hulomicmgraphs of diesel particulates: cluster (upper left}, chain (upper right), and collection [tom
filter (human-11].?“
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TABLE 11.8

Chemical compositicn of particular matter-’9 

Idle 43 kmlh 

Extractable

composition C23H1904.vNo.2 1 C24H3001.GN0.1 a

HKC 1.26 1.63

Dry soot

composition CH0.2700.12N0.01 CHD.2100.15N0.01

HfC 0.27 0.21 

spherules is shown as the dashed curve in Fig. 11—39. The volume-mean diameter,

(2 N1. iii/NP”, is 31 nm.
Determination of the particle size distribution with a similar technique

involves assigning a single dimension to a complex and irregular aggregate, and

introduces uncertainties arising from only having two-dimensional images of par

ticles available. Other approaches based on inertial impactors and electrical

aerosol analysers have been used. Some of the data suggest that the particle size

distribution is bimodal. The smaller—size range is thought to be liquid hydrocar-

bon drops and/or individual spherules characterized by number-mean diameters

of ll) to 20 am; the larger-size range is thought to be the particles of agglomer-

ated spherules characterized by number-mean diameters of 100 to 150 nm.

However, other particulate samples have not shown a bimodal distribution:

volume-mean diameters ranged from 50 to 220 nm with no notable trend with

either Speed or load.70

The exhaust particulate is usually partitioned with an extraction solvent

into a soluble fraction and a dry-soot fraction Two commonly used solvents are

dichlornmethane and a benzenewethanol mixture. Typically 15 to 30 mass percent

is extractable, though the range of observations is much larger (~10 to 90

percent). Thermogravimetric analysis (weighing the sample as it is heated) pro~

duees comparable results. Typical average chemical compositions of the two par-
ticulate fractions are given in Table 11.3. Dry soot has a much lower H_/C ratio

than the extractable material. Although most of the particulate emissions are

formed through incomplete combustion of fuel hydrocarbons, engine oil may also

contribute significantly. The number-average molecular weight of the extractable

material shown in Table 11.8 ranged from about 360 to 400 for a variety of

engine conditions. This fell between the average molecular weight of the fuel (199)

and that of the lubricating oil (443 when fresh and 489 when aged).70 Radioactive

tracer studies in a light-duty lDI diesel have shown that the oil was the origin of

between 2 to 25 percent by mass of the total particulate and 16 to 80 percent of

the extractable organic portion, the greatest percentages being measured at the

highest engine speed studied (3000 rev/min). All of the oil contribution appeared
in the extractable material. The contributions from the difi'erent individual com—

pounds in the fuel have also been studied. All the compounds tested—paraffins,

from

and
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i _‘ ‘ FIGURE 1140

Lattice-imaging micrograph of a diesel particulate.”

.rf ‘ olefins, and aromatics—contributed to the particulate emissions; as a group, are-
r : maties were the greatest contributors. Eighty percent of the carbon—14 used to tag
l ‘ individual fuel compounds was found in the insoluble fraction and 20 percent in

the soluble particulate fraction."1
In addition to the elements listed in Table 11.8, trace amounts of sulfur,

zinc, phosphorus, calcium, iron, silicon, and chromium have been found in parti—
culates. Sulfur and traces of calcium, iron, silicon, and chromium are found in

diesel fuel; zinc, phosphorus, and calcium compounds are frequently used in

lubricating oil additives.7D

A lattice image of a diesel particle is shown in Fig. 11-40; it suggests a
concentric lamellate structure arranged around the center of each Spherule. This

arrangement of concentric lamellas is similar to the structure of carbon black.

This is not surprising; the environment in which diesel soot is produced is similar
to that in which oil furnace blacks are made. The carbon atoms are bonded

together in hexagonal face-centered arrays in planes, commonly referred to as

platelets. As illustrated in Fig. 11-41, the mean layer spacing is 0.355 run [only
slightly larger than graphite). Platelets are arranged in layers to form crystallites.

Typically, there are 2 to 5 platelets per crystallite, and on the order of 103 crys-

Wfl

 lisp I,
4W FIGURE 11-41

Crystallile Particle Substructure of carbon particle.” 
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tallites per spherulc. The crystallites are arranged rwith their planes more or less

parallel to the particle surface. This structure of unordered layers is called turbo-

static. The spherulcs, 10 to 50 nm in diameter. are fused together to form par—

ticles as shown in Fig. 11—40. A single sphcrule contains 105 to 105 carbon
atoms?“ 73

A surface area of about 200 nil/g has been measured for diesel soot. A.

smooth-surfaced 30mm diameter sphere with a density of 2 g/cm3 would have a

surface/mass ratio of 100 mZ/g, so the measured value is about twice the super-

ficial area. Approximating a particle of agglomerated spherules by a single sphere

of 200 nm diameter gives a surfacefmass ratio of 15 mzfg?“ These data and esti-

mates of superficial area per unit mass indicate that diesel soot has low porosity.

SOLUBLE FRACTION COMPONENTS. The extractable organic fraction of diesel

particulate emissions includes compounds that may cause health and

environmental hazards. Thus chemical and biological characterization of the

soluble organic fraction are important. Both soxhlet and sonification methods are

used to extract the organic fractiOn from particulate samples. Because the partic-

ulates are mixtures of polar and nonpolar components, full extraction requires
different solvents; any one solvent is a compromise. Methylene chloride is the

most commonly used cxtractant, however. Since a complex mixture of organic

“0‘ compounds is associated with diesel particulates, a preliminary fractirmation

' tag scheme is used to group similar types of compounds before final separation and
‘l 1“ identification. The scheme most frequently used results in seven fractions gener-

ally labeled as: basics, acidics, paralfins, aromatics, transitionals, oxygenates, and

”u?! ether insolubles. Table 11.9 indicates the types of components in each fraction
“F" and the approximate proportions. The biological activity of the Soluble organic
d 3“ fraction and its subfractions is most commonly assessed with the Ames
j "1 Salmonella/'microsomal test. With this test, a quantitative dose-response curve

showing the mutagenicity of a sample compound is obtained. The Amos test uses

‘5 _3 a mutant strain of Salmonella typhimtrrt'um that is incapable of producing histi-
“115 dine. Mutagenicity is defined as the ability of a tested compound to revert---—
ack. back-mutate—this bacterium to its wild state, where it regains its ability to
lilar produce histidine.“
idcd

o as

UN]? 11.5.3 Particulate Distribution within the

“1285- Cylinder
:rys-

Measurements have been made of the particulate distribution within the com-

bustion chamber of operating diesel engines. The results provide valuable infor-

mation on the particulate formation and oxidation processes and how these

relate to the fuel distribution and heat-release development within the com-

bustion chamber. Techniques used to obtain particulate concentration data

include: use of rapid~acting poppet or needle valves which draw a small gas

73 sample from the cylinder at a Specific location and time for analysis (e.g., Refs. 21
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TABLE ”-9

Components of the soluble organic fraction3W

5

 

Percent of

Fraction Components of fraction tot-l

Acidic Aromatic or aliphatic 3—IS
Acidic functional groups

Phenolic and carbonylic acids

Basic Aromatic or aliphatic < 1—2

Basic functional groups
Amines

Parafi'in Aliphatics, normal and branched 34—65
Numerous isomers

From unburned fuel and/or lubricant

Aromatic From unburned fuel, partial combustion, and 3—14

recombination of combustion products; from
lubricants

Single ring compounds

Polynuclear aromatics

Oxygennted Polar functional groups but not acidic or basic 7—15
Aldehydes, ketortes, or alcohols

Aromatic phenols and quinones

Transitional Aliphatic and aromatic [—6

Carbonyl functional groups

Ketones, uldcliydes. esters. ethers

insoluble Aliphatic and aromatic 6—25

Hydroxyl and carbonyl groups

High molecular weight organic species

Inorganic compounds
Glass fibers from filters 

and 74), optical absorption techniques (cg, Refs. 75 and 76), and cylinder
dumping where the cylinder contents are rapidly emptied into an evacuated tank
at a preset time in the cycle (e.g., Ref. 77). Both DI and IDl engines have been
studied. Of course, concentration data taken at specific locations in the cylinder

during the engine cycle are not necessarily representative of the cylinder contents

in general; nor do they represent the time history of a given mass of gas. The fuel
distribution, mixing, and heat-release patterns in the cylinder are highly nonuni-

frirrn during the soot-formation process, and the details of gas motion in the

vicinity of the sampling location as the piston changes position are usually
unknown.

In direct—injection diesel engines, the highest particulate concentrations are

found in the core regicm of each fuel spray where local average equivalence ratios

are very rich (see Secs, 10.5.6 and 10.7.2}. Soot concentrations rise rapidly soon
after combustion starts. Figure “-42 shows a set of sample-valve soot-

concentration data from a large (30.5-cm bore, 38.1—cm stroke), quiescent, direct-
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FIGURE "-42

Particulate concentrations, in g/m’ at standard temperature and pressure. in various regions ol the

fuel spray as a function of crank angle in quiescent D1 diesel engine, measured with rapid sampling
valve. Different sample valve locations in combustion chamber and spray indicated on left, Cylinder

bore = 30.5 cm. stroke = 38.1 cm, r‘ = [2.9, engine speed = 500 rev/min, bmep = 327 era,‘m

 

.nder

tank _.
been I;-

lnder injection diesel engine which illustrates these points.” The particulate

tents 1 concentrations on the fuel spray axis close to the injector orifice are remarkably
3 fuel 3-; high (~200 to 400 g/m3 at standard temperature and pressure). This corresponds

nuni- to a large fraction of the fuel carbon in the extremely rich fuel vapor core being

1 the 51:? sampled as particulate (as soot and condensed HC species). Such high particulate

ually " fractions of the local fuel carboo (~ 50 percent) have also been found in the very
fuel rich cores of high-pressure liquid-fueled turbulent diffusion flames. Pyrolysis

s are of the fuel is therefore an important source of soot. These very high local soot

utios 12? concentrations decrease rapidly once fuel injection ceases and the rich core mixes
goon -: to leaner equivalence ratios. Soot concentrations in the spray close to the piston

3001- howl outer radius and at the cylinder wall rise later, are an order of magnitude

ircct- km, and decay more slowly. Away from the fuel spray core, soot concentrations
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FIGURE ”-43

Particulate concentrations at various distances

from wall of precltamber in swirl-chamber 101

+10 TC 10 20 30 40 5f! diesel engine, measured with rapid sampling valve.

Engine speed 21000 rev/ruin injection at 12“l-———o-l Crank an 1e, (12 . . . - 5
Injection g g BTC. ignitlflfl at 5° ETC.“

  
-rZFI—v—rC-np........ -

decrease rapidly with increasing distance from the centerline. A useful compari—
son with these soot concentrations is the fuel concentration in a stoichiometrr‘c

mixture, about 75 g fuel/m3. Approximate estimates of the mean soot concentra

tion inside the cylinder through the combustion process suggests that almost all

i (over 90 percent} of the soot formed is oxidized prior to exhaust. Similar results
,- _. have been obtained in a small direct-injection engine with swirl.“ ’9 Peak soot
if ,, concentrations in the outer regions of the fuel spra;r were comparable (~10 g/'
i ' m3). Measurements were not made in the Spray core near the injector orifice;
l however. based on the equivalence ratio results in Fig. 10-46, soot concentrations

would be expected to be lower due to the more rapid mixing with air that occurs
with swirl.

Similar data are available from sampling in the precharnber of an IDI swirl

chamber engine.“ Figure “-43 shows soot concentrations 2, I0, and 15 mm

from the wall of the prechamber. Equivalence ratio distributions from this study

have already been shown in Fig. “-17. Concentrations peak 5 to 10° ATC at

levels ~2 g/rnl; these are substantially lower than Di engine peak soot concen-

trations (presumably due to the more rapid mixing of fuel and air in the IDI

engine). Concentrations in the prcchamber at these locations then decrease sub-

stantially.

A better indication of average concentrations within the cylinder is given by

total cylinder sampling eitperlments. Measurements of the total number of soot

particles and soot volume fraction through the combustion process have been

made in an ”H passenger car diesel. The contents of the engine cylinder, at a

preselected point in the cycle, were rapidly expelled through a blowdown port,

diluted, and collected in a sample bag. Figure 1144 shows one set of results.

Particles first appear shortly after the start of combustion (4 to 5° ATC]. The

number density rises to a maximum at 20“ ATC and then falls rapidly as a result

of particle coagulation and, possibly, oxidation. The exhaust particulate number

density is less than one-tenth of the peak value. The volume fraction soot data

(soot mass concentration is proportional to volume fraction) show a much flatter

maximum earlier in the combustion process and a decrease (due to oxidation)

from 20 to £10” ATC to about one-third of the peak value. Oxidation apparently
ceases at about 40“ ATC at these conditions.
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alve. G
12" TC

a "0 FIGURE 11.44

g, 0‘8 Cylinder-average particle-number density N and
E 3': particle—volume fraction F,., as a function of crank
“5 0:2 angle in 101 diesel engine determined from

‘ D cylinder-dumping experiments. 1000 rev/min.

'31'1‘ TC 10 20 30 4D 50 ”Desi/rim d) =0.1|2, injection starts at 3.5” BTC. Gas
atria Crank angle, deg ' volumes at standard temperature and premium."

.tra-

t all

mus 11.5.4 Soot Formation Fundamentals

’0‘“ The soot particles, whose characteristics have been described in the above two
0 g/ sections, form primarily from the carbon in the diesel fuel. Thus. the formation
lice; process starts with a fuel molecule containing 12 to 22 carbon atoms and an H/C
”ms ratio of about 2, and ends up with particles typically a few hundred nanometers

curs in diameter, composed of spherules 20 to 30 .nm in diameter each containing
. some 105 carbon atoms and having an H/C ratio of about 0.1. Most of the

W] information available on the fundamentals of soot formation in combustion

mm comes from studies in simple premixed and diffusion flames, stirred reactors,

Edy shock. tubes, and constant-volume combustion bombs. A recent review” sum-
“ at marizes the extensive literature available from such studies. Also, the production
cen- of carbon black requires a high yield of soot from pyrolysis of a hydrocarbon
IDI feedstock, and the literature from that field has much to contribute (see Ref. 81).
sub‘ However, the characteristics of diesel combustion which make it unsuitable for

more fundamental studies—the high gas temperatures and pressures. complex

a by fuel composition, dominance of turbulent mixing, the unsteady nature of the
soot process, and the three-dimensional geometry—also make it. diflicult to interpret
3e” fundamental ideas regarding soot formation in the diesel context. There is much
at a about the soot formation process in diesel engines, therefore, that is poorly and
30“? incompletely understood.
”ltS' Soot formation takes place in the diesel combustion environment at temw
The peratures between about 1000 and 2800 K, at pressures of 50 to 100 atm, and
:sult with sufficient air overall to burn fully all the fuel. The time available for tho
nber formation of solid soot particles from a fraction of the fuel is in the order of
data milliseconds, The resulting aerosol—- dispersed solid-phase particles in a gas—can
alter be characterized by the total amount of condensed phase (often expressed as the

not?) soot volume fraction, Fy, the volume of soon/total volume), the number of soot:n y
particles per unit volume (N), and the size of the particles (cg, average diameter

(1). PV, N, and d are mutually dependent [c.g., for spherical particles Fy=

  J'l'
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(TE 6Nd5], and an two of these variables characterize the system. It is mos:1V

convenient to consider N and 1”,, as the independent variables since they each

relate to the “almost-separate" stages of soot particle generation {the source of

N) and soot particle growth (the source of Fr).

1.

These stages can be summarized as follows:Em

Particle formation, where the first condensed phase material arises from the

fuel molecules via their oxidation andf'or pyrolysis products. These products

typically include various unsaturated hydrocarbons, particularly acetylene and

its higher analogues (CZHH3), and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH).
These two types of molecules are considered the most likely precursors of soot
in flames. The condensation reactions of gas—phase species such as these lead

to the appearance of the first recognizable soot particles (often called nuclei).
These first particles are very small (d < 2 nm) and the fermation of large
numbers of them involve negligible soot loading in the region of their forma-
tion.

Particle growth, which includes both surface growth, coagulation, and aggre-
gation. Surface growth, by which the bulk of the solid-phase material is gener-

ated, involves the attachment of gas-phase species to the surface of particles

and their incorporation into the particulate phase. Figure 1 1-45, where the log

of the molecular weight of a species is plotted against its hydrogen mole frac—

tion it“, illustrates some important points about this process. Starting with a
fuel molecule of i” 2 0.5 it is apparent that neither purely polyacetylene chain

 aEEe5£30 Parafiins

in

FIGURE “-45

Paths to soot formation on plot of species molecular weight M versus hydrogen mole fraction E“.
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test growth nor purely PAH growth would lead to soot particles which have it“ in
ach the range 0.1 to [1.2. What is required is condensation of species with the right
2 of hydrogen content, or condensation of species with higher hydrogen content

followed by dehydrogenation, or a combination of both these processes. Obvi-
ously some polyacetylenes and some PAH can satisfy these requirements, as

can saturated platelets (cg, CHI-In; see Sec. 11.5.2). Surface growth reactions
the lead to an increase in the amount of soot (Fr) but the number of particles (N)

icts remains unchanged. The opposite is true for growth by coagulation, where the

and particles collide and coalesce, which decreases N with FV constant. Once

,H). surface growth stops, continued aggregation of particles into chains and clus-
oot ters can occur.

cad

lei). These stages of particle generation and growth constitute the soot forma-
trge tion process. At each stage in the process oxidation can occur where soot or soot
.na- precursors are burned in the presence of oxidizing species to form gaseous pro-

ducts such as CO and C02. The eventual emission of soot from the engine will

grc- depend on the balance between these processes of formation and burnout. The
131'- emitted soot is then subject to a further mass addition process as the exhaust
0133 gases cool and are diluted with air. Adsorption into the soot particle surface and
10g condensation to form new particles of hydrocarbon species in the exhaust gases

rac_ occurs in the exhaust system and in the dilution tunnel which simulates what
.h a happens in the atmosphere. Figure 11-46 illustrates the relationship between
rain these processes.” Although they are illustrated as discrete processes, there is

some overlap, and they may occur concurrently in a given elemental mixture
region within the diesel combustion chamber. Of course, due also to the non~
homogeneous nature of the mixture and the duration of fuel injection and its
overlap with combustion, at any given time different processes are in progress in
different regions or packets of fluid. The fundamentals of each of these processes
will now be reviewed.
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SOOT PARTICLE FORMATION. Empirically, it has been found useful to define

the composition of the fuel-oxidizer mixture at the onset of soot formation in

flames by the carbonfoxygen ratio. Equilibrium consideratiOns indicate that $001

formation should occur when, in

cm H, + yo: —» goo + 2 Hz + (m — 2le5 (11.35)

or becomes larger than 2y: i.e., the (”I/O ratio exceeds unity. The corresponding
fuelfair equivalence ratio is given by

gb : 2(E)[l + d) (11.36)0

where 6 = n/(rlm); qfi is 3 for ((2/0) = 1, with n/m : 2. The experimentally
observed critical CfO ratios are less than unity, however, varying with fuel cont-

position and details of the experimental setup from about 0.5 to 0.8. The critical

C10 ratio for soot formation increases with increasing temperature but is only

weakly dependent. on pressure. Beyond the carbon formation limit, the yield of

soot increases rapidly with increasing C/O ratio and is strongly enhanced by

increasing pressure?0

It is obvious that soot formation is a nonequilibrium process. Yet despite

decades of study, the precise details of the chemistry leading to the establishment

of soot nuclei still elude investigators. Several different theories have been

advanced to explain the pyrolysis process—the extensive decomposition and

atomic rearrangement of the fuel molecules—that culminates in nucleation.

Reviews of these theories can be found in Refs. 73, 80, and 31. Often-cited mecha~

nisms are thermal cracking that results in fragmentation of fuel molecules into

smaller ones, condensation reactions and polymerization that resutt in larger

molecules, and dehydrogenation that lowers the HfC ratio of the hydrocarbons

destined to become soot. Three did‘ercnt paths to the production of soot appear

to exist, depending on the formation temperature. At the lowest temperatures

(31700 K] only aromatics or highly unsaturated aliphatic compounds of high

molecular weight are very effective in forming solid carbon through pyrolysis. At

intermediate temperatures typical of diffusion flames (£1800 Kl, all normally

used hydrocarbon fuels produce soot if burned at sufficiently rich stoichiometry,

but appear to do so by following a different path. At very high temperatures.

above the range of interest for dicsel combustion, a third nucleation process

seems likely that involves carbon vapor.”

A simple mechanistic model for nucleation in the low and intermediate tem-

perature ranges which has considerable experimental support for its basic fea-

tures has been advanced by Graham et a1.“ It is illustrated in Fig. ll—47. At low

temperatures, an aromatic hydrocarbon can produce soot via a relatively fast

direct route that involves condensation of the aromatic rings into a graphitelilte

structure. Above about 1800 K, however, a slower, less-direct route is favored

that entails ring breakup into smaller hydrocarbon fragments. These fragments

then polymerize to form larger unsaturated molecules that ultimately produce
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$3? FIGURE “—47
_ ‘ «:5 Mechanistic model for formation of soot4. 'V

[36) lAllPhamtf'éf from aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbon
V“ compounds.”

tally
0m-

tieal . _ . . -

only soot nuclei. Aliphatic molecules can only follow this latter less~direct route.
d of Experimental measurements in flames suggest that polyunsaturated hydrocarbon
3 by compounds are involved in nucleation, and acetylenes and polyaeetylenes have

been detected that decrease in concentration as the mass of carbon formed

spite increases. Such observations fit the indirect path in Fig. 11-47. Results of Studies
nent of pyrolysis of benzene between 1300 and 1700 K support a physical conden-
been sation mechanism for the low-temperature path. This mechanism begins with the
and transformation of the initial hydrocarbon into macromolecules by a gas~phasc

lion. reaction. The partial pressure of these macromolecules grows until supersatu-
cha- ration becomes sufficient to force their condensation into liquid mierodroplets.
in“) These become nuclei, and subsequently formed gaseous macromolecules then

irger contribute to nuclei grovrtl’t.m
bons

pear SCOT PARTICLE GROWTH. Nucleation produces a large number of very small

illTCS 3-3 particles with an insigiiificant soot loading. The bulk of the solid-phase material
high j is generated by surface growth, which involves the gas-phase deposition of hydro-
S- N carbon intermediates on the surfaces of the sphcrules that develop from the

13”! i7 nuclei. A qualitative description of the changes that occur as a function of time in
BtT)‘: " a premixed flame during nucleation and surface growth is shown in Fig. 11-48.

11]”65. .' The soot fraction FF, , in units of soot volume per unit volume of gas, is related to

30658 2;.” the number density N and the volume-mean diameter of the soot particles by

i- T:

tem- 5. F, = — Nd’ (11.37)
fea- r: 5

3 low if} d is the actual diameter of the spherules, or the diameter of a sphere of equivalent
ffm volume to an agglomerated particle. The rate of change of particle number

chke density with time t can be written

ored -_ d. N . .

tents ,IJ‘ — = N" ._ N“ (£1.38)
duce t
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SootvolumefractionFr,particlesized, particlenumberdensityN,hydrogcrwarbonratio
FIGURE "-48

Variation in 500! volume fraction Fr. particle

number density N, particle sire a'. and snot

hydrogenfcarbon ratio with time in a flame.”

O

 
where N" is the rate at which fresh nuclei appear and N is the rate of agglomec
ation of spherules or particles that collide and stick. At the peak of the N curve

N =N. To the left of the peak, N,' :a- Na, the particle diameter remains essen—
tially constant at the minimum detectable diameter and the (small) rise in soot

volume is dominated by nucleation. To the right of the peak in the N curve,

Na > N". The number of agglomerating collisions is high because of the high
number density; at the same time nucleation ends because there is enough dis)

persed surface area for gaseous deposition of hydrocarbon intermediates so the

probability of generating new nuclei falls to zero. With nucleation halted slightly

to the right of the N curve peak, all the subsequent increase in soot volume

fraction (the majority) stems from surface growth. To the right of the N curve

peak. the number density falls in the ease illustrated by three orders of magni-

tude. This is the result of agglomeration, which is responsible for a portion of the

increase in particle diameter. Agglomeration does not contribute to the rise in
soot volume fraction, FV. Surface growth that takes place on nuclei and on

spherules is responsible for forming the concentric shells (somewhat distorted and

warped) that constitute the outer portions of spherules and which are distinct

from the less-organized spherule center (see Figs. ll —40 and 11-41). Surface

growth on agglomerated particles may partly fill1n the crevices at the junctures
of adjoining spherules to provide the nodular structure evident1n Fig.11—.40 7“

Once particles have formed, interpartiele collisions can lead to agglomer-

ation, thereby decreasing the number of particles and increasing their size. Three

types of agglomeration have been identified in soot formation. During the early

stages of particle growth, collision of two spherical particles may result in their
coagulation into a single spheroid. This is easy to visualize in hydrocarbon pyrol-

ysis where the beginnings of a soot particle may have the viscosity of a tarry

liquid.” Also} when the individual particles are small, rapid surface growth will
quickly restore the original spherical shape.” This process occurs up to diam—
eters of about 10 11111. On the other hand, if sphcrulcs have solidified before colli-
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sion and surface. growth rates have diminished, the resulting particles resemble a

cluster in which the original spherules retain much of their individual identity.

After surface growth essentially ceases, continued coalescence of the soot particles

results in the formation of chainlike structures of discrete spherules. This suggests

electrostatic forces are significant. Positive charge measured on these particle

chains is claimed to be the cause of their chainlike structurem'” This latter

coalescence once Surface growth ceases is termed aggregation.

It has been shown experimentally that during coagulation the rate of

decrease of particle number density was proportional to the product of a coagu-

lation coefficient and the square of the number density:

 
— g: = KN2 (11.39)

rticie dt

“m This is the Smoluchowsiti equation for coagulation of a liquid colloid. Based on

brovmian motion, this equation is applicable when the Knudsen number (ratio of

mean free path to particle diameter) exceeds 10. K depends on such factors as

map particle size and shape, size distribution, and the temperature, pressure, and
.JT‘JC density of the gas. Equation (11.39) has been used to predict coagulation rates in
mm: low-pressure sooting flamesmao It has also been modified so that it applies
5001 where the particle size and mean free path are comparable by using a more
in": complex expression for K (see Ref. 83). These studies show that under cOnditions

higli approximating those in engine flames, the fraction of the initial number density
dis- Nn remaining at time t is given approximately by

J the N _1
ghtly F0“ :1 (KNO I) (11.40)
.ume

zurve Thus as t increases, Iii/No decreases rapidly. Although these coagulation calcu»

igni- lations are simplistic (in that many of the assumptions made are not strictly valid
if the since soot particles are not initially distributed homogeneously in the combustion
38 in space, they are not monodisperse, and surface growth and oxidation may be

j on taking place during agglomeration), an overall conclusion is that the rate of coag-
. and ulation of spherules and particles to larger particles is very sensitive to number
tinct density. Thus the number of particles decreases rapidly with advancing crank

riace angle in the diesel engine during the early part of the expansion process (see Fig.
lures ll-44) and agglomeration is essentially complete well before the exhaust valve
*0 opens.

mer- Throughout the soot formation process in a flame, the PM: ratio of the
‘hrec hydrocarbons formed in the pyrolysis and nucleation process and of the soot

early particles continually decreases. The H/C ratio decreases from a value of about 2,
their typical of comment fuels, to of order I in the youngest soot particles that can be

yrol— sampled, and then to 0.2 to 0.3 once surface growth has ceased in the fully
tarry agglomerated soot.80 The latter stages of this process are indicated in Fig. 11-48.
[will The addition of mass to the soot particles occurs by reaction with gas~phase
jam_ molecules. The reacting gas-phase hydrocarbons appear to be principally acety-
colli» lenes. with larger polymers adding faster than the smaller. Small polyacetylencs
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undergo further polymerization in the gas phase, preSumably by the same mecha-

nism leading to nucleation. As a result of preferential addition of the larger poly-
mers, the H/C ratio of the particles decreases tOWard its steady-state value. Thus

most of the polyacetylenes added must be of very high molecular weight or dehy,
drogenation must also take place.“ 3" 
11.5.5 Soot Oxidation

In the overall soot formation process, shown schematically in Fig. [146, oxida—

_ ' tion of soot at the precursor, nuclei, and particle stages can occur. The engine

cylinder soot-concentration data reviewed in Sec. 11.5.3 indicate that a large frat:w

tion of the soot formed is oxidized within the cylinder before the exhaust process

commences. In the discussion of diesel combustion movies in Sec, 10.3.1, dark

brown regions were observed in the color photographs (sec color plate, Fig.

10-4); these were interpreted as soot particle clouds, and were seen to be sur-

rounded by a diffusion flame which appeared white from the luminosity of the

high-temperature soot particles consumed in this flame. As air mixed with this

soot-rich region, the white flame eradicated the dark soot clouds as the particles

were burned up.

In general, the rate of heterogeneous reactions such as the oxidation of soot

depends on the diffusion of reactants to and products from the surface as well as

the kinetics of the reaction. For particles less than about 1 pm diameter, diffu-

sional resistance is minimal. The soot oxidation process in the diesel cylinder is

kinetically controlled, therefore, since particle sizes are smaller than this limit.

There are many species in or near the flame that could oxidize soot: examples are

02, 0, OH, C01 , and HZO. Recent reviews of soot formation-’0' ”- 3“ have con-

cluded that at high oxygen partial pressures. soot oxidation can be correlated

with a semiempirical formula based on pyrographite oxidation studies. For fuel-

rich and clusc-tO-Stoichiometric combustion products, however, oxidation by OH.

has been shown to be more important than 02 attack, at least at atmospheric

pressure.

It is argued on the basis of structural similarities that the rates of oxidation

of soot and of pyrographites should be the same. This is a significant simplifica-

tion. It has proved difficult to follow the oxidation of soot aerosols in flames, and

if care is taken to avoid diffusional resistance, studies of bulk samples of pyro-

graphite can then be used as a basis for understanding soot oxidation. The semi-

empirical formula of Naglc and Strickland-Constable has been shownM to

correlate pyrographite oxidation for Oxygen partial pressures pm < 1 atm and

temperatures between 1100 and 2500 K. This formula is based on the concept

that there are two types of sites on the carbon surface available for 01 attack.

For the more reactive type A sites, the oxidation rate is controlled by the fraction

of sites not covered by surface oxides (and therefore is of mixed order, between 0

and l in p01). Type B sites are less reactive, and react at a rate which is first order
in pm. A thermal rearrangement of A sites into B sites is also allowed (with rate
constant kr). A steady-state analysis of this mechanism gives a surface mass oxi—
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cha- TABLE 11.10 ‘
’01)“ Rate constants for l‘rllagle and Striclfland-
”1113 Constable soot exudation mechanism“
ehy~ Rate constant Units

k4 = 20 exp [— 15,100/T) gfcm2 satin

k5 = 4.46 x 10—3 exp (#7640/7’] gi‘em2 -s-alm
k3. —- 1.51 x 105 exp (— 48.800le gfem’s
k1 = 21.3 exp (2060/13 atm"I

tida-

egine

frac- . . . z. ‘
)CCSS dation rate M: [g C/cm 5).

dark W kAPO;Fig, 12 — (1 + 1911102)): + 1%me x) (11.41}
{5:11; where x is the fraction of the surface occupied by type A sites and is given by
this -1

"icles x = (1 + hf ) (11.42)p01 kl!

soot The empirical rate constants determined by Nagle and Strickland-Constable for

:11 as this model are listed in Table 11.10. According to this mechanism, the reaction is

liffu- first order at low oxygen partial pressures, but approaches zero order at higher

or is pressures. At a given oxygen pressure, the rate initially increases exponentially

imit. with temperature [equivalent activation energy is lurkZ or 34,100 calfmol).

s are Beyond a certain temperature the rate decreases as the thermal rearrangement

coa- favors formation of less reactive B sites. When, at sufficiently high temperature,

lated the Surface is completely covered with 3 sites, the rate is first order in oxygen

fuel- partial pressure and increases again with temperature.“

OH Park and .r51p[311.etottlEH have compared this formula with oxidation rate data

heric obtained from pyrographite samples, carbon black particles, and with the avail-

able flame soot oxidation data. Figure 1149 shows both the soot oxidation rate

then predicted by Eqs. (11.41) and (11.42) as a function of temperature and oxygen

ifiea— partial pressure, and the abovementioned data. The formula correlates the data

and 511mm to within a factor of 2. Under diesel engine conditions, the O2 partial

tyro- pressure can be high (~several atmospheres), as can the temperatures of close—to

:emi- stoichiometric mixtures ( :5 2800 K).

4 to Equations (11.41) and (11.42) have been used to estimate the amount ofsoot

and that can be oxidized in a typical [DI diesel engine. It was assumed that soot was

icept present in stoiehiometrie combustion products at selected times in the cycle and
tack that mixing with air leaned out the burned gas mixture at different rates until the

stion overall fuel/air equivalence ratio was reached. The surface recession rate during

:en 0 this process was computed. Figure 11+50 shows sample results at an engine speed

irder of 1600 rev/min and an overall cylinder equivalence ratio of 0.58. Fast, interrne~

rate diate. and slow mixing occurred in 30, 70, and 140”, respectively. The surface

oxi— recession rate rises to a maximum as pg,2 increases and then decreases as the
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FIGURE 1149

Specific soot oxidation rate measurements and predictions as a function of temperature and oxygen

partial pressure.“

falling gas temperature more than offsets the increasing oxygen concentration.

While the shape of the recession rate versus time curves depends on the mixing

rate, the total amount of carbon burned (the area under each curve in Fig.

ll-SOb) is about the same (0.1 ug/mmz). However, the point in the cycle at which

. the soot~containing burned gas mixture passes through stoichiometric is much
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FIGURE 1150

Soul particle burnup rate in diesel combustion environment: (a) in early— and late-burned fuel—air

elements with intermediate mixing rate; (b) for Fast and slow mixing for early~burning elements.“

more important. Fer the late mixing element shown (mixing lean of stoichiomet-
ric at 40° ATC), the total carbon mass oxidized is only 40 percent of that for the

early mixing calculation. This is due primarily to the decreasing gas temperatures

as the expansion stroke proceeds, and not the longer time aVailable for burnup.“
For a spherical particle, the mass burning rate w (groin2 as) can be com

verted to a surface recession rate using

dr —w

dt _ p

where p is the density (32 g/ema). The integrated values of WU?) when divided by
p then give the maximum radius of a soot particle that can be burned up. Inte-
grated values of 0.1 pg/n'tmz (estimated for TC start of burnup] correspond to a
radius of about 50 nm or diameter of 100 nm. Individual spherule diameters are

about 30 nm, so soot whiehmixes with air early in the expansion stroke is likely

to be fully burned. Thus the soot present in the exhaust would be expected to

come from regions which mix with air too late for the oxidation rate to be suffi-

cient for particle burnup.

Agglomeration will have an indirect influence on the amount of soot oxi-

dized through its effect on surface area. In the limiting case of a Spherical cluster,

n monodisperse spherules (10 :55 n :5 100) can be imagined as compacted into a

tiger!

tiCm. single solid sphere of equal volume. Alternatively, the same n spherules can be

ixing imagined compacted into a cylinder of diameter equal to that of the original
Fig. Spherules. Since oxidativc attack is essentially an exterior surface phenomenon,

'hich the surface/volume ratio is the appropriate measure of the effect of particle shape

much 01] soot mass burnup rate. It can be shown that the surfaee/volume ratios for the
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single sphere, cylinder, and individual spherule are in the ratio ire—“3, i, and 1’
respectively. Thus agglomeration will decrease the relative oxidation rate. In the

limit spherical clusters are less desirable than a chain; the larger the cluster the

bigger the relative reduction in surface area. However, the densely packed sphert

ule limit does not appear to be approached in practice. A specific surface area, of
about 200 rug/g for diesel soot, has been measured.85 A smooth~sorfaced 30vnnr

diameter spherule with a 2—g/crn3 density has a surface/mass ratio of 100 mZ/g;
the measured value is about twice this value, indicating low porosity and an

agglomerate structure which is loosely rather than densely packed.”

_;. Equation {11.41) shows a maximum recession rate in combustion products

1:: corresponding to a fuel/air equivalence ratio of about 0.9. Recent evidence shows
that in an atmoSpherie pressure environment with rich and close-to-

;Ii" stoichiomelrie combustion products where 02 mole fractions are low, oxidation

' I by OH radical attack is much more significant than oxidation by O or 02. The
DH radical may be important in oxidizing soot in the flame zone under close-to-

r T stoichiometric conditions.

 

11.5.6 Adsorption and Condensation

The final process in the particulate formation sequence illustrated in Fig. “-46 is

adsorption and condensation of hydrocarbons. This occurs primarily after the

cylinder gases have been exhausted from the engine, as these exhaust gases are

diluted with air. In the standard particulate mass emission measurement process

this occurs in a dilution tunnel which simulates approximately the actual atmo-

spheric dilution process. A diluted exhaust gas sample is filtered to remove the

particulate. After cquilibrating the collection filter at controlled conditions to

remove water vapor, the particulate mass is obtained by weighing. In the pre-

scribed EPA procedure, the filter temperature must not exceed 52°C. For a. given

exhaust gas temperature, the filter (and Sample) temperature depends on the dilu-

tion ratio, as shown in Fig. 11-51.

The effect of the dilution ratio (and the dependent sample temperature) on

collected particulate mass is shown in Fig. 11-52 for a standard dilution tunnel,

»vr'-:'-.m-_-~.¢_-_.,_.:z.
um-t.‘Hung“...

;_"V"""""“""m.-W."AWW““IWIYfi.i-I
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Nonextrac table
f action l‘articulates,mgiot’atSt?

FIGURE “-52

, Typical efl'ect of dilution ratio on particulate mass

1 2 5 10 20 50 100 emission and its partitioning between extractable
Dilution ratio and nonextractable fractions.70

   
Where the total sample is partitioned into extractable and nonextractable fracu

tions. The nonextractable fraction is the carbonaceous soot generated during

combustion and is not affected by the dilution process. With no dilution (dilution

ratio of unity} the difference between the total and nonextractablc mass is small;

.45 is the bulk. of the extractable fraction is acquired after the exhaust gas is mixed with

r the dilution air. Extensive studies of this dilution process have shown that both

adsorption and condensation occur. Adsorption involves the adherence 01' mol-

 
s are

[30353 ccules of unburned hydrocarbons to the surfaces of the soot particles by chemical

tmo- or physical [van der Waals) forces. This depends on the fraction of the available

e the particle Surface area occupied by hydrocarbons and on the partial pressure of the

.15 to gaseous hydrocarbons that drives the adsorption process. As the dilution ratio

pre— increases from unity, the effect of decreasing temperature on the number of active

given sites dominates and, as shown in Fig. 11-52, the extractable fraction increases. At
dilu— high dilution ratios, the sample temperature becomes insensitive to the dilutiOn

ratio (see Fig. 11—51) but the decreasing hydrocarbon partial pressure causes the

:5) on extractable mass to fall again. Condensation will occur whenever the vapor presw

mncl, sure of the gaseous hydrocarbon exceeds its saturated vapor pressure. Increasing

dilution decreases hydrocarbon concentrations and hence vapor pressure.

However, the associated reduction in temperature does reduce the saturation

pressure. High exhaust concentrations of hydrocarbons are the conditions where

condensation is likely to be most significant, and the hydrocarbons most likely to

condense are those of low volatility. Sources of low-volatility hydrocarbons are

the high-boiling~point end of the fuel, unburned hydrocarbons that have been

pyrolyzed but not consumed in the conibustiOn process, and the lubricating oi].To

5 Experiments with a passenger car [DI diesel, where the oil was tagged with
l a radioactive tracer, have shown that the oil can contribute from 2 to 25 percent
l of the total particulate mass, with the greatest contribution occurring at high

mm speed. On average, over half of the extractable mass was traceable to the oil. All
ion or i the material traceable to the oil was found in the extractable fraction, indicating

‘ i that the oil did not participate in the combustion preteess. However, the oil is not

l
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always a significant contributer: in another engine. fuel Was the dominant source
of extractable material. 7‘“ "’1

1L6 EXHAUST GAS TREATMENT

11.6.1 Available Options

Our discussion so far has focused on engine emissions. Further reductions in

f emissions can be obtained by removing pollutants from the exhaust gases in the
I engine exhaust system. Devices developed to achieve this result include catalytic

.- converters [Oxidising catalysts for HC and CO, reducing catalysts fer NO“ and
three-way catalysts for all three pollutants), thermal reactors [for HC and CO),

and traps or filters for particulates.

The temperature of exhaust gas in a spark-ignition engine can vary from

300 to 400°C during idle to about 900°C at high-power operation. The most

‘ common range is 400 to 600°C. Spark-ignition engines usually operate at fucifair
‘ equivalence ratios between about 0.9 and 1.2 (see Sec. 7.1). The exhaust gas may
' therefore contain modest amounts of oxygen (when lean) or more substantial

i .. amounts of CO {when rich). In contrast, diesel engines, where load is controlled

i by the amount of fuel injected, always Operate lean. The exhaust gas therefore
contains substantial oxygen and is at a lower temperature (200 to 500“C).

Removal of gaseous pollutants from the exhaust gases after they leave the engine

cylinder can be either thermal or catalytic. in order to oxidize the hydrocarbons
in the gas phase without a catalyst, a residence time of order or greater than

50111:: and temperatures in excess of 600°C are required. To oxidize CO, tem-

peratures in excess of 700°C are required. Temperatures high enough for some

homogeneous thermal oxidation can be obtained by spark retard (with some loss
in el‘l‘iciency) and insulation of the exhaust ports and manifold. The residence

time can be increased by increasing the exhaust manifold volume to form a

thermal reactor (sec Sec. 11.6.3). However, this approach has limited application.

Catalytic oxidation of CO and hydrocarbons in the exhaUSt can be

achieved at temperatures as low as 250°C. Thus effective remoVal of these pol-

lutants occurs over a much wider range of exhaust temperatures than can be

achieved with thermal oxidation. The only satisfactory method known for the

removal of N0 from exhaust gas involve-s catalytic processes. Removal of NO by

catalytic oxidation to NO2 requires temperatures <400°C (from equilibrium

considerations) and subsequent removal of the N02 produced. Catalytic reaction

of NO with added ammonia NH3 is not practical because of the transient varia—
tions in NO produced in the engine. Reduction of NO by CO, hydrocarbons, or

1-12 in the exhaust to produce N2 is the preferred catalytic process. It is only
feasible in spark—ignition engine exhausts. USe of catalysts in spark-ignition

engines for (‘0. HC, and NO removal has become wideSpread. Catalysts are

discussed in Sec. 11.6.2. 1
Particulatcs in the exhaust gas stream can be removed by a trap. Due to the

small particle size involved, some type 'of filter is the most effective trapping

...r-..-.._r. .v-'-..-ru-tn-r...;_‘....‘-.¢,...',
.1.,.“....
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.urce method. The accumulation of mass within the trap and the increase in exhaust

manifold pressure during trap operation are major development problems. Diesel

particulates, once trapped, can be burned up either by initiating oxidation within
the trap with an external heat source or by using a trap which contains cata-

lytically active material, The operation of particulate traps is reviewed briefly in
Sec. 11.6.4.

is in

1 the

”:2: 11.6.2 Catalytic Converters
CO), The catalytic converters used in spark-ignition engines consist of an active cata-

lytic material in a specially designed metal casing which directs the exhaust gas

from flow through the catalyst bed. The active material employed for CO and HC

most oxidation or NO reduction (normally noble metals. though base metals oxides

:l/air can be used) must be distributed over a large surface area so that the mass—
may transfer characteristics between the gas phase and the acute catalyst surface are
ntial sufficient to allow close to 100 percent conversion with high catalytic activity.

olled The two configuratioos commonly used are shown in Fig. 11-53. One system

:fore employs a ceramic honeycomb structure or monolith held in a metal can in the

0°C} exhaust stream. The active (noble metal) catalyst material is impregnated into a
ngnc highly porous alumina washeoa’r about 20 pm thick that is applied to the pas-
bons sageway walls. The typical monolith has square-cross-section passageways with

than inside dimensions of ~1 mm separated by thin (0.15 to 0.3 mm) porous walls.

tem~ The number of passageways per square centimeter varies between about 30 and

some 60. The washcoat, 5 to 15 percent of the weight of the monolith, has a surface

:loss area of 100 to 200 mz/g. The other converter design uses a bed of spherical

lcncc ceramic pellets to provide a large surface area in contact with the flow. With

.‘m a pellet catalysts. the noble metal catalyst is impregnated into the highly porous
on. surface of the spherical alumina pellets (typically 3 mm diameter) to a depth of

n be about 250 pm. The pellet material is chosen to have good crush and abrasion

pol- resistance after exposure to temperatures of order “100°C. The gas flow is
n be directed down through the bed as shown to provide a large flow area and low

r the pressure drop. The gas flow is turbulent which results in high mares-transfer rates;

0 by in the monolith catalyst passageways, it is laminar.
rium

ction OXIDATION CATALYSTS. The function of an oxidation catalyst is to oxidize CO

an} and hydrocarbons to C02 and water in an exhaust gas stream which typically

is, or contains ~ 12 percent CO2 and H20, 100 to 2000 ppm NO, ~20 ppm SO2 , 1 to

only 5 percent 02, 0.2 to 5 percent C0, and 1000 to 6000 ppm C, HC, often with
tition small amounts of lead and phosphorus. About half the hydrocarbons emitted by

s are the SI engine are unburned fuel compounds. The saturated hydrocarbons (which

comprise some 20 to 30 percent) are the most difficult to oxidize. The ease of

o the oxidation increases with increasing molecular weight. Sufficient oxygen must be

iping present to oxidize the CO and BC. This may be supplied by the engine itself
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FIGURE ”-53

Catalytic converters for spark—ignition unginu cmission control' (a) monoIiLh design; (6) pellctimd
design.‘32
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running lean of' stoichiometric or with a pump that introduces air into the

exhaust ports just downstream of the valve. Venturi air addition into the exhaust

port using the pressure pulsations generated by the exhaust process can also be
used to add the required air.

Because of their high intrinsic activity, noble metals are most suitable as the

catalytic material. They Show higher Specific activity for HC oxidation, are more

thermally resistant to loss of low-temperature activity, and are much less deacti-

vated by the sulfur in the fuel than base metal oxides. A mixture of platinum (Pt)

and palladium (Pd) is most commonly used. For the oxidation of CO, olefins,

and methane, the specific activity of Pd is higher than that of Pt. For the oxida-

tion of aromatic compounds, Pt and Pd have similar activity. For oxidation of

paraffin hydrocarbons (with molecular size greater than C3), Pt is more active

than Pd. Pure noble metals sinter rapidly in the 500 to 900°C temperature range

experienced by exhaust catalysts. Since catalytic behavior is manifested exclu-

siver by surface atoms, the noble metals are dispersed as finely as possible on an

inert support such as y-A203 which prevents particlc~to—particlc metal contact

and suppresses sintering. The particle size of the noble metal particles in a fresh

catalyst is less than 50 nm. This can increase to wlOD run when the catalyst is

exposed to the high temperatures of the exhaust in vehicle operatioo. Typical

noble metal concentrations in a commercial honeycomb catalyst are between 1

and 2 gy’dmi of honeycomb volume, with PUP‘d = 2 on a weight basis. As a

rough ruie of thumb, the ceramic honeycomb volume required is about half the

engine displaced volume. This gives a space velocity through the converter

(volume flow rate of exhaust divided by converter volume) over the normal

engine operating range of 5 to 30 per secondf’El

The conversion efliciency of a catalyst is the ratio of the rate of mass

removal in the catalyst of the particular constituent of interest to the mass flow

rate of that constituent into the catalyst: cg, for HC,

  

K’IHCLi." — ch,Ol-lt ml!C,oul (1 1 43)
mac. in ’"Hc. in

The variation of conversion efficiency of a typical oxidizing catalytic converter

with temperature is shown in Fig. 11-54. At high enough temperatures, the

steadyvstatc conversion efficiencies of a new oxidation catalyst are typically 98 to

99 percent for CO and 95 percent or above for HC. However, the. catalyst is

ineffective until its temperature has risen above 250 to 300°C. The term lightmofi”

temperature is often used to describe the temperature at which the catalyst

becomes more than 50 percent effective.

The above numbers apply to fresh noble metal oxidation catalysts; as cata-

lysts spend time in service their effectiveness deteriorates. Catalysis involves the

adsorption of the reactants onto surface sites of high activity, followed by chemi-

cal reaction, then desorption of the products. Catalyst degradation involves both

the deactivation of these sites by catalyst poisons and a reduction in the effective

area of these sites through sintering. Poisoning aiiects both the warm-up and

eti zed
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l u 230 Conversion efficiency for (.30 and HC as al I:' "'"_400— 500 function of temperature for typical oxidizing

- Temperature, :’C catalytic converter.62

steady-state performance of the catalyst. When poisoning occurs, catalytic activ-

ity is impeded through prolonged contact with interfering elements that either

physically block the active sites or interact chemically with the active material.

The lead in fuel antiknock agents and the ph05phorus in oil additives are the

most important poisons. Though lead antiknock agents are not added to the

gasoline used with catalyst-equipped vehicles, this “unleaded" fuel can be con-

taminated with small amounts (~10 mg bedm3} from the fuel distribution

system. Between 10 and 30 percent of the lead in the fuel ends up on the catalyst.

Its effect on catalyst conversion eificiency depends on the amount of lead on the

catalyst, as shown in Fig. “-55. Lead depresses the catalytic oxidation of BC to

a greater extent than oxidation of C0. The oxidation activity of saturated hydro

carbons is particularly depressed. The extent of the poisoning that results from

traces of critical elements in the fuel and oil depends on which elements are

present and the amounts absorbed, as well as the composition of the catalyst and

its operating conditions (especially its temperature).‘58 Sintering is promoted by

exposure of the catalyst to high operating temperatures. It involves the migration

and agglomeration of sites, thus decreasing their active surface area. Sintering

slows warm-up but has minimal effect on the steady-state conversion efficiency.

The oxidation kinetics of CO over Pt and Pd noble metal catalysts can be

described by

‘—‘-.§-\'.‘-:;.._'-\f("'_____. nmane-mugs...Lt .' _'_. '.u;-l‘. .U.:'‘--
-.1~_-.-a-,v..a5_

ty.m-:-..J-.-¢..a_'....c...-..._._-1.a.:').x.-.:—,-.-v:-A.4,..s-»--.:-..
a‘4...

d[C0] = KiPcoPm (“‘44)
d3 (1 + szco + K:- PHclzll + KAPitol

i..
 

where KI to K4 and n are constants at any given temperature, and pm, P0: , pm,

and pN0 are the partial pressures of carbon monoxide, oxygen, hydrocarbons, and

nitric oxide, respectively. A similar relationship can be written for the olefinic and

aromatic HC oxidation rate (these being the most reactive hydrocarbons). These

relationships incorporate the fact that the rates of CO and HC oxidation are

inhibited by high CO and reactive I-lC concentrations. and that NO concentra-

tions in the range 0 to 1000 ppm strongly inhibit oxidation also. The oxidation

rate of paraffin hydrocarbons varies with the first power of the HC partial pres-

;-'A_-"...2.Aa-.A,".4.- u-t‘“‘II-;--'-‘!£-MI.uwnuaL-pn...t
was.“_....4_H ';«nuns-m
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8 20 . S " HC conversion efficiency as a function
g 20 g of lead concentration on catalyst.

as a 0% ...:....i.t [um—f .... J_|_|_I,.J_I_i _‘_LWU 0 ‘ Total HC conversion on left; non-
llzing 0 01 0.! 1'0 10 methane EEC, conversion on right.

Lead on catalyst “tight 9;, 0001—0013 g Pme’ in fuel."8

ctiv- sure, is inhibited by CO, olefins, and NO, and increases as the O2 partial pressure
ither is decreased to near—stoichiometric values.68
:rial. It will be apparent from the above that two extremely important consider-
: the aliens for successful use of catalysts for autornotive applications are the test pro-

the eedure that is used to measure emissions and the methods used to determine if
eon- the catalyst has the required durability. The US. Federal Test Procedure requires
ttion that the vehicle under test be at a temperature of 16 to 30°C for 12 hours prior to

.lyst. the test and that emissions are measured from the time the ignition key is turned
‘ the on until the test has ended. In spark-ignition engines the mixture fed into the
C to engine during start~up is enriched substantially [carburetors have a choke to
dm_ accomplish this; additional fuel is injected with port or manifold fuel injection).
mm The rationale is that if sufficient fuel is added to the inlet air, enough will evapov

are rate to start the engine. However, until the rest of the fuel is consumed, the engine
and then runs rich and emits high concentrations of CO and BC. The catalyst is cold

1 by at this time? and until it warms up, these emissions will pass through without
.tion reaction. It is important that the catalyst he brought to its light—off temperature

:n'ng as quickly as possible (preferably in less than 60 s] and that mixture enrichment
y_ during start—up be held to a minimum. Thus catalysts should have low thermal
n be inertia for rapid warmuup and low light-off temperatures for CO and HC, so they

become effective quickly. The closer they are placed to the engine the faster they

will reach light—ofi'. However. they will then eitpcrience higher temperatures when

fully warmed up and 30 be more susceptible to thermal degradation. While it is

1'4'4) not too difficult to prepare catalysts that are highly effective when fresh, it is
much more difficult to maintain effectiveness over extended mileage (50,000 miles)

pHC! in which the catalyst is exposed to high temperatures and catalyst poisons. These

and can degrade both cold-start and warmed-up performance. Also, catalyst dura-

and bility is attected by engine durability. Any engine malfunction that will expose the

hese catalyst to excessive amounts of unburned fuel (such as ignition failure, misfire
are with too lean a mixture, or excessively rich operation] will severely overheat the

tire» catalyst.

,tion Oxidation-catalyst-eqnipped vehicles may emit sulfuric acid aerosol.

)res— Unleaded gasoline contains 150 to 600 ppm by weight of S, which leaves the
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FIGURE 11-56

50; conversion to 803 as a function of temperature
with 5% 02 concentration and no reducing gaSes

present. Space velocity (volume flow per unit

200 400 600 500 volume} ~ 10 a". Results for Pt—Pd, Pl--Rh, and Pd

Temperature, “C catalysts.“

I: Pt:Rh 10H

0 Li Pd catalyst 

combustion chamber as SC)2 . This SO2 can be oxidized by the catalyst to 503
which combines with water at ambient conditions to form an H2504 aerosol.

The 803 can be chemisorbed on the alumina catalyst surface; when large pellet
beds are used. considerable storage of 303 at temperatures <500°C can occur.

At higher catalyst temperatures, this stored SO3 is emitted as an $03—80l
mixture. SC)3 production can be controlled by lowering or raising the catalyst

temperature. Figure 11-56 shows that at low temperatures SO;5 production is
kinetically limited; at high temperatures 303 production is thermodynamically
limited. Palladium and rhodium produce less 803 than Pt and have comparable

HC and CO catalytic activity. By decreasing oxygen concentrations leaving the
catalyst to ~l percent, 303 production can be substantially reduced.""8
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“PL-In NO CATALYSIS. NO is removed by reduction using the CD, hydrocarbons. and

H2 in the exhaust. The reactions are shown in Table 11.11. No catalyst is avail-
able for the decomposition of NO to O2 and N2 (thermodynamically favored at

. exhaust temperatures) which is sufficiently active for use in engine exhausts. N0
l reduction can be carried out under rich conditions where there is an excess of

' reducing species over oxidizing species. The catalyst used under these conditions
is referred to as an N0 reduction. catalyst. Such a system requires a follow-up

oxidation catalyst, together with addition of air from an air pump before the

oxidation catalyst, to remove the remaining CO and hydrocarbons. Such a

two-bed system can remove all three pollutants (NO. CO, and HC) from the
exhaust. However, the rich operation necessary for NO reduction results in a fuel

consumption penalty and constrains the performance of the N0 catalyst since a
fraction of the NO removed is converted to ammonia NH3 rather than N2. NH;
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TABLE [1.11

Possible NO reactions under

reducing conditions" 

NO + CO—r éNz + CD1
2N0 + ECO + 3H20 -r Hill—lJ + 5C0J

2N0 + CO —- N20 + (302

N0 + H2 alibi: + H20

2N0 + 5H, —+2NH3 + 21120

2N0 + H2 —- N20 + H10

P‘MF-P’N‘.‘
 

Reactions 3 and 6 occur at 200%, which is below

that usually found in auto exhausts.

formation under rich operation in the first bed must be small in this two-bed'alure

gases system because the second (oxidation) catalyst readily oxidizes NH3 back to N0.
unit Reduction of NC) by CO or H 2 can be accomplished by base metal catalysts (e-g.,

“1 Pd CuO, NiO) in the temperature range 350 to 600°C. However, these catalyst

materials are deactivated by sulfur and have shown limited thermal stability

when used in vehicle exhausts. Alumina-supported noble metal catalysts reduce

NO with CO—H2 mixtures. Their NO-reduction activity is in the order

SO3 Ru > Rh > Pd > Pt. Ruthenium (Ru) and rhodium (Rh) produce considerably
0301. less NH3 than Pd or Pt under slightly rich conditions. While these properties

teller make ruthenium a desirable NO catalyst, it forms volatile oxides under oxidizing

:cur. conditions which results in loss of ruthenium from the alumina support.cm

so2

alyst THREE~WAY CATALYSTS. If an engine is operated at all times with an air/fuel

in is ratio at or close to stoichiometric, then both NO reduction and CO and HC

cally oxidation can be done in a single catalyst bed. The catalyst effectively brings the

Table exhaust gas composition to a nearncquilibriurn state at these exhaust conditions;

5 the Le, a composition of CO2 , H20, and N2. Enough reducing gases will be present

to reduce NO and enough 02 to oxidize the CO and hydrocarbons. Such a

catalyst is called a three-way Catalyst since it removes all three pollutants simultaw 
and neonsly. Figure ”-57 shows the conversion efficiency for NO, CO, and HC as a

.vail- function of the air/fuel ratio. There is a narrow range of air/fuel ratios near stoi-

:d at Chiornetric in which high conversion efficiencies for all three pollutants are

NO achieved. The width of this window is narrow, about 0.1 air/fuel ratios (7 x [0‘3

55 of in equivalence ratio units) for catalyst with high mileage use, and depends on

lions catalyst formulation and engine operating conditions.

.v»up This window is sufficiently narrow to be beyond the control capabilities of
: the an ordinary carburetor, though it can sometimes be achieved with sophisticated

ch a carburetors and fuel-injection systems. Thus closed~loop control of equivalence

l the ,_ ratio has been introduced. An oxygen sensor in the exhaust is used to indicate
I- fuel 5 whether the engine is operating on the rich 0r lean side of stoichiometric, and
tee a i" provide a signal for adjusting the fuel system to achieve the desired air-fuel

NH 3 mixture (see Sec. 7.4). Holding the equivalence ratio precisely on the chosen near-
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alrlfiml ram Conversion efficiency for N0, (10,
3.1 14.4 1415 14.6 14.1 14.8 143 and HC for a three-way catalyst as

H Rich Lean a functmn of exhaust gas airlr’fuel
Air/Fuel ratio ratio.55

stoiehiometric value is not a practical expectation of such a feedback system, and

the equivalence ratio oscillates around the set point in an approximately periodic

manner as the fuel flow is varied. Experimental data show that there is a con-

siderable widening of the air/fuel ratio window where all three pollutants are

effectively removed, with cyclic variation of the fuel flow. The maximum converu

sion in the middle of the window is reduced, however, from its value when there

are no fluctuations. The effect of fluctuations depends on the frequency; fre-

quencies of about 0.5 to I hertz are most efl‘ective and the usable window (at

lower conversion etficiencies) can be broadened to about 1 airffuel ratio. Some of

the benefits of fluctuations in equivalence or airfluel ratios are available even.

without any deliberate attempt to produce such variations with closed-loop feed-

back. Open-loop systems exhibit variations in the airg‘fuel ratio during normal

vehicle operation.

Because of these cyclic variations in exhaust gas composition about a set

point close to stoichiometric, it is desirable that the catalyst be able to reduce

N0 when a slight excess of oxygen is present (on the lean side) and remove CO

and HC when there is a slight deficiency of oxygen (on the rich side). Rhodium is

the principal ingredient used in commercial catalysts to remove NO. It is very

active for NO reduction, is much less inhibited by CO and sulfur compounds,

and produces less NH3 than Pt. To remove NO under slightly lean-ol-

stoiehiometric conditions, the catalyst must react the CO, H2, or BC with NO

rather than with 02, as the exhaust gas passes through the catalyst bed.

Rhodium shows some NO reduction activity slightly loan of stoichiornctric. On

the rich side, the three-way catalyst window is determined by hydrocarbon and

CO removal. Platinum is most commonly used fer HC and CO oxidation; it has

good activity under stoichiometrie and slightly lean conditions. When sufficient

rhodium is present, the participation of Pt in NO removal is minimal. In the rich
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regime, the three-Way catalyst consumes all the oxygen that is present in the
exhaust, and as a consequence removes an equivalent amount of CO, H2, and

hydrocarbons; it is thought that the H2 is removed first. In addition, the water—

gas shift reaction

C0 + H20 = R2 + C0,,

and the steam-reforming reaction

Hydrocarbon + H20 -’ C0, C02, H;

can consume CO and BC. The exhaust contains an Hzg’CO ratio of about t (see

Sec. 4.9.1), where the equilibrium ratio at 500°C is about 4. Considerable C0

removal can be expected if the water-gas shift equilibrium is approached. Plati-

”(50' euro is active in promoting this equilibrium. For large molecular weight paralliu
m“: hydrocarbons, and for olefins and aromatic hydrocarbons, the equilibrium for the

steam-reforming reactions lies to the right. This reaction can therefore lead to

considerable hydrocarbon removal. Rhodium is particularly active in the steam-

reforming reaction; platinum is also active.”
The conversions of NO, C0, and hydrocarbons in a three-way catalyst

and operated with cyclical variations in equivalence ratio are larger than estimates
Odie based on summation of steady-state values during the cycle. At least part of the

con— improved performance is thought to be due to the ability of the catalyst to
are undergo reduction-oxidation reactions. Such a catalyst component is usually

iver- referred to as an oxygen-storage component. In its oxidized state it can provide
here oxygen for CO and hydrocarbon oxidation in a rich exhaust gas environment,
[’6' and in the process be reduced. When the exhaust cycles to lean conditions, this

i (at reduced component can react with 02 or NO (which removes NO directly or
1° 0f indirectly by reducing the 0; concentration), The oxidized component can then
even oxidize CO and HC in the next rich cycle, etc. Compencnts sueh as ReO2 or
eed- 0:02 which exhibit this " redox " behavior can be included in three—way catalyst
rmal formulations. Commercial three-way catalysts contain platinum and rhodium

(the ratio Pt/Rh varying substantially in the range 2 to 17) with some A103,

3:: MO, and CeO2 . Alumina is the preferred support material.M
CO

m 18 11.6.3 Thermal Reactors
very

ndS, In Secs. 11.3 and 11.4.2 it was explained that oxidation of CO and HC occurred

l-Of- during the expansion and exhaust prooesses in the cylinder of a conventional

N0 spark-ignition engine and, under certain circumstances, in the exhaust system.
bed. Oxidation after passage through the exhaust port can be enhanced with a thermal
0n reactorian enlarged exhaust manifold that bolls directly onto the cylinder head,
and Its function is to promote rapid mixing of the hot exhaust gases with any second—

has ary air injected into the exhaust port (required with fuel-rich engine operation to
:ient produce a net oxidizing atmosphere), to remove nonuniformities in temperature
rich and composition in the exhaust gases, and to retain the gases at a high enough
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FIGURE “-58

Schematic of exhaust thermal reactor

for HC and CO oxidation.

temperature for sufficient time to oxidize much of the HC. and CD which exits

_ _. the cylinder. An example ofa thermal reactor design is shown in Fig. “-58.

it The temperature levels typically required for bulk gas oxidation of HC and

' CO in a reactor are about 600 and 700°C, respectively. Note that they are con;

sidcrably higher than those required for equivalent conversion in a catalytic con-

verter and that higher temperatures are required for C0 oxidation than for BC

oxidation. The exhaust gas temperature in the manifold of a conventional engine

is not sufficient to achieVe any substantial reduction in engine exhaust port emis“

sions. To achieve greater reductions, the reactor must be designed to reduce heat

losses and. increase residence time. In addition, to achieve rapid warm—up after

engine start, a low thermal inertia reactor is desirable. Typically, a thin steel liner

acts as the core of the reactor inside a cast-iron outer casing; with suitably

arranged flow paths, this construction holds heat losses to a minimum by ther-

mally isolating the core.

The effectiveness of the reactor depends On its operating temperature, the

availability of excess oxygen mixed throughout the reacting gases, and the

reactor volume. The operating temperature depends on the reactor inlet gas tem-

perature, heat losses, and the amount of HC, CO, and H2 burned up in the

reactor. This latter factor is important: 1.5 percent CO removal results in a

220 K temperature rise. As a consequence, reactors with fuel-rich cylinder

exhaust gas and secondary air give greater fractional reductions in HQ and CO

emissions than reactors with fuel-lean cylinder exhaust (which do not require any

secondary air). As has already been explained, a higher core gas temperature is

required to burn up the same fraction of CO which enters the reactor as of HC

5 which enters. For lean engine exhaust gas, where the reactor core gas tem—

‘ peratures are a hundred degrees K lower than under fuel-rich operation, substati-
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tial reductions in CO emissions are difficult to achieve. For very lean operation,

HC burnup becomes marginal.

A practical limitation to reactor attentiveness with fuel~rich engine oper-

ation is mixing of Secondary air and engine exhaust gases in the exhaust port and

the reactor core. The secondary air flow with a conventional air pump is effec-

tively shut oil“ by the exhaust blowdouin process. and virtually no oxidation

occurs in the exhaust port because the air and exhaust gases are segregated.

Mixing in the reactor itself is promoted by suitably arranging the reactor inlet

and exit ports and by using baffles. In systems with conventional secondary air

pumps, maximum reductions in CO and HC occur with 10 to 20 percent excess
air in the mixture. However, even with very high reactor core gas temperatures,

100 percent HC and CO oxidation is not achieved due to incomplete mixing.

Improved control of secondary air flow has been shown to increase significantly

CO emissions burnup.

:aclur

11.6.4 Particulate Traps

An exhaust treatment technology that substantially reduces diesel engine particu-

late emissions is the trap oxidizer. A temperature—tolerant filter or trap removes

exits the particulate material from the exhaust gas; the filter is then “cleaned off” by

oxidizing the accumulated particulates. This technology is difficult to implement

and because: (1) the filter, even when clean, increases the pressure in the exhaust

con- system; (2] this pressure increase steadily rises as the filter collects particulate

0011- matter; (3] under normal diesel engine operating conditions the collected particu-

HC late matter will not ignite and oxidize; (4) once ignition of the particulate occurs,

glue the burnup process must be carefully controlled to prevent excessively high tem-

mis- peratures and trap damage or destruction. Trap oxidizers have been put into

heat production for light-duty automobile diesel engines. Their use with heavy-duty

alter diesel engines poses more difficult problems due to higher particulate loading and

liner lower exhaust temperatures.

ably Types of particulate filters include: ceramic monoliths, alumina-coated wire
lle- mesh. ceramic foam, ceramic fiber mat, woven silica-fiber rope wound on a

porous tube. Each of these has different inherent pressure loss and filtering effi-

the ciency. Regeneration of the trap by burning up the filtered. particulate material

the can be accomplished by raising its temperature to the ignition point while pro-

:cm~ vlding oxygen-containing exhaust gas to support combustion and carry away the

the heat released. Diesel particulate matter ignites at about 500 to 600°C. This is

in a above the normal temperature of diesel exhaust so either the exhaust gas flowing

ader through the trap during regeneration must be heated [positive regeneration) or

C0 ignition must be made to occur at a lower temperature with catalytic materials

any on the trap or added to the fuel (catalytic regeneration). Catalytic coatings on the

re is trap reduce the ignition temperature by up to 200°C.

HC Figure 11-59 shows a ceramic-coated trap oxidizer mounted on the exhaust

tem- system of a turbocharged iDl diesel engine. The trap is a ceramic honeycomb
.tan— with half the cells closed at the inlet end and the other half of the cells closed at
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FIGURE ”-59

Catalytic ceramic-munolilh panic-

ulale trap oxidizer mounted on

exhaust of turbocharged automo-

bile diesel engine.”

 
the exit end. Thus the particulate laden exhaust is forced to flow through the

porous ceramic cell walls. The outside of the honeycomb is insulated and the trap
is mounted close to the engine to maintain as high a trap temperature as possible.

The pressure drop across the unloaded trap increases from 0.02 aim at 1000

revr'min to [MS atm at the maximum engine Speed of 4500 revfmin. As the trap

loads up, the pressure drop increases, requiring more fuel to be injected to coma

pensate for the loss in power. This leads to higher exhaust temperature which

eventually results in catalytic ignition of the particulate. The particulate oxida-

tion rate depends on the trap temperature. With suitable trap location and

design, the regeneration process is largely self-regulating. the particulate emis~
sions from the engine are reduced by 70 percent or morei“6

PROBLEMS

11.1. Figure l1—2 shows concentrations of NO, CO, and HC in a spark-ignition engine
exhaust as a function of fuel/air equivalence ratio. Assume the concentration scale

is parts per million. Explain the trends showu as the mixture is first made richer
and then leaner than stoiehiometrie.

11.2. Figure lt-2 is for a spark-ignition engine. Construct a similar qualitative graph of
NO, CD, and HC concentrations versus equivalence ratio for a direct—injection

four-stroke cycle diesel engine.

11.3. A spark-ignition engine driving a car uses, on average, 120 grams of gasoline per

mile traveled. The average emissions from the engine (upstream of the catalyst) are

1.5, 2, and 20 grams per mile of NO,r (as N02), HC, and CO, respectively. The

engine operates with a stoichiomctric gasolinenair mixture. Find the average con»

centrations in parts per million of N01, HC ifas ppm C1), and CO in the engine
exhaust.

11.4. Calculate the average combustion inefficiency corresponding to the spark—ignition

engine emissions levels given in Prob. 11.3. Include any hydrogen you estimate

would be present in the exhaust stream.
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11.5. A three-way catalytic converter is used with the spark-ignition engine in Prob. 11.3.

For 10 percent of the driving time, the catalyst is cold and ineffective. and does not

reduce the engine‘s emissions. For 90 percent of the time, the catalyst is hot and has

conversion ell'tciencies as given in Fig. 1157. Estimate the average vehicle emissions

of NO,“ HC. and CO in grams per mile.

11.6. Figure 15-11 shows the variation in NO and HC emissions as concentrations tppm]

in the exhaust of a spark—ignition engine as a function cl" speed and load. Convert

these data. to graphs of indicated specific NO and HC emissions (g/kW-h) versus

speed and imep. Assume nu (based on atmospheric air density) = imep

(kPa) x 10'"?

11.7. Use the data in Fig. 11-44 to estimate:artic-

  

l on (a) The exhaust partieulate emissions as a fraction of the maximum particulate

omo- loading during the cycle.

(b) The maximum measured soot loading and the exhaust soot loading as fractions
of the fuel carbon.

(c) The equivalent sphere size of each soot particle at the number density peak (22°

the ATC) and in the exhaust.
trap Assume a particulate density of 2 g/cm3. Note that the gas volumes in Fig. “—44
ible. are determined at standard temperature and pressure.

000 [1.8. Explain the following emissions trends. Highest marks will be given for succinct
“'51P summaries of the important technical issues.

om- (a) Nitric oxide (NO) emissions from diesels and spark-ignition engines as the

hich equivalence ratio is varied show significantly difi‘ercnt behavior {see Figs. 11-9

jdau and 11.16). Redraw these graphs on the same plot and explain the different

and trends for these two types of engines as it) decreases on the lean side of stoichice

mi» metric.
(h) Recirculation of a fraction of the exhaust gases to the intake is used to control

engine nitric oxide emissions at part load. Exhaust gas recycle is usually more

effective with spark-ignition engines than with diesels, as shown in Fig. PI [-3.

Explain why these trends are different.

l 1110

sgcale 1'0

ieher (1’ DES“
i E \ d’aueruli = 0'5

)h of g as
“1011 E-

3 per

.) are

The mouse ms
con-

igine

(cl Brake specific particulate emissions from diesels are a major problem. Particu-

ition late emissions from conventional sparkignition engines are negligible. Briefly

male explain why the particulate emission levels from these two types of engines are

so different in magnitude.
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(d) Diesels have lov.r carbon monoxide (CO) emissions. Spark-ignition engine CO
emissions when averaged over a typical urban automobile trip {cold engine

start, warm-up, cruise, idle. acceleration, etc.) are substantial and require a cata.

lyst for efiective control. Explain this difference in average CO emissions

(upstream of any catalyst) from these two types of engines.

11.9. The following questions refer to an engine with these geometric and operating charv
acteristics (see Fig. 11—26a): d: = 1.0; compression ratio = 8: 1; bore 2 100 mm;

stroke = 100 mm: piston diameter above top ring 2 99.4 mm; distance from piston

crown top to top ring =. 9,52 mm; volumetric efficiency = 0.3; temperature in cylin-

der at the start of compression 2 333 K; pressure in cyIinder at start of

compression = 1 arm; mixture temperature before entering cylinder -—- 30°C; brake

specific fuel consumption = 300 gflrW - h.

A substantial fraction of spark-ignition engine hydrocarbon emissions OOmcs

from the crevice between the piston crown and cylinder wall. Gas is forced into this

crevice as the cylinder pressure increases and flows out of this crevice as the cylin-_

der pressure decreases. The gas in the crevice can be assumed to be at the wall

temperature, 400 K. The gas pushed into the crevice ahead of the flame is unburned

.' mixture; the gas pushed in behind the flame is burned mixture. About two—thirds of
h the crevice gas is unburned. The maximum cylinder pressure is 3 MPa.

(0) Calculate the mass fractiOn of the cylinder gas which is in the crevice between
the piston and cylinder wall and above the first piston ring, at the time of peak
pressure.

(1')) Assuming that half of the unburned fuel in this region is oxidized within the

cylinder and a further one~third is oxidized in the exhaust port, calculate the

engine HC‘ emissions from this source in parts per million (ppm C1} by volume.

(c) Calculate the ratio of brake specific hydrocarbon emissions to brake specific

fuel o0n5umpli01‘l.

((1) Calculate the brake specific hydrocarbon emissions in grams of HC per
kilowatt-hour.

11.10. Nitric oxide, NO, forms via reactions (11.1] to (11.3). Reaction (11.1) is “slow“ and

reactions (11.2) and (11.3) are “fast," so the initial rate of formation of NO is given

by Eq. (11.8):

 

d[N0]

dr

 

* 2k? [N21101:

where [ ] denote concentrations in gram-moles per cubic centimeter, H“ is the rate

constant for reaction (11.1), and the factor of 2 enters because the N atom formed

in {11.1) immediately reacts via (11.2) or [11.3) to give an additional NU molecule:

— 38,000

kl‘ = 7.6 x 10” esp( T ) ch/gmol-s
where T is in kclvin.

Using the equilibrium composition data provided for mole fraction atomic

oxygen (0), molecular nitrogen (N2), and nitric oxide (NO):

(a) Plot the formation rate of NO as a function of the equivalence ratio at 3000 K

and 5.5 MP3, and as a function of temperature for a stoichiometric mixture at
5.5 MP3.
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tion Engines,“ SALE paper 710009, SAE Trans, vol. 80, 1971.

 
CO (0) Estimate approximately the time taken to reach equilibrium NO levels at

glue 0‘) a 1, 2750 K and 3001} K. 5.5 MP3. '
3113- (c) If the stoichiometric mixture inducted into the engine reaches 3000 K and

ions 5.5 MPa after combustion, in the absence of any exhaust gas recirculation, cal-

culate the percentage of the exhaust that must be recycled to the intake (at the

har- initial intake temperature) to reduce the NO formation rate by a factor of 4
nm- (assume the final pressure 5.5 MP3 stays the same; of course, the final tem-

stori perature decreases as the exhaust gas is recycled).
glin-

of p = 5.5 MP3 05 = 1.0, p = 5.5 MPa

rake Mole fraction Mole fraction

“11:3 at: HR) 0 N, 11K) 0 N, NOI is

”in. 0.9 3000 2.1 x 10‘3 0.73 2500 6 x 10" 0.73 —
well 1.0 3000 1.5 x 10-3 0.73 9:150 5 >1 10“ 0.73 4 x 10*3
med 1.1 3000 1 x 10"3 0.73 3000 1.5 x 10-3 0.73 3 >< in"
is of

V3311
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